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1. Introduction
The impact of the atmosphere on aviation is threefold: safety, economic efficiency and ecologic sustainability of aviation depend – sometimes crucially, sometimes marginally – on the state and the motion of
the air masses through which an aircraft flies. The Vision 2020 (GoP 2001), the Advisory Council for
Aeronautics Research in Europe, ACARE, and follow-on initiatives like Flight Path 2050 set ambitious
goals to increase safety and punctuality in aviation. The goals have to be met under all weather conditions, “flying safely in all weather, aircraft are running on schedule 99% of the time”. However, weather is
not a technical problem which can totally be controlled: “we cannot control it but we need to learn to live
with the elements and steadily eliminate the service disruption that they may cause”. The stakeholders
have to bear in mind that weather, from its nature, is difficult and only within limits to predict.
Adverse weather is hardly the single source for accidents in aviation but it is very often a contributing
factor. Between 1995 and 2004 weather was the primary cause in 13% of all aircraft losses (Boeing
2005); in 33% of all accidents between 2004 and 2007 weather was involved as a primary or secondary
cause (NTSB 2007). Aircraft “wake turbulence” (an imprecise terminology for two coherent counterrotating vortices shed by the aircraft) is a safety topic of high global relevance for aviation. Aircraft wake
vortex encounters were the most frequent reasons for loss of control of jet aircraft between 1987 and
1995 (Aviation Week 2002).
Weather is, on the other hand, the largest single source for delays and inconveniences in air traffic over
the USA (FAA 2007) as well as over Europe (Theusner and Röhner 2006). Airport hubs and flight corridors which operate close to their capacity limits will be disrupted already by small weather events leading to nevertheless high costs and delays. Adverse weather was responsible for 40-50% of all flight delays in Europe already in 2006. Today, in November 2011 almost 56% of all delays were due to adverse
weather at the airports in Europe. More specifically, weather was the main reason for delays at the airport of Munich, Germany, in more than 80% of all delay cases in 2011. Also in the USA, adverse weather is the primary reason for disruptions in the air transport system. For example, up to 90% of all delays
in the US American airspace during the summer months are due to thunderstorm activity (Leighton
2006).
All phases of flight are exposed to weather but the flights in the vicinity of an airport, the so-called terminal manoeuvring area, are mainly hindered by adverse weather conditions. Now, aviation is one of a few
business sectors with large annual growth rates – the number of flights in Europe increased about 13%
from 2003 to 2010, with a peak of 20% between 2003 to 2008 (EUROCONTROL, 2011). Since growth in
aviation means basically a growing number of scheduled flights and not so much a growth in the infrastructure – the number of delays increased by 83% from 2003 to 2008 (DFS, 2011), aviation will become even more vulnerable to weather in the future. To mitigate the potential hazard of encountering
wake vortices, minimum separation distances are prescribed for different flight phases. These separation standards, however, limit capacity. The foreseen high increase in air traffic amplifies the capacity
and safety problems also with regard to aircraft wake vortices, especially for major European airports.
The Eurocontrol Performance Review Commission reports that the year 2010 was marked by a number
of exceptional events for aviation in Europe. Besides industrial actions (e.g. strikes) and the volcanic ash
cloud from Iceland also unusually severe weather conditions occurred. Each event had a significant
impact on traffic growth, the level of delays and the flight efficiency. For example, approximately 26,000
flights were cancelled in Europe in 2010 due to strikes and alike (that is as much as the total air traffic on
one average day in 2010 in Europe) but some 45,000 flights were cancelled due to bad weather conditions. Air transport punctuality in 2010 was the worst recorded since 2001 (24.2% of flights delayed
more than 15 minutes). Again the main reasons were industrial actions and weather-related delays
(mostly snow and freezing conditions in winter 2009 and December 2010). Interesting though, the vol-
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canic ash cloud in April/May 2010 had only a limited impact on punctuality, as the majority of the flights
were cancelled. (EUROCONTROL, 2011).
The Eurocontrol study further exemplifies that the weather phenomena that have the largest impact on
the delays in the European air traffic flow management are thunderstorms and snow/ice, followed by low
visibility/ceiling and wind, see Figure 1. This ranking is about constant throughout the years.

Figure 1: Impact of weather phenomena on delays in the European air traffic flow management
(from Eurocontrol 2011, Figure 8-10).
These numbers and trends indicate that there is a clear need for improved weather information that help
all air space users to plan well in advance to mitigate the weather impact. The present meteorological
services for aviation like aerodrome forecasts (TAF), trend-type landing forecast (TREND), aerodrome
warnings or, for aircraft en-route, standard and warning information for airmen (AIRMET/SIGMET) do
not meet the needs of today’s aircraft operators and air space users since they are not specific enough,
not covering all phases of flight and not containing important parameters.
There is a growing community in aviation who believes that the disrupting impact of adverse weather on
aviation can be mitigated by using and integrating dedicated and tailored observations and forecasts of
weather. Not only reacting on an event that happens already but anticipating the weather to come and
taking measures proactively is the growing common sense among the stakeholders. A reduction of
weather-induced costs by 40% and more seems feasible. With regard to aircraft wake vortices, Hemm et
al. (1999) expect a reduction of costs by 15 Mio US-$ per year with an installed wake vortex advisory
systems at a large hub.
The DLR Project “Wetter & Fliegen” (“Weather & Flying”) has taken the Vision 2020 slogans as guidelines for its 4 years work programme. To develop weather expert systems for airports, air navigation
safety providers, air space users, and airplane manufactures is the overarching intention of our work.

1.1 Aircraft Wake Vortices
Aircraft wake vortices are an inevitable consequence of the lift generation of a flying aircraft and poses a
potential risk for other aircraft when encountering the wake. Therefore, minimum separation distances
are prescribed in order to ensure safe operations. The current separation distances, however, are considered to be overly conservative in many cases. Hence, the safety issue beomes a capacity issue, too.
Wake vortex is an aviation topic of high global importance. It is of relevance in the context of increasing
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airport congestion and the increasing diversity of aircraft types like the recent enter into service of very
large transport aircraft on one side and the advent of very light jets on the other side. For future ATM
concepts, e.g. reduced aircraft separation based on higher navigation performance, the safety and capacity aspects imposed by wake vortices have to be addressed on a national, European and international level.
Extensive research and development activities have been conducted on this topic over the last years
and decades. Science and technological development have been successful in understanding the wake
vortex topic and is now in a phase which progresses towards implementation. New technologies are
emerging like wake prediction tools, onboard advisory systems or wake vortex detection sensors (e.g.
Lidar or Radar), for which integration has to be evaluated and benefits have to be analysed. Operational
wake separation concepts like weather dependant dynamic aircraft spacing are proposed which require
feedback by users and stakeholders and a risk and safety analysis.
The research activities comprise topics such as
x wake vortex physics, formation and evolution of wakes under different flight and environmental
conditions,
x wake vortex encounter mechanics, flight dynamics aspects and resulting safety issues,
x feasibility of reducing separation distances under specific conditions, such as cross-wind.
These activities have greatly improved the understanding of the whole chain from generation of the
wakes at the aircraft via its influence on the encountering aircraft to the operational impacts. In Europe,
first local operational improvements have been introduced already or are underway which make use of
this knowledge (e.g. WIDAO at Paris CDG airport, A380 wake vortex separation assessment). In the US
a similar trend to operational solutions can be observed (closely spaced parallel runways FAA order
7110.65 (diagonal separation 1.5 nm), departure/ arrival crosswind concepts (WTMD/WTMA), B747-8
wake vortex separation assessment). The recent joint Eurocontrol/FAA RECAT Phase I proposal is going a first step towards a re-categorisation of all aircraft classes with respect to wake vortex risk by proposing a new class layout providing capacity benefits while keeping the same level of safety.

1.2 Air Traffic Management and Meteorology
The future air traffic management (ATM), as envisaged by the European and US-American modernisation programmes SESAR and NextGen, will focus on a trajectory planning in space and time (fourdimensional, 4d) to facilitate a dynamic airspace management. Effective planning and management are
mandatory to deliver the flexibility to airspace users of choosing their optimum business trajectory. Conflicts between flight trajectories must be recognised and solved quickly, especially in congested airspace, by analysing and assessing a huge amount of data from very different types and sources as aircraft performances, trajectory profiles, aeronautical and geographical data, to name but a few. Further,
also the operational environment of demand and capacity, state of use and constraints of airports and
airspaces must be considered at the same time.
To run a 4d trajectory management operationally and efficiently it is perspicuous that the meteorological
information (MET) along trajectories, at destinations and alternates and so on is provided adequately
and in a timely manner. Especially information on adverse weather must be tailored to the user’s needs,
easy to understand, self-explaining and clear in its message. MET is an essential component of the ATM
workflow, therefore, it must be commonly shared and integrated in the operating procedures of the
stakeholder to allow collaborative decisions. MET has to become an integral part of the Aeronautical
Information Management (AIM) concept. AIM in turn is the ATM component of the System Wide Information Management (SWIM) as envisaged by the programmes SESAR and NextGen. Essential elements for Aeronautical Information Management read (see also EANPG 2004):
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a sufficiently dense weather observation network, weather diagnosis, short-term forecasting
(“nowcasting”) of adverse or disruptive weather, and highly resolved probabilistic weather forecasts;
the translation of the disruptive weather in aviation constraints (“no-fly” areas) and the conversion of these constraints to the impact on aviation (demand versus reduced capacity);
the integration of tailored and timely MET and its impact in the operational processes for collaborative and dynamic decision making;
the development of “net-centric” procedures (where each aerodrome and each aircraft are considered as “nodes”) to allow broad situational awareness based on an effective information
management for the aircraft, the air traffic control and management, the airline operating centres
and the airports.

1.3 Aircraft and Atmosphere
Atmospheric conditions may hinder a flight, reduce the passengers comfort, adversely affect aircraft
behaviour and reduce the controllability of an aircraft. They further may impose additional loads on the
airframe, or even jeopardise the safety of a flight. Such conditions may occur at all flight levels everywhere in the atmosphere. The disturbances always require additional control activities and increase the
workload of the flight crew which may also negatively impact the safety. Thunderstorms are top-ranked
by pilots as a weather situation compromising the flight safety since many hazards can come together in
such an event. Strong turbulence and wind shear lead to accelerations of the aircraft which can result in
loss of flight altitude or a rotation of the aircraft; turbulence also gives rise to vibrations of the airframe
and wings such that an engine may fall off. Icing, i.e. cloud and rain droplets which freeze on the cold
body of the aircraft, can block sensors and flight control devices resulting in false speed indications and
reduced maneuverability. A lightning stroke, although of no harm to crew and passengers, may destroy
electric circuits. Hail and heavy precipitation can destroy the cockpit window and the radar dome or result in an engine flame-out. Other hazardous phenomena linked to weather are wake vortices, volcanic
ash and sand storms. See Hauf et al. (2004) for more details.
The information for pilots about such adverse weather today is, if at all, based on significant weather
charts and alike. This information is handed to the pilots before the flight when they check the aircraft for
take-off. Such services, however, don’t give the necessary, tailored and reliable information required for
a particular flight and often are outdated when needed. Significant weather charts, for example, are deduced from coarse numerical weather forecasting models many hours ahead. Moreover, neither do sensors exist today to recognise phenomena like clear-air turbulence or wake vortices from on-board an
aircraft, nor are aircraft flight control mechanisms dedicated to mitigate respective encounters.
Hence, what is required today and even more in the light of a coming dynamic airspace management,
where autonomous flights get an increasing share, is not only a modern ATM system but also an adequately equipped aircraft which
x
x
x

recognises hazardous situations caused by atmospheric phenomena,
informs pilots and crew in an appropriate way and suggesting alternative routing, and
is capable to mitigate encountered atmospheric disruptions automatically by control mechanisms.

Thereby, the information will have to originate from both on-board data as well as data up-linked from
ground systems.
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1.4 The DLR Project Wetter & Fliegen
The Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt – German Aerospace Center – (DLR) has the capacity
and expertise to accept that challenge and, therefore, initiated the major interdisciplinary Project “Wetter
& Fliegen” (Weather & Flying). The Project was running from January 2008 to December 2011. Its goal
was to contribute to safety and efficiency of tomorrow’s air transportation system by
x
x

developing weather information expert systems along with operational concepts for ATM on one
hand and
researching new sensors and delivering automated flight control and innovative flight crew information technologies for the aircraft on the other hand.

These two strands of work are outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Outline of the DLR project Wetter & Fliegen.

Terminal/Airport Weather
Three weather information expert systems for the Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) of an airport have
been developed to improve the detection, tracking, and prediction of weather phenomena adversely
affecting airport operations, namely
x wake vortex,
x deep convection (thunderstorms, hail, wind), and
x wintry weather conditions.
The idea is to concatenate all observation and prediction data available in the TMA, to produce tailored
products according to the stakeholders’ needs and to deliver simple but accurate and unambiguous
output. This approach is pre-requisite to guarantee that all involved partners possess the same information as a basis for their collaborative tactical as well as strategic decision making from minutes up to
one day in advance.
In-line with working on the meteorological expert systems, also new corresponding operational concepts
have been developed. The expert systems have been tested at the second most frequented German
airport Munich, and the value-added chain has been assessed technologically as well as monetarily.
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Aircraft Behaviour
To improve the behaviour of the aircraft when confronted with turbulence, wake vortices, and thunderstorms, two modes of on-board systems have been developed, namely
x automated flight control and evasion-manoeuvre methods, and
x enhanced flight surveillance concepts including most recent weather information for crews.
Also, feasibility studies have been performed for
 new on-board sensor technologies to detect hazardous wake vortices ahead of the aircraft.
An integrated flight control system has been developed, to improve flight characteristics, and reduce
(work) loads on pilot, passengers and aircraft in extreme atmospheric motions. Moreover, to support
pilot decision making, tactical avoidance manoeuvres have been developed. The requirements for forward-looking on-board sensors to detect such hazards have been specified and the feasibility to produce the novel sensors has been elaborated. To increase the situational awareness of the flight crew
new pilot displays and assistance tools have conceptually be derived and developed in order to uplink
the necessary data to the cockpit and display them together with data from on-board systems. The developed procedures and systems have been tested in flight simulators and during flight tests and assessed by pilots.

1.5 Outline of the Report
The activities performed and the results achieved follow the two strands Airport Terminal Weather and
Aircraft Behaviour. The chapters of this report reflect roughly the structure of the project.
Chapter 2 – Wake and Weather Information Systems for Aerodromes – covers DLR’s further developed
wake vortex advisory system as well as new meteorological information concepts and systems for thunderstorms and wintry weather conditions affecting the aerodrome area.
Chapter 3 – Risk and Economic Assessments – introduces attempts to translate the developed advisory
and information system for aircraft wake vortices and thunderstorms into business cases and investment
returns. It further presents a tool to simulate realistic wake vortex scenarios in an aerodrome environment for risk assessments.
Chapter 4 – Advanced Flight Control Systems for Atmospheric Disturbance Mitigation – focuses on new
sensors and control concepts to first detect and identify and then control and mitigate encounters of the
aircraft with wake vortices or hazardous atmospheric disturbances.
Chapter 5 – Flight Systems to Increase Situational Awareness and Avoid Hazards – briefs the reader on
warning and information systems in the cockpit to raise the flight crew’s attention and awareness regarding wake vortices or thunderstorms ahead of the aircraft in order to avoid the hazard.
Chapter 6 – Wake Vortex Physics and Encounter Consequences – presents new physical insight in the
behaviour and dynamics of aircraft wake vortices. Results from flight tests and simulations pave the way
for encounter severity assessment metrics which are necessary for the ongoing international attempt to
re-categorise the wake vortex separation standards and to assess new (large) aircraft types.
Chapter 7 – Concluding Remarks and Future Activities – summarises the work and gives an outlook on
DLR’s research activities of the coming years in national, European and international contexts.
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2. Wake and Weather Information Systems for Aerodromes
2.1 Prediction of Dynamic Pairwise Wake Vortex Separations for Approach and
Landing
1

1

1

2

Frank Holzäpfel , Klaus Dengler , Thomas Gerz , Carsten Schwarz
1
2
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Institute of Flight Systems

Design and performance of the Wake Vortex Prediction and Monitoring System WSVBS are described.
The WSVBS has been developed to tactically increase airport capacity for approach and landing on
single runways as well as closely-spaced parallel runways. It is thought to dynamically adjust aircraft
separations dependent on weather conditions and the resulting wake vortex behavior without compromis>ing safety. Dedicated meteorological instrumentation and short-term numerical terminal weather
prediction provide the input to the prediction of wake-vortex behavior and respective safety areas.
LIDAR monitors the correctness of WSVBS predictions in the most critical gates at low altitude. The
WSVBS is integrated in the arrival manager AMAN of DLR. Performance tests of the WSVBS have
been accomplished at Frankfurt airport in winter 2006/07 and at Munich Airport in summer 2010. Aircraft
separations for landings on single runways have been compared employing the concepts of either
heavy-medium weight class combinations or dynamic pairwise separations where individual aircraft type
pairings are considered. For the very conservative baseline setup of the WSVBS the potential capacity
gains of dynamic pairwise operations for single runways appear to be very small. On the other hand, the
consideration of individual aircraft types and their respective wake characteristics may almost double
the fraction of time when radar separation could be applied.

Introduction
Aircraft trailing vortices may pose a potential risk to following aircraft. The empirically motivated separation standards between consecutive aircraft which were introduced in the 1970s still apply. These aircraft
separations limit the capacity of congested airports in a rapidly growing aeronautical environment. The
most likely growth scenario within a Eurocontrol study (Euurocontrol 2008) indicates that in the year 2030
airport capacity will lag demand by some 2.3 million IFR flights. This is opposed by an estimate of annual
savings of US $ 15 million per year and airport that could be achieved by the introduction of a wakevortex advisory system (Hemm et al. 1999). A survey on wake-vortex advisory systems and modifications
of procedures that are meant to increase airport capacity is available in Elsenaar et al. 2006.
DLR has developed the Wake Vortex Prediction and Monitoring System (WirbelSchleppen-Vorhersageund -BeobachtungsSystem WSVBS, Gerz et al. 2005, Gerz et al. 2009, Holzäpfel et al. 2009-1) to tactically increase airport capacity for approach and landing. The WSVBS is thought to dynamically adjust
aircraft separations dependent on weather conditions and the resulting wake vortex behavior without
compromising safety. For this purpose it predicts wake vortex transport and decay and the resulting safety areas along the glide slope from final approach fix to threshold. The design of the WSVBS for closelyspaced parallel runways systems has been described in detail in Holzäpfel et al. 2009-1. During a performance test at Frankfurt airport in winter 06/07 capacity-improving wake-vortex separation concepts of
operation could have been used in 75% of the time and continuously applied for at least several tens of
minutes (Gerz et al. 2009). It was found that the system ran stable and the predicted minimum separation
times were totally confirmed by Lidar measurements of wake vortex transport. From fast-time simulations
the eventual capacity gain for Frankfurt was estimated to be 3% taking into account the real traffic mix
and operational constraints in the period of one month.
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Initially, the system has been particularly adapted to the closely-spaced parallel runway system of Frankfurt airport. Meanwhile the WSVBS has been further developed to predict dynamic pairwise separations
for landings on single runways. The concept of dynamic pairwise separations corresponds to the favoured procedure foreseen in the final development stage of NextGen (Lang 2010, FAA 2011) and
SESAR (SESAR 2010, Steen et al. 2010). The elements of the WSVBS are generic and can well be adjusted to other runway systems and airport locations.
This paper, which has been presented previously (Holzäpfel et al. 2011) describes the design of the
WSVBS with all its components and their interaction and the extension of the WSVBS to the prediction of
dynamic and time-based separations for individual aircraft type pairings landing on single runways. The
performance of the dynamic pairwise separations setup is analysed employing data gathered during a
three-month measurement campaign at Frankfurt Airport in winter 2006/07 and another three-month
measurement campaign accomplished at Munich Airport in summer 2010. The baseline setup of the
WSVBS for dynamic pairwise separations is compared to a number of alternative setups. This analysis
evaluates which capacity gain could be achieved theoretically with the dynamic pairwise separations concept and how much this theoretical maximum is reduced by conservative uncertainty allowances of the
components of the WSVBS that consider statistical variations of aircraft flight tracks, meteorological parameters, wake vortex behavior, and resulting safety areas.

System Overview and Topology
Figure 1 delineates the components of the WSVBS and their interplay. The bottleneck of runway systems
prevails in ground proximity because there stalling or rebounding wake vortices may not descend below
the flight corridor. Therefore, in that domain the best wake prediction skill is required which here is
achieved based on measurements of meteorological conditions with a SODAR/RASS system and an
ultrasonic anemometer (USA).

Figure 1. Flowchart of the WSVBS.
Because it is not possible to cover the whole glide slope with such instrumentation, the meteorological
conditions in the remaining area are predicted with a numerical weather prediction system (COSMOMUC) leading to wake predictions with increased uncertainty bounds. Based on glide path adherence
statistics (FLIP) the probabilistic wake vortex model P2P predicts upper and lower bounds for position
and strength of vortices generated by heavy aircraft. These bounds are expanded by the safety area
around a vortex that must be avoided by follower aircraft for safe and undisturbed flight (SHAPe). Wake
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vortex and safety area predictions can be conducted optionally based upon either weight class combinations (heavy/medium) or individual aircraft type pairings according to the flight plan. The instant when the
safety areas do not overlap with the flight corridor define the temporal separation between an individual
aircraft pairing. The LIDAR monitors the correctness of WSVBS predictions in the most critical gates at
low altitude. The components of the WSVBS will be described in detail later, together with their respective
references.
The WSBVS concept requires that all aircraft are established on the glide slope at the final approach fix
(FAF) which is situated 11 NM before the touchdown zone (TDZ). The wake-vortex evolution is predicted
within 13 gates along the final approach. In ground proximity the gate separation of 1 NM is reduced to
1/3 NM to properly resolve the interaction of wake vortices with the ground. Figure 2 delineates the runway with the employed geodetic coordinate system and the gates 10 -13 next to the ground.

Figure 2. Zoom on gates 10 to 13.

System Components
It is planned to adjust the different system components to consistent probability levels such that the
WSVBS will meet accepted risk probabilities as a whole. Since a comprehensive risk assessment of the
WSVBS is still pending, we currently employ by default 95.4% probabilities (two standard deviations, 2V,
for Gaussian distributions) as a basis for the probabilistic components of the WSVBS. In the following the
components delineated in the flowchart of Figure 1 are described in detail.
Meteorological Data
For prediction of wake-vortex behavior along the final approach path meteorological conditions with good
accuracy must be provided for the complete considered airspace with a forecast horizon of 1 hour. A
combination of measurements (employing the persistence assumption) and numerical weather predictions accounts for the required temporal and spatial coverage.
For approach and landing the largest probability to encounter wake vortices prevails at altitudes below
300 ft (Critchly & Foot 1991, Holzäpfel et al. 2009-2, Elsenaar et al. 2006). There, stalling or rebounding
vortices may not clear the flight corridor vertically and weak crosswinds may be compensated by vortexinduced lateral transport which may prevent the vortices to quit laterally. Since vortex decay close to the
ground is not very sensible to meteorological conditions (Holzäpfel & Steen 2007), the most important
mechanism that may allow for reduced aircraft separations is lateral transport of wake vortices by crosswind.
Frech & Holzäpfel (2008) demonstrates that the best wake-vortex prediction skill of lateral transport in
ground proximity is achieved employing SODAR wind measurement data. Only if it is assumed that the
measured wind would persist longer than about one hour, the lateral vortex transport predicted with input
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from numerical weather prediction
would yield on average superior results. Because it is not feasible to cover the complete final approach path
with instrumentation we employ
SODAR/RASS data for wake prediction in the bottleneck at low altitudes
(gates 11 – 13) whereas for the less
critical area aloft (gates 1 – 10) we use
COSMO-MUC data which yields minor
wake prediction skill.
Figure 3 shows runway 26L of Munich
airport with the locations of the employed sensors and the two lowest
gates for the prediction of wake vortex
behavior. Close to the lowest gate
(yellow) a METEK SODAR with a
Figure 3. Sketch of instrumentation set-up at Munich Airport.
RASS extension provides 10-minute
averages of vertical profiles of the three wind components, vertical fluctuation velocity, and virtual temperature with a vertical resolution of 20 m. The SODAR/RASS system is complemented by an ultrasonic
anemometer (USA) mounted on a 10 m mast. Eddy dissipation rate (EDR) profiles are derived from vertical fluctuation velocity and the vertical wind gradient employing a simplified budget equation (Frech
2004). A spectral analysis of the longitudinal velocity measured by the sonic is used to estimate EDR by
fitting the -5/3 slope in the inertial sub-range of the velocity frequency spectrum.
For the area which was not covered by measurements (the more remote 10 gates from 2 to 11 NM) numerical weather predictions were conducted with the model COSMO-MUC (Dengler et al. 2009, see Section 2.5).
Approach Corridor Dimensions
For the definition of approach corridor dimensions we employ as baseline the glide path adherence statistics of the FLIP study (Frauenkron et al. 2001), an investigation of the navigational performance of ILS
(Instrument Landing System) approaches at Frankfurt airport. FLIP provides statistics of 35,691 tracks of
precision approaches on Frankfurt ILS of runways 25L/R. It does not differentiate between manual and
automatic approaches. The study indicates that the measured flight path deviations are much smaller
than specified by ICAO localizer and glide slope tolerances. The employed corridor dimensions decrease
monotonically when approaching the runways and are kept constant within a distance of 2 NM from TDZ
(see Figure 4).
Investigations of arrival flight track data at the airports St. Louis (Hall & Soares 2008), Atlanta (3,394 approaches, Zhang et al. 2009), and Chicago (1,112 approaches, Zhang et al. 2009) indicate that the lateral
aircraft deviations below a distance of 2 NM from TDZ are significantly smaller than assumed in the FLIP
study (see Figure 4). Therefore, we alternatively apply a fit to the to the lateral RMS deviations found in
the studies of Hall & Soares and Zhang et al. which is effective at distances from the TDZ below 3.3 NM
and retain the FLIP statistics for larger distances:

V y , fit

2.76 m  3.85 m NM  x [ NM];

x  3.3 NM

V y , FLIP 11.5 m  1.23 m NM  x [ NM]; x t 3.3 NM
The approach corridors in the different gates consist of ellipses (see green ellipse in Figure 7). Vertical
and horizontal semi axes of these ellipses correspond to two standard deviations derived from glide path
DGKHUHQFHVWDWLVWLFVUHVSHFWLYHO\)RU*DXVVLDQGLVWULEXWLRQVWZRVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQV 1 FRUUHVSRQGWR
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a probability of 95.4% that an aircraft does not leave the corridor in one dimension (either laterally or
vertically). For ellipsoidal corridors this probability reduces to 86.5% assuming statistical independence
of lateral and vertical positions.

Figure 4. Lateral and vertical RMS deviations of aircraft from the glide path at the airports FRA, ATL,
ORD, and STL.
Representation of Aircraft Types
The latest version of the WSVBS also predicts conservative separations for individual aircraft pairings as
it is foreseen in the final development stages of NextGen and SESAR. This approach requires that the
approaching aircraft types are known. During the Munich campaign the WSVBS provided predictions for
all heavy leader and medium follower aircraft types that were scheduled to land within the same five minute interval according to the flight plan. So far the WSVBS may predict separations between the following individual heavy leader aircraft types (aircraft designators according to ICAO): A306, A310, A332,
A333, A343, A346, B744, B762, B763, B764, B772, B773, B77W, IL96, MD11 and the medium follower
aircraft types A319, A320, A321, AT43, AT45, AT72, B462 , B463, B712, B733, B734, B735, B736, B737,
B738, B752, B753, CRJ1, CRJ2, CRJ7, CRJ9, D328, DH8D, E145, E170, E190, F100, F70, MD82,
MD83, RJ1H, RJ85, SB20, SF34.
For each generator aircraft type the envelopes for wake vortex behavior are predicted assuming a maximum and a minimum initial circulation value that could occur during approach and landing. The minimum
circulation assumes an aircraft weight corresponding to the operational empty weight (OEW) plus the fuel
weight for one hour of flight plus the weight of 10% of the maximum amount of passengers combined with
the flight speed at the final approach fix (FAF) of about 200 kts (103 m/s). The maximum circulation is
based upon maximum landing weight (MLW) and a landing speed of 70 m/s (136 kts).
In order to keep the system as simple as possible and, thus, to minimize additional workload for controllers, the WSVBS may alternatively consider aircraft weight class combinations. The relevant combinations are heavy followed by heavy (HH) and heavy followed by medium (HM) aircraft. Conservative
measures for initial circulation, wing span, and final approach speed as function of the maximum take-off
weight are taken to characterize the classes (Holzäpfel et al. 2009-1).
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Wake-Vortex Prediction
Wake-vortex prediction is conducted with the Probabilistic
Two-Phase wake-vortex decay
model (P2P) which is described
in detail in Holzäpfel (2003). Applications, assessments and
further developments are reported in Frech & Holzäpfel 2008,
Holzäpfel & Robins 2004,
Holzäpfel 2006, and Holzäpfel &
Steen 2007. P2P considers all
effects of the leading order impact parameters: aircraft configuration (span, weight, velocity, and
trajectory), wind (cross and head
components), wind shear, turbulence, temperature stratification,
and ground proximity. P2P has
been validated against data of
over 10,000 cases gathered in
two US and six European measurement campaigns.
Precise deterministic wake vortex
predictions are not feasible operationally. Primarily, it is the na- Figure 5. Evolution of normalized vertical and lateral positions and
ture of turbulence that deforms circulation of wake vortices in ground proximity. Measurements by
and transports the vortices in a lidar (symbols) and predictions with the P2P wake vortex model
stochastic way and leads to con- (lines). Red and blue lines denote deterministic behavior; green lines
siderable spatiotemporal varia- are probabilistic envelopes (95.4%). Right below vertical profiles of
tions of vortex position and measured meteorological parameters. Normalizations based on initial
strength. Moreover, the variabil- values of vortex spacing, circulation, and time needed to descend one
ity of environmental conditions vortex spacing.
must be taken into account.
Therefore, the output of P2P consists of confidence intervals for vortex position and strength. Figure 5
illustrates asymmetric vortex rebound characteristics caused by crosswind in ground proximity.
)RUWKHWLPHEHLQJWKHFRQILGHQFHLQWHUYDOVIRU\]DQG+DUHDGMXVWHGE\GHIDXOWWR1-probabilities. The
respective uncertainty allowances are achieved by a training procedure which employs statistics of
measured and predicted wake vortex behavior (Holzäpfel 2006). Note that the training procedure implicitly considers the quality of the meteorological input data. As a consequence, uncertainty allowances of
wake-vortex predictions based on the high-quality SODAR/RASS measurements in the lowest three
gates are smaller than uncertainty allowances applied to wake-predictions at higher altitudes which are
based on COSMO-MUC input.
Safety-Area Prediction
Once the potential positions of the wake vortices at each gate are known, safe distances between wake
vortex core positions and the follower aircraft need to be assigned. The Simplified Hazard Area (SHA)
concept (Hahn et al. 2004, Schwarz & Hahn 2006) predicts distances which guarantee safe and undisturbed operations. The SHA-concept assumes that for encounters during approach and landing the vortex induced rolling moment constitutes the dominant effect and can be used to define a safety area rep-
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resenting the entire aircraft reaction. Then encounter severity
can be characterized by a single
parameter, the required Roll
Control Ratio, RCRreq, which
relates the wake vortex induced
rolling moment to the maximum
available roll control power.
In Figure 6 the red areas with
RCRreq > 1 denote regions
where the roll control capability
of the encountering aircraft is
exceeded. Full flight simulator
investigations (Schwarz & Hahn
2006) yield acceptable results
for manual control for a value of
RCRreq = 0.2. Results from real
flight tests, using DLR's fly-by- Figure 6. Roll control power required to compensate wake-vortex inwire in-flight simulator ATTAS, duced rolling moments. Horizontal and vertical allowances a and b for
support
this
conclusion RCRreq < 0.2.
(Schwarz & Hahn 2005). In Figure 6 the lines a and b denote the resulting distances between vortex centres and follower aircraft for
RCRreq < 0.2 which are added to the wake vortex envelopes.
As for wake vortex prediction either individual wake vortex and follower aircraft pairings are considered or
wake vortex envelopes representing the heavy category combined with the follower categories medium or
heavy. In order to represent the follower aircraft weight classes heavy and medium all relevant aircraft
parameters (wing span, wing area, airspeed, lift gradient, maximum roll control power, and taper ratio) are
conservatively combined to mimic the worst case scenarios. The values of the worst case parameter
combinations are again derived from envelopes of aircraft parameters as function of MTOW, similarly as
it was described for the wake vortex predictor before. This method of using MTOW based aircraft parameters for the determination of simplified hazard areas is called SHAPe (Simplified Hazard Area Prediction,
Hahn et al. 2004).

System Integration
Here we describe how the above introduced components are combined for the prediction of adapted
aircraft separations. First components within a single gate are considered. Then it is explained how the
minimum temporal aircraft separations are derived from the predictions within all the gates. Finally, the
temporal prediction cycle which defines parameters like update rate and prediction horizon is sketched.
Figure 7 illustrates the process seen in flight direction in control gate 11 for a heavy leader aircraft and a
vortex age of 100 s. The different ellipses are defined by the respective sums of vertical and horizontal
probabilistic allowances of the components approach corridor, vortex area prediction, and safety area
prediction. Note that horizontal and vertical dimensions in Figure 7 are in scale. The dark blue corridor of
possible vortex positions indicates that superimposed to vortex descent a southerly cross-wind advects
the wake away from runway 26L.
Because the lateral vortex position can only be predicted less precisely (uncertainty and variability of
crosswind) than vertical position, the aspect ratio of the vortex area ellipse exceeds a value of eight. Out
of ground effect this aspect ratio is much smaller because there uncertainties regarding vortex descent
are increased (Holzäpfel & Steen 2007). Safety area margins for large and small follower aircraft are
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added to the vortex corridors, resulting in overall safety areas to be avoided. One important aspect is that
the safety corridors are not static but move depending on wake transport. Further, they grow due to vortex spreading and shrink according to wake decay.

Figure 7. Ellipses denoting approach corridor dimensions, vortex areas, and safety areas in gate 11 for
a vortex age of 100 s and runway 26L.
For aircraft pairings on approach to the same runway, the time interval between the passage of the generator aircraft through a gate and the time when a safety area does no longer overlap with the approach
corridor (gate obstruction time) determines the minimum temporal separation for that gate. For a closelyspaced parallel runway system, the question is whether the safety areas reach the neighboring approach
corridor within the prediction horizons or not. Our example in Figure 7 illustrates that after 100 s the safety
area for a large following aircraft has just left the approach corridor, yet the gate is blocked for a small
follower aircraft, because the respective safety corridor still overlaps with the approach corridor.
One prediction sequence comprises 13 gates along the glide path. The cases with maximum vortex ages
with conflicts (gate obstruction times) define minimum aircraft separation times, MST. For dynamic pairwise landings on a single runway the predicted MST have the following format:
31-Aug-2010 Tue 1345 A343 AT72 81
31-Aug-2010 Tue 1320 A332 B738 89
31-Aug-2010 Tue 1320 A332 D328 96
31-Aug-2010 Tue 1320 A332 A320 89
Date, scheduled landing time, leader aircraft type, follower aircraft type, and predicted aircraft separation
time in seconds. In the time frame from 13:20 to 13:25 a heavy A332 and three medium follower aircraft
types are scheduled to land such that three individual separation times are suggested. Every 10 minutes
new SODAR/RASS and COSMO-MUC data are available. When new weather data is available WSVBS
predictions are initiated. The predictions are available 20 min prior to landing. The predictions could also
be provided for longer lead times at the expense that the uncertainty allowances of the wake vortex corridors in gates 11-13 driven by SODAR/RASS meteorological input data would need to be increased.
Wake-vortex monitoring is used to identify potential erroneous predictions of the WSVBS. For this purpose DLR’s 2 µm pulsed Doppler LIDAR is operated in vertical scan mode with elevations between -0.5°
to 6° to detect and track the vortices alternately in the lowest and most critical gate (see Figure 3).

Performance and Improved Capacity
The baseline setup of the WSVBS for pairwise dynamic separations is compared to a number of alternative setups listed in Table 1. This analysis may contribute to set the scene for a discussion which capacity gain could be achieved theoretically with the pairwise dynamic separations concept and how much
this theoretical maximum is reduced by conservative uncertainty allowances of the components of the
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WSVBS that consider statistical variations of aircraft flight path, meteorological parameters, wake vortex
behavior, and resulting safety areas.
The analysis is based on the field campaign data gathered from 23 June 2010 to 8 September 2010 at
Munich airport. In that time frame WSVBS predictions for 7300 landings of individual leading heavy aircraft and medium type follower aircraft on runway 26L have been conducted. The investigated scenarios
are listed in Table 1. Setup 1 denotes the baseline scenario of the WSVBS where the uncertainty allowances of the approach corridor dimensions and probabilistic wake vortex predictions are set to 2V
(95.4%). Setup 2 neglects the safety area (SHAPe) and herewith investigates the contribution of the
safety area on the potential capacity gain. Setup 3 assumes long-lived vortices (llv) by delaying the
onset of rapid vortex decay by one time unit t 0 b0 / wo where b0 denotes the initial wake vortex separation and w0 the initial wake vortex descent speed. Setups 4 and 5 assume perfect (deterministic) wake
vortex prediction capabilities where the uncertainty allowances of wake vortex behavior can be neglected without or with safety areas, respectively. These scenarios can also be considered as a reference for
the potential capacity gain that could be achieved if the real wake vortex behavior would be perfectly
known. Setups 1 – 5 always assume the same approach corridor dimensions. Setups 6 and 7 now consistently vary the uncertainty allowances of all probabilistic components between 1V (68.3%) and 3V
(99.7%). These setups may provide an indication of the bandwidth of reasonable uncertainty allowances. Finally, setup 8 corresponds to the baseline setup 1 but employs the reduced lateral the flight corridor width (rw) at distances below 3.3 NM to the TDZ (gates 9 -13).
Table 1. Survey on investigated scenarios.
setup
approach corridor
wake-vortex prediction
safety area

1
2V
2V
yes

2
2V
2V
no

3
2V
2V llv
yes

4
2V
0V
no

5
2V
0V
yes

6
1V
1V
yes

7
3V
3V
yes

8
2V rw
2V
yes

Table 2 lists the average minimum separation times (MST) in which pairwise separations for landings on
single runways could have been reduced either below ICAO separation (125 s) or radar separation (70
s) and their respective frequency of use. For the standard setup of the WSVBS in only 1.1% (4.0%) of
the time the aircraft separations could have been reduced below radar (ICAO) separation. Setup 2 indicates that the consideration of a safety area around the vortex centers, which guarantees safe and undisturbed flight, noticeably reduces the potential capacity gain. However, even with neglected safety
areas the frequency of use of 2.6% for radar separation still is small. The comparison of setups 1 and 3
indicates that the increased lifetimes of the vortices in setup 3 have only a minor effect on the frequency
of use of the WSVBS because mainly vortex transport out of the approach corridor (and not vortex decay) enables reduced separations.
Table 2. Minimum separation times (MST) and frequency of use for different scenarios.
setup
MST below [s]
average MST [s]
frequency of use [%]

1
2
70 125 70 125
59 87 53 80
1.1 4.0 2.6 6.7

3
70
60
1.0

4
125 70 125
87
50
82
3.8 16.2 49.3

5
70
52
6.2

6
125
93
38.1

70
53
7.4

7
125
87
34.1

70
0.0

8
125 70
56
0.0 1.6

125
83
4.7

Notably, even deterministic wake vortex predictions and the neglect of safety areas in setup 4 only allow
for 16.2% (49.3%) reductions of aircraft separations below radar (ICAO) separation. This is that at radar
separation the vortices have not left the approach corridor in at least one of the considered gates in
more than 80% of the cases. Setup 5 employs deterministic wake vortex prediction and considers the
safety areas. So even if the meteorological input data and the resulting wake vortex predictions would
be perfect, reductions of aircraft separations below radar (ICAO) separation could safely be achieved
only in 6.2% (38.1%).
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Setup 6, employing 1V-uncertainty allowances for both aircraft and wake corridors, indicates that also
the approach corridor dimensions play an important role. The fraction of time for radar separations or
less is with 7.4% even slightly higher than the 6.2% achieved with deterministic wake vortex predictions
combined with 2V-approach corridor dimensions (setup 5). On the other hand, setup 7 employing 3Vuncertainty allowances is obviously far too conservative. Setup 7 would allow in only one case out of
7300 to reduce aircraft separations to 128 s. Finally, setup 8 confirms the relatively large impact of the
flight corridor dimensions on the achievable reductions of aircraft separations: the reduced lateral flight
corridor widths in the lowest gates may increase the fraction of radar separation by almost 50% compared to the baseline setup 1.
Figure 8 delineates the history of arrivals for which dynamic pairwise aircraft separations could have
been reduced either below ICAO separation (125 s) or radar separation (70 s) for the baseline case
(setup 1, above) and the deterministic wake vortex predictions without safety areas (setup 4, below).
Additionally, predicted aircraft separations below 180 s are shown. The small fraction of 7% of the arrivals in which aircraft separations could have been reduced below 180 s indicates one more time that the
baseline setup 1 of the WSVBS is designed very conservatively. In contrast, for the non-conservative
setup 4 the fraction of arrivals with reduced separations and the respective durations are significantly
higher.

Figure 8. History of potential usage of dynamic pairwise separations for the 7300 arrivals during the
Munich campaign.

Figure 9. History of potential usage of ICAO separations or radar separations for heavy/medium aircraft
weight class combinations (HM, green) or dynamic pairwise separations (DP, red) during the 66 days of
the Frankfurt campaign. (From Gerz et al. 2009.)
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A comparison of the potential benefits of dynamic pairwise separations and heavy/medium aircraft weight
class based separations has been conducted employing the weather data gathered during the demonstration campaign of the WSVBS at Frankfurt airport in the year 06/07 (see Figure 9). For this purpose
the Frankfurt traffic mix of a single representative day has been used. The fraction of time for radar separations is almost doubled from 1.5% for heavy/medium pairings to 2.8% for dynamic pairwise separations.
For the latter aircraft separations could have been reduced below the ICAO standards in 10.6% of the
time. During the Munich campaign dynamic pairwise separations reduced below the ICAO standards
could have been applied only in 4.0% of the arrivals (see Table 2). This comparison indicates that the
Frankfurt trial benefited from the strong wind periods occurring during January and February 2007. This
highlights that the capacity gains found in this study strongly depend on the weather conditions prevailing
during the respective measurement campaign and may differ significantly for other periods of the year
and/or other airport locations.
For the interested reader Figure 10 reveals which gates impede reduced aircraft separations for the
setups 1, 4, 6, and 8. In the baseline case (setup 1) gate 13 (the one closest to the runway threshold
where aircraft fly at 29 m above ground) hinders WSVBS operations in 41%. In 57% gates 11 – 13
where the wake vortex predictions are driven by SODAR/RASS measurements limit reduced separations. On one hand, this is further evidence for the bottleneck close to the ground. On the other hand,
this also means that only in 43% of the landings improved numerical weather prediction could increase
the usage period of the WSVBS.

Figure 10. Last gates impeding reduced aircraft separations for four different system setups.
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Interestingly though, gate 1 (the farthest-out gate at 1077 m height) blocks reduced separations in almost
14% of the cases. This is attributed to the fact that the first approach corridor features the largest dimensions. Further, gate 10 impedes reduced separations in 16% of the time. At this gate two effects appear
decisive. First, it is the lowest gate employing numerical cross-wind predictions, which lead to larger uncertainty allowances of vortex position compared with predictions using actual wind measurements. Second, the aircraft vortices are shed at 190 m height where ground effect still contributes to the lateral
wake vortex transport for the aircraft with the largest wing spans.
Furthermore, Figure 10 indicates that reduced uncertainty allowances for wake vortex prediction further
increase the dominance of the gates 11 - 13 in ground proximity (setup 4 – deterministic: 67%, setup 6 1V deviations: 71%). On the other hand, gate 10 becomes non-relevant. In contrast, the reduced lateral
flight corridor dimensions in setup 8 diminish the blocking effect of the lowest gates 11 – 13 from 57% in
the baseline case to 45%. It has also been investigated whether the wake vortex predictions initialized
with a maximum or a minimum circulation value (see above) block the gates for longer times. It appears
that both wake vortex prediction runs are of similar importance. Interestingly, the wake predictions based
on the minimum circulation block the gates slightly more frequently which probably can be attributed to
the reduced wake vortex descent speed in the gates out of ground effect.
Figure 11 demonstrates the principle of operation of the WSVBS (setup 1) and variations of it (setups 2,
4) for a case with strong crosswind where extremely short aircraft separations between a leading B762
and a following A321 have been predicted. Figure 11 right below shows vertical profiles of wind and potential temperature indicating excellent agreement between the measured (SoRa) and predicted
(COSMO) wind profiles. The crosswind (green) rises from 7.0 m/s at 10 m height to a maximum of 17 m/s
at 450 m height. Also due to the veering of the wind with height (Ekman spiral) the crosswind then decreases again to 6.0 m/s at the highest gate at 1077 m above ground. Due to this particular wind profile
either gate 1 and/or gate 13 are cleared at last from wake vortices or safety areas. For the baseline setup
the WSVBS predicts that the safety areas (Figure 11, top right, blue) have left the flight corridor (dashed
lines) laterally in gate 1 already at only 37 s. For probabilistic wake vortex prediction and neglect of the
safety areas (setup 2, P2P, red) this time reduces to 30 s and it is further reduced to 17 s for deterministic
wake vortex predictions without safety areas (setup 4, D2P, green). The three plots on the left side indicate that for all considered setups neither vortex descent nor vortex decay would allow for the achieved
short separations.
In order to further assess the benefits of dynamic pairwise separations compared to weight class based
separations we evaluate the sensitivity of the predicted separations on the aircraft type combinations. The
results recapitulated here only for the baseline case are similar for the other setups. For a given heavy
leader aircraft at a given environmental situation the separation times of the different medium follower
aircraft landing within the five minutes increment of the flight plan vary only slightly. On average this variation amounts to 6 s. Little surprising, maximum variations reaching up to about 40 s may occur when a
heavy leader aircraft (e.g. B744) is followed either by a relatively heavy medium type aircraft (e.g. A321,
MTOW = 83 t) or a relatively light medium type aircraft (e.g. DH8D, MTOW = 29 t). For the same follower
aircraft and different heavy leader aircraft at a given environmental situation the separation times vary
stronger. On average this separation time difference amounts to 13 s where maximum variations may
reach up to about 60 s. An example for this are leading B77W (MTOW = 352 t) and A310 (MTOW = 150
t) followed by a SB20 (MTOW = 23 t).
From the high percentage of cases in which the wake vortices have not left the flight corridor (setups 4
and 5 employing deterministic wake vortex predictions) one may conclude that even under ICAO separations it is daily practice that approaching aircraft fly close to not fully decayed wake vortices. This finding is also corroborated by long-term lidar measurements of wake vortices at Charles de Gaulle airport.
There it was found that in 3% of the cases the vortices were at least as close as 25 m to following landing aircraft within one gate close to the threshold (Treve 2011). The observations at Charles de Gaulle
airport imply that a non-negligible number of landing aircraft could theoretically encounter the wake vor-
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tex core regions where the exerted rolling moments have maximum strength. This raises the question
which mechanisms secure the safety of current operations and which mechanisms allow pilots even to
land at radar separation under VFR conditions. It is not likely that the pilots are always successful at
flying upwind and/or above the vortices in particular close to the threshold.

Figure 11. Predicted envelopes of wake vortex evolution and safety areas in gates 1 and 13 for strong
crosswind case and setups 4 (D2P), 2 (P2P), and 1 (WSV).
Candidate explanations for the small number of critical encounters in real life are: (i) the deformation of
the vortices that may alleviate vortex encounters by reducing the impact times of adverse forces and
moments (Crouch & Loucel 2005, Hennemann & Holzäpfel 2011, Holzäpfel et al. 2010, Vechtel 2011),
(ii) the dimensions of the flight corridor. The comparison of setups 5 and 6 indicates that the approach
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corridor dimensions have a strong impact on the frequency of potential reduced separations, (iii) the
“self-protection mechanism” that tends to deviate an encountering aircraft from the vortex center, (iv)
effects of the more or less generally prevailing headwind that may support effective vortex descent (by
advecting the vortices along the inclined flight track towards higher glide path positions where the follower aircraft passes by) and vortex decay in a way which is not yet adequately considered in the
WSVBS, or (v) end effects that weaken the wake vortices when they propagate along the vortex centers
after touch down (Moet et al. 2005).

Conclusions
The Wake Vortex Prediction and Monitoring System WSVBS with all its components and their interactions has been described. The WSVBS consists of components that consider meteorological conditions,
aircraft glide path adherence, aircraft parameter combinations representing either aircraft weight categories or individual aircraft types, the resulting wake-vortex behavior, the surrounding safety areas, wake
vortex monitoring, and the integration of the predictions into the arrival manager. The elements of the
WSVBS are generic and thus could well be adjusted to the runway systems at Frankfurt and Munich airports. The WSVBS predicts the concepts of operations and procedures established by DFS and it further
predicts temporal separations for closely spaced parallel runways as well as for in-trail traffic.
A specific feature of the WSVBS is the usage of both measured and predicted meteorological quantities
as input to wake vortex prediction. In ground proximity where the probability to encounter wake vortices is
highest, the wake predictor employs measured environmental parameters that yield superior prediction
results. For the less critical part aloft, which can not be monitored completely by instrumentation, the meteorological parameters are taken from dedicated numerical terminal weather predictions. For the Munich
campaign the weather prediction quality was further improved by employing hourly updated time-based
ensemble predictions with the assimilation of precipitation Radar, SYNOP, TEMP, and AMDAR data. The
wake vortex model predicts envelopes for vortex position and strength which implicitly consider the quality
of the meteorological input data. This feature is achieved by a training procedure which employs statistics
of measured and predicted meteorological parameters and the resulting wake vortex behavior.
The WSVBS combines various conservative elements that presumably lead to a very high overall safety
level of the WSVBS:
a) Wake vortex prediction as well as safety area prediction employs worst case combinations of aircraft parameters.
b) The wake vortex model assumes that the aircraft are situated on the envelopes of the approach
corridors. Likewise, the safety area model assumes that the wake vortices are situated along the
wake vortex envelopes. As a consequence the probability to actually encounter wake vortices at
the edges of the safety areas is outermost small.
c) The most critical gate determines the possible aircraft separation.
d) A LIDAR that scans the most critical gates at low altitude monitors the correctness of suggested
aircraft separations.
The combination of these conservative measures certainly leads to a very high but currently unknown
overall safety. Once the methodology of a comprehensive risk analysis will be established, it is planned to
adjust all components to appropriate and consistent confidence levels. Possibly, this will enable to somewhat relax the current stringent safety allowances of the WSVBS with the benefit of increased operation
times with reduced separations. The primary purpose of the risk analysis, of course, is to convince all
stakeholders of the usefulness and capabilities of the system
The WSVBS has demonstrated its functionality at Frankfurt airport in the period from 18/12/06 until
28/02/07. At Munich airport the WSVBS has demonstrated the feasibility of dynamic pairwise separations
for the first time (23/6/10 – 15/9/10). These performance tests indicate that
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i. the system runs stable - no forecast breakdowns occurred,
ii. in Frankfurt aircraft separations could have been reduced for the closely-spaced parallel runway
system in 75% of the time compared to ICAO standards,
iii. reduced separation procedures could have been continuously applied for at least several tens of
minutes and up to several hours occasionally,
iv. the Frankfurt predictions were correct as for about 1100 landings observed during 16 days no
warnings occurred from the LIDAR,
v. the consideration of dynamic pairwise separations may almost double the times operating at radar separation compared to weight class combinations,
vi. an assessment of the sensitivity of the predicted dynamic pairwise separations on the aircraft
type combinations indicates a higher sensitivity on the heavy leader aircraft types than on the
medium follower aircraft types,
vii. the impact of the flight corridor dimensions on the achievable reductions of aircraft separations
turns out to be relatively large. So the existing and in future expected improvements of navigational performance may substantially support the performance and introduction of new wake vortex advisory systems,
viii. the potential capacity gains of dynamic pairwise operations for single runways appear to be very
small for the baseline setup of the WSVBS. A sensitivity analysis of eight different setups of the
WSVBS indicates that the baseline setup of the WSVBS features a very conservative design. On
the other hand, it is found that for perfect weather data and perfect wake vortex predictions the
vortices have frequently not left the flight corridor when the follower aircraft passes the respective
gates. Nevertheless, current operations are safe. A number of candidate explanations for the
small number of critical encounters in real life is suggested. Deepened understanding of the high
percentage of close approaches to wake vortices without severe consequences is prerequisite to
an optimal setup of a wake vortex advisory system.
The WSVBS may also be further developed to provide warnings in situations where the routinely applied
aircraft separations may not be sufficient in order to further increase safety during approach and landing.
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2.2 Concatenating Weather Monitoring and Forecast: the WxFUSION Concept
Arnold Tafferner, Caroline Forster, Thomas Gerz
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
The meteorological network of observation and prediction continuously delivers an enormous amount of
various atmospheric parameters. In particular in the area of an aerodrome the observation density is
typically higher than on average. In the project we spawned the idea to smartly concatenate the variety
of available data which are relevant for aviation and develop new products which use the information
contained in the data but describe the phenomenon of interest in a simple and unambiguous way for
direct use for the aviation stakeholders. We developed this idea in a concept and related system named
WxFUSION, meaning “weather forecast user-oriented system including object nowcasting”.

The Concept of Combining Weather Observation and Prediction Data
Several integrated systems, which automatically combine different data sources and provide weather
hazard information specially tailored to the needs of decision makers at airports, have been developed
and successfully tested in the USA. Examples are the Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS) by
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Evans and Ducot, 1994) and the Auto-Nowcast System developed at the NCAR (Mueller et al., 2003). In 2010 the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology of the
World Meteorological Organisation established an expert team on meteorological services for the terminal area (ET/MSTA) and a task team on the user needs (http://www.ntf.weather.gov.hk/). The German
Meteorological Service, DWD, installs an ITWS together with a low-level wind shear alert system
(LLWAS) at the airports of Frankfurt and Munich (http://www.dwd.de/itws). The LLWAS basically augments the standard observation means at the airports by a cloud RADAR and a Doppler LIDAR in order
to detect wind shear layers and aircraft wake vortices along the glide paths of aircraft under rainy as well
as dry weather conditions.
The WxFUSION concept (Figure 1) aimes at the combination of data from observation systems, nowcasting tools, and numerical models in order to detect, track, nowcast (up to about 6 hours), and forecast (beyond 6 hours) hazardous weather phenomena for aviation purposes as precisely and as consistent as possible [Forster and Tafferner, 2009a]. The combination within one integrated system can
be expected to provide a greatly enhanced benefit in monitoring and nowcasting capability, i.e. an integrated system can process and contrast the assertions of the individual tools, e.g. as regards to the
exact location of a particular weather system, its intensity and movement, and thus provide a more reliable assertion of the future state of a weather system as when only one data source or nowcasting tool
were used (Tafferner et al., 2008).
Certainly, in order to be useful an integrated system for nowcasting and short term forecasting must be
constructed in a way that it can process large data amounts within a very short time. The prime aim of
such a system is to reduce the complexity of weather to a description of the event that supports users in
decision making. This requirement is quite obvious in extreme weather situations where individual
weather parameters change quickly and not much time is available to analyze a complex and large data
set visually or by hand. Therefore, there is a need for automation in order to fulfill this requirement. The
system is currently under development; several components, however, exist already and are described
in the following. Examples of individual components are also presented in the following.
Figure 1 illustrates the system, various data sources and system components are represented by symbols. The elements in the top row are the cloud tracker Cb-TRAM, the radar tracker Rad-TRAM and the
VERA analysis (see below). In addition polarimetric radar and lightning observations are available. Together these elements compose the observation and nowcasting part of WxFUSION. The bottom row of
elements comprises numerical model forecasts and forecast validation components. Forecast data are
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available from the COSMO-DE (Baldauf et al., 2011) ensemble and from the high-resolution time-lagged
ensemble COSMOMUC (Dengler et al., 2011, see Section 2.5). From these model outputs synthetic
satellite (‘SYNSAT’) and radar images (‘SYNRAD’) are generated which are used as input to Cb-TRAM
and Rad-TRAM. Synthetic objects are thus obtained which can be compared to the observed counterparts (‘object comparison’). The best match will determine which members from the ensemble will be
used for the fusion with nowcast data (Köhler, 2012).

Figure 1. The concept of WxFUSION. The initiation, track, nowcast, and forecast of user specified
weather objects are characterized by appropriate information through fusion of selected nowcast information (upper half) and forecast products (lower half) (adapted from Tafferner et al., 2008; Forster and
Tafferner, 2009b).

Data Fusion to Get Simple Products
The central part comprises the fusion component. A weather object specification oriented at user requirements has to be provided as further input to WxFUSION. As already mentioned above, users of
weather forecasts need this information in a form that can be used for decision making. Users do not
want, and often do not have the background knowledge, to interpret a multitude of complex meteorological data. Instead, as noted above, users need this information in a reduced form, easy to understand,
free of interpretation and tailored to their needs. Figure 2 makes this reduction of complexity visible. On
the left side two photographs of two different thunderstorms are composited in order to make visible
typical weather features in one image. In the upper part there is a fully developed cloud anvil typical of
mature thunderstorms together with a new convective cloud developing in front of it. In the lower part the
typical cloud wall in front indicates the forced ingest of moist air into the storm, in the rear heavy precipitation with corresponding downburst can be seen. Correspondingly, by use of Cb-TRAM which detects
the upper part, and by use of Rad-TRAM which detects the bottom part, a composite thunderstorm ob-
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ject can be constructed as shown on the right hand side (see also Section 2.3). Also indicated is a surface object which shall describe the squall line generated from the thunderstorm outflow (Westermayer,
2012). Therefore, the information about the thunderstorm given to users is a top and a bottom part, each
of which consisting of a polygon with bottom and top, and some descriptive parameters, as e.g. intensity, trend, rain rate, etc. which are deduced from other observation data.

top

bottom
surface
Figure 2: Real thunderstorm as seen by an observer (upper photograph by M. Köhler) and thunderstorm weather objects constructed from nowcasting tools. Explanation see text.
The heart of WxFUSION is the fusion module (centre of Figure 1). Its task is to retrieve from all available
nowcast and forecast tools those data which are needed to calculate the required parameters of the
weather object on output. E.g. a thunderstorm weather object on output (symbolized on the right in Figure 1) should contain information on initiation, actual state, nowcast up to one hour and forecast for later
hours based on model forecasts.

The Fuzzy Logic Approach
The data fusion itself is undertaken employing fuzzy logic. The fuzzy logic procedure mimics the data
analysis of an experienced forecaster. By evaluating and combining the outputs of nowcasting procedures and numerical prediction together with his knowledge about thunderstorm development (conceptual model) he composes a picture in his mind of what is going to happen. In contrast to decision trees
which build on true/false branches when information contents are evaluated, fuzzy logic is a decision
finding technique that allows a gradual transition between true and false, i.e. it deals with parameter
ranges instead of fixed thresholds. Every contribution can be weighted with regard to its importance for
the weather phenomenon by using so-called fuzzy functions. A final decision is then determined through
an adequate combination of all weighted contributions. As an example let us consider the task to estimate the intensity of a thunderstorm. As contributing elements cloud top temperature, radar reflectivity
and lightning density are chosen. Figures 3 and 4 show an example of the fuzzy logic evaluation. The
influence (weight) of every data is taken into account by appropriately chosen fuzzy functions for low,
middle or high membership grade. An observed value, e.g. a cloud top temperature of 228 K as shown
by the dashed line in the top diagram (Figure 3), belongs with a membership grade of 0.8 to “cold” and
with a grade of 0.2 to “middle”. The other parameters are evaluated similarly. After having collected and
evaluated all possible data combinations a thunderstorm intensity value of 6.4 on a scale from 0 to 10 is
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found from the output fuzzy sets which are composed of 5 different thunderstorm intensity classes from
very light to very strong (Figure 4).

-2

Figure 3. Fuzzy logic: input fuzzy sets with observed values of 228 K, 48 dBZ and 21 flashes km (5
-1
min) for cloud top temperature, radar reflectivity and lightning density; explanation see text.
The so calculated intensity is included as a descriptive parameter in the weather object together with
output from the already mentioned nowcasting tools. Further detail, i.e. trend and lightning density will
be included in the fuzzy logic procedure by taking into account the results of the research work of Bretl
(2010) and Meyer (2010).
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Figure 4. Fuzzy logic: Output fuzzy sets for 5 different thunderstorm intensity classes;
explanation see text.
For the estimation of the future development only output from the nowcasting tools and numerical model
output is available. It therefore makes sense to relax the detailed description of a weather phenomenon
based on observation data to a more probabilistic estimate of how the event will evolve. This is rendered
schematically in Figure 5. Whereas a 3-dimensional description of a thunderstorm is possible at analysis time together with small scale additional features, like e.g. the position of a gust front, after 30
minutes only the location of the thunderstorm is nowcast. Beyond one hour this is relaxed to a probability of occurrence.

Figure 5: Nowcasting: decrease of descriptive detail over forecast time.
Considering the typical life time of thunderstorms, the uncertainties in numerical forecasting and the
experience gained it would not make sense to forecast thunderstorms deterministically beyond one
hour. Work is underway (Köhler, 2012) to combine output of nowcasting tools with numerical forecasts in
order increase forecast accuracy. Thereby forecast evaluation plays an important role, first promising
results have been achieved.

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Figure 6 shows the graphical user interface of WxFUSION. Output data from the individual nowcasting
tools, from the forecast models as well as fuzzy logic output, are ingested and processed. The GUI
serves various purposes: an overlay of all data provides a synopsis of the weather event in one figure, it
enables a quick evaluation of nowcasting quality, the best member out of the forecast ensemble is de-
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termined automatically, fuzzy logic procedures can be triggered by mouse over. In addition, the WxFUSION GUI can be run in real time as has been demonstrated already during the summer campaigns
(see Section 2.3).

Figure 6: WxFUSION GUI: data overlay composed of satellite and radar image on geographic background together with Rad-TRAM (pink) and Cb-TRAM objects (red). Also shown tracks of cell centres
and mouse over information on chosen weather object

Outlook
WxFUSION will further be developed, for both thunderstorm and wintry weather events, and finally
demonstrated and validated in close cooperation with the decision makers at the ground and in the air.
The aim is to bring the system to an international standard that makes it possible to apply the system
European wide as a MET tool serving aviation needs in a Single European Sky. Once the LLWAS of
DWD at the airports of Frankfurt and Munich is functioning, WxFUSION will also include these data into
the fusion process and, eventualy, WxFUSION may become a part of DWD’s Integrated Terminal
Weather System (ITWS).
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2.3 Nowcasting Thunderstorms for Munich Airport
Caroline Forster, Arnold Tafferner
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
The successful demonstration and assessment of the DLR thunderstorm nowcasting algorithms at Munich Airport during two campaigns in the summers of 2010 and 2011 are described. The algorithms CbTRAM and Rad-TRAM, that detect, monitor, and forecast up to one hour (nowcast) thunderstorm cells
from satellite and radar data, run in real time and provided new thunderstorm products for users at the
airport. The products were presented on displays the users were already familiar with as well as on
webpages designed by DLR. On the webpages, also additional information like measurements with
DLR’s polarimetric radar and model forecasts was shown. Moreover, thunderstorm warnings were issued and sent via email to the users whenever a thunderstorm was detected in the terminal manoeuvring area of the airport of Munich. The nowcasting skills of Rad-TRAM and Cb-TRAM are encouraging,
especially for lead times up to 30 minutes, and the user feedback on the DLR thunderstorm products
was very positive. The Rad-TRAM and Cb-TRAM products provide a good overview on the situation and
its future development, and the thunderstorm warnings were very helpful for the collaborative decision
making at the airport. However, some suggestions for improvements were made like the demand for
nowcasts beyond one hour. This will be considered within the integrated weather forecast system,
WxFUSION, which has been further developed during the campaigns.

Introduction
Thunderstorms are related to hazardous phenomena like turbulence, icing, hail, heavy rain, lightning
and reduced visibility that can lead to considerable obstructions in the air transport system. For instance,
if a thunderstorm passes an airport, ground operations might have to be stopped and flights have to be
re-routed in holding patterns or even diverted because of hazardous weather phenomena in the airport’s
terminal manoeuvring area (TMA). It is clear that delays and divertions at one airport lead to delays and
divertions at other airports as well. According to Quon [2006], adverse weather is the primary reason for
disruptions in the air transport system in the U.S. Over Europe, adverse weather is responsible for 4050% of all delays [EUROCONTROL, 2007], and according to the German air navigation safety provider
DFS (personal communication), more than 80% of the delays at Munich Airport (MUC), Germany, are
due to weather with thunderstorms and fog as the primary reasons. These numbers indicate that there is
a clear need for weather information systems that help all air space users to plan well in advance and
enable the mitigation of the weather hazard’s effects. If all decision makers in the air and at the ground
have access to the same weather information systems, the collaborative decision making process can
be accelerated considerably.
Many of the weather data and tools available to date have to be interpreted by the user before any action can be triggered. However, as air space users often have to make quick decisions especially during
thunderstorm situations, they need simple and easy to read information which does not need any interpretation. Recently, the algorithms Cb-TRAM (Cumulonimbus Tracking and Monitoring) [Zinner et al.,
2008; Zinner and Betz, 2009] and Rad-TRAM (Radar Tracking and Monitoring) [Kober and Tafferner,
2008] have been developed at DLR. They provide thunderstorm detections and forecasts up to one hour
(nowcast) especially for aviation purposes. Hazardous areas for aircraft are represented by simple contours, see Section 5.2 for details. In addition, an integrated weather forecast system named WxFUSION
(Weather Forecast User-Oriented System Including Object Nowcasting) [Forster and Tafferner, 2009b]
is currently under development at DLR with the aim to combine different data from observations and
numerical models in order to detect, nowcast (up to 6 hours), and forecast (beyond 6 hours) weather
phenomena like thunderstorms as precisely as possible.
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For the development of such algorithms and systems, feedback of the users is needed in order to optimise the output of the algorithms in terms of the user’s requirements. Therefore, two summer campaigns
have been initiated and performed at MUC airport during 2010 and 2011. One of the aims of these campaigns was the demonstration and test of the DLR nowcasting products at MUC in close cooperation
with the German Meteorological Service (DWD) and users from DFS, the Lufthansa Hub Control Center
(DLH-HCC), and the Munich Airport operations (FMG). This paper will present the results of these campaigns with regard to thunderstorm nowcasting and outline recent developments with regard to WxFUSION. Other activities during the campaigns like wake vortex forecasts and air traffic operational concepts will be described in other contributions of this report [Holzäpfel et al. 2011; Mollwitz and Korn,
2011]. In the following, we introduce the DLR nowcasting algorithms Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM; we
describe the activities and specific goals of the two campaigns in more detail; we present an example of
a typical thunderstorm situation at MUC and the products provided by DLR; then, the user feedback and
the quantitative evaluation of the nowcasting products during the campaigns are discussed before we
conclude our study and give an outlook.

The DLR Nowcasting Algorithms
Cb-TRAM
Cb-TRAM (Cumulonimbus Tracking and
Monitoring) is a fully automated algorithm for
the detection, tracking, and nowcasting of
thunderstorms by using satellite data from
METEOSAT SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced
Visible and Infra-Red Imager) [Zinner et al.,
2008; Zinner and Betz; 2009]. The four different spectral channels high resolution visible (HRV), infra-red (IR) 10.8µm, IR 12.0µm,
and water vapour (WV) 6.2µm are combined
in order to identify three different stages of
thunderstorm development: (1) convection
initiation, (2) rapid vertical development, and
(3) mature stage (Figure 1). Note that CbTRAM is able to detect the most active parts
within huge cloud systems. Over Europe,
METEOSAT data have a spatial resolution of
about 5x5 km² and are available either every
th
15 minute (METEOSAT-9 normal scan) or
th
every 5 minute (METEOSAT-8 rapid scan).
Figure 1. HRV image from METEOSAT-8 over middle
The tracking in Cb-TRAM is based on the
Europe with Cb-TRAM objects as polygons; yellow, orgeographical overlap between current detec- ange, and red indicate detected development stages 1,
tions and first-guess patterns of cells detect- 2, 3. Grey and white contours indicate the 15 and 30
ed in preceding time steps. At a time, the minutes nowcasts.
first-guess patterns are retrieved by using the
approximate propagation direction and velocity of a detected cloud pattern during the previous 30
minutes in combination with an image-matching algorithm [cf. Zinner et al., 2008]. This algorithm extracts the general transformation vector field from several consecutive satellite images, thereby describing the cloud motion and local cloud developments. Similar to the first-guess patterns, nowcasting intervals from 5 to 60 minutes are generated by extrapolation and exploitation of the pyramidal imagematching algorithm. Additional details as well as application and validation studies of Cb-TRAM were
provided by Zinner and Betz [2009], Tafferner et al. [2008], Forster et al. [2008], Dotzek and Forster
[2010], and Zinner et al. [2011].
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Rad-TRAM
Rad-TRAM (Radar Tracking and Monitoring) is a detection, tracking, and nowcasting algorithm for heavy precipitation cells
by using weather radar data [Kober and
Tafferner, 2008]. A reflectivity threshold of
37dBz is used in order to identify hazardous precipitation areas for air traffic (Figure
2). This threshold has been chosen, as
SUHFLSLWDWLRQ ZLWK UHIOHFWLYLW\  G%] RIWHQ
corresponds to lightning activity within the
most active parts of thunderstorms. In addition, experience has shown that pilots often
avoid flying through precipitation with reIOHFWLYLW\G%]'XULQJWKHVXPPer campaign 2010, Rad-TRAM was based on the
European radar composite (PM product)
provided by the DWD. It has a spatial resoFigure 2. DWD weather radar composite (colored shadlution of 2km x 2km and a temporal resoluing) over TMA MUC with detected Rad-TRAM Cb cells
tion of 15 minutes. For the summer cam- (black polygons); grey polygons indicate 60 minutes nowpaign 2011, Rad-TRAM was set up on a cast; black lines are the tracks of the objects.
new DWD product, the EURADCOM composite which covers Central Europe with a spatial resolution of 1km x 1km and a temporal resolution of 5
minutes. The EURADCOM product has been especially developed for aviation purposes in the Functional Air Space Block European Central (FABEC). Rad-TRAM’s tracking and nowcasting is based on
the same principle as in Cb-TRAM. For more details on Rad-TRAM applications see Kober and Tafferner [2008] and for details on the tracking and nowcasting technique see Zinner et al. [2008].

The Summer Campaign 2010
During 2010, the campaign was performed within the Wetter & Fliegen project. It took place from 1 June
until 15 August 2010. The focus of this first campaign was the demonstration of the products to the users who should test them and give feedback on their benefits and disadvantages. The DWD provided
input data for the DLR nowcasting tools as well as other observational and forecast data and acted as
an observer of the activities during the campaign. In case of a positive user feedback with regard to the
DLR nowcasting tools, the DWD considers to implement Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM in its operational
service.
Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM products were provided in real time directly from DLR to the DFS Center at
MUC, the DFS Tower MUC, the DLH_HCC, and the FMG. They were presented on a website from DLR
(http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/nowcasting/) which was updated whenever a new Cb-TRAM or Rad-TRAM
product was available. During 2010, the refresh rate was 15 minutes. Both Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM
were displayed also in real time in the Weather Image Information System (WIIS) by the company WIIS
GmbH. WIIS was already well-established at LH HCC, FMG, and DFS Center MUC, i.e. the users could
test the DLR products in displays they were familiar with. Feedback of the users was collected via e-mail
and via a questionnaire.
In addition to the nowcasting tools, also products from the DLR polarimetric Doppler radar POLDIRAD
were provided to the users. POLDIRAD is a C-Band radar with polarisation agility for transmitting, dualchannel receiving, and Doppler capability. It was operated during thunderstorm situations only, but provided the advantage that vertical scans through specific thunderstorm clouds could be performed manually if necessary and that hydrometeors could be distinguished due to the polarisation capability. These
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skills were very helpful to estimate the echo top of a thunderstorm and the location of hail within the
cloud. If operated, POLDIRAD can provide its products in 10 minutes intervals. They were available for
the users on a website (http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/poldirad/).
From the DWD COSMO-DE model, parameters important for take-off and landing procedures as well as
for airport operations like wind, total precipitation, and temperature were extracted and graphically prepared for the TMA MUC (COSMO-MUC). The COSMO-MUC forecasts were updated every hour and
products were displayed in 15 minutes intervals at http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/MUCSOMMER2010/.
In order to draw the attention of the users to our products during thunderstorm situations, thunderstorm
warnings were issued by DLR via e-mail to all users involved in the campaign whenever thunderstorms
were detected and forecast in the TMA MUC. The warnings were simple and short text messages describing the situation and giving an overview of the situation by an attached image displaying Cb-TRAM
and/or Rad-TRAM output. As these warnings were issued by hand, it was necessary to permanently
monitor the weather and especially the thunderstorm situation. For this, not only the nowcasting tools
Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM, but also other weather information and tools from the DWD within in the
Ninjo Workstation were used.
LH HCC offered DLR a working place in the HCC area during the whole campaign period, i.e. whenever
there was a thunderstorm situation, DLR staff had the possibility to be directly in contact with the people
responsible for operations at the airport and with air traffic controllers. For instance, the director of operations at the LH HCC could explain his work and its dependence on the current weather situation, while
DLR staff could in turn explain the thunderstorm products and how they can be used at LH HCC. Within
the course of the campaign it turned out that these conversations and discussions were very valuable for
both sides. The DLR staff learned much about the chain of operations at the airport and the related
needs with regard to thunderstorm information, while the users learned about modern weather information and how it can facilitate their work.
For a later evaluation of the campaign, it was necessary to collect information and establish a documentation of all thunderstorm days during the campaign period. This has been done on a campaign website,
where different links to the documentation and the products offered by DLR are available
(http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/MUCSOMMER2010/).
Finally, the integrated weather information system WxFUSION has been tested and further developed
during the campaign period. As the system is still under development, the WxFUSION products have not
yet been presented to the users at the airport, but have been tested internally.

The Summer Campaign 2011
As the summer campaign in 2010 was successful and resulted in a very positive user feedback (see
below), the DFS requested a repetition of the campaign in 2011 with slightly different and additional
activities described below. Since a second summer campaign could not be supported within Wetter &
Fliegen, the DFS was prepared to sponsor the summer campaign 2011 within the LuFo IV project iPort.
The campaign took place from 1 June until 30 September 2011. Its focus was again the demonstration
of the nowcasting products and their test by the users (this time users at DFS only) as well as the collection of further and more detailed user feedback.
This time, Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM were test-wise installed and running at the DWD, i.e. Cb-TRAM
and Rad-TRAM output was directly provided in real time to the users by the official weather data supplier for aviation in Germany. This is an important step towards an implementation of the DLR algorithms in
the operational service by the DWD. It could be shown that the installation of the algorithms in the environment at DWD is not complicated, and that the algorithms were running stable over the whole campaign period. In addition, Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM output could easily be included in the Ninjo test
version and was tested by the DWD at MUC.
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The Rad-TRAM and Cb-TRAM output data were provided every 5 minute and were collected and
stored by the DFS during the whole campaign period. They are used for evaluation purposes and for the
test-wise integration in DFS displays like MetFROG and PHOENIX, a special weather information display for air traffic controllers and the controller display in the tower, respectively. Rad-TRAM could already be demonstrated in real time in the MetFROG test display during summer 2011. It was tested at
several places within the DFS, e.g. Tower MUC, Tower Köln/Bonn, Tower Düsseldorf, and Center Operation Support. So far, detailed feedback has been received from the Tower MUC (see below).
Similar to the campaign in 2010, the DLR products were also displayed on the DLR nowcasting site
(http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/nowcasting/), a documentation of all thunderstorm days has been established
(http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/MUCSOMMER2011/), and DLH-HCC kindly offered the working place in the
HCC again. As the thunderstorm warnings turned out to be very helpful, they have been issued again on
demand of the DFS Tower MUC. In addition, new POLDIRAD products were presented to the users on
a website (http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/poldirad/rainbow.html). This includes vertical cross sections through
thunderstorm cells along the glide path at MUC as well as Doppler velocities and vertical wind profiles.
Finally, the Bayerische Rundfunk (BR) prepared a documentary about clouds for the series “Faszination
Wissen” in which thunderstorm clouds and aviation were one of the key topics. A BR team visited DLR
on 19 July 2011 in order to document the DLR activities for the nowcasting of thunderstorms for aviation.
Fortunately, this day was a thunderstorm day at MUC airport, and the DLR team could demonstrate the
skills of their nowcasting tools to the film team in real time. The shooting was done both at the working
place in the DLH HCC at MUC and in the office of the DLR team at Oberpfaffenhofen. The documentary
th
has been shown on the Bavarian TV on 6 of November 2011.

An Example Case: The 19th of July 2011
As an example of how the DLR nowcasting products were presented to the users, the thunderstorm
case on 19th July 2011, when a BR team filmed at DLR, will be shown here. Ahead of a low pressure
system, warm and humid air masses were advected to Bavaria. At 16:15 UTC, the vortex of the low
pressure system over France can clearly be seen in the HRV satellite image with Cb-TRAM contours
superimposed (Figure 3a). Convection initiation (yellow contours) is detected near the center of the low
pressure system, and a mature thunderstorm (red contour) has already developed between Kempten
and Hohenpeissenberg (marked by K and HP). It is predicted to move in a north-easterly direction (grey
and white contours in Figure 3a and b) and is related to lightning activity, heavy precipitation, hail (reflectivity >55dBZ, Figure 3b). A first thunderstorm warning was sent to the users at this time with Figure3b
as attachment. The thunderstorm intensified and slowly moved towards MUC. At around 16:30 UTC,
POLDIRAD scans show echo tops at 10 to 12 km height within the cell (Figure 4a), and the vertical
structure with the overhanging strong reflectivity indicates strong dynamical development within the cell
(Figure 4b). At 18:15 UTC the thunderstorm had crossed the river Lech and reached lake Ammersee
(Figure 3c). A second warning was sent to the users at this time with Figure 3c attached. Finally, the
thunderstorm reached MUC at 19:45 UTC (Figure 3d).
On this day, the DLR team was present at the working place at LH HCC and could show and discuss the
DLR products with the director of operations at LH HCC who asked from time to time for an update of
the situation during the afternoon. It was especially important for him to know when the thunderstorm will
hit MUC. At 19:30 UTC there was a peak in departing long distance flights scheduled, and LH’s interest
was the departure of these flights before the thunderstorm arrived at MUC. If necessary, LH would try to
accelerate the dispatch of these flights in order to avoid that they were stuck on the ground because of
lightning and heavy precipitation over MUC. The DLR nowcasting products finally predicted about one
hour in advance that the thunderstorm will likely hit MUC after 19:30 UTC. This information was very
helpful for the dispatch at LH HCC. Unfortunately, it was not possible to talk to users from the FMG or
DFS on this day, as they were under pressure because of the thunderstorm situation. However, feedback on the DLR nowcasting products from DFS and FMG was given at a later time and is presented in
the following.
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Figure 3. Thunderstorm situation on 19 July 2011. (a) METEOSAT-8 HRV image at 16:15 UTC with CbTRAM contours; yellow, orange, and red contours indicate the detected development stages 1, 2, 3. (b)
EURADCOM radar composite with black Rad-TRAM contours at 16:15 UTC. (c, d) As (b), but for the
TMA MUC at 18:15 UTC (c) and 19:45 UTC (d). The grey and white polygons in (a) and (b) are the 30
and 60 minutes nowcasts. The thin black contours in (c) and (d) are the 60 minutes nowcasts. Blue
crosses in (c) and (d) represent lightning detections from the LINET system (Betz et al., 2008).

Users’ Feedback
Feedback of the users on the benefits and disadvantages of new weather information products is very
important for the development of these products. Based on user feedback the user’s requirements can
be accounted for in the output and in the presentation of the products. In addition, it can be assessed
whether the application of new weather information tools help improving coordination through common
situational awareness of the convective weather impacts among all affected users. For instance, in the
U.S., MIT Lincoln assessed the user feedback with regard to innovative integrated terminal weather
systems [Robinson et al., 2006, 2008]. They got co-ordinated feedback from traffic managers and area
supervisors on convective weather impact mitigation decisions made using the new systems, on the
time to monitor existing convective weather impact mitigation initiatives, and on the time associated with
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the mitigation plan development
and execution process in relation
to expected workload for similar
convective events prior to the
new systems [Robinson et al.,
2006]. Important results of this
assessment were that it took less
time for the users to develop and
implement operationally effective
plans and that the number of
such plans implemented per convective weather day significantly
increased.
During the summer campaigns
2010 and 2011 at MUC, the user
feedback on Cb-TRAM and RadTRAM was obtained via informal
e-mails, personal conversations,
and a questionnaire with the
questions:
1. Are the thunderstorm forecasts correct (e.g. extrapolated cells, moving direction)
?
2. Is the way of displaying the
products appropriate? (e.g.
clear, readable, free of interpretation) ?
3. Is the thunderstorm product
helpful? (e.g. for the planning Figure 4. POLDIRAD measurements on 19 July 2011. (a) Maximum
and for the co-ordination of reflectivity scan at 16:31 UTC. POLDIRAD is located in the center of
the image. The circles indicate the radii of 50km and 100km around
the operations) ?
POLDIRAD. MUC is indicated by a black symbol on the 50km radius
In total 8 questionnaires were north-east of POLDIRAD. (b) Reflectivity for a vertical cross section
filled in and 18 e-mails were ob- (black line in (a)) at 16:27 UTC through the thunderstorm cell at 249°
tained from about 20 persons azimuth.
involved in the campaigns. Including the numerous comments and suggestions from personal conversations with supervisors at DFS
Tower and Center MUC, directors of operations at LH HCC, and traffic managers from FMG, the evaluation of the questionnaires and e-mails resulted in a very positive feedback. Most of the users found the
depiction of the products clear and intuitive. They appreciated the simple display of hazardous areas for
air traffic as contours and the indication of the future development and moving direction. The 5 minutes
updates of the products in 2011 were considered as much better than the 15 minutes updates in the
year before. With the 5 minutes updates rapidly changing situations could easier and earlier be assessed. The nowcasting up to one hour was found to be accurate enough to enable a reasonable planning, e.g. the deployment of additional staff or the ordering of overtime, and it was useful to estimate
how long the airport will be affected by a thunderstorm. The DFS appreciated the display and availability
of data also from neighbouring countries. Thunderstorms moving towards Germany could then be recognized early and actions could be triggered with less time pressure. In general, the nowcasting products turned out to be very helpful for the planning.
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However, in some cases it became clear that different users have different requirements with respect to
weather information. For example on 24 August 2010 at 14:15 UTC, the 60 minutes nowcast predicted
that a thunderstorm cell will directly affect MUC. One hour later, however, the cell passed just south of
the airport. For the airport operations FMG, this was a wrong forecast, because the cell missed the airport and the operations on the movement area did not have to be shut down. In contrast, the DFS Tower
MUC was satisfied with the forecast. Although MUC was not directly hit by the thunderstorm, there were
severe obstructions in the approach, and with the help of the nowcast, the DFS could plan accordingly.
Another issue were heavy precipitation cells in Rad-TRAM close to the threshold of 37dBZ. Such cells
appear and disappear from time step to time step, as their maximum reflectivity alternates between
above and below the threshold. This is very confusing for the user, especially in cases when the cell
clearly shows lightning activity also at time steps where it was not detected by Rad-TRAM. From these
cases it is evident that a combination of different data sources (e.g. lightning and Rad-TRAM information) could guarantee a more continuous tracking of thunderstorm cells. The fusion of different data
sources will be considered in WxFUSION (see below).
The DFS suggested some improvements with respect to the weather information and its presentation to
the users. For instance, an indication of the height of a thunderstorm cell on the display would be very
helpful in order to assess how many of the upper air sectors are affected by the cell. In addition, forecasts up to two hours would be of great advantage, as this is the timeframe for actions with regard to
coordination at the central flow management unit (CFMU) in Brussels. Moreover, it would be a great
advantage to have available and displayed all the innovative weather information products demonstrated
during the summer campaigns in one visualization system only. At DFS, this would preferably be MetFROG.
Finally, it turned out that the thunderstorm warnings were very useful for the collaborative decision making at the airport. During 2010, they were issued by DLR just to draw the attention of the users to the
DLR products. However, as all users obtained the same warning at the same time, they all had the
same situational awareness and could make decisions and trigger actions within a much shorter time
period than without the warnings. Therefore, the thunderstorm warnings were also issued in 2011 on
demand of the DFS. Currently, an automation of the thunderstorm warnings is discussed.

Quantitative Evaluation of the Nowcasting Products
Several evaluations of Rad-TRAM and Cb-TRAM have been performed and are still in progress based
on the data collected during the summer campaigns. An economic assessment has been performed and
is described by Lau [2011] within this report and by Lau et al. [2011]. These studies investigate delay
data at MUC, and determine the potential for a delay reduction, if weather information from Rad-TRAM
is used for the pre-tactical planning of flights. In a complementary study, the DFS plans to estimate the
potential for a delay reduction, if Rad-TRAM is used by the air traffic controllers for tactical regulations. It
is envisaged to perform real time simulations with controllers to assess their actions with and without the
Rad-TRAM information.
In order to assess the detection and nowcasting quality of the DLR algorithms two different methods
have been applied. The first method compares the nowcasting of Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM for different
lead times with the detection in Cb-TRAM and Rad-TRAM, respectively. The second method compares
the detection and nowcasting of Cb-TRAM or Rad-TRAM with the observation by an independent data
source. While the first method assesses the nowcasting quality only, the second method also assesses
the ability of the algorithm to detect thunderstorms at the correct location.
Comparison of Nowcast with Observation
In case of the first method, we distinguish a pixel-based from an object-based analysis, see Figure 5.
The pixel-based analysis checks how many pixels of an observed Rad-TRAM (Cb-TRAM) object overlap
with pixels of a Rad-TRAM (Cb-TRAM) nowcast. These are counted as hits (Figure 5a). The pixels of an
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observed object that do not overlap with a nowcast one are regarded as misses, and the pixels of a
nowcast object that do not overlap with an observed one are regarded as false alarms. Skill scores like
the probability of detection (POD) with POD=hits/(hits+misses) and the false alarm ratio (FAR) with
FAR=false alarms/(hits+false alarms) are calculated and interpreted. The perfect nowcast would have a
POD = 1 and a FAR = 0. Figure 6 shows the results of the POD and FAR for the pixel-based analysis of
Rad-TRAM nowcasts over the whole summer period 2011 (39 thunderstorm days). As expected the
POD decreases, and the FAR increases with nowcast lead time. The mean POD value over all days is
0.65 for the 15 minutes nowcast and declines to 0.27 for the 60 minutes nowcast with standard deviations between 0.06 and 0.03, respectively (Table 1). The mean FAR over all days increases from 0.36
for the 15 minutes nowcast to 0.73 for the 60 minutes nowcast with standard deviations between 0.03
and 0.06, respectively. These numbers are quite encouraging keeping in mind that the pixel-based analysis requires an exact match of observation and nowcast.

Figure 5. Observed (black) and nowcast (grey) objects. (a) Pixel-based analysis: the pixels covered by
the observed and nowcast objects are counted. (b) Object-based analysis: the observed and nowcast
objects are counted. Green are the hits, blue the misses and red the false alarms.
Table 1: Mean values of POD and FAR and the respective standard deviations (STD) for all thunderstorm days in 2011 for the 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes nowcasts.
POD / FAR
POD STD / FAR STD

15 min.
0.65 / 0.36
0.06 / 0.03

30 min.
0.47 / 0.53
0.04 / 0.05

45 min.
0.34 / 0.65
0.03 / 0.05

60 min.
0.27 / 0.73
0.03 / 0.06

The object-based method, however, requires just an overlap between observed and nowcast object
(Figure 5b). Overlapping observed and nowcast objects are counted as hits, non-overlapping observed
objects are counted as misses, and non-overlapping nowcast objects are counted as false alarms. In
Figure 7 POD and FAR for the object-based analysis are shown. As only an overlap between observed
and nowcast objects is required, the skill is better than for the pixel-based analysis. The mean values of
the POD vary between 0.74 for the 15 minutes nowcast and 0.48 for the 60 minutes nowcast with
standard deviations between 0.06 and 0.04, respectively (Table 2). FAR increases from 0.25 for the 15
minutes nowcast to 0.52 for the 60 minutes nowcast with standard deviations between 0.02 and 0.04.
Table 2: Same as Table 1, but for the object-based analysis.
POD / FAR
POD STD / FAR STD
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15 min.
0.74 / 0.25
0.06 / 0.02

30 min.
0.65 / 0.35
0.05 / 0.03

45 min.
0.56 /0.43
0.05 / 0.04

60 min.
0.48 / 0.52
0.04 / 0.04
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An issue with the presented pixeland object-based analyses is the
fact that observed objects that appear for the first time are not nowcast and counted as misses, because Rad-TRAM cannot predict the
formation of a new heavy precipitation cell. Therefore, the object-based
evaluation has been repeated for
only those objects that also have a
nowcast. This evaluation can be
considered as the best case scenario, as the weakest criterions for obtaining a hit (overlap only) and filtering misses (only objects are considered that have a nowcast) are applied for the evaluation. The main
results are summarized in Table 3.
From the evaluations presented
here, it can be concluded that the
nowcasting performance of RadTRAM is somewhere between the
pixel-based analysis and the best
case scenario. The nowcasting for
lead times greater than 30 minutes
has to be considered with care because of the low POD and high
FAR.

Figure 6. POD and FAR for the pixel-based analysis for all thunderstorm days in 2011. The black, red, yellow and green curves
indicate the daily mean values for the 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes
nowcast

Table 3: Same as Table 2, but only for objects that also have a nowcast.
POD / FAR
POD STD / FAR STD

15 min.
0.98 / 0.01
0.06 / 0.004

30 min.
0.95 / 0.03
0.06 / 0.007

45 min.
0.89 / 0.09
0.06 / 0.01

60 min.
0.75 / 0.23
0.05 / 0.03

One disadvantage of the presented evaluation is the fact that it is biased towards large objects. It is evident that an overlap of the nowcast and the observation of large objects is more likely than for small
objects. In addition, it can happen that an observation overlaps with two different nowcast objects which
have different sizes and cell centers than the observed one. The overlaps are counted as hits, although
from an eyeball inspection the observed object does not match very well with the nowcast objects. In
order to get a feeling on the ability of Rad-TRAM to nowcast the correct size of the objects as well as the
correct location of their cell centers, further skill scores have to be evaluated like the location error of the
cell centres and the area bias of the cells. Work is currently in progress to calculate such skill scores and
perform additional analyses for the thunderstorm days in 2011. Similarly, work on the pixel-based and
object-based analysis as well as the calculation of location errors and area bias for Cb-TRAM nowcasts
is currently in progress.
Comparison with an Independent Data Source
In contrast to precipitation, lightning activity is an exclusive feature to thunderstorms. Therefore, lightning
data from the LINET network [Betz et al., 2008] has been the data source of choice for the comparison
with Cb-TRAM detections and nowcasts [Zinner et al., 2011]. Only Cb-TRAM cells of the mature stage
have been considered here, as the other two development stages in Cb-TRAM are early warning stages
and therefore not necessarily connected to lightning activity. The lightning data were clustered to
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lightning objects, and the overlap
between Cb-TRAM detected and
nowcast cells with lightning objects
is determined by both a pixel-based
and an object-based analysis as
illustrated in Figure 5. This time, the
grey contours in Figure 5 are the
lightning objects, and the black contours represent either Cb-TRAM
detections or nowcasts. As example,
results of the object-based analysis
show that for the Cb-TRAM detections the POD is around 61% and
the FAR is around 29%, if an overlap of at least one pixel is required.
The POD decreases to 33.4% and
the FAR increases to 60.8% for the
60 minutes nowcast. These numbers are encouraging keeping in
mind that some of the lightning cells
are counted as misses, as they are
related to another Cb-TRAM detection of stage. Sensitivity studies
including all Cb-TRAM detection
stages confirmed this. However, the
FAR got worse because many of the
Cb-TRAM stage one and two cells
Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but for the object-based analysis.
do not contain lightning and are
counted as false alarms. Further details and results can be found in Zinner et al. [2011].
A study by Dotzek and Forster [2010] compared Cb-TRAM detections and nowcasts with data from the
European Severe Weather Data base (ESWD). With six case studies they showed that up to 47% of all
ESWD reports were located within a Cb-TRAM detection contour, and about 7% more reports were located close by these contours. The POD for an ESWD report corresponding with a Cb-TRAM detection
was 24% on average in the whole summer season 2008 with maximum values up to 58% on intense
thunderstorm days. These numbers are encouraging, as ESWD reports do not necessarily have to correspond exactly with a Cb-TRAM cell due to storm morphology. In addition, if a detected Cb-TRAM cell
is not related to an ESWD report, this does not falsify the Cb-TRAM detection, but the convective storm
might simply have not been reported to the ESWD. Likewise, the absence of a Cb-TRAM cell cannot be
regarded as a proof that there was no thunderstorm. The ESWD report then might be related to storms
that cannot be seen from space like small or low-topped convective storms, or those developing below
cirrus layers.

Developments beyond the Nowcasting Horizon
The nowcasting quality of thunderstorms rapidly deteriorates with nowcast lead time. For lead times
beyond roughly one hour they are no longer reliable and reasonable, as discussed above. On the other
hand, forecasts from numerical weather prediction models are not reliable for the first hours, but have
better forecast skills for longer lead times.
To fill that gap between nowcasts based on observations only and forecasts based on model data only,
the concept of WxFUSION (see Section 2.2 above) is used. The graphical user interface of WxFUSION
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where the different data sources can be superimposed and the fuzzy logic and the numerical forecast
selection algorithms can be tested has been run in real time during the summer campaigns. Work has
been done and is currently going on to evaluate the results of these algorithms and to gain further
knowledge on the formation and life cycle of thunderstorms that can be used in the fusion algorithm.
Examples are given in the following.
One study investigated the ability of the COSMO-DE model to forecast the location of thunderstorm
cells. For this, Cb-TRAM was applied to synthetic satellite images from COSMO-DE which are available
up to 21 hours in 15 minute intervals. Comparing the Cb-TRAM_COSMO forecasts to Cb-TRAM observations revealed that 50% of all Cb-TRAM_COSMO forecasts overlap with an observation. The forecasts are
updated every 3 hours. That means for each 15 minute interval 7 different forecasts with different initial
times exist and build a so-called time lagged ensemble with ensemble member 1 as the most recent
forecast and ensemble member 7 as the oldest forecast. If the different Cb-TRAM_COSMO forecasts from
this time lagged ensemble are compared to the observation, it turned out that member 1 and member 4
are the best members in the majority of all cases, i.e. the Cb-TRAM observations overlap most often
with a Cb-TRAM_COSMO forecast from member 1 or 4.
Another study investigated the initiation of thunderstorms by exploring the vertical velocity, the equivalent potential temperature, and CAPE (convective available potential energy) in the synoptic scale model
COSMO-EU [Köhler, 2011]. It was found that in most of the areas where thunderstorms were observed
COSMO-EU forecasts showed constant upward motion above 1000hPa, potential lability and elevated
values for CAPE. These large scale parameters from COSMO-EU agreed better with observed thunderstorms than the thunderstorm probabilities from the high resolution COSMO-DE model.
The time series of different observational data like cloud top height, maximum radar reflectivity, lightning
activity, and size of a thunderstorm as well as forecast data from the COSMO-DE model were inspected
in combination in order to learn about the life cycle of thunderstorms [Bretl, 2010]. It was found that the
time series of the trend of the inspected variables show a typical behaviour during the formation, mature,
and decay phase of a thunderstorm. For instance, the formation phase is characterized by a growth of
all inspected variables, while the decay phase is characterized by a decline of these variables.
A further study deals with the detection and nowcasting of convection initiation (CI) [Stich et al., 2011].
The aim is to improve the CI stage-1 detection and nowcasting in Cb-TRAM by a combination with different data sources from observations and numerical models. First results show that the high FAR of the
Cb-TRAM’s stage 1 can be considerably lowered by excluding detections and nowcasts that occur in
regions with low surface equivalent potential temperatures and downward motion at 500hPa. At the
same time, the POD hardly changes.
Finally, surface observations of temperature, humidity, and pressure from SYNOP observations and
data from the Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis (VERA) System were explored to find out whether
they exhibit typical characteristics along thunderstorm tracks monitored by Cb-TRAM [Klötzke, 2011]. It
was found that thunderstorms related to frontal systems exhibit high pressure gradients and gradients of
equivalent potential temperatures.

Conclusions and Outlook
The demonstration of the DLR products for thunderstorm detection and nowcasting at MUC during the
summer campaigns in 2010 and 2011 showed the usefulness of these products for the collaborative
decision making process at the airport. As all users received a thunderstorm warning at the same time
and could get an overview on the current weather situation by inspecting the DLR nowcasting products,
they had the same situational awareness and could make decisions and trigger actions with less time
pressure than without the warnings and products. In general, the user feedback was very positive, but
with suggestions for improvements of the products like an indication of the height of the thunderstorm
cells in the display or the demand for nowcasts beyond one hour. The latter will be considered within
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WxFUSION (see Section 2.2) which has been further developed during the campaigns, but is not yet
ready to be presented to the users. Still, effort has to be made in order to integrate the knowledge
gained from the studies made so far. A quantitative assessment of the nowcasting performance of the
DLR tools revealed that the algorithms have good forecast skills, but for lead times greater than 30
minutes the nowcasting has to be used with care because of the increasing number of missed observations and false alarms. These results indicate that it is more suitable for longer lead times to combine
observational and nowcasting data with numerical model results and express the forecasts with probabilities, e.g. the probability of the occurrence of a thunderstorm in a specific area. This will also be considered within WxFUSION.
It is envisaged to initiate another summer campaign in 2012. Not only Rad-TRAM but also Cb-TRAM
products will then be available in the MetFROG display in real time. In addition, Rad-TRAM can also be
tested by the controllers within the PHOENIX test display. Since the thunderstorm warnings turned out
to be very important, it is planned to automate the production of such warnings on the basis of RadTRAM. Whenever a Rad-TRAM cell is detected and/or nowcast within the TMA MUC a text message will
be issued automatically and sent to the users. As the DFS wishes to present all the information in one
display, it is discussed to integrate the thunderstorm warnings in the MetFROG display. As a further
activity during the summer campaign 2012, it is planned to demonstrate the link of Cb-TRAM and RadTRAM data into the cockpit of light aircraft. DLR is currently in contact with the companies Atmosphere
(http://www.atmosphere.aero/) and TriaGnoSys (http://triagnosys.com/) in order to discuss and prepare
a concept for such a demonstration.
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2.4 Nowcasting Winter Weather at Munich Airport
Arnold Tafferner, Felix Keis
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
The WxFUSION concept can also be extended to handle winter weather conditions. Of particular importance here is the occurrence of in-flight and ground icing conditions at an aerodrome. Data from surface observations of precipitation type and intensity, of surface conditions (dry, liquid, frozen), of hydrometeor observations within clouds, and of aircraft observations of temperature and humidity can be
fused. Work is underway to combine existing in-flight icing algorithms with the additional data sources
available to build a corresponding winter weather module within WxFUSION.

Introduction
Airport operations in winter are significantly impacted by weather conditions such as snow fall, freezing
rain and drizzle, and low ceiling and visibility. Delays and cancellation of flights are often resulting from
these weather conditions. Runways and taxiways must be kept free of or cleared from snow and ice and
aircraft have to be de-iced before take-off. Planning and conduct of aircraft traffic flow on the ground and
in the air can be significantly impacted through these procedures. During the recent winters 2009 and
2010 European air traffic has been significantly disrupted by winter weather as has been the case for
two major hubs shortly before Christmas in December 2010: 200 flights at Frankfurt on a single day
(17.12.2010) and an almost complete still stand at London Heathrow. The photographs in Figure 1 are
two examples from 30 November 2010 at Frankfurt airport and on 22 December 2010 at Berlin Tegel
after heavy snow fall (left) and snow together with rain (right).

Figure 1. Winter weather impacting airport operations: Frankfurt on 30.11.2010 (left) and Berlin Tegel
on 22.12.2009 (right)
In order to gain understanding of the impact of winter weather conditions on airport operations a meeting
was held at Munich airport with representatives of Munich airport operations, air traffic control, local office of the German weather service and DLR institute of Atmospheric Physics on 17 December 2007.
The outcome of the meeting can be compressed into the following user requirements:
Of particular interest for all stakeholders is the short-term forecasting, or nowcasting, of:
x
x
x
x
x
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Onset, duration and type of precipitation,
Icing at the surface,
Freezing fog,
Aircraft icing at ground,
Visibility.
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The Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS) reported in the meeting that there are 20-30 winter weather days at
Munich airport and 70-90% of all delays are weather related (summer and winter). Therefore, the objective of the work package “Winterwetter” within the DLR project “Wetter & Fliegen” was to develop a winter weather nowcasting system that provides users with 0-2 hour nowcasts of the winter weather conditions described above. The following paragraphs describe the concept of the system and show first results from individual measurement platforms.

The nowcasting Concept
The task “nowcasting of winter weather at Munich airport” can be approached by a stepwise procedure:






Check which MET data are available at the airport and within the TMA
Analysis: combine MET data to determine winter weather conditions hazardous to aviation at
every observation site within the TMA and represent these hazards by winter weather objects
(WWO)
Nowcasting: use calculated trends at observation sites within the TMA to determine
changes in weather conditions at the airport
Use forecast data from numerical model for early warning

In the following, these points are addressed.
Available data at Munich Airport
Figure 2 shows schematically the available data at and around Munich airport which can be used for the
analysis of winter weather conditions. We have to distinguish in-situ data, remote sensing data and derived products.

Winter Weather
Object

COSMOMUC
T,RH profiles

SYNOP
METAR

Micro Rain Radar
Parsivel Disdrometer

TMA
volume
boundary

GlatteisFrühwarnsystem

AMDAR

SWIS
POLDIRAD

COSMOMUC

Figure 2. Available MET data at and around Munich airport
SYNOP & METAR data are reported hourly from station 10870 (München Flughafen) and cover up to 90
different parameters, including besides standard observations like pressure, wind, temperature and humidity, also cloud cover, cloud height and type, precipitation amount and type, various soil temperatures
and ground state. These data therefore give valuable information also on winter weather conditions like
e.g. observation of freezing rain, frozen surface, etc.
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Special sensors installed in the run and taxiways record the temperatures of the near ground air, of the
surface and the soil, furthermore the precipitation type, pressure, wind velocity and freezing temperature. The sensors form the hardware part of the so-called “Glatteisfrühwarnsystem – GFS”, an icing early warning system. It determines freezing conditions which are used to optimize the use of de-icing
chemicals.
In addition to these sensors at the airport, surface conditions of roads around the airport are also evaluated by the Strassenwetterinformationssystem SWIS (Street Weather Information System), operated by
the German weather service. Measurements include air temperature, humidity, wind velocity and direction, visibility range und precipitation amount. Similar to the sensors within the airport area SWIS sensors measure surface and soil temperature, humidity and water film on the road and in addition the salt
content during the winter period.
The Micro Rain Radar (MRR-2) is a small low-power vertical-looking Doppler radar operating at 24
GHz. It measures the velocity spectra of falling raindrops. Raindrop size distribution and rain rate are
estimated as vertical profiles. A narrow spectra with low fall speeds indicates snow, a broad spectra with
higher fall speeds indicates rainfall. For further information see www.metek.de.
The Parsivel optical disdrometer measures size and fall speed of particles with a narrow laser beam.
Fall speed and size distribution is used to estimate rain rate and precipitation type. For further information see http://www.ott-hydrometry.de. The photograph in Figure 3 (left) shows these two instruments, the observation site is indicated on the right.

DWD Messfeld
neu, ab Nov.

Figure 3. Observation instruments at Munich airport operated by DLR, foto: Parsivel (left),
radar (right), observation site indicated by green dot in right Figure.

micro-rain

The Polarimetric Doppler Weather Radar POLDIRAD is operated for research since 1986 jointly with the
DLR Institute of High Frequency Technology. The main characteristics of the C-band system comprise
the polarisation agility for transmitting, the dual-channel receiving, the Doppler capability and the real
time processing and display. A selection of two parameters out of the following are available for real time
display: reflectivity factor for each polarisation of choice; the differential reflectivity; and the depolarisation ratio for a selected polarisation, especially the linear depolarisation ratio; or the circular depolarisation ratio; the Doppler velocities; and the Doppler spectral widths for both receiving channels. Time series products as the differential propagation phase will be available in real time soon. The radar can be
used to estimate the dynamical and the connected microphysical cloud structures and their developments with their lifetimes. Snow, graupel, hail and rain can be distinguished. It is such of great value in
order to reveal winter weather precipitation in real time.
AMDAR (Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay) data are reported from aircraft during flight. Data transmitted are temperature and humidity besides others. Together with pressure recordings, geographic posi-
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tion data and time information vertical profiles of these data can be constructed. These soundings thus
provide useful information on inversion layers, cloud layers and possible icing zones.
Besides these in-situ data, forecast data from the COSMOMUC derivative of the COSMO-DE model of
the DWD (COSMO, 1998) are available within the Terminal Manoeuvring area (indicated as TMA volume boundary) of the airport; see Section 2.5 for a description of that model.
Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis (VERA) is a objective, automatic analysis procedure for meteorological parameters over complex terrain developed by the University of Vienna (Steinacker et al., 1997).
It is able to resolve mesoscale structures caused by topography by including meteorological a priori
knowledge in the analysis. The scheme is used for both error detection and correction, and interpolation
of irregularly distributed data onto a regular grid. The emphasis is put on the transfer of information from
data sparse to data rich areas. For this purpose the so called “fingerprint technique” is used. It adjoins
additional orographic information to the measurements. The error detection mode checks the single
measurements concerning their spatial physical plausibility and calculates correction suggestions where
necessary. The method runs independently from any first guess or model field. For the use in Wetter &
Fliegen VERA has been installed at DLR/IPA over a domain with reduced size covering southern Germany. For winter weather the analysis system can provide information on surface temperature and humidity, observed precipitation and especially fronts, where the exact position, movement, strength is of
great importance for timely warning and model forecast verification. Figure 4 shows an example of analysed surface temperature. The 0° C contour run close to the airport MUC, dividing colder near ground
air to the northeast from warmer temperatures to the southwest. Such information could be quite valuable when there is precipitation in the area, thus allowing the estimate of possible freezing conditions at
the ground.

Figure 4. Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis: Temperature of valleys and low lands on 25/11/2011.
Fusion of Observation Data into Weather Objects Representing Hazards to Aviation
A certain winter weather phenomenon, like e.g. freezing precipitation, can be thought of a certain volume of air within which this phenomenon can be observed. Various observations, like the ones described above, are suited for describing one or the other attribute of that phenomenon, as e.g. the surface temperature, the precipitation type. With no doubt the actual weather phenomenon can be deter-
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mined more precisely when data from various sensors are combined (Tafferner et al., 2008). It is therefore advisable to think of such volumes as weather objects with certain inherent attributes. Such an approach has already been successfully implemented for nowcasting thunderstorms (Forster and Tafferner, 2009; also Forster and Tafferner this volume). For our purposes, a winter weather object at a
certain location, e.g. an airport, can be defined through the following parameters:
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

a vertical column of air consisting of several layers
issued time
valid time
next update time
layer description, e.g.:
- Snow: upper and lower boundary with intensity: light, moderate, severe
- Rain: upper and lower boundary with intensity: light, moderate, severe
- Freezing rain: upper and lower boundary
- Freezing drizzle: upper and lower boundary
surface conditions
trends, e.g. intensity increasing, change to melting, etc.

This first approach addresses only the threats to aviation related to precipitation processes. In the future,
further ingredients could be taken into account like wind, visibility, ceiling.
A winter weather object (WWO) is shown schematically as yellow cylinders in Figures 2 and 5. From the
definition it is obvious that the object can have several different hazard layers. In Figure 5 this is exemplified within the yellow idealized object:
x there is a near surface layer with temperatures above freezing up to about 800 mb (ref.
sounding to the left) which contains rain drops;
x a second layer from H1 to H2 (about 800 to 660 mb) contains supercooled droplets which
result from melting of snow and ice within the “warm nose”, the the layer with positive temperatures between about 660 and 600 mb;
x on top there is a precipitating cloud layer with mixed type particles up to the radar height of
precipitation (Ht).
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Figure 5. Fusion of data into an object
In Figure 5 various data sources are shown symbolically which would allow deriving the weather object.
SYNOP and automatic sensors (e.g. from GFS) allow to determine the surface conditions, in this example rain with temperature above zero. The temperature/humidity sounding can be provided from
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COSMOMUC model or AMDAR data, or constructed from both depending on data availability (esp. as
regards to AMDAR humidity observations). POLDIRAD observes the precipitation height and is able to
determine the hydrometeors within the cloud through its polarimetric capability and related algorithms.
ADWICE – the Advanced Diagnosis and Warning System for Icing Environments - (Tafferner et al.,
2003; Leifeld, 2004) uses the information of reported weather at the ground together with the soundings
of temperature and humidity and radar measurements to determine the icing threat to aircraft in flight.
Figure 6 illustrates schematically the current algorithm for the diagnostic product which is run operationally at DWD (DWD - Luftfahrt, 2003). Starting from weather observations of SYNOP and of radar reflectivity from the European radar composite of DWD icing scenarios “freezing”, “convective” or “stratiform”
are determined over the domain of the COSMO-EU model which covers roughly the area of Middle
Europe. Forecast profiles of temperature and humidity from this model allow to calculate the vertical
structure and extent of the icing scenarios (“3-D DIP” in the Figure). Another scenario “general” is added if temperature and humidity profiles are within certain thresholds even when not supported from
ground observations. Note that within ADWICE not only precipitation is considered but also the occurrence of super-cooled droplets in general, e.g. in stratiform clouds which can pose a hazard to aircraft
especially when residing for a longer time within this clouds as is the case during holding pattern. A
graphical depiction of the diagnosed icing product is seen on the right. Coloured regions indicate different icing threats on flight level 65. A detailed description of both the diagnostic and prognostic icing
algorithm can be found in Leifeld (2004).

ADWICE Diagnostic Icing Product -

Weather observation data
SYNOP / METAR & RADAR

Icing scenarios :
COSMO-EU (3D)

freezing

?

convective

stratiform
(2D)

PIP (3D)

3D - Diagnostic Icing Product (DIP)

freezing

convective

stratiform

general

ADWICE DIP FL65
21.10.2002 06 UTC

Figure 6. Data flow diagram of ADWICE algorithm for diagnostic icing product.
Up to date, ADWICE only uses radar reflectivity for the analysis. However, the quite useful polarimetric
radar information and the measurements of the micro rain radar can be included in the analysis. This will
be part of a data combination algorithm. It will be based on fuzzy logic which allows that the ‘ingredients’, i.e. the information contents of the various observations can be weighted and contrasted to each
other using physical concepts and experience to derive the actual weather state as precisely as possible. This work is carried out within the frame of a doctoral thesis (Keis, 2010).
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Nowcasting: Extrapolating Winter Weather Conditions in Time and Space
Close to actual time, air traffic control and airport operations require exact weather information as it
makes a great difference whether the precipitation during the next hour will be rain, freezing rain or
snow. Quite different operations have to be set into place like the planning and conduct of runway and
airport road clearing, of aircraft deicing, of aircraft traffic flow on the ground and in the air. This is why
users chose the nowcasting of winter weather conditions at first place when asked what they need most.
For nowcasting icing & snow conditions for the airport one has to consider weather changes due to advection of air with different characteristics and, especially demanding, possible changes resulting from
precipitation and cloud physics processes which can occur within short time spans at the observation
site. For capturing both of these effects an approach is followed where WWOs are determined at the
various observation sites around the Munich airport where both SYNOP and polarimetric radar data are
available. Changes in WWOs around the airport can then provide guidance for the expected change at
the airport. Figure 7 demonstrates this approach.

Figure 7. SYNOP stations within the TMA MUC together with winter weather objects
At every SYNOP observing station within the TMA a WWO is determined as described above using
surface observations, polarimetric radar data and temperature/humidity forecast soundings from the
COSMO-DE model. Note that only at MUC airport (in the centre of the Figure) AMDAR data are available for the soundings, too. For nowcasting winter weather hazards at MUC the following approach is
proposed:
1) Determine WWO from observed data and forecast soundings at every observation site;
2) Calculate trends in surface parameters, e.g. temperature, humidity at the airport;
3) Use forecast temperature/humidity soundings at the airport from COSMOMUC;
4) Determine weather trend at the airport from observed weather at upstream stations at earlier
time which can then be used to take into account advection;
5) By fuzzy logic, combine upstream weather changes with estimated trend at the airport to nowcast winter weather conditions up to 2 hours.
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From data availability at Munich airport, points 1 to 5 can be updated every 30 minutes, also the calculation can be performed quite fast in order to not produce unnecessary delays.
Forecasting for Early Warning
For forecasting winter weather beyond the nowcasting range up to about 24 hours or more, one can rely
on operational forecast models like COSMO-DE. Although numerical models have achieved remarkable
progress during the last years in forecasting the overall weather state, e.g. the surface pressure distribution or whether it will rain or not, winter weather phenomena like freezing rain or drizzle, or light or heavy
snow fall result from the subtle interplay of various factors, like the vertical distribution of temperature
and humidity, cloud cover and type, snow cover, soil moisture and the composition of the atmosphere
with aerosols which again influence cloud and precipitation processes. The situation gets even more
complicated as these processes result from instabilities which are triggered by small changes in the
atmospheric parameters, e.g. whether the temperature at the ground or through a certain depth of the
atmosphere is slightly above or below 0° C. In order to better estimate the future atmospheric state ensemble models as mentioned above give better guidance than a single model run. Combined quantities
like ensemble mean, spread and others allow estimating probabilities which can be used for advanced
planning. Here output of the KENDA ensemble model from DWD can be used in future to provide this
probability information.

First Results
Several winter weather events which occurred in 2010 have been selected as example cases for first
studies. In the following some results from algorithm development and local measurements are presented, all of which are necessary steps in setting up the nowcasting procedure as described in the previous
chapter.
Installation of ADWICE at DLR
The operational ADWICE algorithm run at DWD consisting of diagnostic and prognostic parts has been
installed at DLR. However, in contrary to DWD the higher resolution COSMO-DE model output is used
at DLR instead of COSMO-EU output as in the operational version. In a first step, it is evaluated whether
this can already bring improvements. Figure 8 demonstrates these differences.

Figure 8. ADWICE forecasts for flight level 50 using COSMO-EU output left, COSMO-DE output right.
Notable differences are seen in the extent of the yellow areas which render the icing scenario “stratiform” in both Figures. Calculated from the output of the COSMO-EU model (left) these areas are much
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larger especially over Germany as compared to the ADWICE forecast from DLR which is calculated
from COSMO-DE output (right). The too large icing fields in the operational version are well known as a
problem referred to as “overforecasting”. It appears that the use of COSMO-DE output is a step in the
right direction, although more testing is required and results have to be verified against independent
data sources.
Use of AMDAR Data
At the airport AMDAR data relayed from descending aircraft can replace the forecast soundings of temperature and humidity from the COSMO model. The benefit is demonstrated in Figure 9. Forecast temperature and dew point temperature from the COSMO-DE model are shown as black lines, crosses
mark measured temperature and dew point from descending aircraft. The pink lines are lines fitted to the
measurements. Whereas the temperature curves from both AMDAR and forecast show close resemblance, especially within the range 0° to -20° C degrees which is the preferred range where icing is most
probable, there is a large difference in the dew point temperatures. Under the precondition that the
measurements are correct, the forecast icing zone indicated as blue bar on the right is correctly dismissed by using the observation data (no respective bar). Further evaluations in this direction will be
conducted together with POLDIRAD measurements and surface observations.

Figure 9. Comparison of forecast (black curves) and measured (pink) soundings of temperature and
humidity for 29 November 2010 06 UTC. The blue vertical bar on the right indicates the ADWICE icing
range as forecast by COSMO-DE.
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Use of Polarimetric Radar Data
Figure 10 shows measurements from a winter time snow front which is detected as a line signal in the
POLARIMETRIC reflectivity data (left). From the corresponding polarimetric information the hydrometeors can be determined as indicated in the right Figure. Clearly the possibility to distinguish between
snow and rain provides a quite useful information for winter weather nowcasting as it helps in decision
making at the airport, e.g. snow clearing on runways, as well as for de-icing procedures and warnings of
in-flight icing threat.

Snow at ground

Rain at ground
Figure 10. Snow front approaching from north towards Alps (line in left Figure) as detected by DLR
POLDIRAD Alps on 21 November 2008 1330 UTC. Snow and rain areas can be distinguished through
polarimetric capability.

Figure 11. Measurements of the micro rain radar at Munich Airport on 14 September 2011
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Use of Other Local Data
The Micro Rain Radar and the Parsivel instrument allow to observe precipitation events at the airport in
real time and to provide relevant information on winter weather threats like the precipitation strength, the
size and type of hydrometeors, the accumulated precipitation and the actual weather. Figure 11 shows a
measurement example on 14 September 2011 with hydrometeor fall speed, reflectivity and accumulated
rain fall. Figure 12 shows corresponding measurements from the Parsivel instrument. Note that also
actual weather (ww) is determined from the measurements automatically. The droplet size provides
useful information for estimating the icing intensity, in particular when super-cooled large droplets (SLD,
range 40 – 400 µm) are detected.

Figure 12. Measurements of the Parsivel instrument at Munich Airport on 14 September 2011

Outlook
During the winter 2011/12 cases where winter weather influences airport operations at MUC will be
gathered and evaluated as regards to icing and snow fall conditions. All local observations and
POLDIRAD measurements will be used to further develop the nowcasting system in the sense described above. It is expected that the experience gained from many winter weather cases will enable the
build-up of a fuzzy logic procedure which can improve the nowcasting of winter weather and thus provide a reliable source of information for decision making at the Munich airport.
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2.5 Limited Area Numerical Weather Prediction
Thomas Gerz, Klaus Dengler, Arnold Tafferner, Frank Holzäpfel
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
Two limited area model derivatives of the numerical weather prediction model COSMO-DE operated by
the German Meteorological Service are introduced. The aim is to obtain frequently updated highly resolved predictions in a limited area as an aerodrome. The predictions include dynamic parameters as
wind and turbulence kinetic energy and thermodynamic quantities as temperature and humidity but also
the amount of snow, rain and hail. The models are used in the airport environments of Frankfurt
(COSMO-FRA) and Munich (COSMO-MUC) for aircraft wake vortex, thunderstorm activity, and wintry
weather warning applications, as detailed in Sections 2.1 to 2.4.

Introduction
The demand for efficient, safe, and environmentally sustainable air traffic is steadily increasing. Major
airports already today operate at their capacity limits. With increasing demand the air transport system
becomes more vulnerable to distortions of all kinds. One of the major contributors to incidents, accidents, and delays in air traffic are adverse weather conditions, also en-route but especially at and
around busy airports. Detailed studies of the impact of weather upon aviation show that there is a need
for improved weather forecasts. Short-range wind forecasts with high resolution in space and time will
become an important factor in airport operations especially for lead times of 1-2 hours.
An accurate forecast of wind, turbulence and temperature along the glide paths of an airport is also required to predict the transport and decay of aircraft wake vortices, see Section 2.1. The reason is that
the atmosphere in terms of wind speed, wind direction, turbulent kinetic energy, eddy dissipation rate,
and vertical stability of air surrounding the vortices affects their horizontal and vertical displacement as
well as their decay (see Section 6.1).
For high quality predictions a limited area, high-resolution weather forecast model should be the appropriate choice. Such a model should take into account the orographic and land use characteristics at and
around the airport in order to correctly balance the levels of energy, driven by turbulence, surface friction
and sensible and latent heat of the air masses in the atmospheric boundary layer. In the past DLR has
developed the ‘Nowcasting Wake Vortex Impact Variables’ model NOWVIV (Gerz et al. 2005) to forecast wake-vortex affecting weather parameters in airport environments. Recently, we use derivatives of
the COSMO-DE model with which the German Meteorological Service, DWD, runs operational weather
forecasts for Germany. The two derivatives are COSMO-FRA and COSMO-MUC for the two aerodromes of Frankfurt and Munich, respectively.
Running the model in a rapid update cycle (RUC) mode results in several forecasts with different forecast initial times for a certain forecast time. This so called Time-Lagged-Ensemble (TLE) is a singlemodel variant initial-condition ensemble-forecast system where the dynamics, the physical parameterisations and the numerics are the same for all members. It provides an estimate of the forecast uncertainties and reduces errors resulting from initial spin-up. An improvement especially of the short term
forecasts up to 6 h is expected which is highly relevant for forecasting wake vortices (Section 2.1), thunderstorms (Section 2.3) and wintry weather conditions (Section 2.4).

The COSMO-DE Model and its Limited Area Derivative COSMO-FRA
The non-hydrostatic, fully compressible COSMO model has jointly been developed by the Consortium
for Small Scale Modelling and is operationally used by several European Meteorological Services. The
COSMO-DE version is the high resolution model of DWD using a horizontal mesh size of 2.8 km cover2
ing an area of roughly 1200 x 1300 km in Central Europe (Steppeler et al. 2003).
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For the application in the Frankfurt Airport area, we took the COSMO-DE model of version 4.2 as the
2
local area model COSMO-FRA which is centred at the Airport encompassing an area of 280 x 280 km
(see Figure 1). The vertical resolution of the boundary layer is increased amounting to 16 to 90 m corresponding to 19 levels below 1600 m with a total of 50 vertical levels as in COSMO-DE. The horizontal
resolution was kept as in the parent model. The numerics and physics packages follow the operational
configuration (Baldauf et al. 2011), using a two time level integration scheme based on the Runge-Kutta
method of 3rd order and a prognostic turbulence scheme with 2nd order closure (i.e. a prognostic equation for the turbulence kinetic energy). The roughness length used in COSMO-FRA is 0.47 m (forest).
COSMO-FRA made a 24-hour forecast once a day starting at 00 UTC; initial and hourly boundary data
were provided by the larger-scale COSMO-EU model and updated every three hours. COSMO-FRA was
first applied to predict wake vortex transport and decay parameters, so the vertical profiles of wind, virtual potential temperature, and turbulence kinetic energy were output at a 10 min frequency.

Figure 1. Domain of the high resolution models COSMO-FRA and nested NOWVIV centred at
Frankfurt Airport. COSMO-FRA topography is given in grey shading, rivers in black.
The performance of COSMO-FRA has been assessed against NOWVIV predictions and local measurements at Frankfurt Airport by Dengler et al. (2009). One of the outcomes was that an adjusted land
use data set for COSMO-FRA, possibly combined with higher horizontal and vertical resolutions, to account for specific topographic and land-use features at and around the airport would achieve better forecasts of wind, virtual potential temperature and turbulence kinetic energy in the boundary layer.
The next improvement was to adapt COSMO-FRA to version 4.8 of COSMO-DE and start the model
hourly in a Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) mode providing short range time-lagged ensemble (TLE) forecasts of up to 6 hours. Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration how the TLE is created showing the
available forecasts for an example time of 15:10 UTC. Forecasts starting at 10 UTC (member -5h) to 15
UTC (member -0h) are available with 10-minute output frequency. Therefore, for every 10-minute increment 6 members of the TLE are available. In addition, every full hour a forecast starting 6 hours ago is
available creating a 7th member (i.e. for 15 UTC a forecast starting at 09 UTC, member -6h). Finally an
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equally weighted ensemble mean is calculated from the 6 available members. Further, the spread of the
6 ensemble members indicates the predictability and the related uncertainties of the respective meteorological situation. The model output comprises the three wind components, air density, virtual potential
temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, eddy dissipation rate (EDR), and pressure.
The hourly forecasts of the COSMO-FRA model were analysed for three cases representing significantly
different weather situations as experienced in winter 2006/2007: a frontal passage, stormy conditions
and a high pressure system. The results were compared against the reference run starting at 00 UTC
with a lead time of 24 hours as used before.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the creation of a time-lagged-ensemble (TLE) forecast.
The TLE forecasts were also checked and validated against measurements of vertical profiles of the
three wind components, the standard deviation of vertical velocity, and virtual temperature from 60 m up
to 1650 m with vertical resolution of 30 m provided by a wind and temperature radar combined with radio-acoustic sounding system run by DFS (Konopka and Fischer 2005) at the airport of Frankfurt.
A detailed discussion of the results is provided by Dengler et al. (2011). It was concluded that TLE forecasts of wind speed and the wind components parallel and perpendicular to the flight/runway direction
reduce the mean bias and root-mean-square error in all three cases compared to the reference model
run. The improvement of the forecast was most evident in the very short range of 1 - 2 hours as has
been found in previous studies (Lu et al. 2007). The 1-hour forecast showed the lowest bias in all cases.
In case of the frontal passage all forecasts overestimated the wind speed within the inversion layer up to
1000 m. In the stormy situation forecasts up to 2 hours underestimated the wind speed above 800 m
while no consistent trend was observed in case of the high pressure system. The forecasts of turbulence
kinetic energy improved below 900 m but not above that altitude. In contrast to the wind forecasts the 1
hour forecast of turbulence kinetic energy showed the largest error caused by initial spin-up effects.
Finally, TLE forecasts of virtual potential temperature also improved except in the case of the high pressure system where the root-mean-square error increased significantly compared to the reference run.
No data assimilation had been used in the model runs. This shows that the observed improvement of
the forecasts is a result of the hourly rapid update cycle which benefits from more accurate initial- and
boundary conditions provided and updated every 3 hour by the COSMO-EU model. The shortest forecast range members of the time-lagged ensemble (forecasts up to 2 hours) were most accurate and the
ensemble spread of the members provided useful information about the reliability of the forecasts.
To further improve the forecasts especially on the short range we aimed to assimilate local data measured in the airport environment, e.g., wind and temperature data from profilers or from aircraft (AMDAR)
as well as precipitation data from radar (latent heat nudging), into the model. These technical improvements were achieved with another limited area model, this time located at the airport of Munich,
COSMO-MUC.
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The Limited Area Model COSMO-MUC
2

The COSMO-MUC setup used a 358 x 358 km domain where the airport of Munich was located in the
southeast quarter of the computational domain, i.e. downstream of the main wind direction (see Figure 4
below). The model had a horizontal resolution of 2.8 km and a vertical resolution of 16 to 144 m corresponding to 17 levels below 1100 m above ground. Again, the numerics and physics packages followed
the operational configuration of COSMO-DE. The boundary conditions were treated as before with
COSMO-FRA, COSMO-MUC however, calculated the initial conditions by assimilating locally available
data from precipitation radar, aircraft (AMDAR), surface synoptic observations (SYNOP), and radio
sounding observations (TEMPS) with an hourly update rate (Figure 3). As COSMO-FRA also COSMOMUC started every hour instead 3-hourly like COSMO-DE. Forecast parameters included, besides
standard model output, also the amount of precipitation which has been used for advanced warning of
thunderstorms (Section 2.3) or in winter time (Section 2.4).
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the hourly assimilation cycle of the operational mode
of COSMO-MUC.
Every hour boundary conditions were provided by the operational COSMO-EU model of DWD. New
initial data was available every 3 hours from COSMO-EU as indicated by the gridded squares in the
upper line of Figure 3 while empty squares indicate the input of boundary data only. Every hour
COSMO-MUC started from an initial state provided from an analysis run which assimilated local data
throughout the past hour (indicated by “local data” and “data assimilation”). In case of a 6-hour forecast
run 6 different model outputs were available at any analysis time (see also Figure 2). These TLE forecasts allowed the calculation of probabilities of snow or heavy convective precipitation amount for a certain time. Of course, the configuration could be changed, e.g. by running longer forecasts therefore enabling more members to be combined at any time, or perturbing initial conditions and generate more
members. A quite similar approach is undertaken at DWD with the aim to spread an ensemble of 40
members (Schraff et al. 2011).
COSMO-MUC has also been used to analyse the improvement of precipitation forecast of convective
systems (Figure 4). The predicted reflectivity fields at 850 hPa were compared to COSMO-DE forecasts
and reflectivity data from radar (Figure 5) employing the displacement amplitude score (DAS) technique
(Keil and Craig 2009). DAS is a field verification measure for precipitation forecasts that combines
weighted distance and amplitude errors:
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Figure 4: COSMO-MUC model chain for Munich Airport (MUC). Hourly boundary conditions updated
every 3 hours were provided by COSMO-EU. COSMO-MUC provided forecasts of the reflectivity at 850
hPa as a guess for the amount of precipitation.
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It is based on an optical flow algorithm that defines a vector field that deforms, or morphs, one image to
match another. When the forecast field is morphed to match the observation field, then for any point in
the observation field, the magnitude of the displacement vector gives the distance to the corresponding
forecast object (if any) yielding a “displacement error field” (DIS), while the difference between the observation and the morphed forecast is the “amplitude error” (AMP); I0 is a characteristic intensity averaged out of 5 thunderstorm cases. If observed and forecast features are separated by more than a prescribed maximum search distance (Dmax), they are not matched to each other, but they are considered to
be two separate amplitude errors, i.e. a missed event and a false alarm. DAS constitutes a single measure of forecast quality and has the advantage to avoid double penalties. The smaller the values of DAS,
DIS and AMP, the better is the prediction.

th

Figure 5: Observed precipitation fields of the passage of a convective system on 17 July 2010.
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In our case study of a convective situation over Southern Germany from 16 of July at 21 UTC to 17 of
July 2010 at 02 UTC (Figure 5), DAS compared the predicted 850-hPa reflectivity fields from COSMODE and COSMO-MUC with the observed precipitation field from radar measurements: A vector field was
calculated to morph the predicted field on the observed field such that the error was minimised. Thereafter, the vector field was applied to the predicted field and by comparing with radar observations the domain-averaged errors DAS, its components DIS and AMP, as well as the false alarm ratios (FAR) and
the biases (FBI) were calculated. This procedure is demonstrated in the figures below; both models
started at 21 UTC on 16.7.2010 and forecasts are compared to observations at 01 UTC on 17.7.2010.
Figure 6 shows the COSMO-MUC forecast without data assimilation, Figure 7 depicts the COSMO-MUC
forecast including data assimilation.

Figure 6. Four-hour COSMO-MUC (without data assimilation) and COSMO-DE runs from 16.7.2010 21
UTC: Observed precipitation from radar (upper left), operational DE-forecast with vector field (upper
middle) and the matched DE field (upper right). Below the vector field and matched field for the
COSMO-MUC run are shown, respectively. The values of the main error parameters are displayed as
well as the change in error when using COSMO-MUC instead of the operational COSMO-DE.

Figure 7. As Figure 6 but with data assimilation in COSMO-MUC.
Both figures reveal that the forecasts of COSMO-MUC (with and without assimilating observation data)
improve compared to COSMO-DE forecasts. Although the COSMO-MUC runs with data assimilation are
somewhat less accurate than the runs without data assimilation on average (compare the DAS values
0.65 and 0.62, respectively), it is worth to note the some details as the strong convective band in the
southeast corner of the observed field are very well predicted when including data assimilation. The
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analysis of five more cases revealed that the displacement error was reduced in the first 3 hours but the
amplitude error increased (indicating that the event was underestimated by the model).
These are preliminary results and more cases have to be analysed to get a thorough assessment. The
dependency of DAS on the search radius, precipitation threshold and on the domain size and temporal
value of the averaging has to be investigated in more detail. Finally, one has also to keep in mind that
the comparison of the 850-hPa reflectivity filed with observation from the precipitation radar can have
some notable influence on DAS, especially on AMP.

Conclusion
The two limited area models COSMO-FRA and COSMO-MUC, which were derived from their parent
model COSMO-DE of the German Meteorological Service, were used to obtain frequently updated highly resolved predictions in the aerodrome areas of the airports of Frankfurt and Munich in Germany. Tests
showed that the prediction accuracy of wind, turbulence kinetic energy and temperature generally improved with time-lagged ensemble forecasts when updated each hour. We then employed the recently
developed displacement amplitude score technique to assess the quality of convective precipitation
forecasts and confirmed the previous finding of better prediction accuracy by rapid forecast updating
also for precipitation patterns. On the other hand, we found that the assimilation of local data (nudging of
precipitation, AMDAR, SYNOP, and TEMP data) did not improve the forecast quality further in the statistical mean but provided some accurately forecasted rain pattern locally.
The limited area models will be evolved further in the future. We might advance to finer spatial resolutions of the horizontal and vertical scales requiring adaptations of the sub-grid closures. Also to use adequately resolved data bases of topography and land use at and around the airports is envisaged to
ensure a better representation of the local boundary layer physics and energetics.
We will apply COSMO-FRA and COSMO-MUC to predict aircraft wake vortex separation minima and to
combine the forecast of thunderstorms and wintry weather conditions with observations and nowcasting
techniques in the WxFUSION environment, see Section 2.2.
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3. Risk and Economic Assessments
3.1 Economic Assessment of a Wake Vortex Advisory System
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Airport capacity constraints and growing traffic demand in air transportation cause congestion and delay
on the ground and in the air. Conservative wake vortex separation minima in the approach phase guarantee a minimum of in-flight wake encounters of trailing aircraft but do not always fit possible weather-based
separation minima and therefore throughput performance of an airports runway system. This work estimates delay rates and economic benefits of DLR`s WSVBS regarding delay reduction potential through
the application of reduced time-based approach separations for a single and dual-dependent runway
system. A delay analysis provides the relevant delay data, whereas several operational scenarios enabled through the application of reduced separations are considered. Under specific implementation assumptions the results give insight about possible delay reductions and related beneficial impact. Several
economic scenarios are applied to show the potential economic value of the system.

Introduction
Throughput is a major requirement for airports to generate economic value (Graham 2008). In this sense
aviation and non-aviation revenues are closely related to the overall efficiency of airside and landside
processes. Especially the capacity of an airports runway system represents an important technical foundation for airside performance. Many technical and operational approaches exist to safely increase
throughput within the final approach and landing phase at highly congested airports.
The installation of a WSVBS is mainly driven by two points. The first is to generate additional controller
information regarding the existence, the strength and the position of wake vortices within the final approach- and/or departure-corridor. The second operational and economic driven motivation is to increase
runway capacity by decreasing minimum separations below conservative ICAO separations.
Increasing airport related throughput improves its quality of service to airlines, which is defined as the
average delay rate per movement (Ashford 1997). This is, despite increasing the general capacity value
of an airport, suspected to be the major area in which economic benefit can be generated by a Wake
Vortex Advisory System within the approach phase.
Under instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) radar separation is applied between approaching aircraft. Depending on the special circumstances of the particular airport this is determined to 3 NM, 2.5 NM
or even 2 NM. Due to a possible risk of wake vortices, increased separations have to be accomplished
between particular categories of aircraft. At most airports the wake vortex separation rules set up by
ICAO are applied which require extended separation distances of 4 NM, 5 NM, or 6 NM depending on the
assigned ICAO weight classes (Heavy, Medium, Light) of the concerned aircraft (leader and follower).
To increase airport capacity for landing aircraft, DLR has developed a wake vortex advisory system
named WSVBS (“Wirbelschleppen Vorhersage- und -Beobachtungssystem”). The WSVBS is intended to
dynamically adjust aircraft separations dependent on weather conditions and the resulting wake vortex
behaviour. It is based on a precise and sophisticated weather model (NOWVIV) which especially predicts
the local wind conditions. Another model builds up the creation, propagation, migration, and decay of the
vortices (P2P). Both models allow predicting the individual area of risk behind an aircraft on final approach. Possible deviations from the intended flight path are considered as well. Together with a safety
area predictor model (SHAPe) the necessary separations are calculated as the required minimum time
intervals between leading and following aircraft during in-trail and dependent parallel approaches.
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The system originally was designed for the closely spaced parallel runways of Frankfurt Airport which
cannot be operated independently, i.e. increased wake vortex separations of 4 NM, 5 NM or 6 NM have
to be applied between any two aircraft established on different glide slopes (e.g. 25R and 25L) if the leading aircraft is “Heavy” or for the combination “Medium” before “Light”.
In order to enhance landing capacity at Frankfurt Airport the German Air Navigation Service Provider DFS
has established three alternative modes of operation for aircraft separation for the dependent parallel
runway system under instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). These can only be applied on favorable weather conditions (esp. favorable crosswind) and require the use of a wake vortex advisory system
such as DLR’s WSVBS (Gerz et. al 2009) or DFS’s wake vortex warning system, WSWS (Konopka
2005). In these modes reduced separations (merely radar separation instead of wake vortex separation)
may be applied between particular aircraft which are landing on different runways. However, in all modes,
the aircraft in-trail (approaching the same runway) remain separated according to ICAO standards. Due
to the lack of a well-accepted wake vortex advisory system these DFS modes are not operationally up to
now.
As a first step in applying WSVBS for operational use the calculated separation times are transformed
into the appropriate DFS modes (Staggered, Modified Staggered Left, or Modified Staggered Right). This
method does not take the full advantage of the system because the applied separation times are restricted to present values which correspond to the distances laid down in the ICAO separation matrix. Sometimes the proposed minimum separations from WSVBS are below those from the ICAO standard. For that
reason a second operational mode was defined which directly uses the actual WSVBS output data as
minimum separations between pairs of aircraft depending on their weight categories.
However, using aircraft’s weight categories (e.g. Heavy, Medium or Light) may possibly not be the best
way to assign adequate minimum separations for a pair of aircraft. New modern aircraft may be designed
to produce fewer vortices and to better cope with the incursion of a vortex from another aircraft. For that
reason the WSVBS was modified so that it evaluates pairs of aircraft types instead of aircraft weight categories.
The system has best performance on parallel dependent runways due to occasionally using radar separation instead of wake vortex separation. However, still a benefit can be expected for the performance of
single runway operations due to the fact that calculated WSVBS-separations below ICAO separations are
generated by the system.
The goal of this analysis is to determine the possible reduction of delays. This can be evaluated by fast
time simulations and/or analytical computations.

Assumptions
There are several studies which discuss the subject of airport productivity enhancement through higher
runway capacity in consequence of reduced approach separations (e.g. Roelen et. al 2001, Hemm et. al
1999 and Ballin 1996). Most of these studies focus on the computational background and modeling
methodology laying down specific assumptions regarding the operational implementation. A performance
based operational analysis of such a safety related system requires assumptions regarding system functionality and reliability.
System Failures
System failure cases of a WSVBS are defined in this study as
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i)

System breakdown. In this case, the controller is not obtaining any WSVBS separation information during the time of malfunction.

ii)

Decrease of system reliability. In this case the WSVBS separation information the controller obtains from the system is not reliable enough for operational use.
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Especially the second failure case needs to be clearly indicated to the controller, which postulates a monitoring functionality regarding the system functional states.
Both failure cases cause controller actions changing the separation mode from WSVBS-based separations back to ICAO wake vortex or individual minimum separations. The high level of complexity of high
intensive approach- and runway operations will lead to adaptations of approach sequences during these
transition times. Aircraft might have to be “curved out” of the final approach path or hold for a higher period of time. Those “failure” scenarios are likely to be more cost intensive than the baseline ICAO standard
approach procedure compared to regular WSVBS operations. Furthermore it depends on the time of day
a failure case occurs and its duration on how much cost of time and economic loss it causes. It is therefore highly speculative to integrate system failures into a performance assessment of the WSVBS. Assuming that the certification requirements for an ANSP based airport system will be defined according to
-9
EASA (2009), both failure cases will evolve with a probability of 10 each. That would mean that effects
would be classified as catastrophic. However, irregular operations are not part of this study.
Weather Predictability
Approach controller of complex airports today are supported by the Arrival Manager AMAN. The AMAN is
a tool which supports the controller who is responsible for the final approach in establishing the required
approach separations, approach speeds and approach sequence for maximum throughput. It enables
pre-planning for each approaching flight at the entering point into the Terminal Maneuvering Area (Metering Fix) of an airport. On the basis of traffic sample data, actual radar positioning data, A/C types, separations etc. the AMAN generates target times at which the flight needs to fly over specific fixes (e.g. threshold). By estimating possible earliest and latest threshold times, the AMAN generates an approach sequence like depicted in Figure 1. Every flight is shown as a label following a timeline shown in the center.

Figure 1. AMAN Display. (Gerling et al. 2008, Source: DLR)
According to Gerz et. al (2009) WSVBS separation information obtained to the controller is updated each
ten minutes and predicts separations for the next 60 minutes. This information will be processed by the
AMAN, which causes the possibility that the predicted time-based sequencing (which is a proposal for the
controller) will change according to dynamic wind predictions. If the prediction horizon of the WSVBS is
falling beneath the controller’s planning horizon, the sequence during the final approach might have to be
changed, which again causes cost in time and money. In that case the transition phase for the sequenc-
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ing at the final approach induces additional costs, which are not taken into account within this study. It is
assumed that the vortex prediction is perfect even during highly stochastic changes of the wind direction
in the approach path.

Methodological Approach
Capacity and flight planning at capacity regulated airports is subdivided into different phases. These
phases have different lead times. In the strategic planning phase which starts about several months
before the day of operation, the stakeholder community trades available airport slots. At that time the
maximum practical capacity and therefore the maximum number of available slots at an airport has to be
known, which means that a tactical capacity increase based on weather cannot be integrated into this
decision process. It is therefore not appropriate to focus this study to runway capacity enhancements
according to WSVBS separations.
It is rather reasonable to focus more on tactical or short-term capacity effects based on WSVBS predictions. These short-term effects are based on a delay-reduction potential. Regarding runway capacity,
delay is defined as “the difference between the time it would take an aircraft to be served without interferences from other aircraft and the actual time it takes the aircraft to be served” (FAA 1973). Delay is a
service measure impacted by runway congestion. If congestion increases, delay increases according to
the arrival queuing length, which again is directly impacted by the service time per aircraft.
Figure 2 shows the variety between strategic capacity enhancements on the cost of increasing delay
rates and tactical delay reduction due to improved capacity (application of WSVBS separations while
keeping the number of arrivals constant). Regarding tactical delay management measures at hub airports, the service quality is mostly predefined to a specific value, usually 4 or 8 minutes.

Figure 2. Relation between average delay versus traffic flow (Gerz at. Al 2008)
Delay Model
A delay model has been employed which can be categorized as process simulation model. The model
integrates representative traffic data as well as WSVBS separations to generate individual delay rates
according to chosen scenarios. The model uses the runway threshold as geometric reference, which
allows neglecting physical flight characteristics like approach speeds along the common approach path
from the final approach fix (entry gate) to the threshold. This is possible if the schedule which serves as
traffic input data contains individual on-block times, from which the threshold time can be calculated by
subtracting an average taxi-in time.
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Figure 3 shows the time-space-dimension of the final approach and landing process. Capacity calculation models use merging or entry fixes (like stated left and middle) as reference points which allows
modeling more realistic traffic scenarios and specific airport/airspace layouts. The opening case represents the scenario in which the leader has a higher approach speed than the follower (which is put down
on the weight class). The closing case represents the other way in which the separation at the entry gate
has to guarantee a sufficient separation at the threshold. Using the threshold as the reference point the
delay model directly calculates this critical separation by applying the WSVBS minima. This does not
imply that these minima are allowed to be under run at one of the outer gates along the approach path
but guarantees a maximum delay performance in runway utilization.

Figure 3. Time / space dimension of the final approach and landing process, left: Heavy leader, Medium
follower, middle: Medium leader, Heavy follower, right: time-/separation-base delay calculation at THR.
The WSVBS generates minimum target separations which represent the lower limit under which no aircraft pairing is allowed to be separated without endanger flight safety for the trailing aircraft. In a first
step these separations are processed by the delay model to account for position uncertainties so that
the applied separations consist of the WSVBS minima plus an “uncertainty” share. This additional share
covers controller- as well as position-inaccuracies and is usually known as separation buffer. The static
part of this buffer is inserted intentionally by the controller. The dynamic part reflects the positioninaccuracies and is usually pilot-driven. The latter is normally distributed with a 2V (95.45%) standard
deviation of a predefined position-inaccuracy. Figure 4 depicts the described correlation between
WSVBS separation minima and real applied separations in the delay model.
According to the fact that the applied separations depend on the standard distribution and the position
violation, it is important to use realistic values. Figure 5 shows the process chain of the delay calculation
model. After calculating the individual separations according to the separation mode and A/C pair the
model compares the planned times of the trailing aircraft with the sum of the actual time of the leading
aircraft plus separation. This is always done for the schedule of a whole day.
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Figure 4. Separation buffer and position-inaccuracy
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Economic Model
The economic assessment of the WSVBS is based on the analysis of arrival delay rates of ICAO and
WSVBS separation modes and the subsequent economic quantification over several years. This analysis is conducted for the dual-dependent runway system.
The study gives an impression of the economic impact of a WSVBS investment decision over the life
cycle of the system. This is done regarding delay reduction without partitioning costs and benefits to
specific stakeholders of the aviation community. However, it is common sense that such an airport system induces costs and benefits throughout the air transportation system. Since the main interest of this
work focuses on the economic potential of the WSVBS for the dual-dependent runway system the argumentation and the results in this study do not go further than this. Furthermore there is no available
separation dataset for a whole year regarding the single runway system yet. At this point it is mentioned
that the results are not related to a specific airport rather than giving an idea on how much a WSVBS
under specific assumptions of implementation on a dual-dependent runway system can be economically
worth.
The most common method to judge the economic viability of an investment is to generate its Net Present Value NPV (Wöhe 2008). The NPV is a dynamic investment calculation value which relates investments carried out at different times to one single time through compounding and discounting on a yearly
basis. In other words, decision makers get an idea of better investing their capital on a bank receiving an
interest or investing it in a business. This is the reason why the NPV is sensitive to the interest rate. It is
defined by the following equation:

(1)
where Et is the yearly investment, At is the yearly benefit and

is the discount factor with i as re-

quired rate of return.
It is fundamental to generate yearly investment and benefit rates to constitute the economic viability over
time. This implies traffic prognosis and weather data input for the system life cycle for a representative
depreciation duration of about 10 years (for more detailed information see Bundesministerium der Finanzen 2000). The economic model therefore consists of several modules which are listed in Figure 6.
Based on realistic traffic rates of 2009 the traffic forecast has been conducted for Frankfurt Main International. Even if this study intends to focus a generic runway system, it is necessary to use traffic rates that
guarantee realistic demand forecasts. Furthermore it is important that the demand forecasts represent a
moderate to high level of congestion establishing a representative busy hour rate. The portioning between arrival and departure traffic rates is part of the scheduling module. The forecast is done for the
years 2010 to 2020 and is based on Intraplan (2008) predicting an average growth rate in flight movements of approximately 2.4% p.a. for Frankfurt Main International.
Additionally an extrapolation of yearly traffic rates from 1991-2009 is conducted which indicates an annually growth rate of approximately 1.8%. This fits the so-called “Prognosenullfall”. This hypothetic case
describes a static airports infrastructure without operationalization of additional runways from 2010 to
2020. However, this setup causes high delay rates. Again, the study focusses a generic dual-dependent
runway system and is not related to a realistic airport case. Table 1 contains numbers of the latest Eurocontrol long-term forecast regarding IFR movements in Europe related to a base year (in brackets).
These numbers imply that a yearly growth rate of 2.0% represents a conservative estimation.
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Figure 6. Economic quantification model
Table 1. Average annual growth for IFR flight movements in Europe (Eurocontrol 2010)
year (base year)

2015 (2010)

2020 (2015)

2030 (2009)

growth [%]

2.9

2.5

2.8

Figure 7 shows the demand profile (dashed line) within the upper and the lower bound. The traffic distribution model generates traffic profiles for each day of a year. This is done by given monthly, weekly and
daily traffic distribution profiles of the year 2009 (Fraport 2010). It is assumed that these profiles are
representative for future schedules. The future traffic profiles are generated by stochastic distribution
within the conditions of the given profiles and are shown exemplarily in Figure 8.
The generated demand profiles serve as input data for the generation of the schedule, which contains
scheduled landing times. A representative daily schedule serves as pattern for the distribution of hourly
traffic counts to available airport slots, which allows spreading the movements more realistically over
one hour. An hour is thereby subdivided in 12 bins according to the 5 minute time-grid of planned arrival
times each representing a single slot (5 minutes before the planned arrival time to 10 minutes after the
planned arrival time). The individual arrival slot capacity is thereby derived from the respective capacity
value multiplied by the arrival share of the representative schedule which is also cut down to pure arrival
shares. Table 2 contains an extract of an exemplary schedule which contains traffic mix information and
planned threshold times serving as input for the delay model.
Although delay cost affect the whole aviation industry from the passenger to the airport, airlines burden
the majority of emerging delay costs. Even if not always directly accountable to an airlines cost calculation, delay cost at least concern airlines indirectly. The cost of delay can be calculated separately for
strategic and tactical delay for different phases of flight. Strategic delay costs are those cost which occur
by adding a buffer to the airline schedule in advance. This provides elasticity to the schedule against
unpredictable events like technical malfunction or extended turnaround durations.
Tactical costs of delay are those cost which occur on the day of operation. They are mainly dominated
by crew cost, passenger cost of time and fuel burn and arise if planned schedules are timely exceeded
by actual operations. This is triggered by congestion and unpredictable events like weather.
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Figure 7. Demand profiles for Frankfurt Main International: yearly number of movements (*100.000) for
the years 2010 to 2020. The stagnation of the upper bound prognosis left results from careful forecasts
regarding the ongoing economic crisis whereas the lower bound forecast represents an ongoing demand extrapolation of the years 1991 to 2009. The upper bound profile represents the “Planungsfall”
(additional runway capacity at an hourly capacity value of ~126Mov/h) and the lower bound profile represents the “Prognosenullfall” (static airport infrastructure at an hourly capacity value of ~86Mov/h). This
study is based on a yearly growth rate of approximately 2,0%.

Figure 8. Modeled demand profiles for on an hourly basis for one year (left), one week (middle) and one
day (right)

Crew costs are not paid uniformly throughout the airline community. Different salary types exist which
complicate the way delay cost can be quantified. For example time-based salaries when the crew is paid
by block hours differentiate against cycle-based salaries where the crew is paid by sectors flown. In
addition cockpit crew salaries increase with the aircraft size, whereas cabin crew salaries are more or
less independent against this. However, European airlines mostly pay fixed salaries with flying-time and
cycle-based allowances (University of Westminster 2011).
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Table 2. Exemplary schedule (excerpt)
A/C typ

Rwy

hour

minute

second

Heavy

Left

7

05

00

Heavy

Right

7

05

00

Medium

Right

7

10

00

Heavy

Left

7

15

00

Passenger delay costs are subdivided into “soft” and “hard” costs. Soft costs focus more on the passenger tolerance of delay (which can be assigned to the airline) whereas hard costs quantify the direct cost
of lost time to the passenger. This of course is strictly driven by aircraft sizes and load factors.
This study focuses on delay arising in the tactical approach segment which can be scaled to the network
level. At this level, another two types of delay occur: primary and reactionary delay. Primary delay arises
by a single flight initially running late. This flight causes knock-on effects, e.g. by blocking gates at an
airport longer than planned. These knock-on effects cause other flights to hold and therefore to be delayed. Especially when primary delays occur early in the day it is hard for an airline to reduce the
amount of reactionary delay coming back to the planned schedule. At this point lays the link between
strategic delay (buffering) and tactical delay. Reactionary delay costs are included as cost sensitivity into
the delay cost calculation.

Potential delay reduction
Meteorological Data
The WSVBS provides a delay reduction merely under favorable weather conditions, i.e. special crosswind
situations. Therefore the results of this analysis strongly depend on the selected weather scenario which
is represented by system proposed separations. The selected weather scenario should either be representative for the entire cycle of a year or for a special season of the year. On the other hand only a sample of 66 days was available for evaluation provided by the DLR institute of atmospheric physics. Those
were the days 2006/Dec/20 to 2006/Dec/31 and 2007/Jan/06 to 2007/Feb/28. From this winter season 6
single days were selected which meet the following requirements and conditions:







The distribution of the 6 days selection should be quite similar to that of the total 66 days.
The selected 6 days should be spread over the whole period from 2006/Dec/20 to 2007/Feb/28.
The 6 days selection should comprise some changes between the DFS modes (Staggered,
Modified Staggered Left, Modified Staggered Right, or ICAO separation).
Days with the same mode in more than 90 % of time are considered as homogenous and therefore not included in the analysis.
The WSVBS separation should sometimes be significantly below the ICAO standard.
For selecting the representative 6 days only the day times (from 6 am to 22 pm) are evaluated.

With these constraints the following 6 days were identified for evaluation: Jan/07, Jan/18, Feb/09, Feb/11,
Feb/15, and Feb/27.
Traffic Data
With regard to the analysis of a WSVBS introduction to a dual-dependent runway system as well as a
single runway system, matching traffic samples have to be applied. These daily traffic samples need to
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represent realistic demand profiles for the respective runway systems and – to promote the optimal application of a WSVBS – need to be close to practical capacity. Representative daily traffic samples of Frankfurt Main International serve these requirements. One representative daily traffic sample for the dualdependent runway system has been made available for the analysis (2009/Apr/04) whereas the traffic
sample for the single runway system is based on prognostic data of the year 2020 (Fraport 2006). This
makes it difficult to compare the results between the different runway systems. However, due to the fact,
that the separation modes for the different runway systems differ from each other, a comparison of these
results is not foreseen.
Aircraft Types for individual separations
For the single runway system the WSVBS also predicts conservative separations for individual aircraft.
This approach requires that the approaching aircraft types are known. The selection of aircraft types is
based on the used traffic sample 2020 as well as on the aircraft database of the latest WSVBS version.
Not all aircraft types and especially no future aircraft types (e.g. A350) have been integrated into the
WSVBS yet so that some types have been replaced according to the (estimated) MTOM to account for
relevant aircraft parameters like safety-area dimension. Heavy leader aircraft types (aircraft designators
according to ICAO) are A333, A332, A343, A346, B764, B772 and medium follower types are A320,
A321, B733, B734, B735, B737, B738, B773, CRJ1 and RJ85.
Scenarios
Table 3 gives an overview on the scenarios undertaken for the potential delay reduction analysis. In total
29 calculation runs have been conducted. The base-case scenarios represent the ICAO separations
schemes for both of the ground-laying traffic samples.
The WSVBS separation dataset for the single runway configuration contains a noticeable amount of intrail separation values which are below 60s. Those separations are not appropriate with respect to the
minimum runway occupancy time ROT for single runway operations. Due to the fact that the ROT depends on runway layouts regarding the position of runway exists, holds, etc. as well as the A/C type,
ATC clearances and pilot behavior, it is not useful to define a hard value. Nevertheless it is of interest
how delay reacts, when specific ROT minima are in place. For that reason additional calculations are
conducted for the in-trail case using exemplary occupance time limits of 55, 60 and 65 seconds.
Results
As shown in Figures 9 and 10 a WSVBS seems to be capable of reducing the arrival delay to a certain
extent. In the dual dependent arrival operation case a substantial delay reduction in relation to the ICAO
base case can be observed (see Figures 9 and 12). Especially with the weight-class separation scheme
(which allows separations down to zero) the system provides a considerable potential. As mentioned
earlier there is presumably no airport which operates at a delay level of above 60 minutes average
which is referred to as the ICAO case in this study.
For single runway operation at least one day can be identified which can handle the existing traffic demand (see Figure 11) with a significant lower delay (see Figure 10). A further analyze of the separation
values provided by the WSVBS showed that most of the above mentioned inappropriate separation values below 60 s occurred on this particular day. The average delay reduction between ICAO based separations (382 s) and aircraft based separations with the 65 s ROT condition (347 s) is 35 s, which is almost no delay reduction (see Figure 13). The results of the subsequent simulation runs lead one to assume that the delay reduction could only be achieved at the expense of safe runway occupancy times.
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Table 3. Scenarios of the potential delay reduction analysis
Sep schemes
(single RWY)

ICAO
Base
Case

Traffic
sample

Sep schemes
(dual-dependent
RWY)

ROT sensitivities
RWY)

(single

weightclass

A/C
types

DFS
modes

weightclass

ROT 55

ROT 60

ROT 65

1 day
(Apr/04)

-

-

6 days

6 days

-

-

-

PFV 2020
(single)

1 day
(PFV
2020)

6 days

6 days

-

-

1 day
(Feb/11)

1 day
(Feb/11)

1 day
(Feb/11)

average arrival delay [min/mov] for WSVBS weight
categories

2009/Apr/04
(dual dependent)

70
20070107
60

20070118
20070209

50

20070211
40

20070215
20070227

30
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20
10
0
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average arrival delay [min/mov] for WSVBS in DFS modes
Figure 9. Average delay simulation results for the 2009/Apr/04 traffic sample
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average arrival delay [min/mov] for WSVBS weight categories
Figure 10. Average delay simulation results for the PFV 2020 traffic sample

Economic viability
Meteorological Data
An economic WSVBS assessment over several years requires a continuous separation dataset for at
least one year. This dataset provided by the DLR institute of atmospheric physics contains the aircraft
weight class combinations H-H and H-M based on wind data throughout the year 2004. It was used to
represent the wind in every year 2010 to 2020 assuming that the average wind behavior and especially
the distribution of wind directions and strength at the 13 approach gates is not significantly changing in
future. The share between ICAO, MSL, MSR and STG is 40%, 34%, 23% and 3% respectively.
Traffic Data
As for the potential delay analysis the same traffic sample of 2009/Apr/04 is used in combination with
forecasted demand distribution profiles as pattern to generate detailed flight plans containing the relevant times, aircraft weight class and runway assignment. The latter fulfills the requirement, that not more
than 2 aircraft in a row approach the same runway which guarantees even runway utilization according
to dual-dependent runway operations.
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Figure 11. Traffic flow and demand for PFV 2020 traffic sample using WSVBS A/C types separation
scheme data of the 2007/Feb/11

Figure 12. Average delay for 2009/Apr/04 traffic sample using WSVBS weight-class separation
schemes for various days compared to ICAO (baseline)
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Figure 13. Average delay for 2009/Apr/04 traffic sample using WSVBS aircraft type based separation
schemes for various ROT conditions on 2007/Feb/11. The left column represents no ROT condition. The
average ICAO delay for this day is 382 s.
Economic Data
The cost of delay is derived from the University of Westminster (2011) report. The document contains
tactical delay cost per minute induced during the arrival phase with and without network effects for the
most common types of aircraft. The compilation of the cost shares has already been described. Mean
values for the two weight classes heavy and medium have been adopted accounting the fact that no
aircraft type based separations are applied within the economic viability assessment. Tables 4 and 5
show mean delay cost values for heavy and medium type aircraft with and without network effects. The
cost estimates are corrected by a yearly escalation factor of 2%.

Table 4. Mean delay cost values for heavy type aircraft with and without network effect in EURO (based
on University of Westminster (2011))
minutes

5

15

30

60

90

120

180

240

300

cost/#min
w/o net

383

1.450

3.693

10.370

19.173

29.630

55.416

87.423

125.300

cost/#min
with net

397

1.617

4.630

17.633

44.430

89.477

12.636

160.143

201.080
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Table 5. Mean delay cost values for medium type aircraft with and without network effect in EURO
(based on University of Westminster (2011))
minutes

5

15

30

60

90

120

180

240

300

cost/#min
w/o net

170

627

1.575

4.355

7.995

12.300

22.880

35.975

51.440

cost/#min
with net

160

649

1.850

6.838

17.190

31.498

42.784

57.483

76.005

Saving delay minutes by applying WSVBS separation modes instead of ICAO separations enables the
economic quantification of system benefits. These benefits are compared to system costs. Cost estimates of the system can be established for the specific cost shares according to Fabrycky and
Blanchard (1991): research and development, production and construction, operation and maintenance,
retirement and disposal cost. Subdividing into initial and operational investments following the NPV generation:


Initial investment cost: These costs are defined as research and development cost as well as
production and construction cost. The initial investment costs are defined by the following cost
items:
o Equipment cost
o Land use
o Hardware connection cost
o Initial training cost
o Software development cost
o Labor installation cost
Initial licensing costs consist of the three following cost items:
o Initial licensing cost
o CNS operational reliably
o Safety case



Operational and maintenance cost are defined by the following cost items:
o Land use
o Equipment maintaining cost
o Hardware connection maintaining cost
o Software maintaining cost
o Operational training cost
o Operational labor cost
o Energy consumption
o Insurance
Cost for maintaining the operational admission consist of the three following cost items:
o Permanent licensing cost
o CNS operational reliability
o Safety case

The amount of admission costs of a wake vortex advisory system installed on a European airport depend on the question which instance operates the system. Airport systems underlying functional ICAO
requirements, e.g. optical systems, are usually operated by the airport authority. Those technologies
need a so-called “Formal-“ or “Musterzulassung” in which technical functionalities are listed according to
the respective ICAO requirements. The European level equivalent is the so called “EG Prüferklärung”
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(European Union 2004) which demands the technological compatibility of airport technologies within a
European flight management system according the EASA standards.
A wake vortex advisory system is expected to be operated by a licensed air navigation service provider.
Apart from the fact that EASA is working on requirements which define the licensing process of such
systems, no such process definition is in place which can be compared to CATII/III admissions. An estimation of licensing costs is difficult. However, licensing costs of a wake vortex advisory system are assumed to be one of the major cost items for the system operator.
Scenario Input
Cost of delay
Delay cost estimates are shown inTables 4 and 5. The latter reflects delay costs including network effects.
System cost
The following Table 6 contains the initial WSVBS system costs approximations subdivided in hardware
(SODAR/RASS, LIDAR), software (NOWVIV, P2P, SHAPe) and licensing costs. According to the authors opinion these high, base and low cost approximations are best-choice approximations. The operational estimates are corrected by a yearly escalation factor of 2%.
Table 6. Best-choice WSVBS system cost approximations (BASE/LOW/HIGH) in Euro. Licensing cost
items are composed by general admission cost, reliability proof and safety case.
Hardware (SODAR/RASS, LIDAR)

Land use
Equipment
cost

Software (NOWVIV, P2P, SHAPe)

initial
(year 1)

operational
(year 2-10)

initial
(year 1)

operational
(year 2-10)

2500/1.000/3.500

2500/1.000/3.500

240/150/350

240/150/350

-

5.000/3.000/7.000

-

-

250/150/350

1.000.000/700.000/1.500.000
(SODAR/RASS)
500.000/300.000/700.000
(LIDAR)
50.000/35.000/75.000
(SODAR/RASS)

Equipment
maint.

-

Hardware
connect

1.500/1.000/2.000

-

-

-

H connect
maint.

-

75/50/100

-

-

Training initial

-

-

8.000/5.000/10.000

-

Training ops.

-

-

-

5.000/2.000/7.000

Software
dvmt.

-

-

720.000/600.000/
900.000

-

Software
maint.

-

-

-

36.000/30.000/
45.000

Labour inst.

5.000/3.000/8.000

-

5.000/3.000/8.000

-

25.000/15.000/35.000
(LIDAR)
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Labour ops.

-

5.000/3.000/8.000

-

5.000/3.000/8.000

Energy

380/300/500

380/300/500

-

-

Insurance

100/80/150

100/80/150

3.000/2.500/4.000

3.000/2.500/4.000

Licensing
initial

6.000.000/3.000.000/9.000.000

Licensing ops.

300.000/200.000/400.000

System acceptance and adaptation effects
The time dependence of technological benefits is dominated by operational acceptance and applicability
especially in the case of a safety related system. This operational applicability is defined not only by
technological functionalities but also by controller acceptance. Within the DLR project “Wirbelschleppe
II”, real-time simulations have been conducted to show the feasibility of the systems integration (Gerling
2008). Nevertheless, full system performance cannot be expected during the first years of operation. To
account for this behavior of conservative performance development, the calculations are adopted by
learning curves, whereas positive, baseline and negative system acceptance is adopted. A difference is
assumed in the duration of performance initiation or habituation periods regarding application by the
controller and also functional system adaptions at the beginning of the life-cycle. It must be stated that
full system performance will require a high level of automation on the ground and on-board, e.g. communication via data link. This causes a higher diversification of the aircraft mix reflecting different aircraft
equipment levels. Those factors are represented by learning curves shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Exemplary learning curves representing system acceptance and adaptation
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In sum 4 different scenario factors are applied: separation mode, cost of delay, system acceptance and
WSVBS system cost. Not all factor combinations have been investigated. The study rather focusses on
combinations which give information about system cost and application conditions.

Results
In total 4 cutting-edge scenarios have been considered for this report. These scenarios represent the
worst-case scenarios. Nevertheless, all scenarios have highly positive 10-year-NPVs. The 4 depicted
scenarios in Figures 15 and 16 contain calculation information regarding factor combinations, costs,
benefits and calculated NPVs which in addition are shown in the diagrams. The total benefits represent
the delta of delay minutes between ICAO separations (base case) and the respective WSVBS separations expressed in cost values. The discount is captured at a rate of 25.0%, which constitutes conservative high risks.
Expecting even higher NPVs in best-case scenarios, the interpretation of these numbers requires caution. Even if the NPVs go into the hundreds of millions, the results depend heavily on the combination of
factors like demand estimation on the traffic forecasting side and cost estimations on the economic side.
The more interesting information is the cost delta between the different separation modes.
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Figure 15. Worst-case pre- and full-tactical calculation: high system cost and slow system acceptance
for DFS separation modes
The pre-tactical worst-case scenarios have break even durations of about three years for DFS based
separations and two years for weight class based separations. The delta of the 10-year NPVs is about
190 million Euros. The present of the aircraft weight class based separations mode is approximately
30% higher. The full-tactical worst-case scenarios have break even durations of about one year, whereas the 10-year-NPS are significantly higher.
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Net benefits representing the sum of delay cost for each year are within the hundreds of millions in the
best-case scenarios. However, correlated with the number of movements these fairly high values represent delay reductions not more than 12 minutes per aircraft without network effect and 24 minutes including knock-on delay minutes within the final year with the highest demand rates.
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Figure 16. Worst-case pre- and full-tactical cost calculation: high system cost and slow system acceptance for aircraft weight class based separation modes

Conclusion
A WSVBS potential delay reduction analysis regarding individual aircraft-, weight class- and DFS operational separations together with a study of the economic viability applying reduced separations for the
approach on a dual-dependent runway system is conducted.
Regarding the potential delay reduction analysis the WSVBS showed considerable performance with the
aircraft based separation scheme. The individual aircraft separation scheme also shows delay reduction
potential but is not always consistent with the ROT requirements. A ROT of about 65 seconds represents a separation limit over which no significant average delay reductions are realized.
Regarding the economic viability of the WSVBS a forecasting model has been described which creates
schedule information on the basis of representative baseline demand profiles. The model output serves
as input for the delay calculation model developed for the potential delay reduction analysis. Individual
delay quantities for each movement in the approach phase were translated into economic cost of delay
values to generate the present value of the system. Operational scenarios exist in which the system can
be operated beneficially on a dual-dependent runway system under given assumptions. These assumptions are
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Constant yearly demand increase rate of 2%
Perfect wind forecasting performance
Identical separations distributions (representing the weather) for different years
Initial system cost estimates between 6 and 14 million Euros

Delay cost calculations based on delay cost incurred in the approach phase for pre-tactical and
full-tactical (with network effects) approximations (see Tables 4 and 5)
x System acceptance durations after operational implementation of 2 and 5 years
x Discount rate: 25%

Total benefit values are remarkably high, while the present values at the end of the depreciation period
go into the hundreds of millions. Nevertheless, it cannot be stated that these numbers fulfill reality when
implemented at a real airport. Too many uncertainties exist, which have influence on the profit behavior
of the system. Especially weather uncertainty, which has been treated as static on a yearly basis, will
have influence on the systems benefit.
Factors from which the economic viability depend in a high degree are
x System acceptance and operability

x Initial system cost
x Forecasted demand profile
x Weather
Potential for future work:
x Capacity analysis applying fast-time simulation tools

x Application of a higher quantity of weather data for more than one year
x Economic sensitivity regarding different demand rates
x Integration of cash flows between actors of the aviation community
Safety related assessments without an integration of economic data would additionally extend the
knowledge about the system in real operational environments.
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3.2 Wake Vortex Scenarios Simulation Package for Take-Off and Departure
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The WakeScene-D software package (Wake Vortex Scenarios Simulation Package for Departure) has
been developed for comprehensive airspace simulations of take-off and departure. WakeScene-D consists of modules that model traffic mix, aircraft trajectories, meteorological conditions, wake vortex evolution, and potential hazard area. The software package estimates the probability to encounter wake vortices in different traffic and crosswind sce-narios using Monte Carlo simulation in a domain ranging from
the runway to an altitude of 3000 ft above ground. A comparison to measured vortex tracks of about
10,000 departures from runway 25R of Frankfurt airport indicates good agreement of global wake vortex
transport characteristics in ground proximity. The standard departure situation employing a two-minute
aircraft separation is compared to scenarios with reduced departure separations and various crosswind
conditions. Comprehensive sensitivity analyses have been conducted which are briefly recapitulated.
Effects related to departure route combinations and wind direction sectors are reported in more detail.
Finally, an advanced scenario with an asymmetric crosswind criterion is introduced.

Introduction
Aircraft generated wake vortices pose a potential risk to following aircraft in various flight phases,
whereas most wake vortex encounters are reported for approach and landing and for take-off and climb
(Elsenaar et al. 2006). The ICAO wake-vortex aircraft separation standards (ICAO 2001) established in
the 70's increasingly degrade aviation efficiency when traffic congestion limits airport capacity during
landing and take-off. Research has shown that the transport and persistence of wake vortices are highly
dependent on meteorological conditions (Gerz et al. 2005, Hallock et al. 1998), so that in many cases
the separation standards are over-conservative. For single-runway operations, analyses (de Bruin et al.
2003, Frech & Zinner 2004, Frech & Holzäpfel 2008) suggest that, above a certain crosswind threshold,
vortices are blown out of the flight corridor and pose no further threat to following aircraft.
The EU-project CREDOS (Crosswind-Reduced Separations for Departure Operations, see www.eurocontrol.int/eec/credos/) intends to demonstrate the operational feasibility of a concept of operations that
uses measures of the prevailing crosswind component to allow temporary suspension of the need to
apply wake vortex separations between successive departing aircraft. The focus on the combination of
crosswind and departures has significant advantages: The follower aircraft is still on the ground when
the controller schedules the separation. So the controller always has the possibility to extend the separation without requiring the pilot to make a maneuver. This beneficial situation also reduces the time
horizon for which crosswind conditions must be anticipated. Secondly, in contrast to arrival situations the
leader aircraft is generally faster so that the actual separations tend to increase.
WakeScene-D (Wake Vortex Scenarios Simulation Package for Departure) (Holzäpfel et al. 2009-2,
Hozäpfel & Kladetzke 2011) is an extension of WakeScene which has been developed for approach and
landing and is described in detail in (Holzäpfel et al. 2009-1). WakeScene-D estimates the probability to
encounter wake vortices in different traffic and crosswind scenarios using Monte Carlo simulation in a
domain ranging from the runway to an altitude of 3000 ft above ground. In cases with potential wake
encounters all relevant parameters can be provided to VESA (Vortex Encounter Severity Assessment,
Höhne et al. 2004, Luckner et al. 2004, Kauertz et al. 2012), a tool developed by Airbus, which may
subsequently perform detailed investigations of the severity of the encounter. WakeScene-D consists of
elements that model traffic mix, aircraft trajectories, meteorological conditions, wake vortex evolution,
and potential hazard area. The process and data flows are controlled and evaluated by the MATLABbased environment MOPS (Multi Objective Parameter Synthesis, Joos et al. 2002). Within CREDOS
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WakeScene-D is used to support the definition of suitable crosswind criteria that allow reducing aircraft
separations, to identify the sensitivity and interplay of the employed sub-models and parameter combinations, and to support risk analyses taking into account a broad range of variables which determine the
probability and risk of a wake vortex encounter.
Related models have been developed for approach and landing: (1) WAVIR (Wake Vortex Induced Risk,
Speijker et al. 2000) which is capable to estimate frequencies of certain risk events in a given scenario.
(2) ASAT (Airspace Simulation and Analysis for TERPS where TERPS stands for Terminal Instrument
Procedures) is a multifaceted computer tool for aviation related simulations and safety evaluations which
has not been specifically designed as a wake vortex risk assessment model. Similar to WakeScene,
ASAT has an interface to VESA that permits subsequent wake vortex encounter severity assessment.
(3) The Vortex Risk Analysis Tool has been employed for the risk assessment of the High Approach
Landing System / Dual Threshold Operation (HALS/DTOP) implemented at Frankfurt airport.
HALS/DTOP aims at increasing the capacity of the closely spaced parallel runway system by employing
a second threshold displaced by 1500 meters for the southern runway. (4) A comprehensive air traffic
control wake vortex safety and capacity integrated platform has also been generated in the EU project
ATC-Wake (Speijker et al. 2007). Elsenaar et al. (2006) provides a comprehensive survey on operational concepts designated to increase airport capacity and the regulatory framework which is relevant for
the associated risk assessments as well as many other wake vortex related issues.
First, this paper describes the operating sequence of WakeScene-D and the employed sub-models.
Next, a reference scenario is introduced which shall represent the real current departure situation. Then
the statistics achieved with reduced aircraft departure separations and different crosswind thresholds
are discussed. The paper highlights a selection of the most interesting results found in the conducted
comprehensive sensitivity analyses. The investigated parameters of these sensitivity analyses comprise
effects related to different departure route combinations, variations of flight path adherence, different
wake vortex models, the development of aircraft separations during the departures, the sample size of
the Monte Carlo simulations, aircraft type combinations, aircraft take-off weights, meteorological conditions, and airport operation times. Vortex tracks of about 10,000 departures collected during a six-month
measurement campaign at Frankfurt airport are compared to WakeScene-D simulations and a comparison of the arrival and departure situation is conducted. On one hand, the sensitivity analyses help to
increase the confidence in the software package and, on the other hand, they allow identifying the parameters that control encounter probabilities during takeoff and departure. In a next step the knowledge
of these key parameters enables the optimization of criteria for reduced aircraft separations under favorable crosswind conditions. The current report is based on Holzäpfel et al. (2009) and Holzäpfel & Kladetzke (2011); a more detailed description of the sensitivity analysis is available in Holzäpfel & Kladetzke (2009).

Survey on Operating Sequence
The flowchart depicted in Figure 1 sketches the operating sequence of WakeScene-D. Via simulation
control (MOPS) the types of the generator aircraft and follower aircraft, the departure routes (see Figure
2), and a number of aircraft and pilot parameters are selected. The Trajectory Model provides time,
speed, position, attitude, lift and mass of generator and follower aircraft along the flight paths.
Wake vortex evolution is predicted within control gates which are released along the flight path of the
wake vortex generator aircraft in predefined time increments of e.g. 5 s. The gates' orientations are perpendicular to the aircraft true heading and perpendicular to the flight path angle (see Figure 3). Based
on vertical profiles of wind speed and direction, air density, virtual potential temperature, turbulent kinetic
energy, and eddy dissipation rate (Meteorological Data Base) and aircraft position, speed, attitude, lift,
and span (Trajectory Model) at one gate, the Wake Vortex Model simulates the development of wake
vortex trajectories, circulation, vortex core radius, and attitude of wake vortex axes. The Simplified Hazard Area Prediction model (SHAPe) computes the distance between wake vortex and follower aircraft
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within each gate and discriminates between potentially critical cases and cases where safe and undisturbed flight is guaranteed. From all these data MOPS computes defined criteria, like minimal distance
between wake vortex and follower aircraft and the respective vortex circulation and height, which are
interpolated between the gates and statistically analysed. Finally, data needed for further investigations
with VESA are deduced and stored. The results are optionally visualised in graphs of the statistics, 2D
and 3D views (see Figure 3) or animations of the approaches of subsequent aircraft.

Figure 1. WakeScene-D flowchart. Arrows denote the data flow.

Figure 2. Runways, standard instrument departure routes (SIDS), and lidar measurement plane.

Employed Models and Data Bases
The sub-models and data bases which are employed by WakeScene-D are briefly introduced in the
subsequent paragraphs followed by a brief estimation of the related uncertainties.
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Meteorological Data Base
The variety of parameter combinations observed in the planetary boundary layer and their transformation on wake vortex behavior lead to a significant manifold of situations. To capture this diversity an
extensive one-year simulation of realistic meteorological conditions has been produced for the Frankfurt
terminal area with the non-hydrostatic mesoscale weather forecast model system NOWVIV (NOwcasting
Wake Vortex Impact Variables, Gerz et al. 2005). NOWVIV comprises a full physics package including
boundary layer turbulence, surface energy and momentum balance, soil physics, radiation processes
including cloud effects, cumulus convection, and cloud physics (Grell et al. 2000).

Figure 3. Perspective view of trajectories of wake-generating aircraft (blue) and follower aircraft (magenta) together with wake vortex positions (starboard vortex green, port vortex red). Projections of aircraft trajectories on vertical and horizontal planes and a number of gates used for wake vortex prediction
are displayed for convenience.

NOWVIV has previously been successfully employed for predictions of wake vortex environmental parameters in five field campaigns (Holzäpfel et al. 2009). The one-year meteorological data base has
been validated against a 30-year wind climatology and a 40-days subset has been compared to ultrasonic anemometer, SODAR/RASS, and lidar measurement data (Frech et al. 2007). Assessments of
wake prediction skill based on predictions of meteorological conditions with NOWVIV can be found in
Frech & Holzäpfel (2008) and Holzäpfel & Robins (2004).
6

The data base consists of about 1.310 vertical profiles of meteorological data at locations separated by
one nautical mile and an output frequency of 10 minutes. The meteorological quantities comprise the
three wind components, air density, virtual potential temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, eddy dissipation rate (EDR), and pressure.
Trajectory Model
The risk to encounter a wake vortex is strongly correlated with the actual flight paths of the vortex generating aircraft and the encountering aircraft in space and time. Aircraft trajectories are modeled beginning on runway 25R along five different standard departure routes until 3000 ft above ground (see Figure 2). A large number of environmental and aircraft specific parameters influence an aircraft trajectory.
The trajectory model (see Amelsberg & Luckner, 2007 for details) simulates the impact of the most relevant parameters that are: the selected runway and the standard departure route; meteorological condi-
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tions including air temperature, density, pressure, wind direction and strength; aircraft type; aircraft takeoff weight; takeoff thrust that can be either takeoff go around (TOGA) thrust, or flex takeoff thrust (reduced thrust); start position on the runway; and pilot behavior that is described as a control model considering delayed pilot reaction time and a cross track error.
These factors are varied within defined boundaries and given probability distributions employing Monte
Carlo Simulation to generate a set of trajectories for different aircraft types and departure conditions.
The aircraft trajectory is adequately described with the equations of motion for three translational degrees of freedom. A deterministic verification has been accomplished by comparing results of the trajectory model with high-fidelity simulation data of departures that were simulated on the certified A330-300
full-flight simulator (A330-FFS) at TU Berlin. Furthermore, a statistical validation was performed by comparing Monte Carlo Simulation results of the trajectory model with 20,000 measured departures at
Frankfurt airport provided by DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH.
Figure 4 shows exemplarily results of 1000 simulated A320 departures. The simulations are based on
variations of pilot behavior, aircraft weight, thrust mode and wind conditions. In Figure 4 the resulting
mean trajectory and its standard deviations (blue) are compared to the respective measurement data
(red). The agreement of the lateral flight path, the climb profile, and the speed profile is sound.

Figure 4. Statistics of 1000 departures of A320 aircraft. Lateral and vertical positions and speed profile.
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Wake-Vortex Prediction Models
In the CREDOS project WakeScene provided a choice between two different parametric wake-vortex
prediction models. These are the Deterministic Two-Phase wake-vortex decay model (D2P) and the
Deterministic wake Vortex Model (DVM). Both vortex models have been validated for departing aircraft
by evaluating statistics of the deviations between measured and predicted wake vortex behavior employing data acquired during the two CREDOS field measurement campaigns at Frankfurt airport. The
alternative application of two wake vortex models allows assessing the sensitivity of WakeScene-D results on wake vortex parameterizations.
A few adaptations were necessary to comply with the architecture devised for WakeScene-D. The control gates in which the vortices evolve (see Figure 3) are inclined by the flight path angle J with respect
to the vertical direction. For curved flight the vortices are initialized in positions rotated by the bank angle
) such that the vortices descend in a direction tilted by ). The wake vortex transport by headwind or
tailwind is modeled by the respective transport of the gates. Because the gates have arbitrary orientations and move through the space, the determination of the closest distance between wake vortex and
follower aircraft requires somewhat complex calculations.
The probabilistic vortex model P2P, which constitutes the basis of its deterministic version D2P, is described in detail in Holzäpfel (2003). Applications, assessments and further developments are reported
in Frech & Holzäpfel 2008, Holzäpfel & Robins 2004, Holzäpfel 2006, and Holzäpfel & Steen 2007. In
total, P2P has been validated against data of over 10,000 cases gathered in two US and six European
measurement campaigns. D2P accounts for the effects of wind, axial- and crosswind shear, turbulence,
stable thermal stratification, and ground proximity. Figure 5 delineates a comparison between measured
wake vortex positions and circulation and the predictions of the two wake vortex models. Note the effective lateral transport of the vortices in a case with a crosswind of about 4 m/s. Further output provided to
VESA includes vortex core radii and the interception angles between aircraft flight path and vortex axis,
the so-called encounter angles.

Figure 5. Example for evolution of vertical and lateral positions and circulation in a case with a crosswind of about 4 m/s from CREDOS EDDF-1 campaign. Measurements by lidar (symbols) and predictions with D2P and DVM wake vortex models (lines).
The Deterministic wake Vortex Model (DVM) is the new wake vortex predictor software developed by
UCL, establishing a step forward in terms of robustness, modularity and performance. It is based on the
numerical methodology and the physical models of the Vortex Forecast System (VFS), originally developed by an international (Jackson et al. 2001) and further improved and calibrated (against two US and
two EU campaigns, and against LES) since 2002 in the framework of various EU-funded projects. The
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DVM accounts for the effects of wind transport (cross and axial), wind shear, decay due to turbulence,
stratification, and ground proximity (Winckelmans et al. 2005). It also includes improvements regarding
the evaluation of the vertical profiles of environmental conditions and of the In-Ground-Effect model. The
Probabilistic wake Vortex Model (PVM) is using the DVM in a Monte Carlo approach, taking into account
the uncertainties and variations of the impact parameters from the aircraft and meteorological side and
of some physical model coefficients of the DVM.
Hazard-Area Module
The Hazard-Area Module computes the distance of the follower aircraft (center of gravity) to the vortex
centers within each gate along the flight path. Then the closest distance between the follower aircraft
and the vortex pair over all gates along the flight path is determined by interpolating aircraft trajectories
and wake trajectories between the gates. This closest approach is used for further statistical analysis
with WakeScene-D (e.g. vortex age and circulation for this point in time).
In order to estimate the severity of the potential wake vortex encounter an Area of Interest can optionally
be defined around the vortices. If the trailing aircraft penetrates this Area of Interest the wake vortex
encounter is classified as potentially hazardous. This is considered as a preliminary severity assessment. A corresponding concept called Simplified Hazard Areas has been developed in Schwarz & Hahn
(2006) and adapted for take-off and departure. Cases violating the Area of Interest can be subject to
more detailed severity assessment with VESA.
Estimation of Uncertainty
Any software which may be employed to assess the safety of a wake-vortex advisory system must constitute a sufficiently accurate representation of the projected operation. However, for complex risk assessment tools straightforward validation appears not feasible, because the significant manifold of modeled parameters can not be measured simultaneously and reconstructed consistently in a simulation.
For WakeScene-D the identification of the relevant processes and the definition of the appropriate degree of details with which they have to be modeled rely on thorough discussion and expert opinion. For
the validation of the employed sub-models we refer to the studies cited above.
Here we perform exemplarily a simple estimation of uncertainty for the most important parameter, which
is lateral vortex transport, at a vortex generator height of about 50 m, which is within the most critical
height range of 100 m above ground (Elsenaar et at. 2006). For B744 and A343 aircraft the difference of
predicted and measured standard deviations of lateral aircraft position amounts to Vac = 6.8 m. For these
aircraft types the median RMS deviation of measured and predicted wake vortex positions employing
the D2P model has been estimated to Vvort = 19.2 m (Holzäpfel & Steen 2007). For our purposes here
the statistics only need to be accurate on average; i.e. the predictions do not need to be correct in space
and time. Because the vortex position uncertainty is dominated by spatial and temporal variations between the measured crosswind and the crosswind sensed by the vortices the latter estimation is outmost
conservative. Therefore, it can be understood that the vortex prediction uncertainty also implies uncertainties from numerical weather prediction. Assuming that these uncertainties are independent and sta2
2 1/2
tistically stationary, the overall uncertainty amounts to Vtot = (Vac + Vvort ) = 20.3 m. For this scenario
and 120 s old vortices WakeScene-D determines a vortex spreading with Vobs = 337.3 m. Hence, a very
conservative estimation of the relative uncertainty of lateral vortex positions in ground proximity can be
estimated to 6.0.

Reference Scenario
The described scenario serves as a reference which shall represent the real current departure situation.
The working hypothesis assumes that the encounter frequencies estimated for reduced separations
under appropriate crosswind conditions shall not be higher than in the reference scenario. Note that the
encounter frequencies denote the fraction of encounters within a given scenario. In order to obtain the
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absolute probability of encounters in a scenario, the encounter frequency must be multiplied by the frequency of the considered crosswind situation.
The reference scenario employs a sample size of 1,000,000 aircraft pairings. A306, A310, A333, A343,
B744 and B772 aircraft are used as vortex generators and A320, AT45, B733 and CRJ as followers. The
traffic mix is modeled according to the statistics of Frankfurt airport in 2006 (Anon. 2006). All follower
aircraft obey the 120 s ICAO separation. The following parameters of the generator and the follower
aircraft are randomly distributed: start point, take-off weight, thrust mode (TOGA take off go around or
FLEX take off (reduced) thrust), departure route combination, trajectory deviation, and pilot delay parameter. We employ randomly chosen meteorological data of the NOWVIV one-year data base within
the operational hours of Frankfurt airport (6:00 – 23:00). Furthermore, cases with tailwinds above 5
knots are excluded. The constraints regarding operational hours and tailwind are also applied for all
other investigated cases.
Figure 6 singles out the fraction of departures (70,167 cases or 7.0%) in which the follower aircraft approach the vortices closer than 50 m and the vortices still have at least a circulation of 100 m2/s. These
cases potentially correspond to an encounter and should be understood as cases of interest or potential
encounters. Detailed investigations with VESA are necessary to identify the risks related to such potential encounters. For convenience we call these cases simply encounters without regard to the real connected risks.
Remarkably, 66% of these “encounters” are restricted to heights below 300 ft above ground (see Figure
6a). Within this altitude range clearance of the flight corridor by descent and advection of the vortices is
restricted: stalling or rebounding vortices may not clear the flight path vertically and weak crosswinds
may be compensated by vortex-induced lateral transport (Holzäpfel & Steen 2007). This culmination of
vortex encounters at low altitudes indicates that the sought crosswind criterion could be limited to this
height range, which would substantially facilitate the implementation of an operational system.
Further, minor peaks at 1300 ft and at 1800 ft occur in Figure 6a. These minor peaks can be attributed
to flight path changes which increase the encounter risk compared to approximately parallel flight of the
leader and follower aircraft. Figure 7 exemplifies a typical situation: At about 1500 ft the leading aircraft
reduces thrust and thus the climb rate; at the same time it initiates a turn towards a southerly direction.
The combination of this flight path diversion with a strong headwind component which counteracts the
vortex descent and a southerly wind direction leads to the displayed encounter at 1250 ft. The second
cluster of encounters at 1800 ft is related to the resumption of climb when the aircraft reach the final
climb speed. A number of other combinations of flight path diversions and adverse wind directions have
been identified, both for identical and different departure routes of the leader and follower aircraft.
Figure 6b reveals that within the 50 m distance the encounter frequency depends only weakly on the
separation between aircraft and wake vortices. Figure 6c and d indicate a considerable range of vortex
ages between 80 s and 150 s corresponding to vortex strengths between 100 and 430 m2/s. The irregular circulation distribution in Figure 6d is mostly related to differing vortex decay characteristics of the
different generator aircraft types in combination with different decay rates in ground proximity and aloft.
Figure 6e illustrates that in 19% of the encounters the vortices still approximately retain their initial vortex
spacings ranging from 34.5 m to 50.6 m for the selected vortex generator aircraft types. The cluster of
vortex separations beyond 100 m represents the range typically occurring after vortex rebound in ground
proximity.
Figure 6f displays encounter frequencies dependent on the minimum distance between the follower
aircraft and the vortex during the whole departure and the respective circulation, *. The frequency of
encounters with * > 100 m2/s reduces from 7.0% for vortex distances below 50 m to 0.20% for distances
2
below 2 m. For circulations stronger than 350 m /s the encounter frequencies are 0.10% for vortex distances below 50 m and reduce to 0.0037% (37 cases of 1,000,000 departures) for distances below 2 m.
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Figure 6. Statistics of cases of interest in the reference scenario. a) Aircraft altitude, b) distance between follower aircraft and wake vortex, c) vortex age, d) vortex circulation, e) vortex pair separation,
and f) encounter frequencies dependent on distance to the vortex and circulation.

Figure 7. Perspective view of trajectories of wake-generating aircraft (blue) and follower aircraft (magenta) together with wake vortex positions (starboard vortex green, port vortex red). Projections of aircraft and vortex positions on vertical and horizontal planes are added for convenience.
The considered range of distances to the vortex and circulation strengths was chosen such that, on one
hand, no cases of interest are missed and, on the other hand, the rarest strong encounters are captured.
2
Note that the weakest potential encounters (* > 100 m /s, aircraft-vortex distance < 50 m) in many cas-
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es may not lead to any perceptible interference. On the other hand, close encounters on the order of 2
m to 5 m are almost not feasible because they are impeded by wake vortex induced aircraft reactions. In
this approach factors like encounter angles, flight attitude and altitude of the follower aircraft are neglected. Therefore, only VESA which fully considers the encounter situation including the interaction of
aircraft and wake vortex may really evaluate the related risks. Because VESA investigations are out of
the scope of this paper, the metrics of Figure 6f are used to relatively compare the risks of the different
scenarios. A target scenario is considered safe when all these joint frequencies are below the reference
scenario.

Crosswind Dependency
Statistics of encounter frequencies and encounter conditions have been produced for 60 s and 90 s
departure separations and crosswind thresholds from 0 to 10 knots in 2 knot increments, respectively.
All other parameters correspond to the reference scenario. The crosswind criterion is met when the
crosswind at 10 m height above ground exceeds a predefined threshold. This crosswind criterion has
been selected because (i) 10 m is the standard height for surface wind measurements and thus constitutes the operationally simplest approach for crosswind dependent reduced separations. (ii) Most encounters are restricted to heights below 300 ft above ground. (iii) An investigation of wind conditions at
Frankfurt airport (Dengler & Wiegele 2008) reports a 95%-correlation of the crosswind at 100 m height
with the 10 m wind measurement.
Three independent analyses of field measurement data of wake vortices generated by departing aircraft
in an altitude range from 0 to 400 m at Frankfurt airport have been performed within the CREDOS project to determine crosswind thresholds which ensure that the wake vortices have left a safety corridor at
certain aircraft separation times (Dengler et al. 2011). Although the three analyses employ different assumptions on the safety corridor definition and size, the employed confidence levels, and the crosswind
measurement sources and definitions, they consistently yield crosswind thresholds on the order of 4 m/s
to make sure that the wake vortices have escaped a safety corridor at a vortex age of 60 s with a high
probability based on good quality wind measurements. Note that such studies do not allow quantifying
the related risks and setting the risks into relation to the current ICAO operations.
The corresponding WakeScene-D results for aircraft separations of 60 s and crosswinds above 8 knots
(4.1 m/s) are displayed in Figure 8. The overall frequency of encounters of 3.1% (31,239 cases) is clearly below the corresponding frequency of 7.0% of the reference scenario. Figure 8 shows in agreement
with the experimental results that the strong crosswind in ground proximity is outmost effective. The
remaining 56 encounters below 300 ft can be almost neglected compared to the corresponding 45,962
encounters in the reference scenario. Now the peak at 1800 ft related to flight path diversions clearly
dominates the scenario.
The encounter synopsis in Figure 8f indicates that despite of the reduction of the overall encounter frequencies the encounters with circulations stronger than 350 m2/s are still 2 to 4 times more frequent
than in the reference scenario in Figure 6f. This can be explained by the halved time for vortex decay.
Two facts may potentially reduce the hazard of the current encounters compared to the reference scenario. The encounters occur at sufficiently high altitudes to provide ample time for pilots to recover. The
encounter angles are increased which could potentially reduce adverse effects for the follower aircraft.

Figure 9.Figures 9 and 10 depict the so-called encounter angles J and \ which denote the inclination
angle and the azimuth angle between vortex axis and flight path of the follower aircraft, respectively.
Negative inclination angles J denote situations where the aircraft approach the vortex from below. Negative azimuth angles \ refer to encounters from the left, i.e. the aircraft hit in general the port vortex.
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Figure 8. Statistics of cases of interest for aircraft separated by 60 s and a crosswind threshold of 8 kn.
Figure 9 shows the encounter angles with color-coded circulation values for the reference scenario. The
predominantly negative inclination angles J below 300 ft correspond to cases where the aircraft approach the wake vortices from below after the vortex rebound. Due to the ground induced decay the
corresponding circulation values are relatively low. Aloft the inclination angles on average are slightly
negative. This can be explained to some extent by the steeper climb rates of the follower aircraft and to
some extent by reduced descent rates of aged wake vortices. At about 1500 ft the aircraft reduce the
climb rate in order to accelerate. Below that altitude range the aircraft with higher climb rates encounter
less inclined vortices (J < 0, see Figure ). Inversely, positive inclination angles (encounter from above)
occur in the altitude range where the follower aircraft with lower climb rates encounter wake vortices
which were generated by aircraft which have already resumed climb when they have reached the final
climb speed.
The azimuth angles \ are on average negative. This can probably be attributed to the more frequent
south-westerly winds. Crosswinds directed from port to starboard are tilting the vortices in azimuthal
direction because the longer residence times of older vortex segments lead to larger transport distances.
The turns around 1500 ft and 2000 ft (see Figure 2) lead to increased encounter azimuth angles with
either sign depending on the departure route combinations and the wind direction (see Figure 7).
Figure 10 shows the encounter angles for 60 s aircraft separations with crosswinds above 8 knots. Now
encounters at low altitudes have almost completely disappeared. Most of the remaining encounters are
occurring above 1000 ft and can be explained by the flight path changes discussed above. A remarkable
concentration of encounters with strong vortices between 1000 ft and 1700 ft occurs with inclination
angles centered on zero and azimuthal angles around 30 deg. These strong encounters mainly occur if
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the leading aircraft follows a southerly departure route. In these cases the leading aircraft have already
initiated a turn without reducing the climb rate and south-westerly winds compensate vortex induced
descent.

Figure 9. Encounter angles J (inclination angle) and \ (azimuth angle) dependent on altitude with colorcoded circulation for the reference scenario.

Figure 10. Encounter angles dependent on altitude with color-coded circulation for 60 s aircraft separations with crosswinds above 8 knots.
Table 1 provides a synopsis of the encounter frequencies for the investigated crosswind and departure
separation scenarios. The crosswind threshold and aircraft separation combinations where the encounter frequencies fall below the reference scenario (highlighted in dark grey) are highlighted in light grey. A
In summary crosswinds are very effective to reduce encounter frequencies close to the ground already
for crosswinds stronger than 4 knots (6 knots) at 90 s (60 s) aircraft separations. As a consequence, the
encounters at higher altitudes become more prominent. Due to the reduced time for vortex decay worst
case encounter frequencies aloft are not reduced very effectively by increasing crosswinds.
Figure 11 shows the frequencies of the crosswinds in the meteorological data base in 0.5 knot increments (All CWs) and the respective encounter frequencies versus crosswind speed for aircraft separations of 60 s, 90 s, and 120 s. The left plot displays absolute frequencies whereas the relative frequencies shown on the right are normalized to 100%. Figure 11 indicates that the highest encounter frequencies are not observed for zero crosswinds. For the reference scenario 120 s and the 90 s departure
separations they occur instead around crosswinds of r 1 to r 1.5 knots. If the aircraft separation is re-
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duced to 60 s, the most critical crosswinds amount to r 2.5 knots. This is due to the fact that weak
crosswinds may compensate the vortex-induced lateral propagation speed of wake vortices generated in
ground proximity such that the luff vortex is hovering above the runway (Holzäpfel & Steen 2007). For
the 60 s separation the critical crosswind magnitude is higher because the crosswind has less time to
transport the vortices out of the flight corridor.
Table 1. Synopsis of encounter frequencies for different aircraft separations and crosswind scenarios.

Scenario

120 s
all CWs

90 s
60 s
all
CWs

90 s
60 s
CW >
2kts

90 s
60 s
CW >
4kts

90 s
60 s
CW >
6kts

90 s
60 s
CW >
8kts

90 s
60 s
CW >
10kts

total encounter
frequency

7.0%

12.8%
19.9%

7.5%
17.7%

3.7%
8.3%

2.6%
3.8%

2.2%
3.1%

1.9%
2.7%

encounter
frequency
below 300 ft

4.6%

9.4%
15.8%

2.9%
13.1%

0.057%
3.5%

0.0003%
0.10%

0.0002%
0.0056%

0.0%
0.0044%

worst case
encounter
frequency

0.0037%

0.023%
0.11%

0.011%
0.056%

0.0073%
0.020%

0.0041%
0.010%

0.0026%
0.0086%

0.0017%
0.0025%

Figure 11. Left: Crosswind distribution in 0.5 knot increments and respective absolute encounter frequencies for different aircraft separations. Relative encounter frequencies right. Winds blowing from the
port side are positive.
Figure 11 right indicates that for the 120 s separation crosswinds above 2.5 knots do not significantly
reduce the relative encounter frequencies. For the 90 s separation this is the case above about 4 knots
and for the 60 s separation the corresponding threshold is at about 6 knots. Beyond these thresholds the
encounters at high altitudes related to flight path diversions constitute the dominant risks.
Somewhat surprisingly the histograms are not symmetric. Note that already at -5 to -5.5 knots the relative encounter frequency for 60 s separations is lower than the encounter frequency for 5 to 5.5 knots for
the 120 s reference scenario. Several reasons for the asymmetry can be identified: (i) the realistic meteorological data base contains distributions of wind speed and direction which are not only the result of
predominant synoptic patterns but are also influenced by the orography in the vicinity of the airport, in
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particular the Taunus mountain ridge. (ii) The winds aloft generally deviate from the winds at 10 m altitude and (iii) the departure routes are not symmetric with respect to the runway. (iv) The most important
and fundamental effect, however, is related to the turning of the wind direction to the right with increasing height (Ekman Spiral). This effect is described in more detail below.

Comparison to Field Measurement Data
The validation activities for the individual sub-models and data bases of WakeScene-D and an estimation of the related uncertainties are described above. Here we perform a global comparison of wake
vortex transport characteristics achieved with long-term measurements and WakeScene-D simulations.
Note that this comparison assumes that the employed data sample is sufficiently large to provide converged wake vortex transport statistics in a climatological sense. During the six months CREDOS measurement campaign EDDF-2, vortex tracks of about 10,000 departures from runway 25R of Frankfurt
airport were collected with the WindTracer lidar (Dengler & Wiegele 2011). The lidar measurement plane
was situated 2961 m from the threshold of runway 25R (see Figure 2) where 99% of the vortices were
measured at heights below 135 m. Wake vortices that might have been advected from runway 25L to
25R are not part of the data set.
To mimic the lidar measurements with WakeScene-D we have simulated 10,000 departures with randomly chosen aircraft types and meteorological data. Wake vortex predictions are interpolated within the
lidar measurement plane. The lidar scan pattern leads to vortex observations roughly each 8 s. To provide similar visual impressions of the scatter plots the WakeScene-D wake vortex data are also plotted
each 8 s where the instant for the first data point is varied randomly.
Figure 12 shows scatterplots of lateral positions of the port vortex against time based on the lidar measurements and WakeScene-D simulations. Additionally, the medians and distributions for one to three
standard deviations are plotted. The comparison of the measurements (left) to the simulated lidar data
(center) indicates that the domain covered by the lidar constitutes a sub-domain of the real wake vortex
transport distances. Zooming the WakeScene-D simulation data on the area covered by the lidar (right)
reveals an excellent agreement between measured and simulated lateral vortex transport characteristics. The main differences are related to shorter lidar observation times caused by a loss of the coherent
vortex structure during the decay. This good agreement indicates that WakeScene-D supports investigating realistic wake vortex behaviour in domains and height ranges that are far out of reach of measurements. Because the modelling of wake vortex transport in ground proximity is quite complex it could
be assumed that the agreement with observations would be even better at higher altitudes.

Figure 12. Scatterplots and statistical distributions of lateral positions of the port vortices against time for
10,000 departures. Field measurement data (left) and WakeScene-D predictions within different domains (center and right).
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Sensitivity Studies
Comprehensive sensitivity analyses regarding the impact of various sub-models and parameter selections have been performed. A detailed description of all the studies is available in Holzäpfel & Kladetzke
(2009).
Wind Directions
Now effects of wind directions on the encounter frequencies are considered. Four different wind direction sectors are distinguished: headwind, tailwind, crosswind from port side, and crosswind from starboard side. Here the wind directions are defined with respect to the runway direction. So headwinds are
blowing from 315° < RWA < 45° where RWA denotes the relative wind angle with respect to the runway
direction. Winds from the starboard side correspond to the wind direction range 45° < RWA < 135°.
Table 2 lists the encounter frequencies dependent on the four different wind direction sectors for the
reference scenario. Headwind situations lead to the highest encounter probabilities because headwind
transport of the wake vortices may compensate wake vortex descent or even lead to rising wake vortices with respect to the generator aircraft trajectory. This effect increases encounter frequencies because
the medium weight class followers usually take off earlier than the leader and climb steeper than the
leading aircraft and therefore usually fly above the wake vortices. In contrast, the encounter frequencies
for tailwind situations are much lower (more than a factor of five), because tailwinds support wake vortex
descent.
Table 2. Encounter frequencies dependent on four different 90° wind direction sectors for the reference
scenario. The wind sector icons assume a flight direction from right to left.
SID-comb.
wind dir.
CW port
(20.9 %)
CW starb.
(18.9 %)
tailwind
(22.4 %)
headwind
(37.8 %)

all

N-N
(16.0 %)

N-S
(24.0 %)

S-N
S-S
(24.0 %) (36.0 %)

5.2%

4.6%

4.3%

5.3%

6.1%

1.7%

1.6%

1.6%

1.5%

1.9%

2.5%

2.3%

2.1%

2.4%

2.9%

13.3%

13.4%

13.3%

13.0%

13.4%

However, the smallest encounter frequencies are observed for crosswinds from the starboard side. Here the
crosswinds close to the ground reduce encounter frequencies. With increasing height the wind direction turns
on average to the right. Consequentially, a tailwind component is added to the crosswind which supports vortex
descent and thus reduces encounter frequencies aloft.
The turning of the wind direction with altitude is related
to the concept of the Ekman spiral depicted in Figure 13:
Above the atmospheric boundary layer with a thickness
on the order of 1 km the wind direction is mainly controlled by the equilibrium of the driving pressure gradient
force and the Coriolis force. The resulting wind is called
geostrophic wind. In the atmospheric boundary layer the
friction force causes a deviation of the wind direction to
the left (on the northern hemisphere).
Fig. 13. Schematic sketch of Ekman spiral.
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Due to the same mechanism crosswinds from port side receive a headwind component with increasing
height. As a consequence, the port crosswind situation leads to three times more encounters than the
starboard side crosswinds. Additionally, crosswinds from the port side also support encounters for departures of the leading aircraft on the southerly departure routes. There is also some weak trend that the
strongest circulation values occur for the headwind encounters (not shown).
Table 3 lists the wind direction effects for 60 s aircraft separations and crosswinds above 6 knots. Because cases with tailwinds above 5 knots are excluded from operations, the wind sector for tailwinds has
no contributions. The encounter frequencies for headwinds and for crosswinds from the port side are
now almost identical. Considerable differences occur between the different departure route combinations. Small encounter frequencies are observed for headwinds and crosswinds from the port side
(southerly winds) for leading aircraft on the northern departure routes and, conversely, for crosswinds
from the starboard (northerly winds) side for leading aircraft on the southern departure routes. Hence,
encounters can be avoided if the crosswind after the turn transports the vortices away from the former
flight track, i.e. southerly crosswinds are favorable for turns to the north.
The smallest encounter frequencies occur for crosswinds from the starboard side combined with the S-N
SID combination. Here two favorable effects are combined: the turning of the crosswind to a tailwind at
increasing altitudes and the fact that the vortex generating aircraft uses the downwind departure route.
Crosswinds above 8 knots show similar characteristics with further reduced encounter frequencies.
Table 3. Encounter frequencies and corresponding circulation strengths dependent on four different 90°
wind direction sectors for 60 s aircraft separations and crosswinds above 6 knots.
SID-comb.
wind dir.

all

N-N
N-S
S-N
S-S
(16.0 %) (24.0 %) (24.0 %) (36.0 %)

CW port
(38.0 %)

5.5%

1.8%

1.4%

7.7%

8.5%

CW starb.
(44.7 %)

1.5%

0.9%

3.5%

0.2%

1.3%











5.8%

1.6%

2.7%

7.9%

8.3%

tailwind
(0 %)
headwind
(17.2 %)

Key Results of Remaining Studies
Sample size: It must be guaranteed that the sample size of the Monte Carlo simulations is sufficiently
large to provide converged simulation results also for rare events. For this purpose statistics of encoun4
4
5
5
5
6
ter frequencies derived from sample sizes of 10 , 510 , 10 , 210 , 510 , and 10 departures of aircraft
pairings have been analysed for different scenarios. It was found that a reasonable representation of the
frequencies of the most critical and rare encounters requires sample sizes of 500,000 departures of
aircraft pairings. Therefore, the one million sample size used for the current investigations guarantees
well converged statistics.
Operation times: By default the meteorological data of the NOWVIV one-year data base is employed
only within the operational hours of Frankfurt airport (06:00 – 23:00). A comparison to 24 h operations
indicates a minor increase of encounter frequencies for nocturnal meteorological conditions. This can
potentially be explained by the reduced turbulence in the residual layer which increases vortex lifetimes
and the increased temperature stratification which reduces vortex descent.
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Flight path adherence: Deviations from nominal flight tracks in vertical and horizontal direction have
been determined being on the order of 100 m. Therefore, the sensitivity of encounter frequencies of the
standard flight path deviation model has been compared to a version in which these deviations were
deactivated. The study indicates that the deactivation of aircraft trajectory deviations only slightly reduces the encounter frequencies.
Pull-away effect: In contrast to arrivals where a close-up effect on average reduces aircraft separations, an increase of average aircraft separations is expected for departures. The reason is that at a
given time the leading aircraft has arrived in general already at a higher flight speed than the follower
aircraft. The simulations indicate that the separation increases are spread between 0 to 3 NM that is the
minimum initial separation is never reduced. The pull-away effect is the more pronounced the more the
initial aircraft separations are reduced.
Departure Routes: For the encounter statistics with crosswinds above 8 knots the differences between
the departure route combinations are quite prominent because the encounters in ground proximity
(which are independent from SID combinations) are already quite rare (see Figure 8) and many encounters aloft are related to flight path diversions. As a result for a generic airport the SID combination study
indicates that reduced departure separations could be supported by crosswinds above 8 knots for a
straight departure route. For diverging departure route combinations the procedure could be refined by
using only SID combinations where the leading aircraft is flying on the downwind SID.
Wake vortex model: Wake vortex modeling constitutes a very important element of WakeScene-D.
Therefore, the statistics achieved with the D2P wake vortex model have been compared to results of the
Deterministic Vortex Model (DVM). The two wake vortex models deliver very similar characteristics of
encounter altitude, the distance between follower aircraft and wake vortex, and vortex age. The circulation distributions exhibit different characteristics but almost identical ranges. In ground proximity the D2P
model predicts more pronounced vortex spreading. For the statistics of encounter strength and distance
between aircraft and vortex similar characteristics are found. The corresponding deviations are naturally
more pronounced for the rare encounters and reside typically within a range of 5% to 30%. Because the
encounter frequencies of equal strength vary between the different scenarios by up to almost two orders
of magnitude, the agreement between the encounter statistics of the two wake vortex models is considered as good. In particular, the conclusions derived from the synopsis of the encounter frequencies in
Table 1 would be identical with the DVM wake vortex predictions.
Aircraft-type combinations / Take-off weight: The encounter frequencies of the considered scenarios
have been filtered to attribute the encounters to the 24 possible leader/follower combinations. As expected encounters are avoided if the leading aircraft take off late and climb slowly whereas the follower
aircraft take off early with a steep climb rate. Thereby, the respective flight tracks are well separated. In
contrast, if the leading aircraft take off early and climb steeply whereas the follower aircraft take off relatively late, the resulting flight tracks may be close to each other leading to high encounter probabilities.
The same interrelations also apply to the take-off-weight distributions (which correlate with take-off positions and climb rates) within specific aircraft type combinations.
Comparison to arrival situation: The comparison of the current reference scenario (see Figure 6f) to
WakeScene results for arrivals obeying the ICAO minimum separation of 5 NM between heavy and medium aircraft in (Holzäpfel et al. 2009-1) LQGLFDWHV WKDW HQFRXQWHUV + !  P2/s and distances to the
vortices below 30 m) are 5.6 times more frequent for arrivals (21.5%) than for departures (3.8%). For
approaches the accumulation of encounters within a height range below 300 ft is with about 95% even
more pronounced. The reason for these differences can mainly be attributed to the much more pronounced spreading of aircraft trajectories for the departure situation which is caused by e.g. large variations of rotation point and climb rate. Note that the considered departure and arrival scenarios can not
be directly compared due to differences regarding sample size and traffic mix. Further, in the arrival
simulations the aircraft are already installed on the glide slope whereas for departures waypoints with
diverging flight routes are considered.
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Implementation of Lessons Learned
Here we investigate an advanced crosswind scenario which is based on the lessons learned from the
sensitivity analysis. First, we restrict the analysis on the northern departure routes used by default at
Frankfurt airport where encounters are relatively rare. Second, we differentiate crosswinds blowing from
the port side and the starboard side of the departing aircraft. Encounter frequencies for 60 s departure
separations and a crosswind threshold of 6 knots indicate that for positive crosswinds (wind from port
side) the worst case encounter frequency of 0.0082% is higher than in the reference scenario (see Table
1). However, for crosswinds below -6 knots (wind from starboard side) the encounter frequencies of all
circulation and distance thresholds are smaller than in the reference scenario (worst case encounter
frequency is 0.0031%). In conclusion, the consideration of the northern departure routes as used routinely at Frankfurt airport yields encounter frequencies below the reference scenario for all considered
vortex distances and circulation strengths for crosswinds below -6 knots (wind from starboard side) and
for crosswind magnitudes above 8 knots. The assessment of the related encounter risks with VESA
leads to the same conclusions (Kauertz 2009, Kauertz et al. 2012).

Conclusions
WakeScene-D is a software package to determine wake vortex encounter probabilities for departures.
The severity of potential encounters identified by WakeScene-D can subsequently be evaluated with
VESA (Kauertz et al. 2012). In this paper first the components of WakeScene-D which model traffic mix,
aircraft trajectories, meteorological conditions, wake vortex evolution, and potential hazard area are
briefly introduced. Then various investigated scenarios are discussed which shall support the identification of suitable crosswind criteria that allow reducing aircraft separations for departures.
Measured vortex tracks of about 10,000 departures from runway 25R of Frankfurt airport are compared
with WakeScene-D simulations. For lateral vortex transport, which for crosswind departures constitutes
the most important quantity, good agreement between the characteristics of measurement and simulation is achieved. This good agreement indicates that WakeScene-D is an instrument which allows investigating realistic wake vortex behaviour in domains and height ranges that are far out of reach of measurements.
Monte Carlo simulations of the Frankfurt traffic mix with a sample size of 1,000,000 cases indicate that
for current operations 66% of the potential encounters are restricted to heights below 300 ft above
ground. Within this altitude range clearance of the flight corridor by descent and advection of the vortices
is restricted: stalling or rebounding vortices may not clear the flight path vertically and weak crosswinds
may be compensated by vortex-induced lateral transport (Holzäpfel & Steen 2007). Further, minor peaks
at altitudes of 1300 ft and at 1800 ft occur which can be attributed to flight path diversions (change of
climb rate and heading) in combination with adverse wind conditions (headwind and crosswind) which
increase the encounter risk compared to approximately parallel flight of the leader and follower aircraft.
For example, increased encounter frequencies are observed when the leading aircraft conducts a turn
towards the main wind direction. The resulting headwind component may compensate wake vortex descent and may advect the vortex trail into the flight path of the follower aircraft.
Statistics of encounter frequencies and encounter conditions have been established for 60 s and 90 s
departure separations and minimum crosswinds from 0 to 10 knots in 2 knot increments, respectively.
The reduction of aircraft separations from 120 s to 60 s approximately triples the number of encounters,
whereas the fraction of strong encounters increases due to the reduced time for vortex decay. If aircraft
separations are reduced to 60 s and crosswinds at 10 m height above ground exceed a threshold of 8
knots, the overall frequency of potential encounters of 3.1% clearly is falling below the corresponding
frequency of 7.0% of the reference scenario. The strong crosswind in ground proximity very efficiently
reduces the encounters below 300 ft from 4.6% in the reference scenario to 0.0056%. Unfortunately, the
10 m crosswind criterion alone is not sufficient to reduce encounters which are related to flight path diversions along the departure routes. Due to the by 50% reduced time for vortex transport and decay,
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encounters with circulations stronger than 350 m /s are still 2 to 4 times more frequent than in the reference scenario.
An investigation of wind direction effects on the encounter frequencies reveals an intriguing phenomenon: Headwind situations lead to the highest encounter probabilities because headwind transport of the
wake vortices may compensate wake vortex descent or even lead to rising wake vortices with respect to
the generator aircraft trajectory. This effect increases encounter frequencies because the medium
weight class followers usually take off earlier and climb steeper than the leading aircraft and therefore
usually fly above the wake vortices. In contrast, the encounter frequencies for tailwind situations are
much lower because tailwinds support wake vortex descent.
However, the beneficial effects of crosswinds are not symmetric. The smallest encounter frequencies
are observed for crosswinds from the starboard side. Here the crosswinds close to the ground reduce
encounter frequencies. With increasing height the wind direction turns on average to the right. Consequentially, a tailwind component is added to the crosswind which supports relative vortex descent and
thus reduces encounter frequencies aloft. This turning of the wind direction with height is related to the
concept of the Ekman spiral which describes the resulting wind direction in the atmospheric boundary
layer by equilibrium of the driving pressure gradient force, the Coriolis force, and the friction force. Due
to the same mechanism crosswinds from port side receive a headwind component with increasing
height. As a consequence, the port crosswind situation leads to significantly more encounters than the
starboard side crosswinds.
From a WakeScene-D perspective it can be concluded that for 60 s departure separations along the
northern departure routes as used routinely at Frankfurt airport acceptable encounter frequencies are
found for crosswinds below -6 knots (wind from starboard side) and for crosswind magnitudes above 8
knots. The respective assessment of the related encounter risks with VESA leads to the same conclusions also for straight departure routes (Kauertz 2009, Kauertz et al. 2012). Crosswind departure procedures could be refined by using only departure route combinations where the leading aircraft is flying on
the downwind route.
Crosswind transport certainly is the most effective mechanism to clear a flight corridor from wake vortices. However, the applicability of purely crosswind based wake vortex advisory systems covering vertically extended domains is impeded by the veering wind with altitude. As a consequence, either the flight
tracks of subsequent aircraft must be separated already at quite low altitudes such that the crosswind
does not change significantly within the considered height ranges or the advisory system must also consider vortex descent and/or vortex decay either explicitly or implicitly as in the presented concept.
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3.3 Economic Assessment of Enhanced Information on Convective Weather
Alexander Lau
Institute of Air Transportation Systems
An assessment of delay reduction potential of Rad-TRAM is presented, which detects, tracks and predicts up to one hour heavy precipitation cells by using weather radar data. Rad-TRAM has been developed at DLR and will be assessed by analyzing delay data at Munich Airport during convective weather
events. Delay reduction potential underlying operational adaptation through advanced weather information serves as assessment metric to quantify the economic benefit of the algorithm. Advanced weather
information refers to the tracking, nowcasting and visualization of severe areas within thunderstorms.
Delay data is evaluated during convective impact within the boundaries of terminal airspace of Munich
airport and coverage areas within this airspace are considered regarding delay behavior. Arrival traffic is
affected by mean individual delay rates of up to 21 minutes whereas departure traffic is more evenly impacted during convective impact. The analysis which represents the first part of an extensive assessment
concludes with an approximation of potentially avoidable yearly delay costs at Munich airport.

Introduction
It is widely understood today that adverse weather is one of the major reasons causing delay in the air
transportation system. Many studies in particular at North American airports have been conducted to
show the potential benefit of ITWSs. (Allan and Evans, 2001, Evans et al., 2005, Robinson et al., 2004)
The majority of these analyses compare airport delay rates before and after system implementation. Due
to the fact that the algorithm is not operationally implemented yet, the presented work focuses on the
assessment of delay reduction potential without evaluating delay data of post implementation phases. To
do so it is expedient from an economic point of view to introduce delay related impact sensitivities of the
technology to be assessed. This is especially recommendable to account for the uncertainty of weather
impact on air traffic.
Safety and reliability as well as delay reduction (potential) are the most important performance indicators
regarding the operational assessment of convective weather tracking and nowcasting (forecasting up to 1
hour) algorithms. It is postulated that the product confidence level regarding the consistency of the convective cells in time and space is sufficient for operational utilization within the defined nowcast horizon.
Convection itself represents the most severe weather phenomena for air traffic. Wind-shear, icing and
hale are main properties which have to be avoided by pilots. Due to regulatory traffic flow activities, e.g.
slot re-allocation and holdings, conducted by the CFMU and Radar Control (-FMPs) in Europe, flight
schedules are affected and delay arises. Referring this to traffic flow disruptions at an airport like Munich
one can speak of delay rates because of the high number and diversity of movements being affected by
severe weather in the vicinity of the airport.
The conduction of economic assessments of specific technologies like e.g. Rad-TRAM requires the capability of modeling the technological impact within an integration framework, e.g. an airport or an ATC
system. (FAA, 1999) Airport throughput as another important KPI of airport efficiency mainly depends on
surface infrastructure and operational conception. (Eurocontrol, 2009) The latter is impacted by nearby
airspace performance, especially during periods of convective weather impact. Airport arrival capacity
today is therefore dependent on flexible radar-based routing procedures in the arrival sequencing and
metering area (ASMA).
Advanced weather decision support tools take an important role in optimizing airport efficiency during
convective weather impact especially at highly congested airports and airspaces. The assessment of
weather information systems needs to be appropriately adapted to individual parameters like infrastructure and weather occurrences.
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Economic Impact of Integrated Weather Information Systems
Due to the unique infrastructural and operational setup of airports or airport systems (here defined as a
number of nearby located airports affecting each other’s airside arrival and/or departure operations),
efficiency programs and/or technologies are likely to induce economic impact, which is dependent on
individual airport characteristics. Following the goal of economic feasibility in the context of system implementation, not only site dependent infrastructural and weather factors but also adapted controller procedures and regulations as a result of additional weather information may influence its share on efficiency
improvements. These improvements mainly stabilize VMC airport capacity during IMC conditions. In this
manner weather information systems serve as enabler for local capacity improvements, which are
x
x
x
x
x

Reduced Spacing during Approach,
Advanced Low Visibility Operations during Flight and on the Ground,
Decreased Runway Occupancy Times,
Predictive Airport Configuration Planning, and
Delay Reduction during Convective Impact through Arrival and Departure Area Closure and
Reopening.

For each of these improvements a number of integrated ATC applications exist to provide respective
weather information to decision makers. In addition to important baseline weather information like winddirection and -strength, ceiling and visibility, these Integrated Weather Systems combine weather- and
ATM information to facilitate the execution of operational decisions. (Evans, 2006) The integration of both
domains enables decision support, which is based on a real-time ATC representation in which weather
now- and forecasts are represented with sufficient parametric and time accuracy.
An assessment of a variety of Integrated Weather- and Decision Support Systems at 10 major U.S. airports is conducted in Hemm et al. (1999). The assessed technology portfolio as part of the NASA TAP
Program contains A/C Vortex Spacing, High-Speed Roll-out and Turn-off during low visibility conditions,
Dynamic Runway Occupancy Measurement and Real-Time Data Link Interaction between Center ATC
and on-board FMS. Arrival delay serves as benefit metric which is analytically generated by airport capacity and delay models. Each technology is represented in the capacity calculation whereas demand profiles and weather data serve as input for an analytic queuing model. Examples for capacity impacting
parameters which represent the technological impact are arrival sequences, individual runway declarations and adapted buffer times in aircraft spacing. Concluding the economic quantification a delay- and a
system-life-cycle-cost breakdown completes the economic quantification.
Allan and Evans (2001) present an assessment of an ITWS at the New York Terminal Area. Two types of
weather events are examined with respect to delay reduction through application of ITWS and a TCWF
algorithm: convective weather and strong vertical wind shear. To determine to which extend delay reduction benefits with ITWS/TCWF in use can be realized, two delay models have been used. Beside a linear
delay model, in which delay is represented as a linear function of pertinent variables like weather occurrence, the queuing model represents weather related delay as a function of actual airport capacity, demand and event duration. The latter is interpreted by weather event duration and the time period in which
airport capacity is decreased by regulatory action. The comprehensive studies of Robinson et al. (2004 &
2006) focus on operational benefits obtained through the introduction of the CIWS. The ground laying
concept is based on an identification and quantification of benefit categories during en-route real-time
utilization at several ARTCCs. This approach allows the alignment of detailed statistics on how controllers
use the system during severe weather events. Beside improving situational awareness major benefit categories could be identified in keeping routes open longer and proactive requests of optimized routes.
Table 1 contains selected information about yearly economic benefits of the three introduced systems
assigned to the related benefit categories.
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Nowcasting Thunderstorms Using Weather Radar Data: Rad-TRAM
Due to the average lifetime of convective cell systems of only 20-30 minutes and the lack of knowledge
about the detailed state of the atmosphere it is challenging to now- and forecast their evolution. The Institute of Atmospheric Physics at DLR developed weather information systems to identify, track and nowcast convection with high precision within the time window of one hour ahead.
0

One of these information systems is Rad-TRAM (Radar Tracking and Monitoring) which uses weather
radar data from the DWD European radar composite (2km x 2km horizontal resolution available every
15th minute) to detect, track, and nowcast up to 60 minutes areas with reflectivities higher than 37 dBZ.
(Kober and Tafferner, 2009) These detected and nowcast areas represent aviation hazards like heavy
precipitation, turbulence and hail in the lower part of a thunderstorm and are highly relevant for take-off
and landing procedures at airports. The threshold value of 37 dBZ is based on the experience that pilots
tend to request diversion clearances when reflectivity of a convective cell crossing their trajectory exceeds this magnitude of reflectivity. Rad-TRAM outputs contours of the detected and nowcast precipitation cells together with their characteristic attributes (e.g. moving speed, moving direction, hail occurrence, maximum reflectivity and gravity center) into files in XML format which is an easy to read international standard.
Table 1. Economic benefit of weather information systems [Mio$/Year] at selected U.S. Airports.
(Allan and Evans, 2001, Hemm at al., 1999, Robinson et al., 2004) The exemplary information gives
anticipation about the economic quality of advanced weather information related to delay reduction. As
depicted weather information systems are not intended to serve information for all benefit categories
which is case-related to individual weather conditions and ATC needs.
Benefit Categories

Airport / Year

NASA TAP
Technologies
ITWS / TCWF
(during adverse
weather)
CIWS (during
adverse
weather)

Atlanta
Hartsfield/
1997
New York
(EWR,JFK,LGA)/
1999
Chicago O`Hare/
2002-2003

Decreasing
ROTs

A/C
Routing

A/C
Sequencing

A/C
Spacing

12.3

42.0

42.0

37.9

24.0

High Wind
Ops

Increased
Flow Rates

61.9

75.0

32.1

To date, the operational weather information representation philosophy differentiates throughout the user
community. As mentioned air traffic controllers have different information from partly different data
sources in comparison to airline hub operations staff and pilots which leads to different levels of situational awareness. As can be seen in Figure 1, a ground-based information system like Rad-TRAM is capable
to provide an overview of the thunderstorm situation and its evolution by just showing contours encompassing the hazardous areas. Resulting benefits from an operational perspective are stated in the following points:
x
x
x

Identification of active storm cells
Intuitive representation of “No-Go-Areas” in a specific airspace
High accurate information of geometry location and future development of hazardous areas.

Especially the third point enables decisions with considerably higher time precision during the tactical
capacity planning process. If this information is made available to all stakeholders, the community’s situational awareness would be substantially improved, and there would be a great potential for throughput
optimization and delay reduction.
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Figure 1. Rad-TRAM information. DWD European radar composite (color shading) on 14th July 2010 at
6:45pm UTC with Rad-TRAM contours encompassing areas with heavy precipitation. The thin white
contour is the 60 minutes prediction; arrows indicate the movement of the cells.

Methodology
Munich Franz Josef Strauß International (MUC) has been chosen for an analysis of delay reduction potential. The airport has a high average of days with convective activity in its vicinity. Due to its location in
southern Germany, where atmospheric conditions foster the development of convective weather during
the summer season (for detailed information, refer to Hagen et al. (1999)), convection along with high
precipitation and wind represents a major weather impact on the airports flow rates. In 2010, 41 days with
convective activity near the airport have been observed. In the majority of the cases convective cells approach the airport from westerly or from northern directions whereas single cells with low moving speeds,
moving cell systems and convective fronts are observed (Source: DLR).
MUC is Germany`s second major Hub Airport after Frankfurt/Main International. Yearly passenger and
freight numbers continuously grew since its opening in 1992. Until 2005 the yearly movement rate grew
up by a total of 108% whereas the passenger rate grew by 138%. (Intraplan, 2007) Beside general
growth rates in air transportation this is due to the utilization through Lufthansa as the airlines second
major hub. In 2010 the airport handled 34.7 Million Passengers.
MUC operates two independent runways with operational orientations 08 and 26. All thresholds are ILS
equipped and can be operated during ILS CATIII conditions. The airports capacity benchmark is actually
defined with 90 movements per hour for each of the two configurations, which represents high flow rates
during hours of peak demand today.
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MUC is a capacity-coordinated airport. It is integrated into the European ATFCM conducted by the CFMU
in Brussels. This process is structured in three phases (Eurocontrol, 2009): The Strategic Flow Management takes place until seven days prior to the day of operation and approximates a capacity plan for the
next year. The Pre-Tactical Flow Management is conducted during the six days prior to the day of operation and finds best ways to match available capacity resources with upcoming demand rates. Flow
measures like airspace reorganization are considered if needed. A daily plan is constructed which will be
updated during the Tactical Phase, which is applied during the day of operation. This phase is dominated
by actual traffic and weather conditions, for which the CFMU achieves information from the flight management positions. Due to the fact that the majority of flights within the CFMU`s area of responsibility last
approximately two hours, CFMU sets a regulation deadline of two hours in advance. In the case of forecasted convection in the next two hours, ATC has to decide whether to rearrange operations or to downregulate capacity. It is straightforward, that the precision of weather information affects this process. With
this background especially the edge times of existence of hazardous areas within terminal airspace are
focused in this work.
Hypothesis
The assessment methodology for Rad-TRAM is based on an analysis of delay rates at MUC. Terminal
and therefore airport capacity can be optimized by minimizing severe weather impact times to the minimum amount possible. This shall be shown by means of the following two basic assumptions:
1)

The time-dependent delay rate of an airport (which from an airside-capacity-point-of-view is defined by its terminal airspace structure, its runway system and the corresponding concept of
operations) is potentially adaptable to existence times of hazardous areas within the vicinity of
the airport.

2)

The time-dependent delay rate of an airport is directly related to individual disruption times of
traffic flows over terminal fixes and to the corresponding now- and forecasting quality of these
block times.

There are not many previous studies addressing the interplay of convective weather characteristics to
ATC operations in Europe. For this reason and due to the fact that a detailed operational analysis of RadTRAM benefits in a controller environment is not available yet, it is assumed, that controllers and supervisors will rely on the algorithm and will follow it in terms of using the information as a basis for tactical
planning as well as optional routing actions.
Database
Next to the (Rad-TRAM) XML-format-based weather data, METAR-format-based weather data and Eurocontrol CFMU traffic data with relevant timestamps is applied. Two types of CFMU data sources are being incorporated: Airport related flight lists contain estimated and actual take-off and arrival times, aircraft
IDs, flight based regulations and associated delays. Movement related point profiles contain routing data
and the associated scheduled and actual time-over declaration. METAR data is applied to constitute convection related delay rates during VMC and IMC conditions.
Approach
The assessment leads to an economic quantification of delay rates. The identification of convective
weather events by analyzing the corresponding weather and traffic data is conducted in a first step. Giving this information as input, an analysis of delay rates during periods of convective coverage is conducted. Three steps have to be undertaken to quantify the amount the relevant amount of delay:
1)

Identification of evaluable convective weather events.
This is done by evaluating Rad-TRAM data. In the summer season of 2009, a total of 32 days
with adequate convective activity at MUC have been observed. On 25 of these days Rad-TRAM
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output is available. The mean existence duration of these areas covered by detected Rad-TRAM
cells within the TMA is three hours, whereby Rad-TRAM cells with a life-time greater than 30
minutes have been tracked 42 times. The majority of these events took place between 2.00pm
and 8.00pm UTC.
Analysis of Flow and Delay data during these convective weather events.
Flow and delay data can be extracted from the CFMU point profiles by comparing scheduled and
actual arrival times for each arrival movement during the day. Figure 2 shows aggregated flows
and the respective hourly delay rates for a convective weather impacted day and a day without
convection.

3)

Identification of potentially avoidable delay rates.
Average delay rates during convective coverage within the TMA are analyzed and compared to
delay rates without convective impact. Only from these numbers it is possible to derive a maximum amount of delay minutes to be reduced by enhanced convective information.

For more detailed information please refer to Lau et al. (2011) in which delay rates according to the fraction of coverage within the TMA as well as delay behavior before and after convective impact are considered.

Figure 2. Scheduled/actual arrival counts with hourly delay rates. Left: Convective weather impacted
day (05/08/2009) with a maximum delay rate at 7:00pm. Right: Reference day without convective
weather impact (05/15/2009). Blue bars represent scheduled/estimated movement counts, blue bars
represent actual movement counts.

Results and Discussion
Relevant landing and take-off times are represented by time-over point profiles of the CFMU database.
Relevant time stamps are used to generate accumulated arrival and departure delays:
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¦ ( A / TA  E / C / TA)
¦ ( A / TOT  E / C / TOT )

(1)
(2)

Accumulated arrival and departure delays DA and DD are given by the difference of actual and estimated/calculated times of arrival (A/TA and E/C/TA) and respectively take-of times (A/TOT and E/C/TOT).
Weather impact times are generated by the existence of hazardous areas within terminal airspace. Two
specific airspace boundaries have been applied as shown in the example in Figure 3. The inner airspace
C (inner TMA) contains the final approach (ARR) and initial turning (DEP) fixes. The outer airspace C
(outer TMA) covers an area of around 40x35 square-miles around the airport and contains the initial fixes.

I.6
5.45pm
MIQ

I.5
I.4
5.30pm

I.3
5.15pm
I.2
I.1
4.30pm

4.45pm

5.00pm
MUC

III.1
8:00pm

Inner TMA

Outer TMA

0
SL-FL10
C 3500M
MUN

II.1
5.45pm

II.2
6.00pm
C FL85-F

L100

Figure 3. Hazardous areas within terminal airspace. The weather scenario is taken from 05/08/2009,
where in total 3Rad-TRAM cells where observed (red areas with roman numbers). The timestamps are
quarterly analysis times of Rad-TRAM. The first cell appeared at 4.30pm within the TMA and moved
eastward leaving the outer TMA at around 5.45pm. This is a typical example where northbound departure routes are restricted.
Table 2 shows results of the statistical analysis of delay rates during all observed days for times when
hazardous areas where observed and during times when no hazardous areas where observed by RadTRAM. This is done for the inner and the outer TMA during IMC and VMC conditions. The data reveals
that high delay sensitivity is present when parts of the inner TMA are blocked by convective weather.
Because of the dynamic behavior of moving convection the most times when convective weather appears within TMA boundaries, mostly both the inner and the outer TMA is covered. The difference lies in
the range of opportunities for air traffic control to adapt operations. For both arrival and departure
th
movements, the median and the 75 percentile of delay values are high during IMC and VMC conditions
when Rad-TRAM cells are detected, whereas it is low during times when no Rad-TRAM cell is observed.
The median departure delay values are generally higher than the median arrival delay values whereas
median delay rates of arrival movements typically reach higher individual values of up 21.8 minutes.
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This can be referred to effects of network operations, which will be focused within the second part of this
study.
The cost of delay is derived from University of Westminster (2011). Tactical delay cost per minute with
and without network effects for the most common types of aircraft are provided in Table 3. Tactical costs
of delay are those cost which occur on the day of operation. They are mainly dominated by crew cost,
passenger cost of time and fuel burn and arise if planned schedules are timely exceeded by actual operations. This is triggered by congestion and unpredictable events like weather.
Mean cost values for total delay minutes during all days with convective activity in the outer TMA and
only for periods of convective coverage during those days are derived. The accumulated costs for all
relevant arrival movements on days with convective activity are given in Table 4. The cost shares of
arrival delay minutes during coverage periods in the outer TMA are also depicted.
Nearly the half of the total arrival delay costs emerge during convective activity in the TMA. The yearly
cost reduction potential of enhanced convective weather information can be quantified as a proportion of
these costs. Periods directly before and after convective activity are not yet included in these cost values.
Table 2. Delay sensitivities to the existence of hazardous areas [Delay/Mov]. Delay data was divided in
10-minute-steps to reflect delay behavior within the gliding hour. The abbreviation ‘Cov’ stands for coverage of hazardous areas output by Rad-TRAM. Individual delay rates during convection are approximately higher. NOTE: The data only reflects delay behavior within the 30 days of observation during all
hours of the day and does not reflect the general delay situation at MUC.

Arr Delay [min]

Outer TMA
VMC / No Cov
VMC / Cov
IMC / No Cov
IMC / Cov
Inner TMA
VMC / No Cov
VMC / Cov
IMC / No Cov
IMC / Cov

Median
0.9
5.8
1.2
6.5

Dep Delay [min]

75th
6.5
14.3
5.6
16.3

Arr Delay [min]
Median
75th
1.0
6.8
7.9
17.0
1.3
6.2
8.5
21.8

Median
2.0
7.4
2.3
7.8

75th
5.8
13
5.7
13.9

Dep Delay [min]
Median
75th
2.2
6.0
8.0
16.0
2.5
6.0
8.3
16.0

Table 3. Mean delay cost values with and without network effect in EURO
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Table 4. Delay cost values with and without network effect [Mio. EURO]. In 2009 nearly all arrival
movements during days with convective activity have been evaluated so that these cost estimates represent the yearly cost approximations.

Delay rates at MUC in 2009 before, during and after the existence of hazardous areas within the TMA
have been investigated as a first step of the assessment of Rad-TRAM. Arrival flows are highly sensitive
to convection regarding individual delays, especially during (convection related) IMC operations at MUC.
Departure flows show a higher median value of delay rates during convective impact. Delay shares during convective activity are dominant according to the costs they constitute. The analysis shows that from
a delay reduction perspective, the benefit of enhanced convective weather information will be in the millions. Especially better information in the context of pre-tactical and tactical flow management is expected
to be highly beneficial, whereas the concept of system-wide information management of integrated
weather information will enable these potentials.

Outlook
The need to identify the stake of different delay types and the assignment to the respective mission
segments (ground origin, en-route, approach) is important to be analyzed as a next action. This allows a
detailed assignment of delay rates to convective activity in the vicinity of MUC related to significant approach fixes. This analysis needs to be corrected by METAR based weather factors like wind and visibility at the airport level.
With this information ATFM and ATC actions need to be investigated to find out, if the needed time accuracy to decrease delay rates could be achieved and if more sophisticated convective weather information can be applied in that way. Fore- and nowcast quality metrics need to be introduced.
To specify detailed economic values, use case surveys on individual flight missions and daily rotations
impacted by representative convective events have to be conducted. The aim of this work will lie on the
formation of delay, especially with respect to network operations.
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4. Advanced Flight Control Systems for Atmospheric Disturbance Mitigation
4.1 Wake Impact Alleviation Control Functions and Sensor Requirements
Christian Horn, Dominik Niedermeier, Jana Ehlers
Institute of Flight Systems
Active control technology can be applied to alleviate wake vortex effects on aircraft and support the pilot
to carry out his control task. Aircraft equipped with such a controller will be less affected by unforeseen
wake vortex encounters or will even be able to follow another aircraft closer than authorized by the current separation distances without any compromise concerning safety. The application of such an approach requires the accurate determination of the flow disturbance to calculate the necessary countermeasures. Modern LIDAR technology has the potential to measure the flow field in front of the aircraft
and to provide the required disturbance information in advance before it affects the aircraft. This paper
summarizes the status of the work performed during the last years and the current activities. This includes the assessment of a wake vortex impact alleviation strategy with forward-looking sensors in offline simulations and flight tests as well as the derivation of required characteristics of the LIDAR sensor.
For the analysis of the sensor requirements different sensor models are developed and a detailed sensor parameter sensitivity study is performed.
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Control Concept
Experiences with the application of forward-looking sensors applied to atmospheric flow disturbance
alleviation have been collected at the Institute of Flight Systems for several decades. Based on the former work, a similar approach was used for the active control concept of wake vortex encounters with the
aim to improve the aircraft behavior.
The principle of the control concept is illustrated in Figure 1. Knowing the wake vortex flow field in front
of the aircraft from forward-looking sensor information the flow disturbance distribution along the aircraft
in space and time can be computed. Using a suitable Aerodynamic Interaction Model (AIM) the resulting
additional forces and moments induced by the flow disturbances can be determined [1]. For the wake
vortex control concept an AIM taking into account the wing, the horizontal tail, the vertical tail and the
fuselage is used. Knowing the aircraft aerodynamics and the control surface efficiencies the required
control surface deflections to compensate the wake vortex induced disturbances can be determined.
Due to the fact that the control deflections can be calculated in advance from the look-ahead sensor
information the application of the control deflections can be perfectly synchronized with the arrival of the
respective flow disturbance at the aircraft’s wing, the horizontal and the vertical tail.
This approach of controlling moments and forces is understood to be the initial version of the Integrated
Ride and Loads Improvement System (IRLIS) which is supposed to cope with wake vortices and natural
atmospheric turbulence. These basic functions of the system will be further extended and completed in
the future.

Figure 1. Principle of the IRLIS flight control system
Measurement Concepts and Measurement Point Handling
For the assessment of the feasibility of a wake vortex impact alleviation control strategy and the derivation of sensor requirements models of three different forward-looking measurement concepts have been
implemented. All concepts assume that a so-called LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) system is applied as forward-looking sensor. Its measurement principle is based on the Doppler effect like Radar.
However, the laser is in the infrared or ultraviolet range.
In all cases the sensor models do neither include the physics of light of a real sensor nor the physical
rules of measurement but only the principle of forward-looking measurement. The LIDAR models calculate the positions of a specified number of measurement points first. These positions are then used to
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determine the wake vortex induced velocity vector either by using an analytical wake vortex model or by
applying look-up table flow field data derived from large eddy simulations [2]. Today’s LIDAR sensors
are only capable of measuring the line-of-sight component of the wake vortex induced velocities. However, the research in the field of forward-looking sensors indicates that the determination of the full velocity vector might be possible in the future. For that reason both possibilities have been considered for
the implementation of the different sensor models. We now describe the differences of the three measurement concepts that form the basis for the applied sensor models.
In case of the 1-D measurement concept the airflow is scanned and measured along a line (1-D) in wing
span direction at a certain distance in front of the aircraft (cf. Figure 2). It is assumed that the angle of
view of the sensor is rotated by -4.5° about the aircraft pitch axis to let the LIDAR look roughly in flight
path direction. For this measurement concept it is assumed that the LIDAR is able to determine all three
components of the wake vortex induced velocity vector. This concept is used for the pilot assessment
during flight tests described below.
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Figure 2. Measurement line (red) and AIM strip locations (blue). The Aerodynamic Interaction Model
(AIM) divides the aircraft geometry into strips and computes the induced forces and moments for each
strip. [1] The illustrated strip locations represent
the center of area of each strip.
The 2-D LIDAR sensor model calculates a
specified number of measurement points which
are evenly distributed along horizontal and vertical lines in the virtual scanning plane in front of
the aircraft. Figure 3 exemplarily shows the 2-D
measurement plane. The size of the measurement plane is expressed in multiples of the aircraft wing span and height. Depending on the
applied wake vortex flow field, the wind velocities at the measurement points are determined
either by an analytical wake vortex model or a
look-up table.

Figure 3. 2-D measurement plane
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Physically, the LIDAR is only able to detect the average flow velocity in a specific blur range in beam
direction, the so called line-of-sight (LoS). To account for this effect in the LIDAR model a blur range
with additional sampling points is located around the nominal point of measurement (cf. red points in
Figure 4). It turned out that the effect plays only a minor role and is not investigated further.

Figure 4. Measurement plane (red) and aircraft AIM strip locations (blue)
In addition measurement errors due to noise are modeled as zero mean, normally distributed values
with a given standard deviation and are superimposed on the nominal velocity. For a first approach a
simple measurement error model is used. All three velocity components (in x-, y- and z-direction) of the
flow disturbance vector are perturbed by the normally distributed errors.
For sensor parameter sensitivity studies the following parameters are freely adaptable:
 Measurement range
 Measurement frequency
 Measurement error
 Number of measurement points in horizontal and vertical scanning direction
 Plane size defined as multiples of the aircraft wing span and height
 Output of line-of-sight velocities or all three components of the velocity vector
In case of this basic 2-D model it has to be noted that all measurement points in the measurement plane
are measured simultaneously at each time step. The measurement frequency thus corresponds to the
frequency with which the entire 2-D measurement plane is updated.
In addition to the basic 2-D measurement concept, another more detailed approach of modeling the
LIDAR sensor and processing the sensor data has also been realized. This more complex LIDAR model
represents an enhancement of the basic 2-D measurement concept. It has so far not been included in
the sensor parameter sensitivity studies described in the subsequent chapter. Detailed analyses of the
enhanced measurement concept will however be part of future work performed at the Institute of Flight
Systems.
The main differences between the two 2-D sensor models are the measurement concept and the processing of the measured data. The enhanced sensor model also assumes a curved 2-D measurement
plane as illustrated in Figure 3, but each measurement direction is now measured sequentially as it is
likely for a real LIDAR sensor that can only measure at one measurement point at a time. The result is a
slightly distorted measurement plane as shown in Figure 5 for a straight level flight at constant speed.
The number of measurement points as well as the point-to-point sampling rate can be varied. For the
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first approach 35 measurement points with a point-to-point update rate of 350 Hz (resulting in a sampling rate of 10 Hz for each direction) has been chosen. The scanning of each measurement plane
starts at the measurement point at the left bottom corner of the measurement plane and proceeds row
wise from the left to the right for each row subsequently.
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Figure 5. Measurement planes for full plane and sequential scans (left 3-D view, right top view). For
clarity only the measurement points of the bottom half of the measurement plane (with zg   P are
shown in the top view.
The AIM determines the overall induced forces
and moments at each time step by summing up
the in-duced forced and moments of each strip
at the current time step. The required input for
the AIM conse-quently consists of an array of
the wind velocities at all strips at each time step.
But the LIDAR sensor only provides the wind
velocities of a single measurement point at each
time step. This LIDAR model thus requires a
more complex processing of the measured wind
velocities. The data for each measure-ment
Figure 6. Position of aircraft relative to planes of
point are stored first. The allocation of the
stored points
measured wind velocities to the different strips
of the AIM is accomplished in a separate step.
A benefit of this approach is that changes in flight path and attitude of the aircraft between the moment
of the measurement of the wind velocities and the moment when they actually affect the aircraft can be
taken into account (cf. Figure 6).
In detail the enhanced modeling of the LIDAR measurement and data processing is implemented in the
following way: The wind velocities are detected point by point for each measurement direction. After
each measurement the measured wind velocities and the position of the measurement point are stored
in spatially fixed coordinates. For the detection of the relevant wind velocities at the different strips of the
AIM the stored data of measurements of a certain timeframe can now be used. Out of the stored measurement points an algorithm selects the five closest measurement points of each strip. The relevant wind
velocity for each strip is then determined by calculating a weighted mean of the velocities at these
measurement points. The weights are the inverses of the distances to the actual strip. To account for the
time delay due to processing time and actuator delays the algorithm does not evaluate the current position of each strip but considers estimated aircraft position and attitude after this known time delay as a
basis for the position of the strips.
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Control Allocation
Using the measured wind velocity vectors the aerodynamic interaction model computes the forces and
moments induced by the wake vortex, which are then fed to the control allocation block of the wake vortex controller (cf. Figure 1). Considering the elevator, the ailerons and the rudder as primary control surfaces for the basic wake vortex controller, the respective control commands are computed from the induced wake vortex moment vector as follows:

(1)
This wake vortex impact alleviation control strategy is implemented in a simulation model of the DLR
research aircraft ATTAS (Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System) and is used for the offline
simulations and for the flight tests.
It is assumed that the longitudinal and lateral controls are decoupled and that the control allocation
equations are linear in the control surface deflections. Generally the control surface efficiencies, such as
and
, are nonlinear functions of the output vector . In case of the ATTAS model the aileron control efficiencies are functions of aircraft angle of attack.
In the region between two wing tip vortices an encountering aircraft is exposed to strong downdrafts
causing very high sink rates. In such a situation the short-term vertical motion of the aircraft can be improved, if the aircraft is equipped with special flaps for independent direct lift control (DLC flaps) in addition to the primary controls. DLC flaps are considered to be fast moving flaps at the trailing edge of the
aircraft’s wing with a size similar to that of the landing flaps. The DLR research aircraft ATTAS is
equipped with DLC flaps that can be used optionally.
If the DLC flaps of ATTAS are used in addition to the primary controls their influence has to be considered for the control allocation of the wake vortex impact alleviation. The effect of the elevator deflection
on the vertical force is neglected in this regard. This allows solving the Z-force equation independently
from the elevator deflection. In the case of the ATTAS aircraft model the relation between the Z-force
change generated by the DLC deflections and the DLC deflection angles is modeled as third-order polynomial. This third-order polynomial is solved for the DLC deflections in order to compensate the wake
vortex induced vertical force. The pitching moment resulting from the DLC flap deflections is then considered for the determination of the required elevator deflection. Corresponding to the Z-force due to
DLC flap deflections, the relation between DLC flap deflection and its pitching moment coefficient contribution is modeled as third-order polynomial, denominated as
in Equation 2, which shows the
modified equation for the calculation of the required elevator deflection.

(2)
The computation of the lateral control commands is not affected by the application of the DLC flaps and
corresponds to Equation 1.

Sensor Parameter Sensitivity Study
As outlined above, several simulations have been conducted using the basic 2-D measurement concept.
in order to perform a sensor parameter sensitivity study. As aircraft model a nonlinear 6-degrees-offreedom model of the DLR research aircraft ATTAS was used. The wake vortex flow field is modeled by
an analytical model. It consists of two superimposed counter rotating wing tip vortices. It is assumed that
each vortex can be described by the velocity model of Burnham-Hallock [4]. The wake vortex generating
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aircraft is chosen to be a category ‘heavy’ aircraft with a MTOW of 190 t and a wing span of about 60 m.
The age of the wake is set to 130 s which is equivalent to a separation distance of 5 nm (9265 m).
The induced velocities are fed to the aerodynamic interaction model in order to calculate the induced
forces and moments that disturb the aircraft’s motion. The wake impact alleviation controller (see above)
is included to counteract the wake vortex disturbances. The DLC flaps described above are not used for
the sensor parameter sensitivity study. The wake impact alleviation controller is composed of a second
aerodynamic interaction model that uses the output of the sensor model to compute the induced forces
and moment which are finally fed to the control allocation part. Moreover the simulation model contains
a basic autopilot that controls the flight path of the aircraft.
The following paragraphs describe the nominal simulation case and shows the corresponding results in
Figure 7. The autopilot holds the aircraft on the ILS beam. The nominal reference flight path (green
dashed-dotted line) in the vertical plane (glide slope) is inclined by 3° which represents a typical landing
approach situation on a standard ILS beam. The lateral position of the nominal flight path in the horizontal plane (localizer) is in the geodetic coordinate system yg = 0 m. The wake of the generating aircraft is
assumed to be yg = -30 m off the center line, the respective wake vortex lines are aligned horizontally
and located parallel to the vertical plane of the localizer signal at an altitude of 1 km. Thus, the right wing
tip vortex line (black dashed line) is at a lateral distance of about yg = -6.3 m of the nominal flight path,
the left wing tip vortex line is at a lateral distance of about yg = -53.7 m (out of the diagram). This represents a situation where the aircraft is passing the wake on its right-hand side.
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Figure 7. Flight track and time histories of a flight through a wake vortex flow field (offline simu lation
with autopilot exclusively and autopilot supported by wake vortex controller)
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The nominal set of sensor parameters is chosen based on advices of LIDAR manufacturers. The plane
size in horizontal direction is twice the wing span and equal to the aircraft height. The measurement
point matrix is of size 9x7. The measurement range is 100 m. The complete matrix is scanned with a
frequency of 10 Hz. The blur range is set to ±2.5 % of the nominal measurement range with 10 sampling
points. For the nominal case no measurement error is considered and the LIDAR delivers all three components of the velocity vector.
The blue curves in Figure 7 illustrate the flight with an autopilot trying to keep the aircraft on the ILS
beam. The autopilot is designed to be representative for the aircraft type and cannot prevent high bank
angles ) DQGODUJHODWHUDOGHYLDWLRQVûyg from the reference flight path. The approach situation when the
autopilot is supported by the wake vortex impact alleviation controller is given by the red curves. It can
be seen that the flight path deviations and bank angle excursions are reduced considerably. With respect to the results it can be stated that the wake vortex controller works properly, if the flow disturbance
is known exactly.
Having demonstrated that the control concept works in principle the LIDAR model parameters were examined in more detail. For this purpose several simulations with parameter variations of the main LIDAR
model parameters were performed. The following LIDAR model parameters have been changed for the
sensitivity study:
 Number of measurement points (2x2 up to 9x9 points)
 Size of the measurement plane (varying between one time to four times of the wing span in horizontal dimension and one time to four times of the aircraft height in vertical dimension)
 Measurement noise (normally distributed, mean 0 m/s, standard deviation 0 m/s – 3 m/s)
 Measurement range (50 m up to 400 m)
 Measurement frequency (between 1 Hz and 100 Hz)
 Output of line-of-sight velocity or all three components of the velocity vector
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Figure 8. Lateral (y) deviation and bank angle for varying measurement points at 50 m
and 100 m measurement range and plane sizes of 4x2 and 6x3
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The results of the variation of measurement points are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that an increased number of horizontal measurement points reduces the maximum devia-tion from the flight path
in y-direction and the bank angle, while the number of vertical measurement points has only a small
influence on the deviations.
Considering the complete number of simulation runs several unexpected results were produced. They
are visible in the plots as peaks (c.f. Figure 8). The wake vortex flow field is highly nonlinear. The attempt to linearly interpolate with a limited number of measurement points leads to significant interpolation errors. The change of the number of measurement points implies a change of measurement point
locations. Consequently the reduction of measurement points may coincidentally lead to more advantageous locations of the available measurement points for the linear interpolation. However a very large
increase of the number of measurement points tends to result in smaller bank angles and cross-track
errors.
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Figure 9. Lateral (y) deviation and bank angle for varying measurement plane with 5x3, 7x3 and 9x5
measurement points at 100 m measurement range
Based on the results of Figure 8, 5x3, 7x3 and 9x5 measurement points were chosen for the next simulations regarding the other parameters. The results for varying the size of the measurement plane are
shown in Figure 9. Again an increasing number of horizontal measurement points has a positive effect
on the maximum deviations. Therefore a horizontal measurement point number of at least nine is desirable. For the analysis of the measurement range the same set of measurement points (i.e. 5x3, 7x3,
9x5) was used. The results are given in Figure 10. As expected, it is better to use a shorter measurement distance. The suggested measurement range is up to 250 m with a maximum measurement error
of 2 m/s in each velocity direction. Based on the simulations performed so far a LIDAR measurement
should have at least 9x3 measurement points and should not exceed a distance of 250 m as well as a
measurement error of 2 m/s. The measurement plane size should be at least twice the wing span and
the aircraft height.
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Pilot Assessment
The feasibility of a forward-looking control concept has been shown in several offline simulations. However, the acceptance of such an assistance system by the pilots is crucial, because the system uses a
significant part of the control authority in order to compensate the wake vortex effects. Several flight test
sessions have been conducted to rate different wake vortex encounters without and with the wake impact alleviation controller and without and with DLC flaps in order to evaluate the benefit of a wake vortex impact alleviation system from a subjective point of view. In former flight test sessions it could be
shown that the application of the automatic assistance system (in both cases with and without DLC
flaps) was rated good by the pilots [3]. However, in those flight tests ideal disturbance measurements
were assumed and no airframe fixed measurement direction of the LIDAR sensor was considered. These effects have been accounted for in the updated flight tests described in this report.
The flight tests were conducted by using the in-flight simulation capabilities of the DLR research aircraft
ATTAS, which is a modified VFW 614. By using nonlinear model-following control the aircraft acts like
the simulated aircraft model encountering a wake vortex. As the pilots are experienced with the VFW
614 ATTAS, the simulated model is a VFW 614.
Flight Test Scenario
The flight test scenario is chosen similar to the simulation scenario. The flight tests consist of two flights
with several approaches. The first of these flight tests was performed in 2009 at Holzdorf military air
base. During this experiment the differences between wake vortex encounters with and without the wake
vortex impact alleviation controller are investigated. The DLC flaps were not used for the wake vortex
impact alleviation during this flight experiment. The second flight test was conducted in 2010 at Parchim
International Airport and at Airport Braunschweig-Wolfsburg. This flight test allows a comparison of wake
vortex encounters without any wake vortex impact alleviation controller, with the alleviation system without DLC flaps and with the alleviation system including DLC flaps.
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The flight test scenario for both flights was identical. The
encountering aircraft type is a VFW 614 with a MTOW of
21 t (ICAO class “medium”). The vortex generating aircraft
is a category “heavy” aircraft (MTOW = 190 t) with a separation distance of 4 nm. The experiment scenario consists
of an ILS ap-proach at a constant approach speed of 140
kt, with an inclination angle of GLS = 3°, beginning 6 nm
before the runway threshold and a go-around after flare
initialization (cf. Figure 11). The initial altitude was at 2000
ft MSL corresponding to 1850 ft AGL at Parchim and 1700 Figure 11. Approach scenario (side view)
ft AGL at Braunschweig and Holzdorf.
The pilots who participated in the experiments are two professional pilots experienced in performing
wake vortex encounters simulated in flight. The experimental pilot had to intercept the glide slope and
maintain the nominal glide path. The flaps were already set to landing configuration, whereas the landing gear extension was commanded by the pilot at an unspecified altitude. The wake vortex encounters
were initiated between 600 ft and 1100 ft AGL during the descent. The pilots were not informed about
the encounter altitude in order to consider the element of surprise. The real turbulence during these
flight experiments was considered to be light to moderate.
The additional forces and moments resulting from the wake vortex encounter were recorded in offline
simulations. In these offline simulations it was assumed that the aircraft moves on a fixed flight path,
leading the aircraft either along the upper, the lower or the lateral parts of the wake vortex wind field.
The horizontal encounter angles were varied between 0° and 30°. The recorded forces and moments
were then replayed during the flight after the crossing of the initiation altitude above ground which was
varied for each encounter. This type of encounter model is often referred to as time-fixed encounter.
The wind field of the wake vortices was calculated either by using the Burnham-Hallock [4] model or by
data sets of wake vortex flow fields coming from large eddy simulations [2]. During the flight test in 2009
both wake vortex models were used whereas during the flight test in 2010 only Burnhan-Hallock wake
vortices were applied. The maximum required roll control ratio resulting from the wake vortex disturbances was 0.814. The roll control ratio is defined as the absolute value of the ratio between the wake
vortex induced rolling moment and the maximum available rolling moment from an aileron (and roll
spoiler) deflection.
Additionally to the wake vortex forces and moments acting on the aircraft, the forces and moments resulting from the wind field as “measured” by the LIDAR model (i.e. considering the airframe fixed measurement direction and the lead time of the sensor information) are recorded in the offline simulation.
During the simulated encounters these recorded forces and moments are then fed to the automatic assistance system in order to compute the required control deflections.
The sensor model used for the flight tests is the 1-D sensor concept described above. This sensor model was used because the flight tests have been performed at an early stage of the sensor analysis when
the 2-D sensor model had not been completed yet. It is as-sumed that the measurement range of the 1D sensor is fixed to approximately 20 m and the number of measurement points is equal to the number
of wing strip elements used to calculate the forces and moments acting on the aircraft. The ycomponents of the measurement points are equal to the y-components of the corresponding aircraft AIM
wing strips.
The chosen measurement range corresponds to the minimum range and time required for the calculation of the control deflection commands at a calibrated airspeed of 140 kt considering the computational
time delay and the actuator dynamics of ATTAS. Consequently the measured data points do not have to
be buffered but can be directly fed into the wake impact alleviation system. The fact that the outer
measurement points are located closer to the wing than the inner ones is neglected in this approach.
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Pilot Rating Scale
The pilot rating of each vortex encounter was performed by means of the wake vortex encounter rating
scale [9]. The ratings for each approach comprise four categories: aircraft control, demands on the pilot,
aircraft deviations from flight state and flight path, and hazard. Each category is graduated into four levels, with a rating of 1 denoting an uncritical case and a 4 denoting an unacceptable one. Ratings of 1-3
are considered acceptable. A rating of 4 in any category leads to an unacceptable overall rating for the
respective wake vortex encounter. In case of a go-around decision, the “aircraft deviations” category has
to be rated with 4, whereas the rating in “hazard” category does not necessarily need to be unacceptable, i.e. a go-around is not necessarily hazardous. The ratings were performed immediately after each
encounter.
Evaluation Results
Figure 12 shows the effect of the pilot assistance system on the average pilot ratings. The results of
former experiments based on 20 piloted approaches are given in Figure 12 a presenting the clear tendency of improved ratings when the wake impact alleviation controller is engaged [7,8]. For those experi-ments the same forces and moments as those directly acting on the simulated aircraft were fed into
the control allocation part. According to the former results the same trend is clearly confirmed for the
wake impact alleviation controller using the 1-D sensor-concept as described in this report (cf. Figure 12
b). Again the wake impact alleviation system gets better ratings than the unassisted encounters. The
ratings are even slightly better than in Figure 12 a. The reason for the improvement was identified to be
the consideration of the required computation and actuator response time when determining the forces
and moments that have to be compensated. However, it has to be kept in mind that in both flight experiments only a limited number of approaches (20 approaches in the former experiment with ideal disturbance measurement and 16 approaches in the latest flight test with realistic disturbance measurement)
have been performed.

Figure 12. Average pilot ratings for IFS wake vortex encounters. Left: ideal disturbance measurement
[6,7], right: realistic disturbance measurement
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Figure 13. Comparison of average pilot ratings for IFS wake vortex encounters
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Figure 13 shows the pilot ratings coming from the IFS experiments in 2010 with additional use of DLC
surfaces. Due to flight time restrictions, the number of wake vortex encounter trials is also very small in
this case. For each of the three control concepts five approaches have been performed. But the pilot’s
perception of the response improvement of the aircraft is evident. Applying IRLIS results in an aircraft
response during wake vortex encounters which is nearly not affected by the induced disturbances (ratings close to 1).

Conclusions and outlook
In all phases of flight the flow field of wake vortices can strongly affect the passenger comfort and the
safety when encountered by aircraft, hence, such encounters are to be avoided in any case. In case of
an unintended wake vortex encounter an active control concept can be applied to alleviate the wake
vortex effects on aircraft motion. It can be shown that the aircraft response encountering wake vortex
turbulence can be improved significantly by using an active control concept as presented in this paper.
Future work on this topic will focus on the measurement concept including the sensor model and the
data processing. The presented enhanced 2-D measurement concept will be developed further and
used in subsequent projects. It will be applied to a new aircraft simulation model, which is representative
for a single aisle aircraft of a MTOW of about 80 t.
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Within the DLR-project “Wetter & Fliegen“ a feasibility study of airborne lidar sensors for active control at
flying through wind shear and turbulent air masses (specifically wake vortices) was carried out. The
main goal of such sensors is delivering sufficiently precise real-time measurements of the wind field in a
short range in front of an aircraft under clear air conditions up to cruising speed at every altitude, so that
a dangerous disturbance in terms of turbulent air motion at an encounter can be alleviated by an active
control system with an automatic feed-forward controller. So far, no realized lidar sensor meets the requirements with regard to accuracy, rapidity and spatial resolution of wind measurements necessary for
active control. For this reason, we investigate the potential of two suited systems by means of simulations including the physical properties of lidars and atmosphere: a Fringe-Imaging(FI) Doppler Wind
Lidar (DWL) similar to the one developed within the project AWIATOR and a Backscatter Lidar (BL) for
wind measurements. Though a totally new optical design might be necessary for the latter device to
operate at a sufficiently high spatial resolution, the signal processing offers wind components in the yand z-directions (transversal to the aircraft’s propagation axis x) in very short time. From the results of
DWL and BL simulations it turns out to be advisable to combine a Fringe-Imaging DWL for the xcomponent measurements with a BL for the y- and z-component measurements.

Introduction
The superior goal of airline passengers is to arrive on schedule in preferably short time and especially to
fly in a safe way at the same time. Although nowadays bigger aircraft are able to transport more passengers per flight, the proliferation of passenger numbers expected in the near future will inescapably
raise the number of air activities [3]. In this context, an essential tool for enhancing aircraft throughput
while at least preserving the flight safety standards presently in force will be a reliable aircraft-based
forward-looking remote sensor or an ensemble of sensors capable of wind measurements at least in a
short distance (50-150 m) in front of the airplane, so that a dangerous disturbance in terms of turbulent
air motion at an encounter can be compensated by an active control system by means of an automatic
feed-forward controller [5,21]. The goal is a lowering of the gust load and an increase in flight comfort by
alleviation of incidents with passenger injuries.
Such an active controller application requires precise knowledge of the (turbulent) flow to determine the
required counteractions. The forward-looking time should not exceed 0.5 seconds. However, measuring
in a shorter time than this is also difficult, due to the lead time necessary for the actuator dynamics and
the time needed for the processing of the data measured by the sensor and the subsequent controller
positioning computations.
Horizontal or vertical wind shear may cause severe danger for an encountering aircraft, especially near
the ground. Turbulence may appear in clouds or in clear air, mainly in the friction layer between about
2000 ft and 3000 ft [23]. The most challenging turbulence phenomenon to cope with are the wake vortices (WV), self-generated by aircraft, that are the major hazard at departure or landing [4]. More flights in
the future results in smaller spacings between the separated air corridors, thus the risk of WV encounters increases. Due to their small scale flow structure, wake vortex characteristics are extremely hard to
identify by sensors in general. Simple detection of wake vortices is unsatisfactory since their strength
varies with age and under the prevailing environmental conditions. Spatial resolution of detection preferably on the order of magnitude of one meter is desirable.
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Lidars are remote sensing devices that are capable of wind measurements at high spatial resolution and
also in clear air. Here we present two different approaches of useful monostatic pulsed lidars for wind
measurements based on simulations. On the one hand a DWL based on the already engineered and
flight-tested gust sensor of AWIATOR, that is suitable for measurements even at cruising altitude, will be
analyzed numerically, including a critical analysis of the signal processing of the 2D fringes of such a FIDWL with a FPI, which has not been conducted or published so far for cruise altitude before. On the
other hand a more experimental and visionary approach is investigated in detail by simulating a
backscatter lidar (BL). The design of this device in combination with its measurement geometry and
signal processing is novel.
The objective of this contribution is to show the feasibility of such airborne wind lidar sensors under minimum sensor requirements (for active control).

Measurement Requirements
The general measurement situation is described below in Figure 1 for the DWL case and in Figure 2 for
the BL case. Via the radiation backscattered from particles (aerosols or molecules) of the atmosphere,
their motion can be captured and this way the wind, which transports them.
While one or multiple lidar(s) situated in the wings of the aircraft should be excluded from analysis (because wings may oscillate strongly and the position of the sensor therefore may vary between the point
of radiation emission and detection of the backscattered signal that is analyzed), the aircraft’s nose is
the only really adequate place for a laser remote sensing device. Thus we restrict our analysis on a
monostatic lidar in or near the nose, which also increases the time between measurement in front of the
aircraft and actual contact of the wings.
Specifications for a forward-looking sensor for feed-forward control were determined and evaluated
based on non-physical sensor models that calculate the measurement points in front of the aircraft.
Concerning the necessary data precision of DWL measurements there is a difference between the de2
2
2 0.5
mands for determination of the disturbance phenomenon from pure LOS-velocities vLOS = (vx +vy +vz )
T
with the respective components [24], and the use of the full 3D wind vector (u,v,w) for flight control in
the case of a landing approach [10]. Both are compared in Table 1. The requirements for determining
the disturbance phenomenon are higher since it does not take three LOS-directions which are necessary to determine one 3D wind vector, but only one LOS-velocity component vLOS each time. Because of
the small viewing angles of the LOS-directions in forward-looking lidar configuration, the errors for vy and
vz (transversal to the propagation direction of the aircraft) are much higher than for vx.
Table 1: Measurement requirements for (Doppler wind) lidar systems.
Measurement property
range
points per slab
frequency (slabs per second)
volume (depth of each slab)
error (standard deviation)

disturbance phenomenon
(only LOS-velocities)
150 m (- 500 m)
min. 63 LOS-directions
min. 10 Hz
max. 3% of range,
i.e. 4.5 m (-15 m)
max. 0.5 m/s for vLOS

flight control (full 3D wind vectors)
30-150 m (120-600 m)
min. 20 full 3D wind vectors
min. 10 Hz
max. 10% of range,
i.e. 3-15 m (12-60 m)
max. 2.5 m/s for each of u, v, w

For the flight control case knowledge of full 3D wind velocity vectors in front of an aircraft in suitable
distances allows the derivation of forces and moments on the aircraft caused by the wind, so that the
necessary control commands for compensation can be derived. The measurement error is modelled
using normally distributed values with a given standard deviation.
All requirements in Table 1 are valid for landing approach, except the ones in brackets, which are valid
at cruising speed (4-5 times higher). In general, the smallest possible value is preferred for the meas-
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urement range at flight control depending on the actual air speed. The scan angle depends on the
measurement range and should be adapted in order to cover the full wingspan.
Similar parameter values were defined in the project Greenwake [22]. A minimum number of measurement points of 100 for WVs and less than 10 for wind shear is assumed there, with a LOS velocity accuracy of 1 m/s. Operation at all flight levels up to FL400 must be guaranteed.
For the feed-forward controller to work, two kinds of input by measured lidar data are possible:
1. Measured full 3D wind velocity vector (i.e. 3rd column in Table 1). Then the feed-forward controller can directly derive the required control commands.
2. Knowledge of wake vortex circulation, core radius and wake vortex position. Then idealized
models like Burnham-Hallock or Lamb-Oseen help derive the necessary wind velocity vectors.
With the first point met with sufficient resolution, the second can also be fulfilled. We aim at measuring
the vx,vy,vz components of a single vLOS as good as possible and then take a look at the feasibility of real
time processing. Mainly two kinds of lidars have proven their potential to measure wind in the past.
Doppler Wind Lidars (DWL)
While pulsed onboard Doppler radar are capable of long-distance, range-gated wind field measurements
under the presence of hydrometeors (e.g. in clouds, fog or rainfall), they are mainly suited for detection
of cumulonimbi with high water drop density or for large-scale wind shears only, but not for CAT. Via
pulse compression, spatial resolution in the meter-range is possible. Nevertheless, radar will perform
poorly under clear air conditions outside clouds, without raindrops or thick optical depths [23]. Compared
to Doppler radars, DWL operate well in clear atmosphere. Pulsed DWL measure the wavelength (freTXHQF\  VKLIW û WKDW LV FDXVHG E\ WKH RStical Doppler effect, between the emitted laser pulse at the
ZDYHOHQJWK0 DQGWKHUHFHLYHGEDFNVFDWWHUHGSKRWRQV LQFOXGLQJVRODUSKRWRQV DW0ûE\WKH/26velocity vLOS mentioned above, according to the Doppler shift formula

v LOS

(1)



'O c
,
2 O0

8

where c§Â m/s is the speed of light under the assumption of a refraction index of 1 in clear air. The
measurement geometry is displayed in Figure 1.

& & &

Figure 1. (Left) Measurement geometry with three LOS-vectors v1, v 2 , v 3 (orange), i.e. three directions,
T

and full 3D wind vectors (u,v,w) (red) generated from three LOS-measurements each (BW: beam diameter, û5: range bin). (Right, taken from [8]) Azimuth and elevation angles with the LOS-velocity compo-

&

nents v x , v y , v z of a single LOS-vector v (in optical x-,y-,z-coordinates), whose magnitude is vLOS.
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Successful aircraft-based measurements of wake vortices with DWL in the past were either near the
ground with high aerosol density or in the higher atmosphere only with the help of smoke-seeders or in
hazy environment [17]. The angle for the velocity components was very advantageous (huge vy- and vzcontributions by measuring the WV from above, and perpendicular to the WV axis, thus the vy- and vzerrors are reduced here).
While coherent DWL sensors engineered and tested in projects like MFLAME, I-Wake or FIDELIO were
designed for far range measurements (500-2375 m) via heterodyne detection and aerosol backscattering at lower spatial resolution (measurement intervals of ca. 75 m), the incoherent (direct detection via
fringe imaging (FI)) FI-DWL sensor of the project AWIATOR was developed for the near field (50-150 m)
in front of the aircraft at a slightly higher spatial resolution (ca. 30 m) including the capability of wind
detection at cruising altitude by analyzing photons backscattered from molecules [12,19].
The FI-technique of the AWIATOR-sensor allows a combined analysis of the aerosol together with the
molecular part of photons in one step, making use of the broadened fringe patterns created by a FabryPérot-interferometer (FPI) on a 2D intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) localized at the focal plane
behind it.
For our needs none of those will be truly satisfactory. Even though big progress has been made concerning the range resolution (ca. 15 m) of heterodyne systems [11] only recently, and with autodyne
detection systems being considered [1], all of them are at least today limited in flight altitude because of
their need for backscattering aerosols (which are nearly missing completely in cruise altitude) by their
measurement principle. The AWIATOR-sensor yields only four LOS-components at a rate of 15 Hz
(state 2010), thus nearly no information is gained about a complex structure like a WV. However, this FIDWL-principle can be extended to more LOS-directions in the future [22].
Backscatter Lidars (BL) for wind measurements
The big advantage of a BL for wind measurements compared to a DWL is its independence of frequency
(or wavelength) shifts. This means the Doppler shift needs not be measured and an analyzing interferometer like the FPI is not necessary. The BL works solely with detecting the backscattered intensities
(photons) from slabs, i.e. range bins, with a certain thickness in different LOS-directions. The drawback
is that two slab measurements at slightly different points of time have to be taken in order to determine
the movement of the particles, i.e. the wind velocity. The big advantage is that even under for DWL bad
angles (vy and vz tiny) and at larger ranges, transversal wind components v and w perpendicular to the
flight axis can be measured more quickly and perhaps precise. These transversal wind vector components are crucial to the flight stability of an aircraft. Slab thicknesses for the BL may be smaller than 5
meters and the true air speed needs not be extracted from the results, which is the case for the Doppler
shift of DWLs.
The wind evaluation procedure for the v- and w-components of the BL has its origin in Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) [16]. What is done is a cross-correlation (CC) of two images, taken either from two
spatially different slabs d and d+ûd at the same point of time t or, more favorable, from the same slab d
at two slightly different points of time t and t+ût. This laboratory laser principle is applied in the scanning,
ground-based Volume-Imaging Lidars (VIL) in the free atmosphere [2,18,20]. The retrieved data are
temporarily averaged over volume backscattering measurements, which will not be possible in our airborne case. The flight speed also requires a different scanning device for pulse emission to the directions. Speckle Imaging Velocimetry (SIV) is another lidar method similar to PIV. In SIV the density distribution of the air molecules is measured [6], so far only up to a range of 100 m. Backscattering signals
from the slabs include statistically distributed laser-speckle, that serve as indicators for the air motion
determined from two CCD image recordings in a small time interval of a small air region. A directional
scanner is missing in this device. No tracer particles are added in VIL and SIV measurements.
Figure 2 shows the simulated general principle of an airborne BL for wind measurements proposed in
this study. Only a few of the directions of the laser beams are visualized as green lines; in reality or the
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simulations the whole measurement plane has to be scanned in a resolution as high as the backscatter
images shown. To our best knowledge, so far no fully working airborne BL system for wind measurements has been built or flight-tested. This means, the difficulties arising from a moving platform for the
BL system and the signal processing have not been solved yet.

Figure 2. General measurement principle of the simulated airborne BL for wind measurements at times
t1 (left) and t2=t1ût (right). Shown are the backscattered intensity distributions of the simulations. Note
that the angles of the measurement directions have to be adapted, i.e. enlarged for the plane at t2, to
scan exactly the same points.

Simulations of a Fringe-Imaging Doppler Wind Lidar
We summarize the results of a paper on simulations of a FI-DWL with a FPI [8]. The interferometric
fringe patterns generated by the FPI are simulated including atmospheric conditions as well as laser and
detector properties. We focus especially on the noise disturbing the 2D CCD-images in the forward simulation. The backward simulation, i.e. the signal processing, delivers the accuracy achievable via calculation of the ring radii difference of the 2D CCD fringe images between emitted and received photons,
and by the Doppler shift formula (1) the LOS-velocity accuracy.
Figure 1 again illustrates the measurement situation for a 3D wind vector geometrically. From three
T
LOS-velocities vLOS in different directions (orange) one full 3D wind vector (u,v,w) (red) can be determined (see Figure 1 left, in the centre of the triangle (yellow) formed by the centres of the three LOSvolumes as corners). The question now is: “How exact can a single vLOS be measured?
Because of the quickly changing wind field the measurement plane should be quite close to the aircraft
in order to fly through nearly the same wind field as predicted by the DWL (or BL). Thus time for measurement and signal processing is highly limited. The number of backscattered photons would be too low
for far-range measurements, since they have to be distributed on a high-resolution CCD (here: 960x780
3
pixels) for analysis in the FI-DWL-case. 7KHPHDVXUHPHQWYROXPHLV§.05 m for the distances r = 56
(76) m of Table 2 and a range bin of û5= 10 m, with assumed values of 0.025 m for the radius of the
RXWJRLQJODVHUEHDPDQGDGLYHUJHQFHDQJOHRIUDGDWIXOODQJOHUHVXOWLQJLQDEHDPZLGWKRIBw§
0.08 m in the LOS-volume’s center.
Table 2 summarizes the parameters used for the simulations. The backscatter and extinction coefficient
values are the ones determined for an altitude of 8500 m. Other properties are the laser wavelength, the
instrument constant and the telescope area. The number of backscattered photons received at the CCD
7
is calculated by the single scattering lidar equation. It is n=1.3×10 for a LOS-volume range of 76 m and
7
n=2.4×10 for a range of 56 m.
Then realistic fringe patterns of a FPI on a 2D CCD localized at the focal plane behind it are simulated,
taking atmospheric and instrument properties like scattering and noise into account. The received 13
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(24) million photons per pulse are transformed to photoelectrons and distributed on a CCD with 960×780
pixels without intensification. The noisy pixel signals are modeled by Poisson-distributed random numbers for shot (or photon) noise, Gamma-distributed random numbers for speckle noise, and Gaußdistributed random numbers for the read-out noise. Solar background noise plays a minor part due to
-8
the VKRUWUDQJHJDWHV LH ORZ H[SRVXUHWLPHRIût = 6.7×10 s) and can be neglected. Figure 3 (left)
shows such a simulated 2D FPI ring pattern on a CCD, that includes strong broadening by Rayleigh
scattering. Similar patterns (without atmospheric influences) can also be simulated by 3D ray-tracing of
plane waves with random properties, that are emitted towards a FPI (with lenses around it) and finally
intersect the 2D CCD-plane. A result is shown in Figure 3 (right).
Table 2. Single scattering lidar equation parameters for a transmitted pulse energy of EL = 70 mJ and
pulse length 2p = 10 ns at a flight height of h=8500 m used for the FI-DWL simulations.
n
L
r
 L,h)
Ar
k
. L,h)
û5

photons received at the CCD
center pulse wavelength
range
backscatter coefficient
area of the telescope
instrument constant
extinction coefficient
range bin of atmospheric volume

7

7

1.3×10 / 2.4×10
354.7 nm
76 m / 56 m
í6
í1
í1
3.104×10 m sr
2
0.13 m
0.15
í5
í1
2.70×10 m
10 m

Figure 3. (Left) 2D broadened fringe pattern including atmospheric properties. (Right) 2D fringe pattern
on a CCD created via 3D ray-tracing of a multitude of plane waves with random properties.

Figure 4. (Left) Cut through a ring from the center to the edge of a 2D-CCD fringe pattern (red) and
improvement by Savitzky-Golay-filtering 360 of such noisy cuts in steps of 1° (blue); (Right) Same cut
through a ring as in the left image (red), but noise reduction by Circular-Averaging (CA)-method (blue).
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The main focus of the signal processing is on two novel radii evaluation strategies including a center
determination that make use of the complete 2D information given on the CCD. Thus the noise of single
1D cuts (see red curves in Figure 4) through the 2D rings can be significantly reduced. After calculation
of the ring center as exact as possible via the so-called Circular-Averaging(CA)-method, again CA or the
so-called Midpoint-Line(ML)-method can be applied to compute ring radii from the CCD-images. CA,
when applied to the noisy data, performs better than e.g. a Savitzky-Golay-filter, as visible in the blue
curves of Figure 4. In [8], results computed by the ML- and CA-method for a vLOS of 0 m/s and a vLOS of
50 m/s are compared and visualized. The gaps between these curves are tiny; fitting them by the Levenberg-Marquardt method a more precise peak position, which corresponds to the ring radius (i.e.
wavelength), is determined.
In the analysis of the results, we have to distinguish the measurement or calculation bias from the
standard deviation. The CA-type of signal processing proves to nearly reach the accuracy necessary for
LOS-velocity measurements. A standard deviation of 2.5 m/s including centre determination can be
achieved with only 20 CCD images to average. The bias is 7 m/s. For exactly known ring centres, bias
and standard deviation can be better than 2 m/s for the innermost ring. Especially because of the low
number of images (i.e. pulses) necessary to average, the methods are suited for DWL measurements
and for use in a velocity sensor on board of aircraft.
However, the precision for the LOS-velocity of more than 0.5 m/s from Table 1 can (if possible) only be
reached with even more time-consuming signal processing. Many ways of parallel processing can reduce the computation time. Intensification of a CCD, i.e. an ICCD, may reduce the noise in relation to
the received signal, which would result in a higher accuracy. Resolution reduction concerning the pixels
to accelerate calculations would yield degraded results.
A FI-DWL may be suitable for short-range wind-shear detection, but not for small-scale phenomena like
wake vortices. The Doppler-principle in forward-looking configuration of the lidar favourably measures
the vx-component of vLOS with low error, while results will be more defective for the vy- and vzcomponents due to the small elevation and azimuth angles. Especially these y- and z-contributions of
vLOS are often dangerous for aircraft encountering i.e. a WV. Therefore an alternative approach for the vy
and vz or the v- and w-components of a 3D wind vector should be investigated.

Simulations of a Backscatter Lidar for Wind Measurements
A BL has certain advantages in measuring cross-flow velocities compared to a DWL. To simulate such a
device we need realistic slabs from complex turbulent structures like wake vortices and a program that
takes these profiles as extinctions for backscatter simulations in 3D. The photons backscattered from a
slab of wake vortices for the different directions are distributed on a screen as seen by the following
aircraft. Finally a cross-correlation procedure and an alternative novel procedure calculate the v- and wcomponents of two full backscatter images at slightly different points of time. The software elements
necessary to do BL simulations of wake vortices for wind measurements are described now.
Wake Vortex Extinction Profiles from Large Eddy Simulations
For simulation of an airborne BL that measures WVs first of all realistic 3D wind velocity fields generated
by WVs are needed. The incompressible Navier-Stokes codes LESTUF and MGLET simulate the circulation decay and vortex topology of WVs as well as the turbulent exchange processes of passive tracers
under varying environmental conditions [7,9,13].
For our purpose 3D data from MGLET-simulations of WVs with passive tracers in combination with their
2
2 1/2
velocity field are most suited. (Combined velocity-profiles (v +w ) of LESTUF-simulations also deliver
velocity fields similar to Figure 6 left top, that could also be converted to extinction profiles, though these
may be physically incorrect structures.)
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Figure 5. Extinction profiles generated from MGLET simulations at times (left) t1 and (right) t2=t1ût with
ût=0.1 s for a single slab at high spatial resolution (219×139 pixels). Differences may at least be visible
with the naked eye at the dark-yellow centers of the distributions.

Figure 6. v- and w-wind velocity components from MGLET-simulations used as an optimal structure (left
top), the retrieved wind field from cross-correlation calculations (left bottom) and from weight-shift calculations (right bottom). The lengths (in m/s) of the v-and w-velocity vector components of the left top image are visualized in the image on the right top.
The resolution of the tracer distributions and the corresponding wind field is usually one meter in all
three spatial directions. A case at a vortex age of 40 seconds was chosen, with a normalized eddy dissipation rate (describes the intensity of atmospheric turbulence) of *=0.01 and a normalized BruntVäisälä-frequency (describes the degree of stable thermal stratification) of N*=0.35, i.e. a still very structured WV without much decay. The WVs generated by a A340 aircraft were modelled in the MGLET
simulations as two counter-rotating Lamb-Oseen vortices with a vortex separation of 47.1 meters and a
vortex core radius of 3 meters, see Section 6.1.
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Since measurements of slabs (planes) should take place at least 10 times per second (see the requirePHQWVLQ7DEOH WKHPRYHPHQWRIWKHWUDFHUVPD\WDNHRQO\ût=0.1 s between two images. This is also
optimal for the CC-based wind evaluation procedures. However, data from LES-simulations are saved at
least every few seconds. Therefore we use 2D velocity fields (v- and w-component) of slabs perpendicular to the x-axis and move the first particle image at time t1 according to the velocities (e.g. a velocity of
10 m/s means a movement of 1 m in 0.1 s), so that a second particle image at time t2=t1ût is generated. For this short time interval the particle motion should be described physically adequate by this method, and it will serve for a proof-of-principle for the wind-measuring BL later on. Only very close to the
vortex centres this method yields artificial radial velocity components (divergence).
As a result from tests with the evaluation algorithms, a higher spatial resolution than 1 m is needed.
Therefore the tracer distributions as well as the velocity field from MGLET-simulations taken for the calculation of the second image were spatially interpolated to obtain a resolution of 0.5 meters. This way
the images have 219×139 = 30441 pixels and are sufficient to visualize and reconstruct the rotational
wind velocity features of the wake vortices in axial view.
Finally, the values of the continuous distributions from MGLET-simulations are raised or lowered to realistic extinction values, while the relative structure of the profile is maintained. Here a stretching factor of
2.0 seems to be suitable. Figure 5 shows the extinction profiles at t1 and t2 that are read in for the
backscatter simulations. Figure 6 at the left top shows the v- and w-velocities of a slab at t=40 s as given
from the MGLET-simulations (optimal) and the same velocity field obtained by the CC-evaluation method (bottom left) and the new Weight-Shift-method (WS) (bottom right) for the extinction profiles to be
read in. For better visibility the 2D wind vectors were scaled by a factor of 0.2. Figure 7 shows the differences of the lengths and the directions of the via CC and WS reconstructed velocity vectors from the
optimal profile in Figure 6, left top.

Figure 7. Relative deviations of the velocity magnitudes (in m/s) between the wind field of the large eddy
simulation and the wind field calculated from the extinction profiles via CC (top left) and corresponding
relative deviations of the wind speed directions (in rad) (top right). The bottom images show the same as
the top images for the WS method.
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Monte-Carlo Simulations
To perform backscatter simulations we use a Monte Carlo program for polarized backscatter signals
(pbs, [14,15]). The contribution of photons hitting a receiver in backward direction is calculated taking
polarization into account. The formerly latest version of pbs was adapted concerning its measurement
geometry to the necessities of airborne wind-measuring backscatter lidar simulations. The structure of
the backscattering volume can be reconstructed more or less exactly if single (weak) pulses are emitted
to a multitude of directions with small emitter field of view (equivalent to one beam that is split in multiple
directions) rather than emitting a strong single pulse with a large emitter field of view. One reason for
this is the lower number of photons in the edge regions of a spatially widened laser pulse.
These problems are eliminated here by a high number of simulated directions (219×139) from a fixed
position for the times t1 and t2 at 1 million emitted photons per direction. The divergence of each beam,
i.e. the emitter field of view is 2 mrad, while the semi-aperture of the receiver is 5 mrad, i.e. the receiver
field of view 10 mrad. A Gaussian laser beam is simulated with an input radius of the emitter of maximum 0.1 m, and the radius of the receiver is 0.5 m. Multiple scattering is considered here, although the
first scattering order clearly dominates because of the thin slabs and the assumed environmental extinc-1
-1
tion of 0.1 km . The slabs have extinctions up to 1.8 km , see Figure 5, and are only 2.5 meters thick.
At the first point of time, t1, the measurement distance from the lidar to the beginning of the slab we want
to measure is 500 m, thus azimuth angles of -ZLWKHTXLGLVWDQWVXEGLYLVLRQVDQGHOevation angles of -3ZLWKHTXLGLVWDQWVXEGLYLVLRQVDUHVLPXODWHG$WWKHVHFRQGSRLQWRI
time, t2, the distance is only 485 m, i.e. we assume an aircraft flight speed vA/C of 150 m/s in x-direction
DQGDQDLUFUDIWPRYHPHQWGLUHFWO\WRVODEVRWKHDLUFUDIWKDVPRYHGPIRUWKHDVVXPHGût=0.1 s. The
maximum angles must be increased: azimuth angles are now -DQGHOHYDWLRQDQJOHVDUH
-3DWWKHVDPHUHVROXWLRQVIURPDERYH7KHPHDVXUHPHQWWLPHLQWHUYDOVDUHFKRVHQLQD
way that at =0° and 3  EHDPV KLWWLQJ WKH FHQWHU RI WKH VODE  MXVW WKH ûx=2.5 m thick slab is completely measured. This stays the same for the angles outside the center, where the beam will pass a
distance slightly longer than 2.5 m. Every part of the slab is (fully) hit by the laser beams.
The scattering Mueller matrices are randomly oriented prolate spheroids at a wavelength of 532 nm (i.e.
laser wavelength 532 nm), which have the scattering properties of aerosols. Mueller matrices for molecular scattering could also be used.
The received backscattered photons are then ordered on a screen according to the emission direction of
the laser beam, i.e. again 219×139 points. This way the images of Figure 8 are created. Not the absolute photon numbers retrieved are used for analysis, but the backscattering intensities that are normalized according to view angle and measurement distance, so that a comparison by the CC- and WSalgorithms is possible.
A difficulty in reality may be the short time for distinguishing the arriving backscatter contributions from
the single directions and slabs (if this is necessary), as well as the adaption of the angle from the first
measurement of the plane to the second measurement in a shorter distance in front of a plane. The
same plane has to be measured at t1 and t2, and this plane has to have exactly the same x-,y- and zpositions and sizes. The particles in it move from t1 to t2 according to the extinction profiles.
Calculation of Wind Velocities
The data processing algorithms will be described in detail in the doctoral thesis of M. Hirschberger. The
algorithms used here are mainly based on searches for best matches between a chosen reference template of the image 1 at t1 and a number of equally sized templates in a certain region of the image 2 at t2.
The cross-correlation (CC)-method first calculates the cross-correlation coefficient functions and
searches for a peak value between a reference template of image 1 and all the templates of a certain
region of image 2 around this reference template position for these CC-functions. Then the movement of
the particles from image 1 to image 2 can be calculated at pixel-accuracy. Finally a Gaussian peak fit
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filter is applied to determine the vector shifts at subpixel accuracy [16]. The weight-shift(WS)-method
does not use the CC-coefficient functions for best match calculations, but takes the center-of-masses of
the templates and computes the best match concerning position of the center-of-mass of a reference
template of the image at t1 and the templates of a region of the image at t2 around it. Subpixel-accuracy
can be reached by filtering with center-of-mass positions. For both methods 8x8 reference templates
were used with a search region of 16x16.

Figure 8. Backscatter images at time t1 (left) and t2 (right) from normalized backscatter simulations. The
backscattering intensities are normalized according to view angle and measurement distance, so that a
comparison by CC- and weight-shift-algorithms is possible.

Results and Discussion
Backscatter Lidar Simulations
Results from the backscatter simulations are presented in Figure 8. Intensities are already normalized,
so that the images at t1 and t2 can be used for the wind-vector evaluation algorithms. Results of these
are shown in Figure 10. Figure 9 visualizes the relative differences of the extinction profiles taken for the
simulations (see Figure 5) and the resulting backscatter profiles (see Figure 8). Values are normalized to
the averaged values of each image, i.e. each pixel value of both images is divided by this mean value;
the difference of these two fractions then yields the differences. Figure 11 finally compares the calculated velocity fields from the extinction profiles (see Figure 6, bottom) with the computed velocity fields
from the backscatter profiles (see Figure 10), again for the CC and WS algorithms. See captions of Figures 8 to 11 for more details.

Figure 9. Relative deviations of the average values of read in extinction profile at t1 and the corresponding backscattered profile at t1 (left) and the same for the t2-images (right).
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Figure 10. Unfiltered CC-calculated wind vectors (left) and WS-calculated wind vectors (right) in v- and
w-direction from the backscatter images of Figure 8.

Figure 11. Relative deviations of the velocity magnitudes (in m/s) between the extinction fields and the
backscattered fields both calculated via CC (top left) and corresponding relative deviations of the wind
speed directions (in rad) (top right). The bottom images show the same as the top images for the WS
method.
The results of the simulations of a BL for wind measurements via a proof-of-principle method show the
feasibility of detecting the rotational features of vortices, especially with the CC-based algorithm. Errors
in the lengths and directions of the retrieved wind vectors are quite low in the center region (see Figures
7 and 11). The number of wind vectors per plane is more than sufficient. However, the u-component of
wind cannot be simulated so far with backscatter simulations. The main difficulty of this kind of BL in
reality is the necessity of many high-resolution slab measurements in very short time gaps, since the
CC-DOJRULWKPVIRUHYDOXDWLRQDUHRQO\VXLWHGIRUH[WUHPHO\VKRUWWLPHLQWHUYDOV ût=0.05-0.2 seconds in
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our case; see also PIV) between the two images. The movement of the particles is hardly visible for
VXFKVPDOOût. However, the algorithms can detect them.
The spatial resolution of 219×139 pixels is necessary for detection of the rotational vortex structures and
should not be lower to our experience. In PIV laboratory measurements and under useful measurement
geometries usually much higher resolutions on ICCD-cameras are measurable. Since time is severely
limited for the BL at flight speeds of 70-200 m/s and more, the lidar has not much time to do measurements. A lidar device for measuring in ten-thousands of directions in a few milliseconds seems not to
have been built yet. Fibers and beamsplitters could provide a solution for emission of pulses, but in the
receiver the backscatter signals may have to be detected according to a time gate for each direction, i.e.
the signals from the directions may have to be clearly separated in the detector.
Solar background noise is not relevant at such short time gates (2.5 m slabs) and can be excluded from
analysis.
Comparison of Doppler Wind Lidar and Backscatter Lidar
For exactly known FPI ring center at a measurement distance of 56 m and a range bin of 10 m only 20
ring diagrams are sufficient for a bias and a standard deviation better/lower than 2 m/s. (FI-)DWL has
big measurement errors for the v- and w-components of wind. Signal processing is very slow and timeexpensive so far. Therefore a BL with new and quick signal processing was analyzed as an alternative.
The advantages are visible from the results. The principle of BL would be useful also for wind power
stations, where no moving platform must be considered, to measure the wakes behind them or to optimize their orientation to the wind direction. Such a lidar might be much easier to build than for aircraft.
Especially the analysis could be extended to 3D, since the lidar could measure more than just a few
slabs (see also [20]).

Conclusion and Outlook
So far, no suitable lidar sensor for active flight control is available. From the results of DWL and BL
simulations it turns out to be advisable to combine a FI-DWL for the x-velocity component measurements with a BL for the y- and z-velocity component measurements. Possibly, the vortex velocities in
flight direction are less important for active flight control such that crossflow measurements with a BL
would be sufficient.
Concerning the BL as a wind-measuring device, the simulations should also be possible for a measurement distance lower than 500 meters, although this may be difficult in the simulations (not in reality)
because of the wider angles of view; slabs thinner than 2.5 m could alleviate this problem. Photon noise
should be included in the analysis, and laser wavelengths different from 532 nm should be simulated,
since lasers at 532 nm might not be eye-safe. There is still a lot of potential in the analysis algorithms for
the BL. The analysis for BL could for example be extended to the 3D case, so a full 3D wind vector
would become available. At y- and z-resolutions of 0.5 m this means slabs of only ûx=0.5 m thickness
and a high number of such thin slabs to be measured. Simulations could become too time-consuming
for realization in that case.
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4.3 Wake Characterisation Using LIDAR Measurements
Dietrich Fischenberg
Institute of Flight Systems
Due to the physical principle of a LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) sensor it is only possible to get
velocity measurements in the line of sight (LoS) direction of the laser beam. Velocities perpendicular to
the laser beam cannot be detected. Since a vortex flow field in general presents a concentric tangential
flow around its vortex line the angle between laser beam and wake vortex lines is very important for the
measurement. The smaller this measurement angle is the less information about the flow field can be
obtained from the LIDAR signal. Hence, a processing of the LIDAR measurements is necessary. We
describe two processing concepts: the Online Identification (O-ID) method and the Autonomous WakeVortex Approximator (AWA) method.

Wake Online Identification
A processing concept is now described and verified which is capable to reconstruct the vortex strength,
its position and orientation from LIDAR line-of-sight measurements. Key element is the application of an
online identification (O-ID). The outcome of the presented approach is an approximation of the wake
flow field velocities by an analytical wake model. This approximated flow field can provide the wake velocities in any spatial resolution (as opposed to the LIDAR measurements).
The LoS measurement information is very dependent on the wake vortex encounter and measurement scenario. At small encounter angles the
LoS measurements would detect only small parts
or even nothing of the wake vortex velocities. To
obtain the relevant velocities in the wake, a postprocessing of the LoS measurements is indispensable before using it, e.g. in a feed-forward disturbance compensation controller. An important
element of the concept is that not only single-time
line-of-sight (LoS) measurements (see Figure 1
with 27 LoS measurement directions) are interpreted but also the LoS velocity time histories for
all measurement directions.

±40°

±10°

Figure 1: Forward looking LIDAR sensor with 27
measurement directions

The overall O-ID concept is shown in Figure 2. The idea is to fuse the information of the LoS measurements with that of a wake predictor. The wake predictor gives a first rough guess of the wake’s position,
strength and orientation and is based on available information from other aircraft in the area of interest
and from horizontal wind speed information. A minimum requirement for data transfer from other aircraft
is actual aircraft mass, position and flight path. Both parts of information, the LoS-measurements and
the wake predictor’s first guess, are then used as inputs into an online identification algorithm, which
determines the wake strength and its orientation as well as the positions of both single vortices.
The O-ID is based on algorithms developed for offline wake determination with flow measurements from
5-hole-probes [2], where the respective data were recorded during the passage of the flow field of interest. In the present case, the algorithms are modified in order to apply them for online computations with
forward looking LoS measurements. The outcome can be a precise representation of the flow field in
front of the aircraft before getting into contact with a wake.
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Figure 2: O-ID concept for determination of wake vortex strength,
position and orientation from line-of-sight measurements
The O-ID determines the parameters of an analytical wake model iteratively by minimizing the differences between measured and reconstructed LoS measurements. This is done by using the time histories of all available measurement directions within a suitable, distinct time window. Ideally, the time window is permanently scrolled and updated every time after a new measurement snapshot vector is available. The O-ID algorithm works iteratively and should converge ideally within the measurement update
rate, e.g. within 0.1 s. The update rate as well as the time window depend on the encounter scenario
and the airspeed. A typical time window for many scenarios is less than 10 s.
The analytical vortex model by Burnham-Hallock [3] was found to be very adequate for online application. The model describes the radial velocity distribution Vt within a vortex with only two parameters:
circulation * and core radius rc:

Vt (r )

r
*
2
2S rc  r 2

A wake is described with two superposed vortices counter rotating with the same strength. As the vortex
core radius is relatively constant during wake aging, it was found adequate to apply a constant value of
4% wing span [2]. This fixed value depending on wing span is also used here for online application. Assuming an elliptical load distribution in most flight phases, the core radius can be formulated as a function of only lateral vortex spacing b' which is calculated from the identified y-coordinates of the two vortices:

rc

0.04

4

S

b'
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Thus, seven parameters are necessary to describe the wake flow field in front of an aircraft analytically.
All parameters can be identified applying the O-ID:
(1)
(2-3)
(4-5)
(6-7)

vortex strength (circulation *)
lateral position of left and right vortex (or lateral vortex spacing b')
vertical position of left and right vortex
wake orientation w.r.t. the geodetic ref. frame (elevation -wv, azimuth <wv).

The algorithm based on an analytical wake model can be applied with LoS measurement data for wake
ages a few wing spans after generation (wake rollup complete) and prior to a moderate level of wake
deformation [2].
The O-ID algorithm (Figure 2) uses a simple parametric LIDAR sensor model, which covers main sensor
features like pulse frequency, update rate, measurement geometry, resolution and accuracy. The sensor
model computes the position vectors Xg for all measurement points in the geodetic reference frame.
These positions, transformed into the wake system, result in XWV. Applying the analytical wake model,
the wake velocities VWV at each measurement position are computed. These velocities, transferred back
into the geodetic reference frame, result in Vg. Finally, they are transformed into the LoS system, resulting in VLOS. Only the components in LoS measurement direction are then compared to the measured
ones (“comparator” in Figure 2). A cost function is evaluated and an optimizer tries to minimize any differences between the measured and reconstructed LoS velocities by tuning the seven model parameters.
Note: not a snapshot is fed into the optimisation but a distinct evaluation time window. After convergence the fully reconstructed wake vector in the geodetic frame (Vg) is available for use e.g. in a feedforward disturbance compensation. As the algorithm is iterative, a robust and fast convergence is essential. This is supported by a minimum number of model parameters (7) and by suitable a-priori values
from the wake predictor. The convergence should be achieved ideally before a new measurement vector
is available (e.g. in 0.1 s).
The O-ID determination of the model parameters is done using the Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation method. The Maximum Likelihood output error method is widely used for system identification. It
is described in ref. [4].
Verification of the O-ID Method
For verification, the algorithm is tested by simulation. As no real measured LIDAR data are available, the
LoS measurements are generated using a simple LIDAR sensor model (Figure 3). The assumed LIDAR
is specified by:

measurement distance 150 m ahead of the aircraft

measurement angles: 80° horizontal (±40°), 20° vertical (±10°)

measurement directions: 27 (9 horizontal, 3 vertical)

10Hz update rate; each measurement direction is updated 10 times a second

accuracy 3% of measurement distance (= 4.5 m)

measurement noise with a standard deviation V= 0.5 m/s
The wake velocity field is generated with computational fluid dynamic methods (Large Eddy Simulation –
LES). The wake velocities are generated for different wake ages of an Airbus A340 aircraft in a temperature stable (Brunt-Väisälä frequency N* = 0) but turbulent weather condition (dissipation rate of H* =
0.23).
13 measurement scenarios are evaluated with the O-ID algorithm. In all cases, the encounter aircraft is
approaching the wake of a preceding aircraft with a constant speed of VTAS = 70 m/s without any rotational motion. The assumed LIDAR measurement distance is 150 m ahead of the encounter aircraft.
Simulation variation parameters are:
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Figure 3: Simulation of LIDAR measurements using LES wake velocity fields
a)
b)
c)
d)

LES vortex age (16 s, 32 s, 48 s, 64 s, 80 s, 120 s, 136 s)
wake orientation relative to the flight path of the aircraft (lateral 10°, 30°, 50°)
vertical wake position offset
evaluation time window

Table 1 summarizes the identified parameters, their initial settings (init), the results achieved by the O-ID
(id), and the reference values (ref). The LES reference values are determined by identification of the y/zvelocity distribution of the LES-fields with the analytical Burnham-Hallock model for each x-position separately and then averaging the determined values for all x-positions. This is done for wake strength *
and lateral wake spacing b'.
Table 1: LES simulation scenarios and O-ID results, initial and reference values (nomenclature: b’ lateral vortex spacing (equivalent to yle and yri), * circulation, \wake orientation, Zle altitude left vortex, Zri
altitude right vortex; green cases: acceptable match, orange cases: unacceptable match)
case

wake age
[s]

#
LoS

evaluation
time
[s]

b’
id/ ref / init
[m]

*
id / ref / init
2
[m /s]

\
id / ref / init
[°]

zle
[m]

zri
[m]

1

16

27

7

48/ 47/ 30

440/ 487/ 250

29.9/ 30/ 25

945

946

2

16

6

7

48/ 47/ 30

457/ 487/ 250

30.6/ 30/ 25

945

945

3

16

6

8

51/ 47/ 30

464/ 487/ 250

10.6/ 10/ 15

945

946
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4

32

6

7

52/ 47/ 30

443/ 482/ 250

32.1/ 30/ 25

948

956

5

32

6

4

56/ 47/ 30

449/ 482/ 250

53.6/ 50/ 45

954

952

6

32

6

7

47/ 47/ 30

441/ 482/ 250

29.3/ 30/ 25

973

978

7

48

6

7

46/ 48/ 30

403/ 470/ 250

26.6/ 30/ 25

950

955

8

64

6

7

58/ 48/ 30

373/ 460/ 250

30.0/ 30/ 25

969

955

9

64

6

8

45/ 48/ 30

416/ 460/ 250

9.5/ 10/ 15

949

950

10

80

6

7

61/ 49/ 30

403/ 448/ 250

32.9/ 30/ 25

956

957

11

120

6

7

21 / --- / 30

35/ --- / 250

20.6/ 30/ 25

932

934

12

120

6

8

61/ --- / 30

107/ --- / 250

16.3/ 10/ 15

965

931

13

136

6

7

-80/ --- / 30

-398/ --- / 250

-331/ 30/ 25

970

----

In all test cases, the O-ID initialisation is done manually. Initial value for wake strength is always *= 250
2
m /s, lateral spacing initialisation is always b' = 30 m. The initial lateral wake orientation relative to the
aircraft flight path is always set with an error ' = 5°. The position error is set to 5….20 m.
A LES wake plot example (iso-surface plot 6 m/s) is presented in Figure 4 (wake age 80 s). Wake deformation can be seen clearly. As a quite turbulent case is simulated, only at the early wake age of 16 s
there is almost no deformation. A first wake linking between left and right vortices is seen at an age of
t = 80 s. For 120 s and 136 s wake age heavy linking occurs.

Figure 4: LES A340 wake simulation, wake age 80 s, dissipation rate e* = 0.23 (turb.), N* = 0
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Wake age 16 s (cases 1, 2, 3)
A good fit is achieved for all measurements. The identification results are very near to the reference
values, only the vortex strength is about 10% smaller than the reference. In case 1 the O-ID algorithm
uses the information of all 27 LoS measurement directions. Using only six LoS-directions (the left ones
as the wake is approaching from the left), i.e. cases 2 and 3, there is a quite similar result: slightly different orientation (0.7°) and a wake strength error of 6%. A reduction of the evaluation time to a small 4 s
window gives the (not shown) identical result. However, using an evaluation time window reduced to 3 s
the O-ID does not converge, as no measurement information from the second vortex is available.
For small encounter angle scenarios (case 3) the information needed for the O-ID is mostly in the outer
measurement directions (horizontal -40° and -30° directions). Furthermore, the necessary evaluation
time window is increasing for small encounter angle scenarios.
Wake age 32 s (cases 4, 5, 6)
The O-ID result of case 4 achieves a good fit for the left 6 weighted LoS-directions. However, the other
(only simulated) LoS velocities in vertical 0° direction have discrepancies. This is an outcome of the
approximation of a deformed wake with a straight wake model. Case 5 is a scenario with a high lateral
encounter angle of '<= 50°. Now there is only a very short time period between left and right vortex
measurements and, applying a 10 Hz measurement rate, there is only little information about the wake
in the measurement. Only the LoS measurement directions 30° and 40° (left) capture both single vortices, which is necessary for O-ID application. In all other LoS measurements at least one vortex is missing. So, for scenarios with great encounter angles, a higher measurement rate is necessary.
Case 6 is a vertical offset scenario. The achieved result is very similar to the no vertical offset scenario
of case 4.
Wake age 48 s (case 7)
There is a similar ID result as for the 32 s wake age case, and the wake can be approximated.
Wake age 64 s (cases 8, 9)
Wake deformation is ongoing, but the O-ID wake approximation is still acceptable for both a 30° and a
10° encounter scenario. Some discrepancies are now even in the weighted LoS measurements (case
9), and the identified values show some differences to the reference values, e.g. the wake strength error
is 19% in case 8.
Wake age 80 s (case 10)
Figure 5 shows – as an example – the O-ID result using the LES wake field of 80 s wake age (Figure 4).
Wake deformation is considerable, and the O-ID wake approximation is getting more inaccurate. The
position inaccuracies grow to several meters, however, the wake strength determination is still acceptable for a 30° encounter.
Wake age 120 s (cases 11, 12)
Wake deformation is now too strong to get a reasonable result from the O-ID. Position and orientation
results are inaccurate, and the LoS fits show clear discrepancies.
Wake age 136 s (case 13) Heavy wake linking is on-going, and no approximation via O-ID is possible.

Limitations of the O-ID Method
Some general tendencies and constraints that were observed during the O-ID tests are listed in the following:
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Figure 5: O-ID approximation of LoS measurements (case 10): 6 weighted directions, LES age 80 s,
____
____
O-ID reconstruction
‘measured’;
lateral encounter angle 30°;
x
x

x
x

x
x

the approximation of a deformed wake using a straight, simple analytical wake model is only appropriate for a limited degree of wake deformation
the applied measurement rate of 10 Hz is sufficient for encounter scenarios with encounter angles up to approx. 40°…50° (for aircraft flying at typical approach speed), to cover higher encounter angles or wake encounter scenarios in cruise flight a higher measurement rate would be
necessary
there seems to be a tendency that the wake strength is determined a little smaller than it really is
the accuracy of the wake predictor for delivering the O-ID parameter starting values is assessed
as a critical parameter, especially the prediction of the wake position (example: a position estimate within 20 m at 100 s wake age would require a wind speed information accuracy better
than 0.2 m/s)
if the wake generator would fly a turn, a straight analytical model would provide inaccurate results
for O-ID convergence, it is necessary that the measurement information of both vortices is contained in the data

Autonomous Wake-Vortex Approximator
A second processing concept of line-of-sight (LoS) measurements is the Autonomous Wake-Vortex
Approximator (AWA). Similar to the O-ID concept, the AWA is capable to reconstruct the vortex strength,
its position and orientation from LIDAR LoS-measurements. However, the AWA is a stand-alone method
which uses as input only LIDAR LoS measurements.
The method is described in detail and applied to simulated vortex flow fields in reference [6]. In this context, the overall AWA structure is presented, showing the four main modules (Figure 6):
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Figure 6: Structure of the Autonomous Wake-Vortex Approximator (AWA)
1.
2.
3.
4.

data valuation with peak finding and signal selection
wake azimuth angle estimation
core position vectors computation
wake vortex (WV) approximation – reconstruction of wake orientation and position (%, , (y,z)le,
(y,z)ri) und estimation of wake strength (*)

Applied to LES wakes [6], the method gives appropriate results up to slightly curved vortices. Similar to
the O-ID method, the AWA implies two straight vortices and tries to approximate the wake trajectory with
a linear regression curve. Heavily curved wakes or a wake curvature originated by a turning aircraft may
cause approximation problems. However, different altitudes of left and right vortices can be covered by
the method.
The method is limited to wakes in the horizontal plane or to very limited elevation angles. A wake elevation, evident during take-off and approach/landing, reduces the accuracy of the method.
The method also implies that there are two measurement peaks in the selected directions from the left
and the right vortex, respectively. The selected measurement directions (step 1) should cover both vortices in the measurement window and the scenarios are limited to much higher lateral encounter angles
than vertical ones.
The core position vector computation (step 3) uses the pre-estimated azimuth from step 2. A more exact
reconstruction of the azimuth as well as the elevation is then done iteratively. An orientation correction of
the core direction vectors is not done so far, only the length of these vectors is recalculated. So, an improvement could be to recalculate also the wake elevation and the azimuth in every iteration step. However, the additional parameters would affect adversely the speed of convergence.
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The computation of the core position vectors (step 3) is done with the simple potential wake model. This
model is incorrect within the vortex core. A better model would cover also the region within the core, e.g.
the Burnham-Hallock velocity distribution model. However, those models have more parameters (e.g.
the core radius), and, more disadvantageously, two solutions for the length r of the core position vectors:
outside of the core radius and within the core. For this, a solution would be necessary to improve the
method’s accuracy.

Resumee and Outlook
Generally, the O-ID method is capable to reconstruct the vortex strength, wake position and orientation
from LIDAR line-of-sight measurements. The outcome of the presented approach is an approximation of
the wake flow field velocities by an analytical wake model. Applying the identified wake model, the flow
field can be reconstructed in any spatial resolution.
The O-ID concept was verified by performing multiple scenario tests with simulated LIDAR measurements and LES wake velocity fields of an A340 aircraft. The principle functioning could be shown, and
good results were achieved for wakes with a limited degree of wake deformation. For stronger wake
deformation and wake linking, the results are more inaccurate or the method does not converge at all.
As the method works iteratively, appropriate starting values for the model parameters are essential. The
starting values can be provided by a model based wake predictor using information from other aircraft in
the area of interest. Since both the wake predictor as well as the information from other aircraft may
contain inaccuracies, only rough first estimates of the starting values are available. A preliminary study
showed different parameter sensibilities for O-ID convergence: the starting values for wake strength and
2
lateral spacing are quite robust, in all cases they were initialized to * 250 m /s and b’ = 25 m, and convergence was achieved. The initial values for wake orientation and position of both single vortices are
more critical: 5° in orientation and 20 m in position are considered to be the maximum tolerable errors.
However, applying starting values within these limits, convergence is often, but not always achieved.
To cover also curved vortices, the analytical model using two straight vortices could be extended by a
superimposed oscillation, requiring a minimum of three additional parameters (amplitude, frequency,
phase). Then, 10 parameters would have to be identified.
Rotational aircraft motion was not yet included in the test scenarios and in the O-ID algorithms.
A constraint of the O-ID is the need for appropriate starting values for the model parameters. They may
be available from an onboard wake predictor, whose inputs are from other aircraft via ADS-B and own
measurements (wind). A better solution would be an autonomous method based on measurements of
the own aircraft only. One solution for this could be the autonomous wake-vortex approximator, AWA.
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4.4 Wake Vortex Encounter Modelling and Validation by Flight Tests
Dietrich Fischenberg
Institute of Flight Systems
A method is presented for assessing the accuracy of aerodynamic wake encounter models (also named
“aerodynamic interaction models”). The method uses real world data from in-situ measurements to produce the best possible fit of a given model structure. This process requires: (a) suitable encounter flight
test data, (b) a high precision flight path reconstruction, (c) suitable parameters of an analytical vortex
model, and (d) a high quality basic aerodynamic model. The vortex model parameters are identified in
an a-priori step from the same wake encounter flight test data used for the subsequent validation of the
aerodynamic interaction model. The accuracy assessment is done by analysing the errors between
model outputs and the corresponding flight test data. The paper reflects the used incremental Strip
Model structure and recommends appropriate a-priori data. Simulation results are analysed, and strip
model extensions are implemented which imply a notable model quality improvement.

Wake Vortex Encounter Flight Tests
Precise flight test data are essential for wake vortex encounter model validation. As explained in detail in
the next chapter, the validation procedure is done in two parts: (a) wake determination including a flight
path reconstruction (FPR) and (b) the validation step, where the determined wake model parameters
from (a) are used as an input.
The wake characteristics are identified from the measured test data. For this it is essential that the wake
encountering aircraft gathers as much wake information as possible. This is ensured best for lateral
wake crossing, where the pilot adjusts the flight path such that both vortices are hit near their cores. As
there are strong up- and downwinds in a wake, the encounter aircraft should not stay too long in the
wake field, but on the other hand the period of data collection during the passage of the vortex flow
should not be too short because of limited measurement information. A good compromise is a 2-4 sec
duration which gives 200-400 samples of flow measurements at a 100 Hz rate. That is sufficient to cover the
high velocity gradients near the vortex core and to identify the vortex core radius. The lateral encounter angle
should be within 5°-20°.
Figure 1 shows a typical test scenario. Wake visualization is important for appropriate vortex hits and can be
done (a) with a smoke generator mounted on the wing,
(b) by oil injection into the engine exhaust, or, for flight
tests in cruising altitude, (c) simply by the generator
contrails.

Figure 1. Flight test scenario for wake determination and encounter model validation;
in practice the lateral encounter angles are
considerably smaller (25° maximum)

Flow Sensor Measurements
For wake identification, a high measurement quality of the available flow probe signals on the wake encountering aircraft is fundamental for the overall evaluation procedure. As a minimum requirement, one
AoA-sensor and one AoS-sensor must be installed on the encounter aircraft for wake identification. The
more flow sensors are available at different positions on the encounter aircraft, the better the information
about the encountered wake will be [14, 16]. The measurement signals should be calibrated carefully
and ideally be available at a sampling rate > 50 Hz. The calibration can be done with the FPR method
and suitable flight test data, as documented in [15].
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Measurements with Several 5-Hole-Probes on Booms
The ideal case: the test aircraft for in-situ wake vortex measurements is equipped with several 5-holeprobes mounted on booms. The booms ensure minimum influence of the fuselage and wing of the encountering aircraft on the measurements. The 5-hole-probes also allow high frequency measurements
that are less influenced by dynamic effects as from vane measurements. An aircraft with these features
is the Do 128 (MTOW = 4.3 t; ICAO weight class LIGHT) of the Technical University Braunschweig:
wind velocities are measured in all 3 axes (corresponds to equivalent wind angles of attack and sideslip)
with 100 Hz at four distinct positions: a/c nose, left and right outer wing, and vertical tail [18].
Typical Do 128 measurements from an encounter with the wake of a MEDIUM class aircraft
(MTOW = 21 t) are shown in Figure 2. From those data, vortex strength, core radius, left and right vortex
positions and the wake orientation can be determined (see below).

Figure 2. High quality 100 Hz flow probe measurements of the Do 128 aircraft during a lateral wake
encounter. Horizontal and vertical wake velocities at the four measurement positions.
Measurements with Fuselage Vanes
Alternatively, aircraft equipped with one or two fuselage-mounted angle of attack vanes and angle of
sideslip sensor (besides inertial measurements) can also provide valuable wake encounter flight test
data. Despite fuselage and wing influences on the measurements, it is possible to determine the overall
wake characteristics like wake strength and vortex positions from those data. An example will be shown
below.
Calibration
Flow sensors have to be calibrated carefully. This can be done using suitable flight test data in undisturbed air which are evaluated applying the FPR method [15]. Boom-mounted flow sensor calibration
can be done using linear approximations. Fuselage-mounted vanes require more calibration effort, as
they are influenced by the fuselage itself. In the linear region, a factor, a bias, and a luff/lee influence in
the AoA measurement can be found and calibrated.

D1 = F1 D1,i + 'D1 + FDEEi (AoA left);
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It has to be pointed out that for wake vortex measurements the flow at the fuselage vane positions suffers from unsteady und other effects like fuselage/wing interferences. Those effects are beyond the
scope to be calibrated in a classical manner and have to be accepted when evaluating fuselage vane
measured AoA/AoS.

Wake Identification
Wake strength and position have to be known for wake encounter simulation and validation. For validation with flight test data, the wake model parameters are derived in an a-priori step from measurements.
This step consists of a flight path reconstruction in the wake axis system and the identification of the
parameters of an analytical wake vortex model, see Figure 3 and [14, 16].
The inertial measurements (accelerations, rotational rates, Euler angles) of the encounter aircraft are
used to reconstruct precisely the encounter aircraft flight path in the wake axis system. From this step,
also the inertial flow angles DiEi are obtained. They consider the aircraft’s flow angles without any local
flow. These inertial flow angles are reconstructed for all AoA/AoS measurement locations. The differences between these inertial local flow angles and the measured AoA/AoS during a lateral wake flythrough are clearly seen in Figure 4 (left). It is assumed that they are produced by the flow field of the
encountered wake.

Figure 3. Principle of wake identification and flight path reconstruction
Using parameter identification methods [15], these differences are minimized by tuning the parameters
of an analytical vortex model. The model outputs DwvEwv are added to the reconstructed inertial flow
angles DiEi. In the present evaluation, the analytical Burnham-Hallock vortex model [4] is used for flow
field description. Model parameters are vortex strength (circulation), position in the wake axis system,
and wake orientation. The procedure as well as the parameter quality is discussed in detail in [14, 16].
The identification result is shown in Figure 4 (right).

Aircraft Basic Aerodynamic Model
For wake encounter simulation, forces and moments are computed in two independent submodels: (a)
the classical basic aerodynamic model, and (b) the wake encounter model (also named aerodynamic
interaction model, AIM), which describes increments of forces and moments in a spatial wind field.
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For the validation of the forces and moments generated by the wake, it must be ensured that model
deficiencies are not originating from the basic aero model. A high quality basic model is needed. This
quality can only be achieved by tuning the model with parameter identification techniques using suitable
flight test data that are recorded far away from any wake influence. In the flight tests the aircraft’s
eigenmodes should be excited [15]: e.g. 3211 elevator inputs for short period excitation, elevator impulse for phugoid excitation, bank to bank manoeuvres (aileron inputs), rudder doublets (Dutch roll excitation). All manoeuvres should be repeated with different amplitudes. An operating point model is sufficient, which is derived for the same velocity/altitude/thrust setting envelope point as chosen for the wake
encounter tests.

Figure 4. Lateral wake fly-through, fuselage vane equipped aircraft; left: reconstructed inertial
______
______
AoA/sideslip (
), right: reconstructed inertial AoA/sideslip and local wake induced flow angles (
),
______
flight test measured (
)

Wake Encounter Model (Strip Method)
A popular and easy to use encounter model is the strip model. It is based on lifting line theory and describes the additional aerodynamic forces and moments acting on an aircraft in a spatial wind field, e.g.
a wake vortex. The lift generating surfaces of an aircraft (wing, horizontal and vertical tail) are divided
into strips, Figure 5. Well proven numbers of strips in simulation are 16 (wing), 8 (horizontal tail), and 4
(vertical tail). At the 25% chord location of each strip the additional angles of attack (wing, horizontal tail)
and angles of sideslip (vertical tail) due to the local wind/wake field are computed. Using a suitable lift
gradient, additional lift is obtained for each strip. These local lift increments are weighted in span direction elliptically and then summed up. Additionally, the corresponding moments of all strips are computed
and summed up. No drag effects are considered so far, so the present strip model describes wake effects in 5 degrees of freedom. More details are given in [9, 17].
The model is based on several a-priori data, which are depending on the aircraft’s geometry and aerodynamics. The geometry of wing, horizontal and vertical tail, and the lever arms for moment computation
are generally well known from 3-D drawings. The aerodynamic derivatives (lift gradients for wing, horizontal and vertical tail, downwash gradient) may be known, if not, they can be estimated. The Helmbold
equation, which considers the aspect ratio (AR) influence on lift gradients, leads to good a-priori values
for the lift curve slope [17].

C LD
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Figure 5. Strip model

Figure 6. Different approximations for lift curve slope
depending on aspect ratio AR

The Helmbold equation is an approximation for high aspect ratio wings as well as low aspect ratio tails
and a compromise between the Prandtl and Barrows formulations, see Figure 6. The lift curve slope is
also depending on wing sweep / A simple approximation to account for this is given in [17].
Mach number dependency of the lift curve slope can be modeled acc. to Prandtl-Glauert:

C LD
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1
0

1 M 2

Validation
The overall validation method is illustrated in Figure 7. The model computes the sums of forces and
moments of (a) the basic aerodynamic model and (b) the aerodynamic interaction model, which provides
'-forces and -moments due to wake influence. The simulation is driven by the flight test measured control inputs (elevator, aileron, rudder etc.). The model outputs are compared to the corresponding measured flight test data, typically linear and rotational accelerations, rotational rates, altitude, and velocity.
Besides a high quality basic aerodynamic model, the exact knowledge of the wake model parameters
(strength and vortex positions) for each encounter should be known. As already described above, these
model parameters are determined in an a-priori step, using flight test measurements of the encounter
aircraft to reconstruct precisely its flight path and inertial flow angles DiEi. Secondly, the aerodynamic
interaction model should be driven with the reconstructed flight path and Euler angles, which are also
the outcome of the above mentioned a-priori step. This “driven mode” stabilizes the wake encounter
simulation and proved to be essential, as wake induced forces and moments are very sensitive to small
flight path inaccuracies. The accuracy is assessed by computing the standard deviations of the errors
between model outputs and the corresponding flight test data and the maximum errors. Each degree of
freedom is considered separately.
A typical validation example from a lateral fly-through flight test with a Do 128 aircraft (about 4 t) into the
wake of the VFW-614 aircraft (about 20 t) is shown in Figure 8, applying the method in Figure 7. Typical
model outputs (red lines) in all 6 DoF are compared to the corresponding flight test data (black lines).
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Figure 7. Method to validate wake encounter
models from flight test data
Looking at each DoF separately and keeping
in mind that this is a typical encounter out of
more than 50 Do 128 encounters, the model
quality can be assessed as follows: the rolling
motion (roll rate p) and the vertical motion
(vertical acceleration az) during a wake flythrough can be simulated in high quality. This
can be considered to be an outstanding result
for the strip model with its widely linear structure, applying the elaborate validation procedure including sensor calibration and wake
identification. Both degrees of freedom (p, az)
are the most important inputs into todays wake
hazard assessment tools. The pitching motion
(pitch rate q) is also simulated in good quality,
despite some minor deficiencies at the beginning of the wake encounter. The lateral motion
(acceleration ay) has some minor, but tolerable discrepancies. The longitudinal motion
(acceleration ax) has discrepancies as no drag
effects are modelled. However, this degree of
freedom is considered to be not very important
for a wake encounter.
However, the simulation quality in the yawing
Figure 8. Do128 lateral wake fly-through: simulation motion (yaw rate r) is rated more critical: the
____
_____
model output (
) compared to flight test data ( )
initial model response is opposite to what the
flight test shows. This is a typical result found
in many Do 128 encounter validations. If such a model lacking a correct yaw response is used for pilot
training in simulators, it could have a fatal training effect.
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Strip Model Extensions
Some efforts were undertaken to further improve the model quality, with special emphasis on the yawing
motion. In many validation cases, a correlation was found between the model faults in the longitudinal
axis and the yawing motion. Obviously, drag effects have considerable impact on the yawing degree of
freedom.
So, the model was extended with drag effects. Drag depends on angle of attack in a nonlinear manner.
Nonlinearities cannot be implemented in the strip model independent of the basic aero model. However,
the fundamental idea of the strip model is this independency. To keep this, a linear formulation with one
drag derivative, applied to each single strip, was used to consider wing and tail drag. Applying corresponding lever arms, the drag increments were also added to the yawing moment.
Moreover, the strip model does not consider
any fuselage effects. An empirical model was
z
implemented to account for this. The fuselage
is divided typically into 20 strips (Figure 9),
Figure 9. Strip model fuselage effect modeling
computing a wake induced local sideslip angle
at each strip. Using a suitable fuselage strip derivative, the summation of the strip increments gives a
lateral fuselage force, and, considering the corresponding lever arms, a fuselage yawing moment.
x

encounter no.

encounter no.

Figure 10. Model improvements for 23 wake encounter simulations: standard deviations of the errors
between model outputs and the corresponding flight test data; without (x) and with (o) wing and fuselage
drag effects; the lines give the mean error standard deviation of all 23 encounters
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The determination of the two additional parameters, a wing drag derivative and a fuselage derivative,
was done using the total validation procedure (Figure 7) in an optimization mode to minimize the discrepancies between model output and flight test data. This identification process was performed using
23 high quality encounters of the Do 128 aircraft into the VFW-614 ATTAS wake. The result: both derivatives were identified to a value of about 0.8, and a considerable model improvement concerning the
mean error standard deviations can be stated: about 51% in the yaw and 48% in the longitudinal axis for
all 23 encounters. Through coupling effects, improvements also in the roll axis (16%), in the lateral axis
(10%), and the vertical axis (11%) are achieved. Figure 10 summarizes the results for all evaluated
wake encounters.
Figure 11 shows the Figure 8 example, now applying the described model extensions. Despite some
discrepancies in the lateral motion, a considerable improvement in the longitudinal axis (ax) and the
yawing motion (r) is seen. The initial opposite model reaction in the yawing motion is now largely eliminated. However, one constraint is evident: no general formulation was found for the semi-empirical drag
derivatives. Suitable values can be determined from flight test data applying the method described in
this paper. If those flight test data are not available, the value of 0.8 may be taken in an empirical manner, but the validity of this has still to be proven for other aircraft.

Resumee and Outlook
A method was presented to analyse the quality
of an aerodynamic interaction model for wake
encounter simulation by comparing the model
outputs to corresponding wake encounter flight
test data. The method consists of an elaborate
procedure which requires several inputs: (a)
suitable encounter flight test data, (b) a high
precision flight path reconstruction, (c) suitable
parameters of an analytical vortex model (e.g.
Burnham-Hallock), and (d) a high quality basic
aerodynamic model. Having all these data
available, the encounter model quality can be
assessed and analysed. The model used in
the present case study is the strip model,
which is based on lifting line theory. It describes the forces and moments acting on an
aircraft in a wake as increments in addition to
the basic aerodynamics in five degrees of
freedom (drag effects are neglected).
Analysing 23 wake encounters, it could be
shown that the strip model is capable of reproducing the most important inputs into wake
hazard assessment tools, the vertical and roll
degrees of freedom, in high quality. This is an
excellent result for the widely linear model
Figure 11. Do128 lateral wake fly-through: simulation structure, which is achieved by applying the
_____
output with wing and fuselage (
) compared to flight
elaborate validation procedure including sen____
test data ( )
sor calibration and wake identification. The
pitching motion is represented also with sufficient quality. However, the quality of the yawing motion is
rated more unfavourable: in many encounters the model response is found opposite to what the flight
test shows.
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Analysing the yaw degree of freedom, a clear correlation between longitudinal model deficiencies (drag
neglected) and the yawing motion was found. A simple model extension for drag effects was derived,
keeping the idea untouched, that the strip model should have an incremental structure, independent
from the basic aero model. Moreover, the strip model was extended for fuselage effects. Doing the validation step again, a considerable model improvement regarding the mean error standard deviations was
achieved for all 23 encounters: about 50% in the yaw and in the longitudinal axis, and also further improvements in roll (16%), the lateral axis (10%), and in the vertical axis (11%) were achieved.
The currently reached simulation quality is considered to be close to the maximum of what is achievable
using a linear strip model structure which can be treated independently from the aircraft's basic aero
model. However, the validity of the presented model and its extensions to account for drag and fuselage
effects should be validated for other aircraft configurations.
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4.5 Design and Flight Testing of Feedback Control Laws
Gertjan Looye, Thomas Lombaerts, Thiemo Kier
Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics
This Section gives an overview of RMC-SR activities in feedback flight control design and flight testing
within the project Wetter & Fliegen. All results have been, or are about to be, published at AIAA and
IFASD conferences. Main focus has been handling of severe atmospheric disturbances in the design of
flight control systems, both for manual as well as automatic flight. The work has concentrated on handling disturbances like wind shears, turbulence, and wake vortices, just by means of feedback control,
without prior knowledge of upcoming events. The core problem hereby is to fulfil primary functionalities,
like aircraft stabilization and tracking (e.g. speed and flight path, or manually commanded attitude) as
far as aircraft performance allows, while keeping engine and actuator control activity at an acceptable
level, especially avoiding control saturation. In the design of flight control laws, these challenges have
been addressed in control law structure design, synthesis of signals used for feedback, and in tuning of
control law parameters by means of multi-objective optimization. An integrated set of manual and automatic flight control law functions has been designed and successfully flight tested on DLR’s ATTAS
aircraft. For analysing flight loads aspects, a new modelling approach, especially applicable to considerably flexible airframes has been developed in parallel to the project. Its full integration in the flight
control law design process will be pursued in planned follow-on activities.

Introduction
The aircraft flight control system has a major influence on how the aircraft responds to atmospheric disturbances. In fulfilling basic functions, like stability and command augmentation, automatic tracking of
speed commands and flight path tracking, rejection of such disturbances is a major design goal. However, different types of disturbance need to be distinguished in and by design. For example, it does not
make sense to try to compensate for higher frequency turbulence, since due to the high inertia of the
aircraft and the limited power of its control system and engines, this will just result in unnecessary actuator activity, causing even more nuisance and –worse– wear. Lower frequency turbulence and wind shear
must be addressed, since these may result in severe airspeed and altitude deviations. Rejection of disturbances like severe wind shears and wake vortices may go beyond the aircraft performance limits, easily driving controls to their limits. The latter in addition poses a risk of pilot-induced oscillations.
A complicating factor is that, unless sophisticated detection algorithms are available, the feedback control
system initially is not able to distinguish between classes and severities of disturbances. For example,
although a wind gradient is easily detected using the air data and inertial reference systems, in advance it
is not possible to tell if this gradient is caused by a wind shear, or just a longitudinal gust encounter. The
flight control system must thus be able to cope well with all types of disturbances, trade-offs have to be
made between tracking accuracy and control and engine throttle activity, and means for handling control
saturation must be incorporated.
In the frame of the project Wetter & Fliegen, an integrated manual and automatic flight control system has
been developed and flight tested with special emphasis on these aspects. This article gives a brief overview of these activities, including references to published results at conferences and in journals. The
overview is structured as follows. In the following paragraph, the over-all control law architecture and
aspects of the design will be presented. Next, the flight tests will be briefly described. Finally, a brief overview of relevant flight loads aircraft modelling activities will be given.
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Flight Control Law Architecture and Design
The over-all flight control law architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Over-all flight control law architecture
The principal elements are:
1. An inner loop core, based on inverse model equations (“Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion” method),
tracking angular acceleration commands as provided by all control law functions in a decoupled
way. Besides decoupling of angular acceleration responses, the beauty of this method is that
commanded control deflections are automatically adapted as a function of the flight condition and
other (approximately) known parameters, like centre of gravity location and aircraft mass. RMCSR’s Modelica-based modelling environment allows these control algorithms to be generated fully
automatically, see [7].
2. Rate-Command-Attitude-Hold (RCAH) manual control algorithms for manual control of the aircraft. This component follows pitch and roll attitude rate commands from the pilot, holding attitude
as soon as the stick or column is released. Beyond certain limits, pilot commands are interpreted
as attitude references. For example, as soon as the roll angle exceeds 27.5 degrees (left or
right), the roll attitude becomes proportional to the stick input up to a maximum of 35 degrees
(ATTAS fly-by-wire limit). Pedal inputs are interpreted as proportional side slip commands. Although pitch, roll and side slip responses are very well decoupled by design, artificial coupling is
re-introduced for automatic turn compensation (increasing pitch in order to increase lift as required for a level turn) and a roll response proportional to pedal input, causing the course to be
maintained when side slip is commanded. All these features can be switched on and off in flight
on request. It is also possible to switch-off the attitude hold feature on pitch and roll commands.
In case of wake vortex encounters with attitude hold, the flight control system would restore the
original attitude of the aircraft as soon as the disturbance is gone. Without attitude hold, the aircraft’s attitude just stabilizes after driving the angular rate to zero. A comparison has been one of
the piloted evaluation objectives in flight tests.
The design of the manual control functions is discussed in detail in [1].
3. Auto flight algorithms for automatic tracking of speed, course, flight path angle and 3D trajectory
references. These references are provided by a basic trajectory generator, to be discussed subsequently, or from the glare shield experimental flight control unit (EFCU) in the cockpit. During
the project, two completely different design methodologies have been used: the Total Energy
Control System (TECS) with Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) inner loops, which has been applied by RMC-SR in various projects since the nineties, and multi-loop Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion using time scale separation between respectively attitude rate; angle of attack, roll and side
slip; and flight path angle, course angle and speed command functions. The TECS approach al-
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lows for easy arbitrary combination of tracking references and control resources in case engine
limits are encountered or in case of partial manual control. The system includes practically all
modes and protections as available in contemporary auto pilot systems, including automatic landing. The latter feature has been further improved in the frame of the DLR TOPGAL project. The
NDI approach allows for easier envelope protection, handling of actuator limits, and can be automatically generated for each individual aircraft type. Part of the NDI system was developed in
the frame of add-on defence resources (WTF).
The design of the auto flight control functions is discussed in detail in [2].
4. This function contains a basic trajectory generator, executing 3D flight test manoeuvres by appropriately tasking the autopilot functions. Examples are helical flight paths, symmetrical altitude
profiles, and energy exchange test manoeuvres. In the frame of the project VAMP, this generator
has been redesigned, allowing aircraft flight missions as described using DLR’s XML-based
Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Schema (CPACS) to be interpreted and flown. The
combination of auto flight functions, the redesigned trajectory generator, and a point mass simplification of the aircraft flight dynamics is used for mission simulations in aircraft (pre-) design [8].
Trajectory generation for helical flight paths is discussed in detail in [3, 5].
5. This function, called “feedback signal synthesis” includes all sensor signal processing functionalities, like (complementary) filtering, state estimation, cross track and altitude deviations from the
ILS path, etc. Tuning of complementary filters on air speed plays a decisive role in the trade-off
between accurate tracking of speed commands and engine control activity under turbulent and
wind shear conditions.
The over-all system allows smooth switching between manual and auto flight modes in any combination
and at any time. The auto flight functions may be commanded from the glare shield control unit (“selected” operation) or from the trajectory generator (“managed” operation).
All flight control functions have been implemented in the Matlab/Simulink environment, allowing for easy
transfer to ATTAS by means of automatic code generation. The tuning parameters have been optimized
by means of multi-objective optimization using the RMC-SR MOPS (Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis)
environment. This has been done considering criteria like tracking performance, stability and stability
margins, control activity, etc. The major strength of MOPS is that best trade-offs between scaled criteria
can be achieved automatically. The design approach is detailed in [7]. In the frame of this project, criteria
have been incorporated that are based on turbulence response simulation analyses; see the references
[1], [2] for details.
Handling of Control Saturation Limits
As already stated in the introduction, handling of control saturation is one of the most important design
aspects, especially in case of severe atmospheric disturbances. It has been addressed in three ways:
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x

By parameter tuning, trading off control activity and tracking accuracy of commanded references
(manual or automatic). This mainly aims at avoiding rate saturation of actuated control surfaces
and on achieving smooth engine responses. The latter has been emphasized in the design of
ATTAS, after its temporary grounding due to engine problems.

x

By integrator wind-up prevention. Stopping an integrator as soon as the control effector downstream saturates is not so much a measure, but rather a necessity, since delayed responses, instability and plain runaways may occur otherwise.

x

By on-line choking all command paths upstream, such that actuator limits are never exceeded.
This method naturally applies to methods like NDI and is called “Pseudo Control Hedging” (PCH).
The great advantage of PCH is that it avoids full saturation, which would basically open the feedback loop, causing major problems in case of (nearly) unstable airframes. The design and im-
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plementation of this feature in the flight control system was funded from additionally provided defence funds in 2010.
x

Within the autopilot, speed or altitude control priority can be selected. Either of which is controlled
via aircraft pitch when the engines reach their command limits.

Further details and references to its origins of PCH can be found in references [1] and [2].

Flight Testing of Control Laws
The Wetter und Fliegen project offered various opportunities to test the feedback control laws in flight.
Add-on defence funding allowed for three additional test flights. Although ATTAS offers the option of inflight simulation (simulation of an aircraft model and control laws, while making ATTAS replicate acceleration and attitude responses), it was strongly preferred to have the control laws directly control the aircraft.
Focusing on atmospheric disturbances, a main challenge has therefore been to actually demonstrate
control law performance in wind shear, turbulence, and wake vortices in flight. Obviously, such circumstances are not available on request. Therefore, the following approach was followed:
x

Turbulence is relatively commonly encountered during spring and summer, especially when
crossing cloud layers or due to thermals. Although experiments were mostly performed at higher
altitudes, the flight control laws were left active during descent when returning to the airport.
When crossing turbulent atmospheric layers, the descent was interrupted (after ATC approval)
and control law behaviour was evaluated in level flight. The control laws were alternately
switched on and off for 30 seconds, allowing ride comfort and control activity to be assessed
qualitatively in flight and quantitatively afterwards.

x

Wind shear (lateral and longitudinal) is easily generated by turning flight in constant wind. Hereby
it is most important to fly circles relative to the ground while maintaining airspeed. As a consequence, ground speed varies and bank and crab angles have to be continuously adapted by the
controller. At nonzero flight path angle, a flight path in form of a helix arises. Flight mechanical
details are described in reference [3].

x

Wake vortices were generated by means of partial in flight simulation. Control surface deflections
used for in-flight simulation of aircraft responses during wake encounters were recorded and provided for use by the Flight Systems Institute. The flight test engineer could activate artificial wake
encounters via experiment buttons. The recorded control deflections were then added to the control commands by the control laws. This approach provided a best compromise solution and
turned out to work very well.
A notable inaccuracy is that the air data signals provided to the controller are only modified due
to the induced aircraft motion. As a result, inertial and air mass referenced aircraft responses are
practically identical. In reality obviously, this is not the case, since the airdata system picks up local wind variations immediately, whereas the airframe has a delayed response due to its inertia
and the wind disturbances are not uniform over the airframe. This aspect actually is addressed in
models used for off-line simulation.

The flight control laws as used in this project have been evaluated in seven flights:
1. Flight 1: Objective: evaluation of auto flight control laws in wind shear and turbulent conditions.
Three helical manoeuvres were performed in the form of final approaches to Braunschweig airport. Considerable (steady) winds were encountered and turbulence was present at the top of the
manoeuvres. The flight control laws performed exceptionally well and engine responses were
moderate, pleasing the flight crew. By incorporating the helix manoeuvers in final approaches,
the flight test allowed the evaluation of a noise abatement procedure proposed in the project
TIVA-II. This so-called Helical Noise Abatement Procedure (HeNAP) allows the aircraft to approach the runway at a considerably higher altitude. By performing the final descent in the imme-
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diate vicinity of the runway threshold, noise on the ground is concentrated in this area (Figure 2).
In order to validate the effect on noise levels on the ground, a noise measurement campaign was
organized by means of twelve microphone stations below the helix and standard approach paths.
For comparison reasons, two standard ILS approaches and two steep approaches (~-7 degrees
glide path) were performed as well, see Figure 3.
After flight test, the helix manoeuvre turned out to be highly valuable for auto flight control law
testing. For this reason, the helix was proposed as a standard flight test manoeuvre for auto flight
control laws and the technicalities for making a given auto pilot perform such a manoeuvre was
published at the DGLR and the first ICAS Aerospace Guidance and Control conference, see references [3] and [5]. The HeNAP and noise measurement results have been published in reference [4].

Figure 2. Concentration of ground noise near the runway by the HeNAP. The 66dB contour for a standard ILS approach has been added for comparison

Figure 3. Flight test trajectories of 3 helical flight paths (in red: not distinguishable due to high controller
tracking accuracy), 2 steep approaches (blue), one manual ILS approach. Note that the black ground
tracks of the helix (9 full circles) are not distinguishable, in spite of up to 30kts wind. The red markers
indicate microphone stations
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2. Flight 2. Objective: evaluation of the manual control laws. During this flight, all functionalities were
tested at two flight conditions. First of all, basic functionalities were tested, such as rate command
responses with and without attitude hold, decoupling of command responses, steady-heading
and wings-level side slip responses, turn co-ordination, simulated engine failures, etc. The experiment pilot performed tasks such as side slip, roll and pitch attitude captures, course changes,
ILS tracking, etc. The control laws worked very well and valuable suggestions for improvements
in command responses were obtained. No turbulence was encountered whatsoever on the clear
winter day the flight took place.
3. Flight 3 (WTF funded). Objective: evaluate manual control laws, extended with Pseudo Control
Hedging functionality for handling of actuator limits. During this flight, more or less the same test
programme was followed as for flight 2. However, tight artificial limits were applied to control surface deflections, in order to evaluate control law behaviour close to saturation. The control laws
performed very well. In addition, a dedicated auto throttle was successfully tested. During descent, turbulence was encountered and the control laws were switched on and off alternately for
30 seconds. Behaviour turned out to be highly satisfactory. Unfortunately, with control laws off,
the basic ATTAS rate command system was active. This prevented a comparison of ride quality
between attitude hold tracking and open loop (in fact, alpha controlled) command responses.
The control law evaluation results have been published in reference [1].
4. Flight 4 (WTF funded). Objective: evaluate new NDI auto flight control laws and inner loops with
PCH-based control limit handling. This flight included to full system, both with manual and automatic functions. Arbitrary switching in between turned out to be very smooth. Inner loop tracking
worked out well, both with and without artificial control surface limitations. Auto flight testing was
postponed because of a sensor signal processing problem. No significant atmospheric disturbances were encountered.
5. Flight 5 (WTF funded). Objective: test the complete autopilot system, including speed, pitch, roll
and thrust limiting protections, as well as all manual control functions. The core feedback control
laws for auto flight were largely the same as during flight 1. The emphasis was on mode functionalities and protections. To this end, the auto pilot could be fully operated from the ATTAS Experimental Flight Control Unit (EFCU). Since this system has been designed for the A320 and
since for experiment reasons far more functionality was accessible as compared with in-service
designs, the human interface is not intended for day-to-day operations. Helical manoeuvres were
performed up-and-away, but no significant wind was encountered on the day of flight. In order to
test engine control activity, so-called energy exchange manoeuvres were performed. During such
a manoeuvre, a combined altitude and speed change is commanded, such that the total energy
level (potential plus kinetic) remains constant. As a main means of control for the aircraft energy
state, the engines should hardly respond. The results have been recorded and were intended for
comparison with future flight tests of new systems.
The control law evaluation results will be published in reference [2].
6. Flight 6. Objective: repetition of flight 4, at all flap settings. This time, the autopilot functions could
be fully and successfully tested. For comparison reasons, helical and energy exchange manoeuvres as in flight 5 were performed up and away. The NDI control laws showed considerably more
engine responses as compared with the TECS-based design in flight 5. Unfortunately, no turbulence was encountered.
7. Flight 7. Objective: flight testing of the complete auto flight and manual control system under artificial wake vortices. During this flight artificial wake encounters from the left and the right could
be introduced on command by the flight test engineer. The following tests were performed at two
flight conditions, with and without artificial control limitations:
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a. Auto flight on. Observe how
the auto flight functions restore speed, course, and
level flight after encounters
from the left and the right;
b. Manual control with attitude
hold, without pilot action.
Observe how the attitude
control laws restore roll and
pitch attitude and minimize
side slip. The experiment
pilot then restores course,
level flight, and speed (Figure 5, lower plot);
Figure 4. ATTAS take off for flight 7 (Photo by M. Felux, KN)
c. Manual control with attitude
hold, with immediate pilot intervention in order to restore course, level flight, and speed;
d. Manual control without attitude hold, without pilot action. Observe how the attitude is stabilized after encounter (Figure 5, upper plot);
e. Manual control without attitude hold, with immediate pilot intervention in order to restore
course, level flight, and speed.

Figure 5. Wake encounter (from left), without and with attitude hold (roll). Pilot monitors aircraft response until encounter is over. Then approximately recovers course. With attitude hold, the controller
recovers wings level flight automatically.
The control laws behaved very well. The expected major difference between attitude hold on and
off did not occur. It was expected that the combined effort of the control laws and the pilot to restore the initial roll attitude would cause problems. The indication of the commanded roll angle
within the controller (driven by pilot stick input) showed the pilot where the control law action was
going, allowing him to anticipate this.
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Unsteady Aeroelastic Modelling
Atmospheric disturbances are a major focus in determining and validating design loads on an aircraft. To
this end, responses to continuous turbulence and discrete gusts are to be simulated. The distribution of
the wind field over the airframe together with unsteady aerodynamic effects plays a very important role in
the level and distribution of the aerodynamic loads on the airframe (Figure 6). Of course, it is interesting
to see what levels of flight loads are achieved during wake vortex encounters. For this reason, a modelling process and simulation environment were developed and integrated in RMC-SR’s Dynamic Aircraft
Model Integration Process (DAMIP) [9]. The resulting models allow for simulation of flexible aircraft flight
dynamics and flight loads responses to arbitrary wind fields, including wake vortex encounters. Unsteady
and wind field penetration effects are accurately accounted for. One major problem is that unsteady aerodynamic effects are computed in the frequency domain. For simulation in the time domain, so-called
rational function approximations are necessary. For this work, a new physical approach was developed,
requiring only one term to be actually approximated, improving over-all accuracy. This work, although not
in the frame of, but closely related to the project, has been published in reference [6] and was well received by the aeroelasticity community.

Figure 6. Wing root bending moment components (normalized w.r.t. maximum total loads) of a flexible
large transport aircraft perpendicularly crossing a pair of wake vortices. Note the alleviating effect of
unsteady aerodynamics
For future work, this modelling approach will be integrated in control law design models, allowing for more
accurate simulation of wake vortex encounters, including local air data sensor readings, and for including
flight loads criteria in the tuning process of control laws.

Conclusions and Future Work
The results achieved during the Wetter & Fliegen project can be summarized as follows:
x

An integrated manual and automatic feedback flight control system was designed and very successfully evaluated in flight tests. The auto flight functions based on two methods have been developed (multi-loop NDI) or extended (TECS / NDI).
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x

A new flight test procedure for testing auto flight control laws under lateral and longitudinal wind
shear conditions was proposed, based on so-called helical flight path trajectories.

x

The auto flight functions allowed the so-called Helical Noise Abatement Procedure to be tested in
a combined flight experiment and noise measurement campaign. Since tracking of helical trajectories is not a standard feature, DLR has been the first to actually test this type of approach fully
automatically.

x

The manual flight control system has a lot of functionalities that may be switched on or off in flight
and simulator experiments. This will be very useful for future research in wake vortex encounters.
An initial flight test (flight 7) showed very promising results.

Future work has been planned for the WOLV project:
x

Integration of the flight control system within the IRLIS flight control system, developed in cooperation with the institute of Flight Systems.

x

Incorporation of the new flight loads model in the parameter tuning process.

x

Detailed evaluation of control law behaviour with more detailed air data sensor models.
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5. Flight Systems to Increase Situational Awareness and Avoid Hazards
5.1 System and HMI Design of a Wake Encounter Avoidance and Advisory System
Tobias Bauer, Dennis Vechtel, Christian Raab
Institute of Flight Systems
The encounter of wake vortices of preceding aircraft can present a substantial hazard to the follower.
Separations as procedural means are applied to avoid such encounters; however, the multitude of parameters governing vortex evolution makes them overly conservative (and thus capacity limiting) in the
majority of cases without preventing incidents altogether. The German Aerospace Center DLR is working on a Wake Encounter Avoidance and Advisory (WEAA) system to allow pilots to avoid potentially
dangerous wake vortex encounters by a small scale tactical evasion manoeuvre. Such manoeuvre tries
to adhere to the planned flight track as closely as possible and is not intended to require ATC permission. Work on the system is on-going with a larger time horizon but initial solutions will be presented: the
system conceptual design and selected components such as wake vortex prediction and hazard evaluation, avoidance trajectory generation, and a human-machine interface for increased situational awareness.

Introduction
The encounter of a sufficiently strong wake vortex of a preceding or crossing aircraft can pose a threat
to the follower as a consequence of
 significant induced (linear and angular) accelerations leading to injuries of passengers / crew or
structural damages,
 induced forces and moments (often predominantly rolling moments) leading to a poorly controllable flight condition or even (temporary) loss of control,
 hazardous flight path deviations resulting from the above effects, including altitude loss in the
downdraft of the wake.
Wake vortices are often encountered in departure and approach operations – even close to the threshold, which makes them particularly dangerous due to ground proximity – but encounters also occur during cruise. Separations are defined under IFR to prevent hazardous encounters [17]; these have generally proven acceptably safe but the level of safety still could be increased
 under VFR, or
 in extreme meteorological situations when vortices behave abnormally, or
 in situations where separations are inadvertently violated, cf. Learjet 45 accident in Mexico City
in 2008 [24].
In these cases an encounter avoidance system could improve flight safety by providing a safety net
function. As current wake vortex separations limit (especially approach and departure) capacities unnecessarily in most cases, such a system could alternatively assist in increasing airspace capacity because of its mitigating effect on the encounter probability.
The aim of WEAA (Wake Encounter Avoidance and Advisory) system development as undertaken by
DLR is to support pilots in avoiding hazardous small scale atmospheric phenomena such as wake vortices without necessity to change the flight plan or violate the active clearance. To that effect, potentially
hazardous conflicts are detected and where possible evasive manoeuvres are defined, guided and monitored. Increasing the pilots’ situational awareness in case of a predicted encounter is one of the main
design objectives.
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Where circumstances do not allow encounter avoidance, timely alerts can help the pilots to prepare
themselves. Here the potential benefit of dedicated wake encounter alleviation functions of the flight
controller has already been successfully demonstrated in flight experiments [1-3]. Such functions can be
seamlessly integrated with WEAA even if they are not part of the avoidance system.
WEAA is initially intended as a safety net, i.e. to improve the existing level of safety. It is conceivable to
use it alternatively as a means to increase capacity in as much as separations may be reduced for future
aircraft so equipped; however, the system itself is not designed to suggest appropriate separations. The
approach is in principle extendable to other phenomena such as small fields of clear air turbulence
(CAT) but, due to the lack of suitable instruments for their detection, investigations currently focus on
wake vortices. DLR work in this respect is complementary to earlier (I-WAKE [4], FLYSAFE [31]) and
on-going (SESAR [5]) efforts.

Initial Considerations for System Concept
Due to the stochastic nature of wake evolution and transport, zones of potential danger become very
large over time especially if meteorological parameters and those of the generating aircraft (weight, airspeed and configuration) are unknown. The complete avoidance of these zones of uncertainty is not
compatible with current operations and traffic densities. Thus a viable avoidance system requires a more
exact knowledge of the actual wake position, which is only attainable with improved prediction based on
more accurate generator and meteorological parameters and/or remote detection of the wake position.
Remote detection of wake vortices could be performed using forward-looking LIDAR sensors. Unfortunately most of these sensors are only able to measure the line-of-sight (LoS) component of the flow field
velocity. As wake encounters often occur when the involved aircraft have the same nominal flight path
(as during approach and landing) the main vorticity components of the wake are not measurable with
LIDAR. Additionally the measurement resolution and update rate of current instruments at distances
relevant for avoidance manoeuvres are below requirements by several orders of magnitude [21]. Conceptually, however, it appears desirable to combine the measurement with a prediction based on data of
the leading aircraft, which might be received via Automatic Dependent Surveillance ADS-B. A combination of ADS-B-based prediction and LIDAR measurement appears promising for this purpose [21].
Once position and spatial orientation of the wake are known an evasion trajectory can be calculated.
Aim of system development is to initiate the manoeuvre early enough so that it requires only small accelerations and ideally is not perceived by the passengers. With the expected small deviations from the
original flight path 30 to 40 s appear a sufficient tentative time horizon; this value will be further analysed
in simulation and ultimately in flight experiments.

Avoidance Manoeuvre Design Restraints
The WEAA system enables avoidance of small scale phenomena with immediate return to the original
flight path so by definition a change in the flight plan is not envisaged, nor does the small time horizon
allow requesting changes of the current clearance from ATC. This requires manoeuvres to be designed
such that informing ATC about their execution suffices.
As a consequence, the airspace available for wake evasion is limited. In the absence of dedicated ATC
procedures the idea is to restrain manoeuvring to the tolerable navigation deviations. In principle evasive
manoeuvres can be performed either vertically or laterally, or by adapting airspeed only. All three options may be combined if compatible with the capabilities of the flight guidance and control functions.
Airspace and Navigational Restraints
Under normal conditions each aircraft has to acquire the desired flight path as accurately as possible
given its capabilities. ICAO’s Required Navigation Performance (RNP) concept [17-19] specifies a mini-
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mum navigational accuracy (Navigation System Error, NSE) to be met by the on-board equipment for
95% of the time, cf. Figure 1.

Containment Limit

4
R
N
P

2
R
N
P

Reference Flight Path

Accuracy Limit
Containment Limit
Figure 1. RNP containment and accuracy limits (redrawn from [25])
The concept includes on-board monitoring thus an estimation of the current NSE is available. Numerical
RNP requirements are set by ICAO member states dependent on type of airspace and flight phase.
Typical values are ±2 NM for cruise, ± 1 NM for arrival and departure and ± 0.3 NM for approach [19].
Twice the width of the accuracy limit defines the containment limit where, assuming Gaussian distribution of NSE, the indicated position is located with a probability of 99.999%. Taking into account horizontal navigation performance achieved by modern aircraft for most flight phases [25] and confidence intervals of wake vortex habitation volume predictions, see below, it appears that often sufficient lateral margin exists for manoeuvring, cf. Figure 2.
Required Navigation Accuracy 95%

Required Navigation
Accuracy 95%

Estimated Navigation
Accuracy 95%

Lateral Space to
accomplish evasion
manoeuvre within
RNP limits

Estimated Navigation Accuracy 95%

RNP Limits

Evasion Corridor

Figure 2. Definition of lateral evasion corridor limits
The tolerances on vertical position deviation, listed in Table 1, are significantly smaller than those in
lateral direction. This is due to the high accuracy of barometric height measurement and the much lower
vertical separations. However, as the vertical motion of the vortices is limited, this option is not precluded per se. Considering that ATC should be informed when the altitude deviates ±100 ft from the cleared
flight level (FL), it is conceivable though that for this type of manoeuvre a quick, possibly automated
go/no-go decision from ATC would be required.
As to speed adaptations, true airspeed has to be maintained within a tolerance margin of ±5% [20]. On
its own this option does not appear effective during the envisaged time horizon. Moreover, configuration
and airspace dependent speed restrictions (such as the limit of 250 kt below FL100) need to be taken
into account.
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Table 1: Tolerable vertical flight path deviations due to pilotage errors ([19] II-A-6).

Interoperability Restraints
In addition to navigational and ATC requirements interoperability restraints must be observed during an
evasive manoeuvre such that it is not impaired by triggering alerts from other systems. It is the intention
of the WEAA system design that the independent safety net functions of terrain and traffic collision
avoidance are not affected by the avoidance manoeuvre. These functions obviously need to have higher
priority than wake avoidance.
Navigating in areas close to ground, mountains or other obstacles it must be assured that the performance of an evasive manoeuvre does not result in an (Enhanced) Ground Proximity Warning System
((E)GPWS) alert. Therefore at low altitudes or in mountainous areas information about the proximity of
ground must be considered for the generation of the evasion trajectory, with regard to the fact that
(E)GPWS not only takes into account height above ground but also terrain closure rates.
As to surrounding traffic, the WEAA system is not intended to handle existing TCAS conflicts, which take
priority over wake avoidance. However, it must be assured that the wake evasive manoeuvre does not
trigger new TCAS alerts during its execution. This does not necessarily mean that the wake evasion
system must comprise a built-in TCAS functionality but the TCAS principle of operation needs to be
taken into account for trajectory generation. In analogy to (E)GPWS, not only actual proximity of the
aircraft is evaluated but also closure rates are observed.
Performance Restraints
When determining an evasion trajectory, the aircraft performance, manoeuvrability and passenger comfort (small accelerations and load factors) need to be taken into account. These restraints depend on the
flight phase (e.g. in final approach passengers can be assumed to be seated with seatbelts fastened
such that higher accelerations can be tolerable). The general aim is to achieve sufficient lead time for
the manoeuvre such that, unlike TCAS, hard manoeuvring is not required. Beneficial for reaching this
aim is that usually only small flight path deviations will be required.

WEAA System Architecture
With the above restraints in mind, system architecture for WEAA has been developed, a high-level overview of which is presented in Figure 3.
According to requirements, the following tasks have to be performed by the system:
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predict wake vortex transport and decay for surrounding traffic using meteorological data and information on the traffic (aircraft type, track, velocity; performance data and planned trajectories
where available), possibly enhanced by remote wake vortex detection employing a suitable forward-looking (LIDAR) sensor. Such prediction can include own vortices as they might be encountered under special circumstances;



detect wake conflicts, using prediction of own trajectory and that of other traffic (assuming in absence of better information that its flight track is properly described by extrapolating the current
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flight path vector), followed by hazard assessment where required. These two functions are
closely interconnected, see below;


in case a conflict is detected, alert the flight crew and generate an evasion trajectory, taking into
account terrain and traffic collision avoidance requirements as well as own ship flight performance, flyability restraints and passenger comfort;



provide guidance for the necessary evasive manoeuvres to the pilots, e.g. on Primary Flight
Display (PFD) and Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI);



monitor manoeuvre execution (by pilot via flight director in manual flight or by the automatic
flight system when autopilot is in use); and



display an overview of the situation to increase the pilots’ situational awareness, e.g. on the
Navigation Display (ND).



The WEAA system constantly updates the trajectory upon reception of new input data. The stability of the prediction remains a major point for further investigations.



Two design options have been defined for the determination of necessary wake parameters:



The basic design is based on prediction of the wake vortex location using information and sensors that are in principle available and on-board a transport aircraft today.



The enhanced system design employs wake characterisation from prediction and vortex measurement by means of a suitable sensor such as LIDAR [12]. These have not yet achieved sufficient technological maturity [21] and their installation on transport aircraft is not foreseeable in
the near future. Hence, this option is seen as a long term one but one of the aims of further
WEAA system assessment is to evaluate benefits and necessity of a LIDAR sensor.

Figure 3. Simplified top-level functional architecture of WEAA system
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Figure 4: Functional architecture of WEAA system (with optional LIDAR detection) (see Glossary)
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Figure 4 shows a more detailed functional system break-down of the WEAA system with the
two design options. The system architecture is as
generic as possible but where necessary
adapted to DLR’s ATRA research aircraft (Figure
5) which is the envisioned test-bed for future inflight system integration and evaluation.

Figure 5. DLR’s ATRA Research Aircraft

System Components and Initial Results
The WEAA system realisation, which is a work-in-progress, uses a modular architecture to allow a stepby-step implementation of components and to allow trade-off studies for different configurations. For
instance, the benefit of using a LIDAR sensor in addition to a pure wake prediction will be evaluated.
Various existing and on-going component implementations are discussed hereafter.
Wake Vortex Prediction
Wake vortex prediction is effected with Holzäpfel’s P2P tool [6,7],
a real-time capable probabilistic
two-phase wake vortex prediction
model. P2P takes into account
effects of aircraft configuration,
wind, wind shear, turbulence,
stratification and ground proximity. It has been extensively validated on LIDAR measurements
and numerical (LES) simulations
[7,8], cf. Figure 6. Alternatives to
the P2P model could be NASA’s
APA [10] or PVM [11].

Figure 6. Sample wake vortex prediction from P2P showing calculated nominal (D2P, red and blue lines) and measured (symbols)
values for vortex decay ** and lateral positions y*. Green lines are
associated 2V confidence intervals for prediction (P2P) [9]

Hazard Assessment

WEAA’s hazard assessment function uses the Simplified Hazard
Area Prediction (SHAPe) method by HAHN and SCHWARZ [13-15] to quantify the severity of a potential
wake encounter. In relation to the nominal wake vortex positions, areas are determined outside of which
no hazard due to the wake exists (Figure 7), i.e. where flight operations can be considered as safe and
undisturbed.
The hazard assessment criterion used by SHAPe is the roll control ratio RCR defined as

RCR

Cl ,WV
Cl max ,G l

,

(1)

where Cl,WV is the coefficient of the rolling moment induced by the vortex wake and Cl max, l is the coefficient for the maximum rolling moment obtainable by roll motivator deflection (roll control power). Numerical values for acceptable RCR have been derived experimentally from piloted trials [15].
The extent a, b of the hazard areas given by SHAPe (Figure 7) is added to the wake vortex habitation
volumes predicted by P2P. Hazard assessment thus is closely connected to conflict detection, as the
permissible distances a, b to the assumed position of the vortex cores determine the size of the volumes
for which conflict detection is necessary (with a = b = 0 meaning the wake does not represent a relevant
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hazard any longer). In addition, the level
of hazard and hence a, b may depend
on the encounter geometry.
Evasive Trajectory Generation Using
a Potential-Field-Based Method
The conflict resolution function, cf. Figs.
3 and 5, has the task to modify the flight
path in order to evade the wakes while
avoiding other hazardous zones (terrain
and the safety zones around other traffic) and diverting as little as possible
from the originally planned trajectory.
The method chosen uses a potential
field approach which is well known in
robotics [29] and also often applied for
trajectory planning of unmanned aerial Figure 7. Sample result from SHAPe hazard assessment
vehicles [30]. In order to take into ac- showing a simplified hazard area (red rectangle) based on
count the limited manoeuvrability of roll control ratio RCR (cf. Eq. 1) around nominal wake vortransport aircraft a super-elliptical shape tex positions (black circles) (modified from [16])
for the potential field surrounding the
wake vortex hazard zone was chosen (Figure 9). The parameters of such ellipses can be easily adapted
as a function of airspeed to always ensure a smooth evasive manoeuvre taking passenger comfort into
account. The intended flight path is characterised by an attracting potential so that after the wake evasion the trajectory automatically leads back to the original flight path. Navigational restraints are represented with a repulsive potential so that manoeuvring within the cleared airspace is assured. In addition
danger zones for surrounding traffic and terrain are modelled by penalty barrier functions. Thus it is assured that an evasive manoeuvre does not lead to a conflict with TCAS or (E)GPWS without the necessity of a built-in TCAS and (E)GPWS functionality.
The current aircraft performance is taken into account for the trajectory generation. Depending on airspeed, altitude and passenger comfort criteria the maximum bank angle as well as the maximum roll
acceleration during lateral evasive manoeuvres are restricted. Also boundaries are set on the maximum
vertical load factor during vertical evasion. These constraints limit turn radii and changes in flight path
angles.
If a conflict free avoidance trajectory (in terms of traffic and/or terrain) can be found, this approach guarantees maximum possible proximity to the originally planned flight path and, in contrast to TCAS, automatic reacquisition of the nominal flight path after clearance of the danger zone. If there is no possible
conflict free trajectory the wake encounter is accepted and the crew alerted accordingly.
For first studies the evasion options have been restrained to pure lateral or vertical motion. A decision
algorithm, based on encounter geometry, cf. Figure 8, calculates the most effective direction of evasion
(vertical or lateral) so that the wake evasion leads to the smallest deviations from the original flight path.
Motion in all three spatial dimensions plus adjustment of flight speed, i.e. 4-D evasion, is conceivable
although it has to be analysed whether evasion by speed adjustment is viable in view of ATC and configuration dependent speed restrictions.
Decision
Algorithm

2-D Trajectory Generation

Trajectory
Smoothing

Figure 8. Sequence of avoidance trajectory generation (modified from [22])
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The trajectory generated by the algorithm is smoothed to ensure flyability. The smoothing algorithm consists mainly of a moving average filter in conjunction with some additional trajectory optimisation functions. Trap situations are avoided by means of the special shape of the potential field.
The algorithm has been successfully tested in flight simulation in cruise conditions with autopilot engaged [22]. The simulator trials showed that with this experimental setup the evasive manoeuvres in
vertical as well as in lateral direction effectively avoided the wake habitation areas with deviations to the
original flight path lower than 150 m (vertically and laterally). An example is depicted in Figure 9 where
the initial and the smoothed flight paths are shown.

Figure 9. Example of generated avoidance trajectory on a potential field represented by the coloured
surface [22]. Black line indicates wake segment to be avoided. Initial (green u) and smoothed (red {)
trajectories are shown.
Future work comprises refinement of the conflict resolution algorithm for other flight phases and adaptation to manual flight control: here the evasion trajectory must be designed such that a pilot is able to fly
it, and the degraded precision of manoeuvre execution has to be taken into account for the trajectory
generation. Similar to the Airbus autopilot-TCAS system APTCAS the WEAA system concept provides
that the manoeuvre is performed manually if in manual flight and automatically if the autopilot is activated.

Human-Machine Interface
Design Requirements
Information about the wake hazard zone and the intended avoidance trajectory is essential for pilot situational awareness. For the WEAA system a human-machine interface (HMI) was developed with the
intention to test the overall system with the DLR A320-ATRA research aircraft (Figure 5) [26]. Therefore,
considerations were made on how to integrate the system into the ATRA cockpit environment providing
additional functions to a conventional Airbus A320 flight control and guidance system. Design of the
human-machine interface is influenced by existing systems like TCAS, wind shear protection function
and flight envelope protections. Main sources of information for the concept were the A320 Flight Crew
Operating Manual [27] and designs developed in the European project FLYSAFE [31].
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Primary Flight Display (PFD) and Navigation Display (ND) are the central sources of information for the
pilot during flight. A textual warning message is displayed on the PFD if the WEAA system has detected
a hazardous wake encounter conflict. In case of a vertical avoidance manoeuvre the proposed trajectory
is indicated by coloured markings in the vertical speed indicator (similar to TCAS). Hazard zones, the
lateral evasive trajectory and headings currently to be avoided are depicted in the ND.
In addition to the indications on PFD and ND a Vertical Situation Display (VSD) is proposed in the introduced concept as shown in Figure 10. It was originally developed for pilot assistance during approach
manoeuvres [28] but can be modified to display wake hazard zones in order to improve pilot spatial situation awareness. During the evasive manoeuvre the pilot is guided by aural messages to assure that the
aircraft flies the intended trajectory. The proposed HMI concept was tested and evaluated by pilots in an
engineering simulator with an A320-like cockpit environment.

Figure 10. VSD during a vertical wake vortex evasion manoeuvre showing the recommended flight path
(violet dashed line), active flight plan (green lines and symbols), the hazard zone (red polygon) and the
intruder aircraft causing the wake (white diamond).
Operational Aspects
As already stated earlier the WEAA system calculates a trajectory with a minimum deviation from the
current flight plan. Evasive manoeuvres are flown manually by the pilot or automatically with the Autopilot (AP) engaged. Depending on flight phase, traffic situation and flight performance three basic single
evasion manoeuvres are possible: vertical, lateral and speed adjustment. Trajectory optimization may
lead also to a combination of these three basic manoeuvres, subject to further investigations.
The proposed system adds three new AP modes to the existing A320 auto flight system listed in Table
2. Each AP mode guides the aircraft away from a wake vortex hazard zone with a single flight path
change manoeuvre. Although speed change restrictions are very tight the Speed Adjustment Mode was
considered for research purposes. Clear of conflict status is reached when the aircraft has passed the
wake hazard zone in a safe distance. After the aircraft has been led back to the original flight path navigation is continued in accordance with the last ATC clearance.
The designed HMI considers three phases of conflict resolution:
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Wake Vortex Conflict Detected
Having detected a wake hazard zone endangering the aircraft the WEAA system calculates an
avoidance trajectory and chooses an appropriate evasive manoeuvre. The pilot is informed by an
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aural warning and a text message in the PFD. The location of the wake hazard zone is displayed in
the ND. Depending on the time to conflict two levels of warnings with different colouring, yellow and
red, are applied.


Wake Vortex Evasion
According to the optimal avoidance trajectory the Flight Director (FD) is engaged at this state with a
corresponding autopilot mode indicated in the Flight Mode Annunciator (FMA). If activated at this
point of flight the evasion manoeuvre is flown by the autopilot, if not the manoeuvre is flown manually by the pilot. In both cases the FD is shown in the PFD either to guide the pilot with desired
steering inputs in order to avoid the hazard zone or otherwise (with autopilot activated) to inform
about the intended manoeuvre. Additional indications about the avoidance trajectory are shown on
PFD and ND. Synthetic voice messages guide or inform, respectively, the pilot during the evasive
manoeuvre.



Wake Vortex Encounter Avoided
This state is entered after the wake vortex encounter conflict has been resolved. Navigation is resumed in accordance with the last ATC clearance and the AP modes are switched accordingly. The
pilot is informed about the successful avoidance manoeuvre by a text message in the PFD and an
aural confirmation.
Table 2. Additional AP modes provided by the WEAA system.
Mode
WV
VERT
WV LAT

WV SPD

Description
Wake Vortex Vertical Evasion – The system calculates a vertical speed resulting in a
climb or descent manoeuvre preventing the aircraft from encountering a wake vortex.
Wake Vortex Lateral Evasion – An aircraft track is calculated resulting in a flight path
that is not conflicting with the vortex. The aircraft is flying a horizontal turn towards a
safe track with no change in altitude.
Wake Vortex Speed Adjustment Manoeuvre – The Flight Management and Guidance
Computer adjusts the aircraft ground speed by changing the target indicated airspeed
for the auto-thrust system in order to avoid a wake vortex encounter. Speed changes
may result in acceleration so that the aircraft does not encounter e.g. a descending
wake from above. On the other side a deceleration manoeuvre may increase the range
to a wake right in front of the aircraft’s flight path.

Simulator Trials
Benefit and applicability of the introduced HMI concept was examined with simulator trials in the DLR
Institute of Flight Systems engineering simulator [23]. Manoeuvre indications on PFD and ND as well as
the logic for aural messages were triggered by a simple geometry-based conflict detection and resolution algorithm. The pilots had to fly manual cruise and approach scenarios both with lateral and vertical
evasive manoeuvres. After each test manoeuvre pilot workload was evaluated by a questionnaire. During debriefing of the simulator trial the pilots were asked specific questions on the acceptance of the
operational function, graphical design and aural messages. In general the graphical design was accepted by the pilots and they responded to the directed evasive manoeuvres quickly and clearly. Considering the workload vertical manoeuvres were less demanding than lateral ones. In summary the following
main points were observed from the simulator study:
o Automatic guidance back to the last active flight plan was preferred.
o Synthetic voice messages supporting the evasive manoeuvre were found useful.
o An additional caution with enough lead time is preferred as the pilot may need some time to
draw his attention to the system and to fully comprehend the traffic situation.
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As these early simulator trials were focused on HMI evaluation a simple conflict resolution algorithm was
used with an intruder object remaining steady in space. When dealing with wake vortices, their transport
and decay will have to be taken into account, and different flight phases impose different restrictions on
the allowable avoidance trajectory. In future simulator trials the progressive integration of the WEAA
system and the interaction of all its components will be investigated further.

Conclusions
DLR is developing a Wake Encounter Avoidance and Advisory System (WEAA) that allows tactical
small-scale evasion to avoid possibly hazardous wake encounters. WEAA initially has a pure safety net
function, assuring interoperability with existing safety functions TCAS and (E)GPWS / TAWS (Terrain
Awareness and Warning System). The pilots’ situational awareness is a key driver in system design and
development.
DLR’s objectives in WEAA development are a system proof-of-concept and in-depth investigation of
selected components. This includes trade-off studies to assess the necessary level of detail in modelling
and hence complexity of the system functions.Pre-existing DLR knowledge has been exploited in the
form of the P2P wake vortex prediction model, wake parameter identification from forward-looking sensor measurements (as a long term option) and severity assessment for a predicted encounter (SHAPe
method). This means that several key system components are already available and well tested.
Initial development work has focused on the approach and cruise phases, encompassing a method for
evasion trajectory generation using a potential-field-based approach, an investigation into forward looking sensor requirements for wake detection, and the enhancement of a pilot display concept for manoeuvre guidance and increased situational awareness. Current stand-alone implementations of these
functions have been successfully tested in flight simulation. Further testing of the HMI and the wake
prediction in a flight experiment with DLR’s research aircraft ATTAS is planned.
On-going work includes further development of component functions such as conflict detection concept
and algorithms as well as a refinement of the conflict resolution algorithms taking into account (E)GPWS
& TCAS interoperability, passenger comfort and aircraft performance. Next steps comprise enhancing
severity assessment (graded hazard assessment, non-roll dominated encounters) and further studies on
enhanced wake characterisation using (LIDAR) measurements. The WEAA concept of operation will be
assessed for all flight phases (current implementations focus on cruise flight and the approach phase).
Different concepts for pilot assistance will be analysed with respect to workload and situational awareness.
System integration is a major task for the future; the proof-of-concept implementation in an engineering
flight simulator is already on-going. As a perspective increasingly complete functions are planned to be
evaluated in motion-based simulation and during flight-testing with ATRA. These experiments will support an eventual benefit analysis under realistic conditions.
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Institute of Atmospheric Physics
Thunderstorms are top-ranked by pilots as weather situations compromising the flight safety. The information for pilots about adverse weather like thunderstorms today is, if at all, based on significant weather charts. Such services, however, do not give the required information for a particular flight in a particular circumstance because thunderstorms are relatively short-living phenomena. Information is required in
the time-scale of up to about one hour with frequent updates clearly outlining the dangerous areas which
should be avoided. Tools and products are descried which deliver that information tailored along the
aircraft’s trajectory. The information is produced on ground by weather expert systems and delivered to
and stored in a ground-based weather processor which serves as a data base and interface between
the expert system and the aircraft. Concepts and first tests are described where the information on
thunderstorms is up-linked from the data base to the aircraft.

The FLYSAFE Project
The worldwide growing air traffic raises an unprecedented challenge for its safety. New tools have to be
invented and implemented, in particular on-board aircraft, to maintain the current low level of accidents
in aviation. In that perspective, 36 partners from industry, research centres, weather services, universith
ties, and small and medium enterprises together with the European Commission in its 6 Research and
Development Framework Programme launched and run the integrated project FLYSAFE from 2005 to
2009 (http://www.eu-flysafe.org/Project.html). The project focused on the areas identified as the main
causes of accidents around the world: loss of control, controlled flight into terrain, approach and landing,
and addressed three types of threats: traffic collision, ground collision, and adverse weather conditions.
FLYSAFE developed new systems and functions, both on board and on ground, allowing the most comprehensive and accurate awareness of the aircraft safety situation during all phases of flight. These
functions included situational awareness, advance warning, and new human-machine interface [Fabreguettes, 2010].
To raise the situational awareness of flight crews for atmospheric disturbances, weather expert systems
for wake vortices, thunderstorms, in-flight icing and clear-air turbulence have been designed and developed, see Figure 1. In the project, DLR was responsible for the weather expert systems for aircraft wake
vortices and thunderstorms. The expert system for thunderstorms provided forecasts on a local (TMA)
scale, a regional (continental) scale (both derived from systems developed at Météo France and DLR),
and a global scale (provided by output from the Unified Model of the UK Met Office). These scale products differ in terms of area covered, spatial resolution and time between updates. Moving from global via
continental to local scale, they provide increasingly more high-resolution forecasts and at a faster rate,
while reducing the area covered. According to their designation, the global product covers (nearly) the
whole earth surface, the continental product covers an area such as that of Europe in this case, while
the local (TMA) product is limited to roughly 100 km around an airport.
The products are delivered to a ground weather processor (developed by the UK Met Office) as thunderstorm bottom and top volumes (see below), representing a hazard in the airport vicinity or en-route,
respectively. In case of a request by an aircraft the ground weather processor selects the product with
the finest resolution and up-links relevant data for the flight corridor of the aircraft into the cockpit. The
workflow is depicted in Figure 2. The functionality of delivering the products from the thunderstorm expert system to the weather data base and further on to the cockpit has been demonstrated during a
FLYSAFE demonstration and validation effort, which included a full flight simulator and flight tests with
an operational data link from ground to the test aircraft.
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Figure 1. Provision of consistent, timely and tailored information on hazards like wake vortex, clear-air
turbulence, in-flight icing and thunderstorm through ground-based weather expert systems, named
WIMS, to the ground-based weather processor and communication platform from where the data are
sent to cockpits as well as air traffic controllers (ATC), airline operating centres (AOC) and airports.

Figure 2. The workflow: Concatenating the weather data from various sources, producing simple products in the weather expert systems WIMS, transferring these products into a data base of the groundbased weather processor, and sending the relevant and tailored information to the aviation partners.
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Reducing physical complexity to simple hazard areas
Thunderstorms can appear in various sizes from small convective cells to meso-scale convective systems and convective lines with corresponding life times from a few minutes to several hours. Remote
sensing with satellite, radar, and lightning measurements gives detailed information on initiation, life
cycle and dissipation of thunderstorms, but this detailed information is not very useful for air traffic controllers, airline dispatchers or pilots for decision making. Therefore, the strategy is not to describe thunderstorms to any observable detail, but reduce them to simplified weather objects representing the hazard levels “moderate” (avoid, if possible) and “severe” (no go area) for aircraft. This is the job of the
weather expert system WIMS. Figure 3a shows a photo of a real thunderstorm with its idealized simplification as cylinder contours. The top volume represents the upper anvil part of the thunderstorm with the
hazards turbulence and lightning; the bottom volume covers the hazards wind shear, heavy rain, hail,
and lightning at mid-tropospheric and near ground levels. Outer and inner volumes indicate the hazard
levels “moderate” and “severe”, respectively. The top volume can be identified by using the Cumulonimbus tracking and monitoring (Cb-TRAM) algorithm which is based on satellite data (see Section 2.3 and
Forster et al. [2008]) in combination with lightning data [Betz et al. 2004]. Cb-TRAM detects and nowcasts the outer top volume, i.e. turbulent areas within the anvil, while the lightning density exceeding a
certain threshold marks the inner severe part of the top volume. Bottom volumes describing two severity
levels can be detected with the aid of radar data exceeding certain thresholds, e.g. 33 and 41 dBZ as
has been used in the CONO software [Hering et al., 2005] by Météo-France during the FLYSAFE campaign [Tafferner et al., 2008, 2009, Pradier et al., 2009]. If polarimetric radar information and/or lightning
data are available in addition, the detection of the severe part can be refined as regards to occurrence of
hail and/or lightning. The horizontal shapes of the top and bottom volumes do not have to be circular or
elliptical, but can be polygon shaped as indicated in Figure 3b which displays the top and bottom volumes as detected for a real situation. Note that the three smaller pillars are convective cells which have
not yet produced the characteristic thunderstorm cloud anvil, therefore they appear without top volume.

Figure 3. A thunderstorm rendered as a weather object with top and bottom volumes. (a) Photography
of a thunderstorm with its idealized objects; (b) 3-dimensional view of objects as produced from a real
thunderstorm by using detection algorithms based on satellite and radar data. Grey indicates top volumes, bluish colours indicate bottom volumes with level “severe” in red. Green is the ground surface.

Up-link of Data and Fusion with On-board Information
When the weather objects indicate and predict the hazardous volumes around thunderstorms simply
and unambiguously, they are stored as ASCII files in standard XML format in a data base of the weather
processor on ground. Upon request and depending on the flight trajectory of an aircraft, the weather
processor takes the relevant XML coded objects for the flight corridor from the data base and transfers
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just those to the cockpit. This keeps data uplink costs to a minimum. In the cockpit the ground data can
be displayed on electronic flights bags or fused with data from the on-board weather radar to get a comprehensive view of the situation. Figure 4 sketches that process of tailoring, up-linking, fusing and displaying.

Figure 4. Sketch of the process of tailoring, up-linking, fusing and displaying the thunderstorm objects
from the weather expert system on ground to the navigational display in the cockpit.

Analysis from the Flight Tests
During the flight trials we could demonstrate the functionality of the data up-link in real time. Data fusion
or a common display with the on-board weather radar data could only be achieved a-posteriori when
analysing the flights. Nevertheless, it could be shown that the delivered and up-linked objects compare
well to the weather radar depiction on board the test aircraft. Most importantly, the ground data complete
the picture of the weather hazard on board the aircraft as they survey a much larger area than the onboard radar and combine data from several observational sources.
How the situational awareness of the pilots could be significantly enhanced is outlined in Figure 5. It
th
shows snapshots of the radar display recorded during a test flight over south-easterly France on 19 of
August 2008 in a 10 min sequence [Sénési et al., 2009]. Objects from Cb-TRAM and the heavy precipitation cells for two different precipitation intensities are indicated as coloured contours. The spatial distribution of the thunderstorm objects agrees well with what the on-board radar sees on the right side of
the intended flight track near the 50 nautical miles range circle (Figure 5 a). However, beyond that
range, the on-board radar sees much less reflectivity although the expert system indicates additional
thunderstorm activity (blue circle in Figure 5 a); and even a third cell is indicated by the objects beyond
the 100 nautical miles range circle (red rectangle). Both cells cannot be seen by the radar at 14:05 UTC
because the radar beam is attenuated by the first and closest cell and 100 nautical miles is about the
detectable distance of that radar. After 10 and 20 minutes, though, these cells indicated by the objects
already at 14:05 get confirmed by the on-board radar as the flight continues (Figure 5 b/c at 14:15 /
14:25 UTC, respectively). Note that the radar returns on the left side of the intended flight track (red
circle in Figure 5 a) are not corroborated by the expert system. Figure 5 d reveals that these returns are
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not from thunderstorm activity but stem from the reflecting ground of the mountain region (so-called
ground clutter).

th

Figure 5. On-board weather radar images on 19 of August 2008 at (a) 14:05, (b) 14:15 and (c) 14:25
UTC with superimposed weather object contours from the ground system. Orange contours indicate CbTRAM objects, yellow and pink contours indicate heavy precipitation cells for two different intensities
representing moderate and severe precipitation. (d) ground map of the flight area showing a mountain
region in yellow.

Lacking Proper Weather Information in a Safety Critical Case
On Sunday 31 May 2009 at 22:29 UTC (19:29 Rio time), the Airbus A330-200 registered F-GZCP, operated by Air France under flight number AF447, took off from Rio de Janeiro Galeão airport bound for
Paris Charles de Gaulle. The airplane was carrying 216 passengers of 32 nationalities as well as 12
crew members. Around 3 hours 45 minutes after take-off, the airplane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean
about 435 nautical miles north-north-east of Fernando de Noronha Island, in the middle of the night and
without any emergency message being sent. The last contact between the airplane and Brazilian Air
Traffic Control (ATC) had been made around 35 minutes previously [BEA, Dec. 2009].
Soon after the accident a detailed meteorological analysis was presented by Vasquez [2009] on the
internet. Whatever the reason for the crash finally was, the flight definitely crossed through a thunderstorm complex. Figure 6 shows the convective situation over the Atlantic at four different times from the
satellite cloud analysis [Tafferner et al. 2010]. Red contours mark the convective updrafts as detected by
Cb-TRAM. The flight track is indicated by a white line combining the way points INTOL and TASIL. The
convective cloud feature which is traversed by the flight route is seen to grow remarkably from 0 to
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01:30 UTC. At that time when the aircraft reported waypoint INTOL to air traffic control an approximate
radar range of 80 nautical miles is drawn as a yellow circle around the aircraft. This is to demonstrate
that at this time the pilots could not foresee the strong convective activity on their future track from the
on-board radar signal returns (also a longer-range radar would not change the situation).
Also, just from looking out of the window it was probably impossible for them to recognise the thunderstorm complexes in the far distance due to the darkness at night. Furthermore, there are no lightning
discharges observed from the networks for this region at this time (noted by Vasquez’ report) which
could have warned the pilots. Half an hour later, at 02:00 UTC, when the aircraft was close to the major
convective complex (Figure 6 c), the on-board radar should have detected the cells, but now indicating
convective activity almost everywhere in front of the aircraft which makes it difficult for the pilot to decide
whether to penetrate the system or to go around and in which direction. This is complicated by the fact
that the on-board radar signal is strongly attenuated by precipitation, due to its short wave length of 3 cm
(as compared to ground based radars) with the effect not being able to render the real extension of the
storm. In this case the pilots obviously chose to go through the convective complex. Figure 6 d shows
the aircraft in its last known position when it had almost crossed the major storm cell at 02:10 UTC.

Figure 6. Meteosat infrared images over the Atlantic east of Brasil together with convective clusters (red
contours) as identified from the Cb-TRAM cloud analysis on 1 June 2009 at four different time instants.
Also marked is the flight route between the way points INTOL and TASIL. The yellow circle indicates a
radar range of about 80nm. Yellow, orange and green little patches mark initial developments not relevant for this analysis and not discussed.
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What can and what cannot be seen on the on-board radar deserves more attention, especially for aircraft flying through tropical convective complexes at high altitudes. From an investigation undertaken by
Air France [Flightglobal, 2009] it looks like that the setting of the sensitivity, i.e. the gain switch, has a
great influence on what is seen on the navigational display. In that report it is stated: "Several other
flights - ahead of, and trailing, AF447 at about the same altitude - altered course to avoid cloud masses.
Those included another Air France A330 operating the AF459 service from Sao Paulo to Paris. That
crew crossed a turbulent area that had not been detected on weather radar and, as a result, increased
the sensitivity - subsequently avoiding a "much worse" area of turbulence.” And further in the report it is
noted that: “France's Bureau d'Enquetes et d'Analyses says the crew of AF459, which had been 37 min
behind AF447, detected echoes on the weather radar which ‘differed significantly’ depending on the
radar setting.”
It is also known that often aircraft fly through these storms without any problems. Obviously, it is not only
the mere presence and location of these storms that is relevant but also their evolution; whether they are
growing in size or depth, their movement and possibly more elaborate attitudes like height, precipitation
rate and type, lightning activity and turbulence level.
However, regardless whether strong or weak returns can be seen on the navigational display, the sequence of satellite images and object contours in Figure 6 elucidates that the information from groundbased weather expert systems is able to represent the real situation about the convective activity and
that this information, when brought to the cockpit, would help pilots in making decisions. Ideally, an alternative route in a given situation would be proposed by the integrated surveillance system on board
the aircraft, as was demonstrated in the FLYSAFE project. Such a surveillance system would propose a
detour to the flight crew after considering all aspects of the flight and the airspace as fuel capacity and
consumption, other traffic or further hazards.

Next steps
Currently incorporation of weather information into avionics systems is still within the domain of research
and development, and many hurdles will need to be overcome before such systems are considered to
be a part of the primary systems. Some of the hurdles are not related to the technology but more related
to institutional issues, such as certification, quality management and legal, etc. However, today it is noted that there is an increasing trend in the use of electronic flight bags which are preloaded with weather
information. For aircraft used for passenger transport, cabin internet services become more and more
available. Thus, it is not beyond the realms of possibility to foresee weather information being uplinked
via the cabin internet services then subsequently routed to an electronic flight bag. However, until primary systems are in place, services for weather information would have to be regarded as advisory.
On a European level research and development are underway in the ESA-co-funded project planet2 for
a certified airborne collaborative network to exchange real-time atmospheric data and meteorological
conditions from/to business and regional aircraft. The goal is to get in-flight information updates on
weather conditions and hazards, and at the same time, to contribute to the global weather observations
by providing complementary atmospheric measurements to the existing Aircraft Meteorological Data
Relay system. The European Commission is co-funding the project ALICIA to develop new cockpit information systems applicable to multiple types of aircraft and helicopters and enabling robust worldwide
operations in all weather conditions.
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5.3 Air Traffic Operational Concept for Mitigating the Impact of Thunderstorms
Vilmar Mollwitz
Institute of Flight Guidance
An operational concept has been developed that uses digital thunderstorm nowcast to mitigate the impact of thunderstorms on arrival traffic at an airport. By uplinking thunderstorm nowcast to the Flight
Management Computer of an aircraft, the on-board computer is enabled to find the shortest possible
route around the nowcasted thunderstorms to the arrival runway. This route is negotiated via datalink
with Air Traffic Control leading to reduced workload for the involved controllers and pilots as well as
shorter, more fuel-efficient routes.

Introduction
From a flight guidance perspective it was the aim to develop an air traffic operational concept for mitigating thunderstorms, taking into account the new available information on these events (see Section 2.3).
Currently thunderstorms are avoided on a tactical basis only, reacting when the disruption occurs already. Air traffic controllers see a picture of the current thunderstorms on their radar screen and try to
lead aircraft around those areas. Most aircraft certified for instrument flight and thus being controlled by
an air traffic controller have an on-board radar. This radar scans the environment in front of the aircraft
and shows thunderstorms on a dedicated display in the cockpit to the pilots. From what the pilots see
out of their window (at least in daytime) and from what is depicted on their radar display, the pilots decide which way around thunderstorms they want to take. If a pilot’s idea of how to avoid a particular
thunderstorm and the controller’s idea of how to lead that particular aircraft around this particular thunderstorm do not agree, the pilot and controller decide together on the way of the aircraft around the
thunderstorm via radio communication. Because one controller usually handles several aircraft at once
all wishing to avoid thunderstorms, a day with thunderstorms at a certain airport usually leads to much
more workload both for the pilots as well as the controller compared to a clear and sunny day.
Part of the work in Wetter & Fliegen was the development of a tool for thunderstorm nowcasting that
provides thunderstorm information up to one hour as a digital file (see below). This digital information
can be made available to the controller as well as via a datalink to the pilots in the cockpit. It was assumed in this work, that a datalink capable of continually uplinking new thunderstorm nowcasts with the
necessary bandwith and reliability exists. Uplinking the thunderstorm nowcast to the cockpit has two
main advantages: By bringing the whole relevant picture to the cockpit, the pilots could for the first time
see on their cockpit displays also thunderstorms that lie on their route but are currently blocked by another thunderstorm in front of the particular thunderstorm. Those thunderstorms behind yet another can
today not be observed from the cockpit by looking out of the front window or on the on-board radar display. With this new information a more strategical avoidance of thunderstorms is enabled. The second
advantage of uplinked digital thunderstorm nowcast information in the cockpit is that it can be feeded
into the Flight Management System (FMS). The FMS purpose is to guide the aircraft by coupling to the
autopilot along the most efficient trajectory. For this the FMS constantly receives information from different sources, e.g. GPS, altimeter etc. and compares them to a planned flight trajectory. With the information about thunderstorms around the aircraft within the next hour, the FMS is enabled to find the most
efficient route and thus trajectory around the thunderstorms standing in the way to the destination.
A concept for an efficient way to organise the arrival traffic at an airport impacted by thunderstorms in
the vicinity has been developed. Not only efficient trajectories have to be found for just one aircraft, but
for all aircraft approaching the airport as well as trajectories that do not lead to conflicts between different aircraft. For this purpose it is also helpful that the information contained in the thunderstorm nowcast
is identical to both all pilots approaching the airport as well as to the controller.
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Operational Concept
An aircraft receives the current thunderstorm nowcast from the ground-based weather processor and
data base (Figure 1, see also the previous Section 5.2). Assumed one or several thunderstorms are
forecasted to block the intended route of the aircraft, the on-board tool as a new part of the FMS calculates a trajectory that avoids the thunderstorm(s). This route is the shortest route around all thunderstorms and thus the calculated arrival time at the airport is the earliest possible for this aircraft as it is
assumed that each aircraft calculates its trajectory with the highest possible airspeed. The new calculated arrival time is then sent to a ground tool keeping track of all planned arrival times of all aircraft intending to land at the airport. If that new calculated arrival time creates a conflict with the intended arrival
time of another aircraft, the ground tool will send via datalink to the aircraft a requested arrival time. This
time has been calculated by the ground tool to be free of any conflicts with other aircraft on the runway
as well as be after the arrival time proposed by the aircraft as it is assumed that this was calculated with
maximum speed and thus the aircraft is only able to arrive later by reducing its airspeed.

Trajectory
(earliest arrival)

Trajectory
obtaining requested arrival time

FMS

FMS

Earliest arrival time

Weather Data Base
& Data Processor

Arrival
Manager

FMS

trajectory

Requested Arrival Time

CB objects

Trajectory
(conflict free)

Trajectory
Altitude constraints

Conflict
Detection

Radar
Screen

Figure 1. Trajectory negotiation between air traffic control and aircraft.
With this new requested and a bit delayed arrival time received, the FMS calculates yet another trajectory that avoids all thunderstorms but is also flown with a reduced airspeed in order to meet the requested
time of arrival. This new trajectory is sent to another ground tool which checks the trajectory for conflictfreeness with any other aircraft on its way to the airport. This is necessary because the requested arrival
time only assures conflict-freeness on the runway, but not on the way toward it. If a potential conflict is
detected with another aircraft by the ground tool, it issues to the aircraft an altitude constraint, that is the
aircraft has to fly the same route at the same speed as intended but has to fly at another (usually lower)
altitude at the point of the potential conflict in order to avoid the other aircraft vertically. The FMS calculates yet another trajectory that also fulfils the altitude constraints and this trajectory is again sent to the
ground so that the controller can see the trajectory the aircraft will fly on his radar screen for his information. In this way the trajectory avoids all thunderstorms laterally, avoids conflicts on the runway by
time and speed control and avoids other traffic on its way to the runway vertically. Of course the route
also takes care of restricted areas, terrain, etc.
So far this concept has only been described to work with aircraft equipped with a datalink and an FMS
capable of thunderstorm avoidance trajectory calculations. The concept can work with aircraft without
this equipment as well. Today only a part of the airline fleets are equipped with a datalink, the tool to
avoid thunderstorms does not exist in any commercial airliner yet. If the thunderstorm nowcast can not
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be uplinked to an aircraft because it lacks a datalink, the thunderstorm information is still available to the
controller for information on the ground. The same tool that calculates trajectories avoiding thunderstorms on board could run on a PC at air traffic control. Thus the calculation of a thunderstorms avoiding
trajectory could also be conducted on the ground according to the same rules as for on-board calculations. This information is then presented to the controller who uses it as a suggestion to lead the aircraft
efficiently around the thunderstorms to the runway. This will even work in a mixed environment, where
some aircraft are equipped with datalink and the appropriate FMS functionalities and some are not. All
equipped aircraft create their own trajectory and negotiate it with the ground as described above. The
agreed trajectory is made visible on the controllers radar screen. For all unequipped aircraft a trajectory
is created on the ground and made visible to the controller on its radar screen as well. The controller
then uses the trajectories of the equipped aircraft as information of the aircraft’s intent and future flight
path, while the trajectories of the unequipped aircraft calculated by a ground tool are used as a suggestion to lead the aircraft around thunderstorms but also to avoid conflicts with other aircraft since all trajectories are delivered as conflict-free from the tools.

Validation
The operational concept explained above was validated and compared against todays operations. In
summer 2010 a campaign was conducted at Munich Airport by the Institute of Physics of the Atmosphere validating their tools for thunderstorm nowcasting. During that campaign, traffic data was collected
by the German ANSP (DFS) on two days for three consecutive hours in identified times in which thunderstorms played a role in the terminal area, i.e. for the traffic landing at Munich. During these identified
hours, the position and altitude along with the aircraft type of all aircraft bound for Munich was collected
from when the aircraft entered the terminal area until touchdown on the runway. The thunderstorm data
of the same time frame as the traffic data was collected by the thunderstorm nowcasting tool. At DLR
Institute of Flight Guidance, a traffic scenario was created for its tool TrafficSim based on the traffic data
provided by DFS. In this simulation, all aircraft where set to appear in the scenario at exactly the same
time, position and altitude as in the traffic sample. From there, a trajectory was calculated by the tools
developed by DLR Institute of Flight Guidance according to the operational concept described above.
The trajectory avoided all thunderstorms that were provided as a replay from the thunderstorm nowcasting tool, it avoided conflicts on the runway by speed control and conflicts on the way to the runway vertically. Thus for each aircraft that landed at Munich airport during thunderstorm activity in the vicinity of
Munich, both a real trajectory actually flown in the real world existed as a data file as well as a simulated
trajectory calculated by TrafficSim. Both trajectories started at the same point and time and ended at the
same point while avoiding the same thunderstorms. These trajectories for all and each aircraft were then
compared to obtain the benefit of the concept. Figure 2 shows the time and fuel gained on the average
nd
th
over all simulated flights compared to its real-world counterpart for the traffic sample of 2 and 12 of
August 2010.
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for 2 (left) and 12 of August 2010 (right).
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Figure 3. View of the Navigation Display with thunderstorms and indicated evasive route

Figure 4. View of the Navigation Display with thunderstorms forecasted 45 minutes ahead of time
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This shows that the concept has a clear advantage compared to nowadays operations without tool assistance by an up-linked thunderstorm nowcast object and new FMS functionalities. It has to be stated
though that the traffic simulation made some simplifying assumptions that are not met in real life. Departing traffic, which crosses the routes of the arriving traffic was not simulated. In real life, arriving and
departing traffic is separated laterally to avoid conflicts which of course create detours for both the arriving and departing traffic. Without departure traffic simulated, those detours did not take place which
gave the simulation a little unfair advantage. Also areas of flight restrictions were not considered in the
simulations. Therefore the numbers obtained for the benefit of the concept are not perfectly accurate.
Nevertheless, these numbers show that the concept is quite promising and shall be further developed to
include departures, restricted areas and even more real-world constraints.

The Navigation Display
The thunderstorm nowcast objects (see Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 5.2) were used to enhance the depiction
of thunderstorms on board an aircraft as well as to facilitate the routing around thunderstorms by the
flight crew in the Navigation Display of DLR Institute of Flight Guidance. The thunderstorm nowcast object is uploaded via datalink to the aircraft every time a new nowcast is provided, usually every 5 to 15
minutes. The natural place to depict these data is on the Navigation Display or the Electronic Flight Bag
(Section 5.2). The Navigation Display (Figure 3) shows the route of an aircraft from above (2D) along
with waypoints and any additional information the pilot selects to be displayed on this moving map like
airports, other aircraft in the vicinity etc.
The Navigation Display also depicts the information from the on-board weather radar. The big disadvantage of the on-board radar is that its range is limited and it can not detect thunderstorms that lie behind another thunderstorm as seen from the radar antenna. With uplinked thunderstorm nowcast objects
this information can also be made available on the pilots’ displays. Thunderstorms are displayed as yellow areas on the Navigation Display (Figure 3). Here, the on-board tool has already found a route
around the thunderstorms to the runway. The aircraft will soon turn to the right to follow the evasive
route. On Figure 4 the pilot has selected to display the thunderstorm situation forecasted for 45 minutes
ahead of the time the current nowcast has been issued. The different situations at different times can be
selected by simply pushing the WTHF button on the touchscreen Navigation Display and then selecting
the time ahead to be displayed by clicking the appropriate button.

Conclusions and Outlook
The developed operational concept and the new on-board tools to find routes around thunderstorms are
very helpful for pilots and controllers and show a clear advantage in fuel and time savings compared to
current operations. The concept has only been validated in a simplified environment compared to current operations. Further development and validation of the concept and innovative tools, especially regarding more real-world constraints like areas of flight restrictions, additional traffic (departing and crossing) etc. are currently conducted in the follow-up DLR project flexiGuide.
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6. Wake Vortex Physics and Encounter Consequences
6.1 Wake-Vortex Topology, Circulation, and Turbulent Exchange Processes
Frank Holzäpfel, Takashi Misaka, Ingo Hennemann
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
Large eddy simulations (LES) of aircraft wake vortex evolution in various turbulent and stably stratified
atmospheric environments have been conducted with two different LES codes. Passive tracers are used
to investigate exchange processes between the vortex cores, the vortex oval and its environment as well
as redistribution processes along the vortex tubes. A post processing method is employed to identify the
vortex center lines even in progressed states of vortex decay where the coherent vortex structure is
getting lost. This method allows, for example, analyzing the circulation evolution of vortex rings, establishing statistics of vortex deformation, and revealing the mechanisms of the vortex bursting phenomenon. Vortex bursting is related to the collision of secondary vorticity structures propagating along the
vortex lines. In neutrally and weakly stratified environments long-living vortex rings are observed where
circulation decay proceeds in three phases. During the initial diffusion phase vortex decay may depend
on integral turbulence length scales. On average, the detrainment of a passive tracer from the primary
vortices is correlated with circulation decay.

Introduction
The comprehensive and detailed understanding of wake vortex behavior is crucial for the development
of wake vortex systems that aim at increasing the awareness of wake vortex risks or tend to increase
airport capacity. The first part of this paper focuses on aspects of the development of vortex topology
and circulation decay that may both be relevant for the severity of potential vortex encounters. Another
topic is the turbulent mixing and detrainment of the ice crystals generated from the exhaust jets. Their
dispersion during the vortex descent is an important parameter in order to quantify the vertical extent,
optical thickness, and lifetime of the contrails produced during cruise. Currently, it is not yet clear how
strong the contribution of contrails to global warming might be (Schumann 2011).
It turns out that both topics are complementary allowing an improved understanding of wake vortex
physics. In particular, two issues raised by Spalart (1998) in his Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics are
picked up: (i) the controversial concepts of “predictable decay” and “stochastic collapse.” Here it is found
that depending on the environmental conditions circulation decay characteristics may either feature twophase or three-phase behavior or continuous decay. (ii) The mechanisms leading to the vortex bursting
phenomenon. Here the analysis indicates that collisions of secondary vorticity structures propagating
along the vortex lines lead to local spreading of tracers which is not connected to local vortex decay.
From lidar observations it is known that wake vortices may frequently live much longer than anticipated
by the aircraft separations that have to be obeyed during approach and landing or during departures.
One reason why the procedures are safe nevertheless certainly is related to the transport of the vortices
away from the flight corridor by crosswind and vortex descent. Another potential reason is the fact that
the vortices do not remain straight but are rapidly deformed by the relatively strong turbulence prevailing
in the atmospheric boundary layer. The deformation of vortex segments may reduce the impact time of
adverse forces and moments experienced by an encountering aircraft and thus may alleviate the severity of the encounter.
In order to establish statistics of vortex deformation in terms of curvature radii a post processing method
is employed to identify the vortex center lines even in progressed states of vortex decay where the coherent vortex structure is getting lost. Moreover, this method allows investigating circulation decay characteristics depending on eddy dissipation rate, integral turbulence length scales, and temperature stratification in greater detail.
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Further, the turbulent exchange processes between the descending vortex oval and its environment are
investigated. For this purpose we track the mixing and detrainment of a passive tracer for various initial
tracer distributions within the vortex pair and for different environmental conditions.
This report is based on AIAA Paper 2010-7992 by Holzäpfel et al. (2010). More detailed descriptions
and results concerning the LES code LESTUF, the vortex core tracking method, vortex decay and descent characteristics, the impact of turbulence length scales, vortex topology, and validation of the LES
can be found in Hennemann and Holzäpfel (2011). Additional detailed descriptions of the LES code
MGLET, vortex decay, descent, and topology, the phenomenon vortex bursting, the generation of vortex
funnels, as well as turbulent exchange and detrainment processes can be found in Misaka et al. (2011).

Numerical Methods and Initial Conditions
We have conducted Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of wake vortex evolution in environments with various degrees of atmospheric turbulence and stable temperature stratification employing two different LES
codes. The numerical features of the first LES code LESTUF are described in detail in Kaltenbach et al.
(1994). LESTUF solves the Boussinesq-approximated Navier-Stokes equations in staggered and Cartesian coordinates with a finite differences method of second order accuracy (central finite differences in
space and Adams-Bashforth scheme in time). A modification of the Smagorinsky subgrid scale closure
(Holzäpfel 2004) reduces wake vortex core growth rates.
The second LES code MGLET (Manhart 2001) also solves the Boussinesq-approximated Navier-Stokes
equations discretized by a finite-volume zonal-grid method with non-equidistant staggered variable arrangement. A fourth-order compact scheme is used for the implicit spatial interpolation and differentiation of variables by solving a tri-diagonal system which can achieve spectral-like resolution (Hokpunna &
Manhart 2010). The third-order Runge-Kutta method is used for time integration. The pressure field is
calculated iteratively employing the HSMAC (Highly Simplified Marker-And-Cell) method in order to reduce the divergence of the velocity field below a prescribed threshold value. Equations for passive scalars have been implemented for investigations of turbulent mixing. Parallel computation is realized by a
domain decomposition approach. The Lagrangian dynamic subgrid scale model (Meneveau et al. 1996)
accounts for reduced turbulent mixing in the centrifugally stable vortex core regions.
3

Domain sizes of Lx × Ly × Lz = 400 × 256 × 256 m have been applied for LESTUF and of 400 × 384 ×
3
512 m for MGLET with a uniform grid of 1 m, where x denotes flight direction, y spanwise direction, and
z vertical direction. Periodic boundaries are employed in all directions. The trailing vortices of an A340300 aircraft are represented by two counter-rotating Lamb-Oseen vortices with a vortex separation of b0
= 47.1 m and a vortex core radius of rc = 3 m. LESTUF simulates an aircraft during approach with an
initial root circulation of *0 = 458 m²/s whereas MGLET employs a slightly higher value of *0 = 530 m²/s
to represent cruise conditions. In order to account for jet and boundary layer turbulence entrained into
the vortices during vortex roll-up an additional rms velocity with a maximum of 2 m/s is added in the
vortex core radius vicinity.
The employed combinations of environmental parameters are listed in Table 1. The intensity of atmos1/3
pheric turbulence is expressed in terms of normalized eddy dissipation rates H* = (H b0) /w0 and the
1/2
stable temperature stratification in terms of normalized Brunt-Väisälä frequencies N* = t0 (g/T0 dT/dz) .
2
In these equations w0 = *0 /(2S b0) corresponds to the initial wake vortex descent speed, t0 = 2S b0 /*0
to the time scale of the vortex pair, and T to the potential temperature of the atmosphere. Prior to the
inset of the counter-rotating vortex pair, the atmospheric turbulence in the differently stratified environments was allowed to develop from prescribed spectral distributions to a state with a distinct inertial
subrange and a constant eddy dissipation rate. Series of LESTUF simulations with varying integral turbulence scales, Lt, at H* = 0.23 and 0.4 in neutral stratification complement the cases listed in Table 1.
The analysis of in-situ measurements of the Falcon research aircraft (Schumann et al. 1995) at altitudes
-1
-1
between 9 and 11 km indicates Brunt-Väisälä frequencies typically ranging from 0.011 s to 0.023 s
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3

-7

2

3

and dissipation rates between 10 m /s and 210 m /s . For the MGLET simulations we employ N* =
-1
-7
2 3
0.35 (0.013 s ) and H* = 0.01 (1.210 m /s ) as a typical reference case for cruise conditions. This reference case is complemented by adjacent atmospheric conditions of enhanced or reduced turbulence
and stratification, respectively.
Table 1: Environmental conditions simulated with LESTUF (L) and MGLET (M).
*

N

H

0

0.35

1.0

L/M
L
L

M
L/M
L/M
L

L/M
L
L

*

0
0.01
0.05
0.23

In order to investigate turbulent mixing processes, MGLET solves equations for two different passive
tracers in the left and right vortex. We employed three different initializations: two rather academic cases
where the tracers are either trapped in the vortex cores or in the vortex oval and a more realistic case
derived from photographs of contrails. Here the tracers are confined within streamlines such that half of
the vortex oval is covered by the tracers (for details see Misaka et al. 2011).

Circulation Decay Characteristics
Figures 1 and 2 show the temporal evolutions of normalized radii-averaged circulations for the different
investigated environmental conditions achieved with LESTUF and MGLET simulations. Solid lines indicate **5-15-values that are determined in planes oriented perpendicular to the flight direction. This approach corresponds to the standard method for the evaluation of numerical simulations and to scanning
strategies of field measurements of wake vortices with lidar.
We have developed a post processing method that is capable to identify the vortices even in progressed
states of vortex decay where the coherent vortex structure is getting lost (Hennemann & Holzäpfel
2011). For this purpose the method first determines the orientation of a local vortex segment based on
the vorticity vector. The next vortex line position found along the direction of the vorticity vector is corrected by a center-of-gravity method based on the pressure minimum. The pressure minimum turned out
to be a very robust criterion for the determination of the vortex center position because it results from an
integration of the centrifugal forces of the surrounding, also incoherently rotating fluid elements. In Fig~*
ures 1 and 2 circulation values determined perpendicular to the identified local vortex segments *515
are denoted by symbols.
In contrast to the well established two-phase circulation decay characteristics (solid lines), the vortex
circulation estimated perpendicular to the deformed vortex core lines (lines with symbols) reveals a
three-phase decay sequence in weakly or neutrally stratified conditions (see Figs. 1 and 2). The initial
phase of gradual decay termed “diffusion phase” is followed by a “rapid decay phase” which typically
commences shortly before the vortices link. The circulation decrease during the short rapid decay phase
is caused by the mutual annihilation of vorticity in the linking area. Subsequently, in neutrally stratified
environments long-living vortex rings are observed with gradual vortex decay. This third phase may be
termed “ring diffusion phase”. The small axial extension of the vortex ring (cf. Figure 5 at the normalized
vortex age of t* = 8.1) may explain why conventional data evaluation procedures, that evaluate circulation only in planes oriented perpendicular to the flight direction, may estimate erroneously that the vortex
has rapidly decayed to small circulation values.
The differences between the circulation evolutions achieved by the two different codes are relatively
small in the stably stratified cases. However, in the neutrally stratified case the differences are considerable. Substantial uncertainties in neutrally stratified cases are also reported in other numerical studies
and experiments. In stably stratified environments the baroclinic vorticity generated around the vortex
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oval appears to be a robust phenomenon controlling the wake vortex behavior (Holzäpfel et al. 2001).
On the other hand, in neutrally stratified environments peculiarities of the turbulence fields appear to
have a strong impact on maximum vortex lifetimes and descent distances. Numerical simulations (Gerz
& Baumann 2006) demonstrate that even simple displacements of the initial wake vortex positions in a
statistically identical background turbulence field may substantially shift the time of vortex linking and
subsequent decay. The authors state that the sensitivity to local turbulence topology may be explained
by the excitation of different modes of vortex distortion due to locally different spectral power of the atmospheric turbulence.

Figure 1: Circulation evolutions of LESTUF simulations for different degrees of ambient turbulence and
temperature stratification.

Figure 2: Circulation evolutions of MGLET simulations for different degrees of ambient turbulence and
temperature stratification.
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Figure 3: Circulation evolutions of LESTUF simulations for different integral turbulence length scales, Lt
(H* = 0.23, N* = 0).
Results of a simulation series with H* = 0.23 and N* = 0 and varying integral turbulent length, Lt, scales
are shown in Figure 3. Except for Lt/b0 = 0.16 the onset of rapid decay occurs at similar instants of time,
but the corresponding circulation evolution differs strongly already in the diffusion phase. With increasing
Lt/b0 the circulation decay in the diffusion phase speeds up and, as a consequence, the three-phase
decay is more and more concealed.
Figure 4 indicates that with increasing Lt/b0 the amount of the generated secondary vorticity structures is
significantly increased during the diffusion phase. In neutrally stratified cases secondary vorticity is exclusively generated by tilting and stretching of the surrounding turbulent eddies. During the stretching
process the primary vortices perform work on the secondary vortices whereby the primary vortices, in
turn, lose rotational energy as delineated in Holzäpfel et al. (2003). Note that for constant eddy dissipation rates increased integral turbulence length scales correspond to more energetic turbulence fields.
This suggests that the intensity of environmental turbulent kinetic energy impacts circulation decay in the
diffusion phase and may conceal the two-phase and three-phase decay characteristics.
For integral length scales exceeding one initial vortex spacing the influence of Lt should be negligible as
a parameter for vortex decay characterization (Crow & Bate 1976). However, if Lt/b0 < 1 it should be
considered together with H* to characterize vortex decay driven by atmospheric turbulence. For example,
in the atmospheric surface layer Lt depends on the distance to the ground and can reach small values in
ground proximity. In field experiments it has been observed that wake vortex decay in ground proximity
is only very weakly dependent on the eddy dissipation rate (Burnham & Hallock 1998, Holzäpfel & Steen
2007). The described sensitivity on Lt/b0 suggests that this may be related to the reduced turbulence
length scales in the surface layer. Consequently, vortex decay mechanisms at the ground are mainly
controlled by the interaction of the wake vortices with the secondary vortices detaching from the boundary layer.
We suppose that the good agreement between simulated decay rates and decay rates measured by
lidar in the diffusion phase achieved with older numerical simulations are related to diffusive subgrid
scale models or numerical schemes leading to overestimated vortex core growth rates. Only with increasing computational performance and advanced numerical schemes and subgrid scale closures it
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has become feasible to allow for the simulation of compact vortex cores in sufficiently large simulation
domains allowing for large integral turbulence length scales.

Figure 4: Vortex topology and secondary vorticity for different integral turbulence length scales at t*=3.1
(H* = 0.23, N* = 0, LESTUF).

Vortex topology
The evolution of the vortex topology from the initial sinusoidal oscillations, the subsequent vortex linking
and vortex ring formation up to the axial contraction and the lateral spreading of the vortex ring (see
Figure 5) can be explained phenomenologically by mutual velocity induction. For example, at t* = 5.9 the
lower ends of the vortex rings do not only mutually induce a vertical descent speed but due to their partially vertical orientation also induce a propagation velocity in flight direction leading to an axial compression of the vortex rings. Similarly, the upwards bended vortex pairs at t* = 8.1 cause a sustained widening of the vortex rings.
A comparison of Figures 5 and 6 indicates that with increasing turbulence intensity and increasing turbulence integral length scales the vortex topology is becoming more complex and the classical shape of
the Crow instability and the ring formation is getting lost in favor of superimposed random deformations
caused by large scale turbulent eddies. Another interesting aspect illustrated in Figure 5 is the shifting of

~

the local minimum of radii-averaged circulation, + 5*15 , from the linking area at t* = 5.9 to the transverse
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side at t* = 6.7 and back to the former linking area at t* = 8.1. This shifting process goes along with a

~*

variation of the vortex core radii where large radii correspond to small + 515 values. It can be explained
by stretching and compression of the respective vortex segments again caused by mutual velocity induction and, complementarily, by the propagation of pressure waves along the vortex tubes that increase core radii when the waves collide (Moet et al. 2005).

Figure 5: Temporal evolution of wake vortex topology with color-coded circulation in a neutrally stratified
environment with weak to moderate turbulence (H* = 0.05, Lt/b0 = 0.41, LESTUF).
Figure 7 below indicates that during vortex reconnection pressure disturbances are generated that subsequently are traveling as pressure waves along the vortices and are visualized in terms of helical instabilities (Moet et al. 2005). At t* = 6.2 the waves collide leading to a temporal local increase of core radii

~*

and a corresponding decrease of + 515 followed by a reorganization of the vortex structure and of

~
+ 5*15 values (cf. Fig. 5). The pressure waves continue to propagate along the vortices and collide another time in the former reconnection area. Moet et al. (2005) argue whether the vortex collision might
lead to the vortex bursting phenomenon described by Spalart (1998). However, the tracer distributions in
Fig. 7 do not indicate lateral spreading of the passive tracer associated with vortex bursting. In the following we suggest an alternative explanation for the vortex bursting phenomenon observed during
smoke visualizations or at contrails. The formation of helical instabilities is still observed in weakly stably
stratified conditions (H* = 0.01, N* = 0.35) but the interaction of the helical instabilities with the baroclinic
vorticity prevents the reorganization of the vortex ring.
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Figure 6: Formation of complex vortex ring topologies with color-coded normalized circulation in a neutrally stratified environment with moderate to strong turbulence (H* = 0.4, N* = 0, Lt* = 2.2, domain size
9
1024 u 1024 u 1024 m³, 1.110 grid points).
Further, Figure 7 delineates that after t* = 10 the
vortex ring transforms into a double ring. The
unusual recovery of **5-15 after t* = 8 of case (H* =
0.01, N* = 0) in Fig. 2 is related to an increase of
the ring segment length oriented in flight direction
and a redistribution of circulation along the vortex
rings. Note that the typical structures of the bridging process also appear during the formation of
the double ring. The photo in Fig. 7 above indicates that the various stages of ring formation can
also be observed visualized by contrails.
For segments of the deformed vortex core lines
with lengths of 1.5 initial vortex spacings, b0, we
characterize the vortex deformation in terms of
curvature radii (Hennemann & Holzäpfel 2011).
Despite the wide range of meteorological conditions and the resulting vortex lifetimes and vary- Figure 8: Joint probability density distribution of
ing decay characteristics, the statistics of vortex curvature radii and circulation averaged for the nine
curvature radii look quite similar for all the con- parameter combinations of H* and N* of the
ducted LES with LESTUF (see table 1). An in- LESTUF simulations.
spection of the investigated cases reveals that the
development of the curvature radii distributions is well correlated with circulation decay. Figure 8 displays joint probability density distributions (JPDDs) of curvature radii dependent on normalized circulation which have been established from the post-processing of the nine LES.
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Figure 7: Above: Various stages of vortex rings; flight direction from left to right (photo Sven Lüke, 16
Nov. 2006). Below: LES of vortex ring formation in neutrally stratified and weakly turbulent environment.
(H* = 0.01, N* = 0, Lt/b0 = 0.85, MGLET).
Because the method to derive curvature radii, rN , employs a maximum of rN/b0 = 6, vortex segments with
rN/b0 > 5 are considered to be straight in principle. Curvature radii rN are completely larger than 5b0 only
*
*
*
for * 5-15 > 0.95. Already at * 5-15 = 0.8 curvature radii below rN/b0 = 1 show up. At * 5-15 | 0.6 about 50%
are still straight. At a late stage of vortex evolution the established statistics indicate a predominance of
curvature radii on the order of one initial vortex separation, b0. In order to investigate whether such
strongly deformed vortex segments may still pose a risk to follower aircraft, idealized vortex flow fields
and LES data have been applied within flight simulator tests (Vechtel 2012). Encounter flights of the
DLR research aircraft Falcon behind an A380 indicate that already pronounced sinusoidal oscillations
prior to vortex linking might significantly reduce the severity of encounters.
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Turbulent Exchange Processes of Passive Tracer
The investigation of turbulent exchange processes of passive tracers within the descending vortex oval
and between the oval and its environment is of interest with respect to several aspects: (i) The dispersion of the ice crystals during the vortex descent is an important parameter in order to quantify the vertical extent, optical thickness, and lifetime of the contrails produced during cruise. These parameters are
important to estimate the contribution of contrails to global warming. (ii) For inviscid point vortices the
circulation can only decay as a result of diffusion of vorticity across the centerline between the vortices
(Donaldson & Bilanin 1975). So the exchange processes between the passive tracers may be indicative
of the annihilation of the counter-signed vorticity. (iii) The simultaneous investigation of the topology of
the tracer distribution and the vortex dynamics may indicate to which extent visual observations of contrails or vortices visualized by smoke actually represent the dynamical vortex evolution.
Figure 9 displays a photograph of a contrail generated by a two-engine commercial jet airplane. The
vortex cores appear hollow indicating reduced ice crystal concentrations within the cores. This may be
explained either by reduced turbulent mixing of the jet exhaust into the vortex cores caused by their
centrifugal stability (Holzäpfel 2004). Alternatively, the ice particles may be centrifuged out of the core by
the centrifugal forces of the strongly rotating cores. Third, it could be attributed to warm jet exhaust gases accumulating inside the centrifugally stable vortex core driven by buoyancy effects and causing local
subsaturation with respect to ice crystals. Possibly, a combination of more than one of these effects is
responsible for the generation of the hollow vortex tubes.

Figure 9: Photograph of a contrail generated by a two-engine commercial jet airplane indicating ice
crystal redistribution along vortex lines.
Another prominent feature of Fig. 9 is the pronounced axial redistribution of ice crystals along the vortex
tubes, a phenomenon termed vortex bursting, puffs or pancake vortices (Spalart 1998): The region
marked by ice crystals contracts in portions of the vortices and expands in others.
The MGLET simulations of the reference case for cruise conditions (H* = 0.01, N* = 0.35) exhibit a comparable tracer topology (see the red and green isosurfaces in Figure 10,). For this qualitative comparison a similar phase of vortex evolution prior to vortex linking (t* = 4.6) has been chosen as depicted in
the photograph of Figure 9. Clearly, the tracer is being pushed along the vortex tubes and accumulates
in distinct areas where it spreads out indicating the vortex bursting phenomenon. At some locations the
tracer has started to pass over to its neighboring vortex. In between the tracer accumulations, the tracer
is restricted to the vortex core regions. For increased turbulence intensity the redistribution process is
even more pronounced: More significant accumulations of the passive tracers at less axial positions
occur at earlier times (see Misaka et al. 2011).
A more detailed analysis (see Misaka et al. 2011) indicates that the secondary vortex structures (SVS)
formed by simultaneous stretching and tilting of baroclinic vorticity and of turbulent eddies (Holzäpfel et
al. 2003) drive the axial redistribution process. Figure 10 features rip-shaped and helical SVS (blue) that
induce themselves a propagation velocity and thus push the tracer along the vortex tubes. Behind the
SVS the tracer remains in the core region whereas the puffs are produced by approaching and colliding
SVS. Figure 11 illustrates this process schematically in a perspective view (left) and a cross-sectional
view (right). The mechanism may also lead to the generation of vortex funnels that have been observed
by research aircraft (Brown 2010, Misaka et al. 2011).
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Figure 10: Topview of isosurfaces of vorticity magnitude (|Z| = 1.2 s , blue) and of passive tracer distributions (red and green) at t* = 4.6 (H* = 0.01, N* = 0.35, Lt/b0 = 0.95, MGLET).

Figure 11: Schematic of (a) local passive tracer transport by secondary vortices, (b) cross-sectional
sketch inspired by Brown (2010).

Figure 12: Temporal evolutions of tracer concentrations in primary (solid lines) and secondary wakes
(dashed lines). Tracer initialized in half oval (MGLET).
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Figure 12 illustrates the detrainment of the passive tracer from the primary wake (solid lines) and the
corresponding tracer concentration increase in the secondary wake (dashed lines). The tracer is attributed to the primary wake when it resides within a cylindrical volume with a radius of b0 centered on
the identified vortex tracks. This method allows distinguishing between primary and secondary wake
also for extensively deformed vortices and during the vortex-ring regime. Figure 12 shows results of the
simulations where the tracer initially covered 50% of the oval cross-section.
The vortex detrainment characteristics feature striking similarities with the circulation decay characteristics (see Fig. 2). The sequence of the different cases with respect to the onset of rapid circulation decay
and the onset of detrainment is the same. The times when the circulation has reached 50% of its initial
value approximately coincide with the times when 50% of the tracer has been detrained. However, in
several cases the primary wake may still contain approximately 40% of its initial tracer concentration
when the wake has already fully decayed.

Conclusion
Large eddy simulations of wake vortex evolution in various turbulent and stably stratified atmospheric
environments have been conducted with two different LES codes. Passive tracers are used to investigate exchange processes between the vortex cores, the vortex oval and its environment as well as redistribution processes along the vortex tubes. A post processing method is used to identify the vortex
center lines even in progressed states of vortex decay where the coherent vortex structure is getting
lost. This method allows, for example, analyzing the circulation evolution of vortex rings and revealing
the mechanisms of the vortex bursting phenomenon.
In contrast to the well established two-phase circulation decay characteristics, the vortex circulation estimated perpendicular to the deformed vortex core lines reveals a three-phase circulation decay sequence in weakly or neutrally stratified conditions. The initial phase of gradual decay termed “diffusion
phase” is followed by a “rapid decay phase” which typically commences shortly before the vortices link.
In the subsequent “ring diffusion phase” long-living vortex rings are observed with gradual vortex decay
in neutrally stratified environments. It may be argued that the typical weak stable temperature stratification prevailing at cruise altitudes may prevent wake vortices from excessive descent distances reaching
beyond adjacent flight levels.
We find that variations of integral turbulence length scales, Lt, of the atmospheric turbulence may strongly impact vortex decay characteristics for given eddy dissipation rates, H. With increasing turbulence
length scales the circulation decay in the diffusion phase speeds up and, as a consequence, the threephase decay is more and more concealed. The responsible mechanism corresponds to the classical
concept of turbulence theory stating that the energy transfer from large eddies (wake vortices) to smaller
eddies (environmental turbulent flow or baroclinic vorticity) is related to the work conducted by the large
eddies by stretching of the smaller eddies. It appears that the amount of environmental vorticity (turbulent eddies) controls the circulation decay in the diffusion phase. It can be anticipated that for sufficiently
large turbulence length scales (Lt/b0 > 1) the effect of turbulence can be fully parameterized solely based
on eddy dissipation rates. Conversely, this means that for Lt/b0 < 1 (for example in ground proximity) the
effect of eddy dissipation is reduced and both parameters Lt and H are necessary to parameterize vortex
decay.
The evolution of the vortex topology from the initial sinusoidal deflection, the subsequent vortex linking
and vortex ring formation up to the axial contraction and the lateral spreading of the vortex ring can be
explained phenomenologically by mutual velocity induction. Stretching and compression of vortex segments by mutual velocity induction and, complementarily, by the propagation of pressure waves along
the vortex tubes modify vortex core radii and thus radii-averaged circulation. Pressure waves generated
during vortex linking become manifest in helical instabilities. Colliding pressure waves cause a temporary and local decrease of radii-averaged circulation followed by a recovery. During this collision spreading of the tracer attributed to the vortex bursting phenomenon is not observed.
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Pronounced axial redistribution of the tracer and the so-called vortex bursting phenomenon (formation of
puffs or pancake vortices) is observed prior to vortex linking. It is revealed that the mechanism of vortex
bursting is related to secondary vorticity structures generated from environmental turbulence or baroclinic vorticity. These ring-shaped or helical vortex structures propagate along the vortex lines thus accumulating the passive tracer ahead. Colliding secondary vortex structures lead to abrupt spreading of the
tracer and thus provoke vortex bursting as it can be observed visualized by smoke or contrails. This
course of events may also lead to the formation of vortex funnels.
The detrainment of passive tracer from the primary wake progresses similar as the circulation evolution.
For example, the half-life periods of the tracer concentration in the primary wake and the circulation are
quite close. Subsequently, the detrainment rates are reduced such that the primary wake may still contain approximately 40% of its initial tracer concentration when the wake has fully decayed. The sensitivity of detrainment rates on particular initial tracer distributions within the wake appears low.
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6.2 Large-Eddy Simulation of Wake Vortex Evolution from Roll-Up to Decay
Takashi Misaka, Frank Holzäpfel, Thomas Gerz
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
The development of an aircraft wake vortex from the roll-up until vortex decay is studied. An aircraft
model and the surrounding flow field obtained from high-fidelity Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes simulation are swept through a ground-fixed computational domain to initialize the wake. After the wake initialization, the large-eddy simulation of the vortical wake is performed until vortex decay. The methodology is tested with the NACA0012 wing and applied to the DLR-F6 wing-body model. The roll-up process
of the vorticity sheet from a main wing and the merge of an inboard wing vortex into the wingtip vortex
are simulated. Vortex parameters such as the averaged circulation, vortex core radius and vortex separation are also evaluated. The growth rate of the vortex core radius is relatively small during the roll-up
where the fine mesh resolution in the LES is required to capture the tiny vortex core in the RANS simulation. A high-lift configuration of a landing large transport aircraft was also studied where the wingtip vortices merge with the co-rotating and stronger outboard flap vortices.

Introduction
Wake vortices generated by a flying aircraft pose a potential risk for following aircraft due to the strong
and coherent vortical flow structure [1]. In addition, condensation trails (contrails) originated from the
interaction of jet exhaust, wake vortices and the environmental atmosphere may trigger the formation of
cirrus clouds (contrail cirrus) which have influence on the climate [2,3]. Wake vortex is related to a broad
scale of flows. Flows around aircraft's main wing, fuselage, slat, flap, jet engine and tail plane, and their
interactions may affect the generation of wake vortex in particular in a high-lift condition [4]. On the other
hand, contrails generated by cruising aircraft spread several tens kilometers.
The evolution of an aircraft wake can be divided into several phases, for example, (1) roll-up phase, (2)
vortex phase, and (3) dissipation phase [1]. Although numerical simulation is one of the effective approaches to tackle this problem, the applicable flow scale of a numerical simulation code is usually limited to each of those regimes. High-fidelity Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations can
handle flows around aircraft and subsequent roll-up process of wake vortex in the jet regime [5]. In addition, experimental measurements of near field wake evolutions have been conducted [4,6]. On the other
hand, the dynamics of rolled-up wake vortex in the vortex and dissipation regimes has been studied
mainly by large-eddy simulation (LES) or direct numerical simulation (DNS). In these researches, detailed temporal evolution of a vortex pair with a longitudinally constant velocity profile is investigated,
where short-wave (elliptic) instability and Crow instability may develop. In addition, various atmospheric
conditions of turbulence, stability and wind shear are considered to assess the effect of these factors on
wake vortex evolution and decay [7-9]. The LES of wake vortex in the late dissipation and diffusion regimes is performed along with microphysical processes of contrails in Ref. [10].
The present study aims to develop a methodology which enables to simulate the wake vortex evolution
from the generation until vortex decay, i.e., from the roll-up phase to the end of the vortex phase. We
investigate the evolution of vortex parameters such as the averaged circulation, vortex core radius and
vortex separation from the wake roll-up until vortex decay. By sweeping a local and stationary flow field
obtained around the wing and fuselage of an aircraft with high-fidelity RANS through the LES domain to
initialize the wake, it is possible to simulate the entire life cycle of a wake vortex system from realistic
wake roll-up processes. The temporal integration of wake vortex until vortex decay is straightforward
except for the treatment of longitudinal boundary conditions. Here we consider a simple NACA0012 wing
for the numerical tests of the approach. Then the DLR-F6 model in a cruise condition is investigated with
and without employing an ambient turbulence field. The roll-up process and subsequent wake evolution
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of a large transport aircraft case in high-lift configuration from the AWIATOR project are also simulated.
The study, bridging the gap between the roll-up and the vortex phases, shall provide more realistic insights into the aircraft wake vortex evolution expressed in terms of vortex circulation and vortex core
radius. It also allows investigating the entrainment of jet exhaust by considering tracers, which might be
useful for detailed contrail modeling studies.

Methods
Flow Solver
In this study, the incompressible Navier-Stokes code MGLET is employed for LES [11]. An equation for
potential temperature is also solved to take into account buoyancy effects employing Boussinesq approximation. The equations are discretized by a finite-volume approach with the fourth-order finitevolume compact scheme [12]. Lagrangian dynamic model is employed for a turbulence closure [13]. The
third-order Runge-Kutta method is used for time integration [14].
Wake Initialization Using RANS Flow Field
The present approach which is schematically shown in Figure 1 could be a numerical realization of the
catapult wind tunnel [15]. The numerical approach has several advantages for investigating an aircraft
wake. The decay of a vortex pair strongly depends on environmental conditions such as ambient turbulence, temperature stratification and wind shear. Therefore the control of these conditions is crucially
important to assess the influence of the ambient conditions on vortex decay. Unlike the consideration of
realistic inflow conditions in an aircraft fixed LES domain, the generation of controlled turbulence fields in
the ground fixed LES domain is straightforward. The other reason is that the present approach does not
need a long computational domain in the flight direction for obtaining longer vortex age compared to an
aircraft fixed LES domain.

Figure 1. Schematic of the approach, (a) wake initialization, (b) wake evolution until vortex decay.
An aircraft model and the surrounding stationary flow field obtained from a high-fidelity RANS simulation
are swept through a ground fixed LES domain to initialize the aircraft’s wake [16]. The RANS flow field is
added as a forcing term to the Navier-Stokes equations in the LES. Similar approach might be referred
to as the fortified solution algorithm (FSA) [17] or a nudging technique used in data assimilation [18].
The resulting velocity field is represented by the weighting sum of RANS velocity field VRANS and LES
velocity field VLES,

V

f ( y,D , E ) VLES  >1  f ( y,D , E )@VRANS .

(1)

The weighting function f(y,D,E) could be a smooth function of the wall-distance y or of other physical
quantities such as velocity magnitude. Figure 2 schematically shows the combination of RANS and LES
flow fields. Here, we employ the following function of wall-distance to realize smooth transition between
the flow fields,
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where the constants D and E represent the slope of the transition and
the wall-distance where solutions of RANS and LES are equality
weighted, respectively. These constants can be determined by trial and
error, as well as by optimization techniques.
Figure 2. Schematic of the
The mapping of the RANS flow field onto the Cartesian LES mesh is
present approach for comperformed by a linear interpolation only once before the wake initializabining RANS and LES.
tion. An additional computer memory is prepared to store the mapped
RANS flow field, however, the additional computational cost for the forcing term is minimal. The forward
movement of an aircraft is represented by simply shifting the mapped flow field for a certain mesh spacing, which is also possible for a decomposed LES domain if the increments of the advancement is
smaller than the halo region of the domain decomposition for parallel computation.
Reproduction of eddy viscosity
Since we only use a RANS velocity field to initialize the wake, the eddy viscosity in the LES domain appears to be low compared to that in the original RANS flow field. Therefore it is required to reproduce
velocity fluctuations modelled in the RANS flow field. It is pointed out that the correct representation of
eddy viscosity in the wake is important to simulate the wake evolution [19]. Most crude but still useful
representation of such velocity fluctuations may be white noise. Here we add white noise to the RANS
flow field in the region of RANS-LES transition so that the time-averaged LES eddy viscosity matches to
the RANS eddy viscosity in the wake. The magnitude of the fluctuations is modified by the proportionalintegral (PI) controller during the advancement of the model through the LES domain.

V 'RANS
K

VRANS  KVWN ,

(3)

a1 ( Pt ,RANS  Pt ,LES )  a2 ³ ( Pt ,RANS  Pt ,LES )dt ,

(4)

where VWN is a white noise field and K is a gain to control the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations. The
gain is defined by the difference between the RANS eddy viscosity Pt,RANS and the time-averaged LES
eddy viscosity Pt ,LES . These eddy viscosities for calculating the gain are integrated in the wake region
with the weighting of the RANS eddy viscosity. The magnitude of the added white noise fluctuation is
also weighted locally using the RANS eddy viscosity. The constants a1 and a2 are set according to the
convergence of the gain and numerical stability but the results are not too sensitive to these values.
Optimization of the RANS-LES Interface
In the above formulation, RANS and LES solutions are switched using a certain threshold, i.e., a constant distance from the body surface (wall-distance). On the other hand, it is possible to define the distance locally by using optimization techniques with respect to an appropriate cost function. We tested a
cost function defined by the difference of axial vorticity magnitudes between two longitudinal positions,
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This cost function is evaluated locally, i.e., the upstream axial vorticity magnitude Zx2 at x2 and the
downstream axial vorticity Zx1 at x1 are evaluated at each (x,y,z) position in the transition region. The
cost function is minimized by gradient-based optimization methods. The gradients of the cost function
are obtained as follows,
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Here the derivations of the switching function f can be obtained analytically from Eq. (2). Using this gradient, the search direction is defined based on the conjugate gradient method. Smoothing of the parameters D and E is required to achieve a sufficiently smooth transition between the flow fields.

Results and Discussion
The NACA0012 Wing
Numerical tests of the present approach are
performed by using a simple rectangular wing.
The wing has NACA0012 cross-section and a
rounded wingtip. Inflow velocity of 52 m/s and
angle of attack of 10 degrees are considered.
Wind tunnel test of this configuration was conducted by Chow et al. [20] and numerical studies followed that configuration to investigate
higher-order schemes, turbulence models and
so on [21]. Figure 3 shows a computational
Figure 3. Computational domains for RANS simuladomain for RANS to obtain the near flow field
tion and for sweeping the RANS flow field.
and a longer domain for sweeping the RANS
flow field based on the present approach. In
Figure 3, the velocity magnitude and the computational mesh are shown in the RANS domain. In addition, the pressure on the root-side wall and the iso-surface of the vorticity magnitude are shown in the
LES domain. For the RANS simulation, an incompressible flow solver from a free CFD software package, OpenFOAM, is used [22].
(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Vortex parameters along vortex centerline (a) pressure coefficient, (b) axial velocity.
The experimental and RANS results as well as the results from the present approach with two sets of
parameters (D = 1.2, E = 0.06), (D = 1.6, E = 0.13) for two different mesh resolutions (dx* = 0.005, 0.01)
are compared in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the pressure coefficient along the vortex centerline where
the origin of x* is set to the trailing edge of the wing and it is normalized by a wing chord length. The
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pressure in the vortex centre increases quickly in the RANS case which indicates an early diffusion of
the vortex in the present RANS simulation. This is mainly due to the coarser grid resolution and the low
order numerical scheme compared to other RANS simulations [21]. On the other hand, the present approach uses only the RANS near field data around the body, therefore, it shows better results compared
to the RANS case. The case with the parameter set (D = 1.2, E = 0.06) and fine mesh appears closest to
the experiment. In the coarse mesh cases, there are kinks of the pressure coefficient near the switching
wall-distances of E = 0.06 and 0.13. Figure 4(b) shows the axial velocity along the vortex centreline. All
the cases from the present approach appear to be low compared to the experiment. Unlike the pressure
coefficient, there is no kink near the switching wall-distance in the coarse mesh cases.
Figure 5(a) and (b) show the switching wall-distance of the RANS and LES flow fields by green transparent surfaces before and after the optimization, respectively. The vorticity iso-surface in red shows the
wingtip vortex. The switching distance is decreased near the wingtip vortex in Figure 5(b). Figure 5(c)
shows the result with optimization of the switching wall-distance based on the cost function in Eq. (5).
The kink of the pressure coefficient in coarse mesh cases is alleviated by modifying the switching walldistance locally.
(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Iso-surfaces of the threshold E (green transparent) and vorticity magnitude (red) for (a) constant E = 0.13, (b) locally optimized E using the cost function Eq. (5), and (c) pressure coefficient with
and without optimization based on the cost function.
The DLR-F6 Model
As for a more realistic case, we employed the DLR-F6 wing-body model in clean (low-lift) configuration
to initialize the wake. The RANS solution is obtained by the DLR TAU-code with hybrid unstructured
mesh, where the number of mesh points is approximately 8.5 million [23]. The flow conditions of Mach
6
number M=0.75 and Reynolds number Re=5.0x10 are considered. Note that the RANS flow field used
here is not prepared for wake investigations but for the accurate prediction of aerodynamic forces such
as lift and drag coefficients. Therefore, the mesh resolution behind the trailing edge is not enough to
sharply capture wingtip vortices, which is a similar situation as in the previous NACA0012 wing case. To
normalize the quantities, we use the reference values, assuming an elliptic load distribution of the wing,
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2CLUb
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S/
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b,
4

w0
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,
2Sb0

t0

b0
,
w0

(8)

where CL, U, b, and / represent a lift coefficient CL = 0.5, uniform flow speed U = 270 m/s, wingspan b =
1.172 m, and wing aspect ratio / = 9.5, respectively. These values are from the experimental conditions.
2
Using these numbers the reference values for the normalization become *0 = 10.5 m /s, b0 = 0.92 m, w0
= 1.8 m/s, and t0 = 0.5 s, respectively.
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Figure 6 shows the axial vorticity distribution on a plane at the distance of x* = 5.3 from the trailing edge
of the wingtip, which corresponds to t* = 0.03 after the passage of the wingtip through the plane. The
peak vorticity is labeled at the vortices. Here the mesh resolution and the switching wall-distance are
varied. Comparing the three different mesh resolutions shown in Figures 6(a), (b), and (e), it is evident
that the finest mesh clearly preserves the vorticity distribution during roll-up the best. Especially, the rollup of a vorticity sheet from the main wing with many details is clearly seen in Figure 6(e). The vorticity
peaks are also maxima in this finest mesh case. The influence of the switching wall-distance is observed
from Figures 6 (b), (c), and (d), where the result with E = 0.07 in Figure 6(d) is close to the result of the
finest mesh with the same switching wall-distance E = 0.07.
The dependence of the results on the switching wall-distance is reduced by using a RANS flow field with
mesh refinement in the wake region [5]. The other possibility to alleviate the dependency is to use the
optimization of the switching wall-distance locally as shown in the previous NACA0012 case. The optimization of the switching wall-distance is effective to obtain a sharp wake while realizing smooth transition of RANS-LES flow fields in other regions.

Figure 6. Vorticity distributions at x* = 5.3 during the roll-up of DLR-F6 model’s wake.
For the following analysis of the F6 model wake, the parameters used are dx*= 0.009 and E = 0.1; the
optimization technique is not applied. Figure 7 shows the wake roll-up and the subsequent evolution of a
vortex pair. Here the ambient turbulence is characterized by eddy dissipation rate of H* = 0.01. Temperature stratification is not considered. The flow field is visualized by two levels of iso-vorticity surfaces (red:
|Z*| = 250, blue transparent: |Z*| = 65). The midpoint of the visualized wake in flight direction corresponds to the labelled position and time. The wingtip vortices and the fuselage wake have large vorticity
magnitudes in the beginning. The jet-like fuselage wake decays relatively quickly while the wingtip vortices preserve large vorticity. The decayed fuselage wake and the vorticity from inboard wing (see also
Figure 6) wrap around the wingtip vortices adding disturbances around them. A stable vortex pair appears between t* = 1 and 2 (cf. Figure 7 f and g). At t* = 8.8, the vortex pair is highly disturbed and almost decayed.
Note that there is a difference of the vortex age between the both sides of the domain in flight direction
after the wake initialization. Here the flow field is inverted slicewise to close the domain periodically. The
resulting LES domain is two times larger than the original one, i.e., two times larger computational cost,
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but it is possible to apply periodic boundary conditions also for the longitudinal boundaries. The inverted
part of the domain is not shown in Figure 7, where it is confirmed that the influence of the boundary
treatment is not noticeable.

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of the vorticity distribution (red: |Z*| = 250, blue transparent: |Z*| = 65)
of the wake behind the DLR-F6 model.
Figure 8(a) shows the circulation averaged between the non-dimensional vortex core radii of 0.106 to
0.318, which corresponds to the circulation averaged between core radii of 5 to 15 m, denoted as **5-15,
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used in real-scale field measurements. Here the **5-15 is averaged along vortex centerlines in the domain. The plot shows H* = 0.01, N* = 0.0 and H* = 0.01, N* = 0.35 cases as well as the case using LambOseen vortex model as in the conventioal LES of a vortex pair. The horizontal axes denote the distance
from the wingtip (bottom) and the time (top). The start time of Lamb-Oseen model case is shifted because the Lamb-Oseen model represents a fully rolled-up vortex pair. There is a peak of the averaged
circulation during the roll-up, and the initial decay rate is larger than in the Lamb-Oseen case. The circulation peak corresponds to the completion of the roll-up process (see also Figure 7), whereas the
stronger decay rate might reflect the effect of the entrainment of the turbulence from the fuselage wake.
It is also confirmed that the stable stratification effectively enhances circulation decay.
Figure 8 (b) shows the evolution of the vortex separation. It exhibits a local minimum followed by a local
maximum value during the roll-up process. After about t* = 2, the neutrally and stratified cases differ, the
vortex spacing increases monotonously in the former case, whereas it stays first constant and then decreases slightly in the latter case. A similar evolution is noticed for the stratified Lamb-Oseen case. Figure 8 (c) shows the evolution of vortex core radii. The initial value of the core radius in the Lamb-Oseen
case is set to 0.045. In all cases the vortex core radii evolve identically for six time units or about 900
vortex spacings behind the aircraft. Then the stratified cases show an abrupt increase; the neutral case
follows about 2 t0 later. The peak tangential velocities shown in Figure 8 (d) rapidly drop after the roll-up
at t* = 1, while the root-mean-square (RMS) velocity fluctuations along the vortex increase sharply. These observations corroborate the effect of the entrainment of fuselage turbulence into the main vortex pair
and the larger decay rate of the averaged circulation in the early vortex phase (Figure 8a).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 8. Temporal evolutions of (a) averaged circulation, (b) vortex separation, (c) vortex core radius,
and (d) peak tangential velocity generated by the DLR-F6 model.
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The AWIATOR case of a large transport aircraft
Another realistic configuration is a large transport aircraft model used in ONERA’s catapult tunnel during
the European AWIATOR project. The 1/27 scaled model has span width of 2.236 m. The experiment
5
conditions are Re = 5.2x10 , U=25 m/s, and CL = 1.4. Applying similar normalization as the previous
2
DLR-F6 case, we have *0 = 5.36 m /s, b0 = 1.756 m, w0 = 0.49 m/s, and t0 = 2.0 s. The RANS solution is
obtained by the DLR TAU-code with the adaptive mesh refinement for wingtip and flap vortices as well
as for fuselage wake. The RANS/LES coupling was achieved with the setting dx*= 0.009 and E = 0.07;
the optimization technique is not applied.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of vorticity distribution on a ground fixed vertical plane from t* = 0.32 until
1.631. In this high-lift configuration, the vortices from the deployed outboard flap are stronger than wingtip vortices. As a result, the wingtip vortex rotates around the outboard flap vortex and merges to the
outboard flap vortex at t* = 0.742. The vorticity shed by the fuselage is relatively large in the beginning,
however, the magnitude decreases quickly due to mutal cancellation across the symmetry line. The
vorticity shed by the through-flow nacelles also decays quickly. Similar to the DLR-F6 case it takes
about one time unit to complete the roll-up process.

Figure 9. Evolution of vorticity distribution during roll-up of the wake of the large transport aircraft model
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Conclusions
LES of wake vortex evolution from its generation until vortex decay is performed by combining RANS
and LES flow fields. The RANS flow field is employed in the LES as a forcing term sweeping through the
ground-fixed LES domain. An eddy viscosity initialization to match the time-averaged LES and RANS
eddy viscosities, as well as an optimization technique to obtain the best switching wall-distance in the
RANS/LES coupling are proposed.
The methodology is tested using the NACA0012 wing. The present approach achieves comparable results with the experiment by using the RANS flow field very near around wings and fuselage and LES
elsewhere. This way the wingtip vortex properties observed in the experiment are well reproduced. The
RANS alone is too diffusive to reproduce the experimental results downstream the trailing edge.
Further, the roll-up process of the wake initialized by the DLR-F6 model in low-lift configuration is simulated. The roll-up processes of the vorticity sheet emanating from the wing and tight vortices from the
wingtip are simulated. A stable vortex pair appears after this. The growth of the vortex core radius is
small especially after the roll-up, where the vortex core radius still depends on the mesh resolution considered here. Finally, the methodology is applied to a model of a large transport aircraft. In this high-lift
case, the vortices generated from the outboard flaps are stronger than the wingtip vortices. Therefore,
the wingtip vortices wrap around the outboard flap vortices, merging occurs at t* = 0.74. The roll-up process is completed about one time unit after “fly-by” as in the clean low-lift case of the F6 model.
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6.3 Experimental Study on Wake Vortices Impacted by Turbulence and Surfaces
Reinhard Geisler, Robert Konrath
Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology
Wake vortices from a generic aircraft wing model have been investigated experimentally in a water towing tank. The impact of environmental turbulence has been studied as well as the interaction of the vortices with surfaces of different contours. The experimental methods include time-resolved stereo Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and vortex core visualization.

Introduction
As a consequence of lift generation by aircraft wings of limited span width, vortex sheets shed off the
wings, roll up and form a pair of counter-rotating vortices. The evolving two-vortex systems persist in the
aircraft wake for a long period of time, possessing a high amount of kinetic energy and thereby posing a
potential hazard to following aircraft. To avoid wake vortex encounters, regulatory separation distances
between aircraft, dependent on their size, have to be met, which leads to a limit in the possible handling
capacity of the airport. Therefore, the investigation on the decay of wake vortices is an important issue in
commercial aviation (Gerz et al., 2002, 2005; Spalart, 1998).
It is well known that a stable pair of equal-strength counter-rotating vortices is subject to cooperative
instabilities which can lead to their decay in the far field (Bristol et al., 2004; Crouch, 2005; Jacquin et
al., 2003, 2005; Rennich and Lele, 1999; Winckelmans et al., 2005; Konrath, 2009). In the case of the
long-wavelength (O § -10 spans) Crow instability (Crow, 1970), both tip vortices re-connect in the far
wake across the mid plane in a series of ring-like vortex structures, after having experienced strong sinusoidal undulations. The development of the Crow instability is promoted by ambient turbulence, which
can reduce their lifetime significantly (Sarpkaya and Daly, 1987; Han et al., 2000, Holzäpfel et al., 2003;
Delisi, 2006). In the first part of the present study the development of the Crow instability as dependent
on the ambient turbulence level is investigated up to the very far field, including the vortex re-connection
and the formation of vortex rings by the volumetric measurement of the three-dimensional space curves
of the evolving vortex core lines. The tests are performed in a towing tank using a small generic wing
model to produce a two-vortex system. A well-defined turbulence field is produced in the tank by a grid
towed through the tank prior to the model, similar to the setup used by Delisi, 2006. The turbulence is
characterised quantitatively with respect to the turbulence intensity and length scales by performing
high-speed PIV measurements.
During the last decade, the evolution of wake vortices close to the ground has received much attention.
As shown by Robins and Delisi, 1993 or Türk et al., 1999, wake vortices in ground proximity can also
persist for a long period and still pose a hazard for following aircraft. The evolution of a wake vortex system in ground proximity results in a complex three-dimensional flow. When counter-rotating vortices
approach the ground or are generated at low altitudes, the proximity of a flat surface causes a lateral
movement of the vortices resulting in an increase in their separation distances. Induced by the vortices
an outboard directed flow on the surface establishes and vorticity of opposite sign is produced in a
boundary layer, which causes a rebound motion of the vortices (Harvey and Perry, 1971). The induced
flow near the surface experiences an adverse pressure gradient when passing the vortex cores, which is
strong enough to cause a flow separation, leading to the formation of a separation bubble on the ground.
Flow simulations performed by Dufresne et al., 2005; Spalart et al., 2001 and Proctor and Hamilton,
2000 show how pairs of secondary vortices are produced from the separation region; these then detach
and interact with the primary vortices. The simulations of Türk et al., 1999 show also that the generated
number of secondary vortices depends on the Reynolds number. Experimental results of Konrath et al.,
2008 obtained in a towing tank reveal the formation of a separation bubble which is followed by the generation of a series of multiple smaller vortices enrolled by the primary vortex. In order to predict the be-
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haviour of a two vortex system in ground proximity and its decay in the far field, additional tests were
performed in a second part of the current study; here experiments were performed in the same towing
tank using the same model but introducing a flat ground and varying the altitudes of the model above the
plate. In addition, the investigations comprise cases with ground irregularities to clarify whether such
disturbances are able to destabilize the vortices and to promote their decay.

Experimental Set-up
Water towing tank “WSG”
The present study has been performed at the DLR water towing tank in Göttingen (“Wasserschleppkanal
Göttingen”, WSG). This facility consists of an 18 m tank of cross-section 1.1 m by 1.1 m equipped with a
carriage capable of crossing the tank at a maximum speed of 5 m/s. Models under investigation can be
attached to this carriage and are propelled along the tank at defined velocities while the water inside the
tank is at rest. Compared to a recirculating water tunnel, this approach permits measurements far behind the model. In addition, experiments can be performed at very low turbulence levels. This requires,
however, enough time for the turbulence to settle down. Thus, the water in the tank was left to rest for at
least 20 minutes prior to each run.
Since one part of this work deals with the influence of turbulence, a means of generating turbulence in a
controlled way was needed. A pilot carriage with a drive system independent of the model carriage was
constructed. Attached to this carriage, a square grating (20 mm profiles, pitch 200 mm) can be towed
through the water upstream of the model at a maximum velocity of 1 m/s. This generates a turbulence
field with temporal decay. By changing the delay between pilot and model carriage the turbulence level
thus can be selected. Magnetic switches along the track are used to monitor the carriages and synchronize the measurement system.
F13 Model
To rule out the influence of the towing tank side walls, a minimum distance of one model span between
walls and vortices is required. To ensure this limit, a small version of the DLR F13 model was build. This
model has a main wing span of 175 mm and a chord length of 35 mm. An optional tail wing with the
same chord length but different spans can be attached for 4-vortex system investigations. The profile in
both cases is a Wortman FX63-137B-PT. Embedded in the wing tips are outlets for contrast agents to
trace the vortex cores. The model is supported by a profiled strut attached to the carriage via a translation stage. By this means the vertical position of the model can be adjusted. For the present experiments, the angle-of-attack is set to 10° and the tail wing is replaced by a cone tail. The initial vortex distance is b0 = 153 mm.
Stereo PIV
The velocity vector fields of the wake vortices are measured by means of a time-resolved stereo PIV
system. Polyamide particles of 20 µm average diameter are suspended into the water as tracer particles. They are illuminated by a Lee LDP 200-MQG laser at 1 kHz repetition rate and with a pulse energy
of 25 mJ. The laser beam is expanded and refocused by a telescope and finally spread out to a light
sheet by a cylindrical lens. Depending on the application, this light sheet is brought into the towing tank
either from the side or from the bottom with a final orientation perpendicular to the towing direction.
Two Photron APX-RS high-speed cameras record the light scattered by the polyamide particles from
both sides of the light sheet. To reduce aberrations, glass prisms filled with water are attached to the
sides of the tank with their air-glass interfaces perpendicular to the respective camera line of vision.
Scheimpflug correction is applied to ensure image sharpness for the complete field of view. The total
camera setups are attached to motorized translation stages which can follow the descent of the vortices.
The imaging system is calibrated by taking photos of a calibration grid printed on a glass plate in the
water at the light sheet position. Laser, cameras and translation stages are controlled by a programmable sequencer triggered by a magnetic switch from the model carriage.
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Wake vortices show a decreasing dynamic range of velocities. Thus, the delay used for PIV recordings
has to be adapted accordingly. In the current application, PIV images are recorded at the relative times
of 0, 2, 5, 10 and 20 ms. This sequence is repeated every 50 ms (compare Figure 1). Using this
scheme, the PIV delay can be selected and adapted to the actually occurring velocity range after the
recording while maintaining a sufficient time resolution of 20 vector fields per second as well as a long
total observation time (limited by camera RAM).
The acquired images are evaluated using a well-established multigrid cross-correlation analysis with
image deformation. Disparity correction with the final light sheet is applied to compensate for the refraction caused by the glass calibration grid carrier.

Figure 1. Timing for PIV measurement
Vortex core visualization
Since PIV provides only local planar information on the wake vortices, vortex core visualization has been
applied. Driven by gravity, a contrast agent from a vessel 0.5 m above the water surface is fed into the
tube system of the model and finally released into the vortex core through outlets at the wing tips. Two
configurations are used:
a) Polyamide particles are used as contrast agent in the turbulence measurements. Two Rapp OptoElectronic NGW10 Xenon flash lamps illuminate the measurement volume from both sides of
the towing tank. The light scattered by the particles is recorded at two frames per second with
three PCO.4000 Cameras from below the towing tank. The cameras are arranged in a plane perpendicular to the towing direction with a central camera imaging along a vertical line of vision, and
the other two cameras recording the volume along tilted lines of vision from opposite sides. The
camera system is calibrated with a calibration grid in three parallel planes throughout a volume of
at least 700 * 360 * 600 mm³. Quantitative results can be obtained.
b) Black ink is used as contrast agent in the investigation of vortices close to surfaces. Since here
the view from below the tank is spoiled by constructions supporting the transparent ground plate
and the humps as well as by bubbles below the ground plate, the ink traces are recorded with
background illumination from above the tank by a consumer grade HD video camcorder. Since
calibration and quantitative evaluation here are hindered by the surface waves of the water, only
qualitative results can be obtained in this configuration.

Results
Wake vortices in a turbulent environment
The first part of the present study covers the impact of turbulence on the wake vortices. First, the timedependency of the turbulence generated by the pilot grating is characterized by PIV (Figure 2, left). The
vortex velocity of descent is estimated once at the negligible turbulence level of the towing tank after a
settling time of 20 minutes. In all following PIV measurements, the translation stages move the cameras
at a constant velocity to follow the descent of the vortices.
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Figure 2. Characterisation of turbulence (left) and dynamic parameters of wake vortices in a low turbulence environment (right). Vortex position is relative to the coordinate system moving downwards with
44 mm/s.

Figure 3. Wake vortices without (left, reproducible) and with (right, example) environmental turbulence.
Snapshots within the first 10 seconds (i.e. t/t0 = 3.2 or a distance of 159 b0 behind the model). Model
velocity 2.44 m/s, turbulence rms 5 mm/s (2‰), coordinate system moving downwards with 44 mm/s.
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Table 1: Parameter matrix for PIV measurements
Configuration
Time after passage of grating [s]
Turb. rms [mm/s]
Model velocity [m/s]
Reynolds number:
Chord based
Circulation based
Initial circulation [m²/s]
Initial velocity of descent w0 [mm/s]
Reference time t0 = b0 / w0 [s]

1

2

Without
grating
0
1
35000
17000
0.019
21
7.2

Without
grating
0
2.44
85000
52000
0.052
49
3.1

3

4

5

6

80

80

40

40

5
1
35000
17000
0.019
21
7.2

5
2.44
85000
52000
0.052
49
3.1

8
1
35000
17000
0.019
21
7.2

8
2.44
85000
52000
0.052
49
3.1

Figure 4. Vortex core visualization without (left, reproducible) and with (right, example) turbulence. Selected snapshots within the first 9 seconds (i.e. t/t0 = 2.9 or a distance of 144 b0 behind the model).
Model velocity 2.44 m/s from right to left, turbulence rms 5 mm/s (2‰).
To rule out an influence of the towing tank floor, the measurements were interrupted when the vortices
reached a distance of around 200 mm (>b0) from the floor. Thus, the vortices have a free vertical path of
around 450 mm. Since the laser light sheet has to cover an area defined by this path and the vortex
distance, it was fed into the towing tank from underneath. As a result, the complete water height inside
the tank was illuminated to a width of at least 350 mm. To image this field, the high-speed cameras have
been equipped with Nikkor 1.8/50 lenses operated at an aperture setting of F/# 5.6. Vortex parameters
like initial velocity of descent and circulation are measured at the negligible turbulence level (Figure 2,
right). In Table 1, a summary of the parameter matrix measured by PIV is given.
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Due to the mandatory settling time between two measurements, it takes a long time to gain a statistically
significant number of runs. Thus, the maximum number of runs per configuration had to be restricted to
ten. A typical result is depicted in Figure 3. The wake vortices without environmental turbulence (left
side; configuration 2) show a stable behaviour. The positions of the vortex cores are almost fixed within
the coordinate system moving at a constant speed of 44 mm/s (see also Figure 2, right). In contrast, the
low turbulence level of 5 mm/s (2‰) is already sufficient to destabilize the vortices and divert the movement of the cores (example in Figure 3, right side; configuration 4). The exact behaviour here is not predictable. Figure 4 shows corresponding vortex core visualizations recorded from below the towing tank.
In the turbulence-free configuration on the left side, the vortex cores just sink with constant velocity and
separation. The apparent growth in the core distance is caused by perspective. In the turbulent configuration (right side), a Crow instability is visible. Since this instability is not artificially triggered but dependent on the turbulent nature of the environment, it is not possible to predict either the position of the vortex-linking, or, in fact, whether vortex linking will happen at all.
Wake vortices in proximity to surfaces
In the second part of this study the development of the wake vortices in proximity to the ground has
been investigated for flat ground as well as for selected generic 2d-topologies (Figure 5). At about half
the water depth of the towing tank, a flat PMMA (acrylic glass) ground plate has been installed along the
complete path of the model carriage. The model support is attached to a translation stage on the carriage to allow the model distance h from the ground plate to be adjusted. Since this distance is a maximum of 160 mm only, the cameras in this configuration are not required to follow the movement of the
vortex core and thus are left at rest. Equipped with Contax 2.8/21 lenses (aperture setting F/# 8), they
capture a field of 400 mm x 240 mm, which covers the complete relevant development of one vortex
generated by the model. The second vortex generated by the model is not recorded since the setup is
symmetric and hence no additional information is to be expected. Again, to rule out undesirable influences, the field of view has to be limited to a minimum distance of b0 from the side walls. The laser light
sheet in this case is coupled into the tank through a side wall.
In an initial parameter study the influence of the model distance h from the ground is investigated (Figure 6). As is known, the vortex is deflected sideways and finally rises again. It is worth noticing that the
angle at which the vortex rises again after deflection is around 23° and almost independent of the distance h as well as from the model velocity. Vorticity and vortex stability, however, do depend on h.
U
h
a) Flat Ground
U
a

b) Ground with Square Profile(s)
a

U
a

c) Ground with Sine Wave (s)
l

Figure 5. Ground topologies investigated.
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Figure 6. Vortex core trajectories (left, vortices moving from right to left) and time-dependent circulation
(right) derived from PIV for different heights h over a flat ground. Depicted are individual runs (dotted)
and their averages (lines). Model velocity U = 2.44 m/s, ground at Z = 0 mm.

30 mm

30 mm

Figure 7. Vortex core visualization of the interaction with a flat ground (left) and a 30 mm square profile
perpendicular to the towing direction (right, transparent profile in the centre of the image). Upper images
1.6 s after model passage, consecutive images with 0.4 s interframe time. Model velocity U = 2.44 m/s
from right to left, ground distance h = 80 mm, image width approx. 2 m.
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The main part of the investigation is performed at a constant ground distance h = 80 mm with different
configurations of 2d humps along the path of the model (Figure 5 b, c). Square profiles with a side length
of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm in single, double or triple sequence and a sine wave of total (double) amplitude 40 mm with a length of 1300 mm (2S) and 2600 mm (4S) have been used. All ground topologies
are constructed from transparent PMMA (acrylic glass) so as to giving minimal obstruction for the visualization analysis.
To get a first qualitative impression, video visualizations have been recorded from the top of the towing
tank. Black ink was released from the wing tips to trace the vortex cores (see above). Without additional
humps, the ground only directs the vortices sideways (Figure 7, left). With a 30 mm square profile perpendicular to the towing direction (Figure 5 b), disturbances emerge travelling upstream and downstream from the point where the vortex first hits the profile (Figure 7, right).

Figure 8. PIV results (vorticity, colour coded) of the vortex interaction with a plain flat ground (left) and a
30 mm square profile perpendicular to the towing direction 160 mm ahead of the PIV plane (right).
Model velocity U = 2.44 m/s, ground distance h = 80 mm, ground at Z = 0 mm. Black arrows mark the
velocity vectors in the (Y,Z) plane; the thick black curve traces the vortex path.
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Figure 9. Vortex core trajectories (left) and time-dependent circulation (right) derived from PIV for different distances from a 30 x 30 mm² square profile. Depicted are individual runs (dotted) and their averages (lines). Model velocity U = 2.44 m/s, ground distance h = 80 mm, ground at Z = 0 mm.

30 mm

30 mm

40 mm

1100 mm
1300 mm
Figure 10. Vortex core visualization of the interaction with two 30 mm square profiles (left) and a 4S sine
wave (right). Upper images 1.6 s after model passage, consecutive images with 0.4 s interframe time.
Model velocity U = 2.44 m/s from right to left, ground distance h = 80 mm, image width approx. 2 m.
PIV recordings are taken at different distances from the hump. From the gained time-resolved 3component velocity vector fields properties like vorticity and vortex circulation as well as vortex core
traces are evaluated. Compared to the reference case with the plain flat ground, the hump forces the
path of the vortex core downwards and reduces circulation (Figure 8, Figure 9). Far from the hump,
however, the vortex rises higher than in the reference case (Figure 9, x = 550 mm).
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The disturbances moving upstream and downstream look significantly different (Figure 7, right). However, the respective instability types seem to be somehow fundamental: The shapes emerging from sine
profiles look similar to the ones caused by square profiles (Figure 10). Of course, due to the size of the
sine wave profile, time and location differ. This spatiotemporal delay is also visible in the vortex core
traces derived from PIV (Figure 11, left), where the traces at the end of a 1300 mm (2S) sine wave are
located between the traces for square profiles at x = 160 mm and x = 550 mm, respectively. The circulation at sufficiently large distances (Figure 11, right) shows an almost identical behaviour.
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Square Profile at x = 160 mm
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Figure 11. Vortex core trajectories (left) and time-dependent circulation (right) derived from PIV for single square profile and 2S (1300 mm) sine wave. Depicted are individual runs (dotted) and their averages
(lines). Model velocity U = 2.44 m/s, ground distance h = 80 mm, ground at Z = 0 mm.

Conclusion
A generic aircraft wing model has been used to investigate the development of 2-vortex wake systems in
a water towing tank. The experimental study has been focused on the influence of ambient turbulence
and the impact of ground topologies on the decay of the wake. Time resolved stereo PIV has been used
to determine the velocity vector fields. Vortex core traces have been visualized by contrast agents released from the wing tips.
Time-resolved images of the vortex core evolution in environments with different intensities of ambient
turbulence have been taken in order to get both a first qualitative overview as well as a global quantitative characterization. The observed decay features include Crow instability, vortex-linking and the formation of vortex rings. Velocity vector fields are recorded by time-resolved stereo PIV for quantitative
analysis. A vortex tracking evaluation is performed allowing the determination of the vortex core trajectories in selected cross planes as well as vortex parameters like circulation strength and core radius.
The interaction of the wake with different ground topologies, i.e. a plain flat plate, a flat plate including a
rectangular hump and a sinusoidal shaped ground plate, is observed by vortex core visualization. Both
ground irregularities cause an early breakdown of the vortices which travels up- and downstream of the
maximum ground elevation. The quantitative analyses of the flow field measured with time-resolved PIV
reveal that the circulation is reduced significantly by both ground irregularities. For the rectangular hump,
the circulation strength is reduced dramatically directly above the hump, which is mainly caused by the
production of opposite signed vorticity at the surfaces of the hump. At some distances up- and downstream of the hump, a remarkable reduction of about 50 percent with respect to the plain ground case
still exists. The towing tank results show that ground irregularities have a positive effect on the decay of
wake vortices in ground proximity, which is important for the starting and landing procedure of aircraft at
airports. It is suggested that further investigations also consider higher Reynolds numbers.
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6.4 Large-Eddy Simulations of Wake Vortices in Ground Proximity and Crosswind
Anton Stephan, Takashi Misaka, Frank Holzäpfel
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
Results from large eddy simulations of the wake vortex behaviour in ground effect with turbulent crosswinds are presented. We have conducted wall-resolved and wall-modelled simulations at different
Reynolds numbers to investigate the Reynolds-number dependency. Vortex displacement and decay
has been validated with experimental data. In order to understand wake vortex decay mechanisms in
ground proximity the interaction of primary and secondary vortices is thoroughly investigated. Obstacles
at the ground surface are introduced to trigger rapid vortex decay.

Introduction
The interaction of a two-vortex system with the ground using numerical simulations has been investigated so far with different approaches. Either wall-resolved direct numerical simulations (DNS) [2], or large
eddy simulations (LES) [4] have been employed. For wall resolved simulations not only DNS but also
LES is limited by the Reynolds Number, Re = *0/Q, and has been realized for a maximum Re of 20000.
Another possibility is to use wall-modelling functions [18], which allows considering realistic Reynolds
7

numbers up to 10 . Similar as [4] we have conducted wall-resolved LES at a Reynolds number of Re =
23130. Using a wall model we have further performed wall-modelled LES with Re = 231300.
In contrast to vortices at higher altitude vortex decay in ground effect is not only influenced by ambient
turbulence but also by the interaction of secondary vortices detaching from the ground with the primary
vortices. Here instabilities of secondary vortices play a significant roll. In contrast to the shortwavelength instability, reported in [4], we find that vortex decay is driven by the formation of omegashaped secondary vorticity structures which themselves are triggered by the longitudinal streaks developing in the boundary layer flow close to the ground surface. Even more efficient vortex decay can be
achieved by imposing dedicated obstacles at the ground plane that trigger the formation of powerful
secondary vorticity structures.
In order to provide a realistic environmental flow, we first establish a three-dimensional unsteady crosswind. This way we introduce time dependent velocity fluctuations modelling the atmosphere physically.
The time-averaged stream-wise velocity of the wind at the initial vortex height is set to the initial vortex
descent velocity V0

*0 / 2Sb0 .

The presence of the ambient wind induces a boundary layer with negative vorticity. In contrast to classical considerations without wind this causes an asymmetric situation. The sudden eruption of wall vorticity is faster and more intense for the downwind vortex where the wind shear and the secondary vorticity
have the same sign, but is attenuated for the upwind vortex. In the simulations temperature effects are
not taken into account.

Theoretical Background
As the crosswind tends to be three-dimensional, unsteady and turbulent pre-simulations are required to
generate it. Prescribing a vertical profile following the universal logarithmic law and imposing a streamwise pressure gradient the wind flow is driven through the computational domain. In this setting the flow
can be considered as a turbulent half-channel flow with the domain truncated in the middle of the channel, where a slip condition is applied. Here we shortly repeat basic properties of the channel-flow (e.g.
[3], [13]). Let G denote the channel half height and consider the following quantities as averaged in
time.
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Ww

G  dp / dx , with constant

pressure in wall-normal direction. The wall friction velocity is defined by uW

(W w / U )1 / 2 . This gives us the

For the boundary layer approximation the Navier-Stokes equations yield

normalized values u 

u / uW

z

uW G /Q . The bounda-

zuW /Q and an intrinsic Reynolds number ReW

ry layer of a turbulent flow has now three characteristic parts:
region


velocity law

viscous sublayer

z  10

u  (z  )

z

transition layer

10  z   35
35  z 

u  (z  )

N

logarithmic layer

1

log( z  )  B ,

with experimentally determined constants N 0.41 and B 5.5. In a fully developed flow each region has
its own flow field characteristics. The viscous sublayer is shaped by coherent structures, so-called nearwall streaks (e.g. [10]). For Reynolds numbers ReW  1000 this near-wall streaks are proven to have a
spanwise spacing of

O | 100 . To resolve the viscous sublayer wall-resolved LES requires a stretched


mesh in wall-normal direction, with z min  1 . For realistic Reynolds numbers this is not feasible, therefore a wall model is needed. We employ a wall model based on the logarithmic law, to establish realistic
velocity profiles, also known as the Grötzbach model (e.g. [5]).
Obstacles are simulated by adding a drag force source term, wu i wt

C D u u i , to the Navier-Stokes

equations with a high drag coefficient in the region of the obstacle.

Numerical Set-up
Initial Vortex Pair
The fully rolled-up wake vortex is initialized by a pair of counter rotating Lamb-Oseen vortices. It is characterized by a circulation of *0

b0

530 m2/s, a vortex core radius of rc

47.1 m. The Reynolds number is set to Re

wall-resolved cases and Re

*0 /Q

231300 , Q

*0 /Q

3.0 m and a vortex separation

23130 , with Q

2.29  10 3 m2/s in the wall-modelled case. The

velocity scale is based on the initial descent velocity of the vortex pair V0
defines the non-dimensional time t *

2.29  10 2 m2/s in the

*0 / 2Sb0

1.79 m/s. This

t Vb00 with b0/V0 = 26.3 s. For computing the initial vortex induced

velocity at each point of the domain, six image vortex pairs in spanwise direction and two mirror vortices
in the direction perpendicular to the ground are taken into account.
Computational Domain and Numerical Method
The dimensions of the computational domain are Lx =192 m in axial or longitudinal, Ly = 384 m in
spanwise or lateral, and Lz = 144 m in vertical directions, respectively, see Figure 1. The initial height of
vortex pair is set to h0

b0 . We impose periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions. A no-

slip condition is set at the ground at z

0 and a slip condition at the top at z

3b0 .

The number of grid points are Nx = 256, Ny = 512 and Nz = 256, resulting in 33.5 million of grid points. In
the vertical direction the mesh is stretched geometrically from ground to the initial height of the vortices
and remains equidistant further up.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the computational domain with boundary conditions and the initial vortex pair.
-5

3

The mean cross-wind uy(z) is driven by a pressure gradient of dp/dy = 5.9·10 N/m . With a friction velocity uW

+
8.414  10 2 m/s as reference we obtain z min = 0.55, hence, the the first layer above ground is

at zmin = 0.15 m and we can guarantee to resolve the wall in the LES, at least for the cross-wind driven
boundary layer.
We impose three different types of obstacles at the ground surface which are all oriented in the ydirection. The first case employs a barrier with a quadratic cross section of 9 m x 9 m; followed by a
case with 3 barriers with reduced heights of 6 m and widths of 9 m separated in x-direction by b0. Finally,
we impose 3 sinusoidally shaped barriers (along x) with a height difference (two times the amplitude) of
9 m and a wave length of b0.
The LES is performed by using the incompressible Navier-Stokes code MGLET developed at Technische Universität München [14]. The momentum equation is solved by a finite-volume approach with
the fourth-order finite-volume compact scheme [12, 6]. A Lagrangian dynamical subgrid-scale model is
employed [15]. The simulation is performed in parallel using 1024 processors dividing the domain into
8x16x8 parts.

Results
Flow phenomenology
When the vortex pair descends it induces a vorticity layer at the ground (see Figure 2). Crosswind also
induces vorticity close to the ground, which has the opposite sign as the boundary vorticity layer of the
upwind vortex and the same sign as the vorticity layer of the downwind vortex (cf. Figure 7 below). As a
consequence vorticity layers generated by the wake vortices become unequally strong and the upwind
and downwind vortices behave asymmetrically. The magnitude of the wake-vortex induced vorticity layer
is growing leading eventually to separation and the generation of counter-rotating vortices, first at the
downwind and then at the upwind vortex. Then the secondary vortices rebound and start to interact with
the primary vortices, which we will discuss later in detail. We also observe a roll-up process of the turbulent structures of the wind boundary layer while these disappear at the ground between the vortices.
Trajectories and Decay
The primary and secondary vortex centres are tracked detecting local pressure minima and extreme
values of vorticity. The averaged vortex core trajectories can be seen in Figure 3 together with predictions of the deterministic and probabilistic two-phase wake vortex decay and transport model (D2P,
P2P) [7].
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Figure 2. Visualisation of the flow field using iso-surfaces of
The averaged normalized
closest distance to the
ground of the primary vortices is 0.49 for the upwind
and 0.57 for downwind vortex. Lidar measurements at
Frankfurt airport [9] indicate
average altitudes of 0.525
and 0.62, respectively, in
corresponding situations [9].
Lateral displacement of the
primary vortex trajectories
has been analysed in [19], it
scatters around a median of
3.2 at average vortex ages of
t* = 3. The LES provides
exactly a lateral displacement
of 3.2 at a time of t* = 3.
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Z b02 / *0

5 and 0.5 at t * 1.24 s.

Figure 3. Evolution of normalized vertical and lateral positions.
Results from simulations (black and orange) compared with predictions from D2P and P2P wake vortex model.

As a common measure of the
vortex intensity for aircraft with a wingspan around 60 m we first consider =5-15 = 0.1

15

³

5

* ( r ) dr for

primary and =5 for the secondary vortices, where = r) denotes the circulation distribution in a disk of
radius r centred in the vortex core. The evolution of these quantities is shown in Figure 4. It is worth
mentioning, that in spite of the rapid decay between t* = 1.5 and 3 the core radius of the primary vortices is shrinking temporarily, see Figure 4, right.
Wake Vortex Decay Mechanism
In contrast to the decay mechanisms away from ground, which are driven by atmospheric turbulence
and thermal stratification [16], [8], the origin of turbulence in our case is the no-slip condition at the
ground, i.e. the strong shear established between the free crosswind flow and the zero velocity directly
at the ground surface. The counter-rotating secondary vortices finally develop into relatively strong turbulent structures causing rapid decay. Figure 5 shows how those secondary vorticity structures (SVS)
develop from the ground effect vortices on both upwind and downwind vortices at different times. To our
knowledge, the origin of this kind of instabilities was not well documented and explained so far.
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Figure 4. Evolution of vortex circulation for primary and secondary vortices (left) and core radius (right)

Figure 5. Iso-surfaces of vorticity magnitude

Z

1.5 s , coloured by vorticity in span direction

at t* = 1.43 viewed upstream (left) and at t* = 1.81 viewed downstream (right)
The unstable SVS wind around the primary vortex and form so-called omega loops that induce themselves a propagation speed towards the primary vortex. This self-induced approach speeds up and intensifies the interaction with the primary vortices. The prominent role of secondary vorticity structures for
wake vortex decay is well known and has been analysed in detail in [8]. The formation of omega loops
from secondary vortices has been studied in [17]. Here we want to focus on the origin of these instabilities.
A closer look at the velocity distribution at the ground, before imposing the vortex system reveals a
wave-shaped pattern of highly elongated structures, the so-called streaks seen in Figure 6, left. These
streaks correspond to regions of high velocities oriented in span direction (along uy) in immediate ground
proximity. Regions of high crosswind velocity (gradients) and low crosswind velocity (gradients) at the
ground strengthen or weaken the roll-up process of the secondary vortices, respectively.
Crosswind velocity gradients induce vorticity of opposite
sign as the secondary upwind vortex and of the same
sign as the secondary downwind vortex (see Figure 7).
So a region of small vertical wind gradients at the upwind
secondary vortex and a region of high wind gradients at
the downwind secondary vortex both enforce the secFigure 7. Sketch of flow
ondary vortices to detach earlier, as shown in Figure 6.
The shape and development of the omega loops is best visible in Figure 6 left below at the downwind
vortex, whereas the correlation of the boundary layer streaks and the omega loops is even more obvious
for the upwind vortex (see the red arrows in Figure 6, right).
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Figure 6. Iso-surface of vorticity magnitude

Z
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1.5 s combined with (left) velocity at the ground at t* =

0 (top) and 1.53 (bottom) and (right) with iso-surface of velocity v=0.1 m/s (transluscent) at t* = 1.53
(top) and 1.81 (bottom); the lower vortex is the downwind (left) and the upwind (right) vortex.
As a consequence we may expect a one to one correspondence of the streak spacing of the crosswind
+
flow and instability wave length of the secondary vortices. The streak spacing has found to be  = 100
in experiments ([1]) as well as in numerical simulations ([10]) for relatively small Reynolds numbers.
+
Reference [11] gives some mathematical evidence that  = 100 may also hold for high Reynolds numbers. Consequently, the wave length of the secondary vortices is highly dependent on the Reynolds
number, or in other words it is proportional to the molecular viscosity. This motivates us to perform some
LES with higher Reynolds number.
Higher Reynolds Number Flows
-3

2

In a simulation with Re = 231300 and  = 2.29·10 m /s we investigate how Reynolds number affects
the vortex decay. We impose a wall model based on the logarithmic wall law, to achieve the characteristic velocity profile in the pre-simulation. Again we use a pressure driven flow with the same pressure
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3

gradient dp/dy = 5.9·10 N/m as before. As expected the turbulent SVS become much smaller and are
actually not too well resolved anymore, see Figure 8, left. The vortex decay at the 10 times larger Re
number appears to follow the same physics but is somewhat delayed and stabilises at a slightly higher
value, see Figure 8, right. This might be considered as a Re number effect but possibly could also be
explained with the insufficient resolution of the turbulent structures close to the ground.

Figure 8. Left: iso-surface of vorticity magnitude

Z

1.5 s , coloured by vorticity in span direction, at t* =

1.66; right: evolution of vortex circulation for primary and secondary vortices for different values of Re.
Ground Obstacles
Different types of obstacles at the ground surface are introduced in order to trigger the formation of SVS
and to achieve premature vortex decay. All initial parameters of the cross-wind and the wake vortices
are taken from the wall-resolved LES at Re = 23130.
One barrier with quadratic cross section
After vortex initialisation secondary vorticity is generated rapidly at the top of the barrier, which subsequently detaches and develops a distinct loop, see Figure 9. The loop is stretched and winds around the
primary vortex forming an omega loop, approaching and immersing into the primary vortex. The process
follows the vortex stretching and tilting mechanisms explained in [8]. The geometrically induced SVS
travel along the primary vortices by self-induced velocity while they weaken the primary vortices efficiently.
This simulation can be considered as a very clear illustration of the development of an SVS in the
crosswind situation. While in the turbulent cross-wind situation several smaller SVS develop from the
boundary layer streaks competing with less coherent turbulent structures, the obstacle (running parallel
to the cross-wind direction) triggers a very distinct large single unadulterated secondary vorticity loop.
Consequently, the different phases of its development can more clearly be distinguished in Figure 9.
Three barriers with different cross sections
Here we compare the influence of barriers with sinusoidal and squared cross sections. Three obstacles
are imposed separated by b0 along x. Figure 10 reveals that the flow characteristics are very similar for
smooth and polygonal barriers. Both simulations show similar results concerning the evolution of the
vortex intensity. All cases have in common that the geometrically induced instabilities weaken the primary vortices. In Figure11 the development of =5-15 is plotted for all three cases with obstacles compared to
the simulation with flat ground. The downwind vortices are fully decayed already between t* = 3 and 4
compared to the pure cross-wind case where the downwind vortex survives beyond simulation time.
Until t* = 3 the upwind vortices in all three cases with obstacles show similar decay characteristics, multiple obstacles, obviously, result in lower final circulations.
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Figure 9. Iso-surface of vorticity magnitude

Z
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1.5 s , coloured by vorticity in span direction

at t* = 0.76, 0.91, 1.06, 1.21, 1.37, and 1.52, from top to bottom and left to right.

Conclusions
We conducted several LES to study the evolution of a counter-rotating vortex pair in ground effect with
cross-wind. The investigation of the decay mechanism reveals that the strongly deforming and unstable
secondary vortex structures trigger the rapid decay of the primary vortices. This motivated us to study
the origin of the instabilities, which can be either initiated dynamically by coherent structures of the
crosswind flow or geometrically by obstacles installed at the ground.
In the case with a flat lower boundary we found that the velocity streaks in the cross-wind flow close to
the surface support the formation of secondary vorticity and thus accelerate the detachment of secondary vortices from the ground which subsequently causes the generation of omega loops. These omega
loops approach the primary vortices driven by self-induced velocity and initiate the rapid decay in ground
proximity.
Because the wall-resolving LES limits the Reynolds number of the flow, we further have conducted a
simulation with a Re larger by a factor of 10. This forced us to model the near wall effects. The results
show that the described instabilities of the secondary vortices are more filigree leading to a somewhat
delayed vortex decay. Possibly, the employed wall model does not allow representing coherent small
turbulent structures close to the ground with sufficient resolution.
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Z

1.5 s , coloured by vorticity in span direction

at t* = 0.98, 1.06, 1.14, and 1.21. Left: square shaped barriers. Right: sinusoidal barriers.

Figure 11. Evolution of vortex circulation, LES with / without obstacles; uw/dw = up-/downwind vortex.
Finally, we imposed obstacles of different type and shape. This setup allowed the dedicated use of
properties of vortex dynamics to accelerate wake vortex decay in ground proximity with the following
characteristics:
x
x
x

early detachment of strong omega-shaped secondary vortices
omega shape causes self-induced fast approach of the primary vortex
after the secondary vortex has looped around the primary vortex it separates and travels along
the primary vortex again driven by self induction
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the dedicated secondary vortex connects to the regular ground effect vortex and thus obtains
continued supply of energy
the highly intense interaction of primary and secondary vortices leads to rapid wake vortex decay independent from natural external disturbances

In summary the introduction of obstacles at the ground supports the selective generation of secondary
vortices and smart utilisation of vortex properties in order to generate fast approaching and rapid
spreading of disturbances along the primary vortex leading to premature vortex decay in ground proximity. Optimal obstacle shape and assembly with regard to vortex decay and feasibility is still to be investigated.
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6.5 Wake Characterisation by Encounter Flight Tests
Dietrich Fischenberg, Carsten Schwarz
Institute of Flight Systems
A wake encounter flight test campaign was conducted with the DLR Falcon 20 test aircraft. Applying a
DLR developed evaluation method, wake characterising parameters such as wake strength (vortex circulation), wake descent, and lateral vortex spacing are assessed for each single encounter of a distinct
aircraft type. The wake evolution is derived showing the encounter results as a function of wake age, or
distance behind the aircraft. All results for a distinct aircraft type are summarized in a proposed “Wake
Characterization Sheet”, which may be a basis for wake severity discussions of (new) aircraft.

Wake Encounter Flight Tests
Several wake encounter in-situ flight tests were accomplished within the DLR project Weather & Flying.
The objectives of these tests were:
(a) to gather in-situ wake encounter flight test data in different flight phases and at different distances behind several wake generator aircraft
(b) to evaluate the flight test data and derive wake characterizing parameters like wake strength,
wake descent, and lateral wake spacing as a function of wake age (wake evolution)
(c) to measure the flight dynamic reaction of the wake encounter aircraft for validation of aerodynamic interaction models (AIM) of a swept wing aircraft configuration (not treated here).
The DLR Falcon 20 D-CMET (Figure 1) was used as encountering and measuring aircraft. 60 wake
encounters in two flights were accomplished behind DLR’s VFW-614 ATTAS aircraft in approach configuration (September 2010), and 202 wake encounters behind 12 different airliners in cruise (March
2011). Table 1 lists the airliner types, speeds, altitudes and number of encounters gathered during the
cruising tests. Figure 2 shows a typical cruising scenario seen from the Falcon cockpit in this campaign.

Figure 1: left: DLR’s Falcon 20 D-CMET wake encounter and measuring aircraft;
right: Falcon noseboom with 5-hole probe for 100 Hz flow measurement

Figure 2: Falcon cockpit view during the cruise encounter flight tests
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Table 1: Statistics of Falcon 20 D-CMET wake encounter flight tests in cruise

1

airliner
type
CRJ-900

airliner
mass
[t]
32

Flight
Level
[FL]
350

true
airspeed
[kt]
446

# of
encounters
10

2

CRJ-900

30

370

460

9

3

Fokker 70

31

330

423

13

4

Fokker 100

36

350

424

8

5

B737-500

45

350

446

11

6

B737-400

50

360

433

9

7

B737-700

48

350

429

32

8

MD-82

58

340

430

20

9

B737-700

49

370

409

39

10

A319

58

370

439

15

11

B737-300

49

350

415

24

12

A320

62

360

440

12

total

202

Wake Characterisation Evaluation Model
The evaluation method used here was developed by DLR and is described in detail in [1] and [4]. It is
capable to derive wake characterizing parameters from measured wake encounter flight test data. The
key element of the method is the combination of a classical high precision flight path reconstruction [5]
and the identification of the parameters of an analytical wake vortex model, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Evaluation method for wake characterization: combination of wake identification and flight
path reconstruction [10]
The flight path reconstruction (FPR) inputs are: linear accelerations, rotational rates, Euler angles, altitude, and airspeed, all as measured on the encounter aircraft. With this information, the encounter aircraft flight path can be reconstructed in the geodetic axis system (and, knowing the wake orientation,
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also in the wake axis system). The FPR method also identifies the biases of the inertial sensors. The
reconstructed translational and rotational motion of the aircraft allows computing the resulting flow angles Di (AoA) and Ei (AoS) at all sensor locations assuming an undisturbed constant wind field (aircraft
motion induced flow angles, cf. Figure 3). More details are documented in [1].

AoS [deg]

AoA [deg]

The measurement of the flow angles AoA and AoS is calibrated in an a-priori step [10]. The differences
between these calibrated AoA and AoS and the reconstructed motion based ones are due to the local
flow field of the encountered wake. These differences are clearly visible in Figure 4 (Falcon measurements in the ATTAS wake, approach speed) and in Figure 5 (Falcon measurements in a B737 wake,
cruising speed) in the middle of the time sections when the encounters occur, respectively. Both encounters last about 2 s, and left and right vortex are clearly visible. At a measurement rate of 100 Hz,
about 200 measurement samples are gathered in the wakes, respectively. Due to the higher airspeed,
the wake induced flow angles are generally smaller in cruise: maximum about ±3° at cruising speed
(Figure 5), and about ±8° at approach speed (Figure 4).

time [s]

time [s]

AoS [deg]

AoA [deg]

Figure 4: Falcon angle of attack (AoA) and sideslip (AoS) during a lateral wake encounter at approach
_______
), reconstructed motion induced (- - -); wake generator: ATTAS
speed: noseboom measured (

time [s]

time [s]

Figure 5: Falcon angle of attack (AoA) and sideslip (AoS) during a lateral wake encounter at cruising
_______
speed: noseboom measured (
), reconstructed motion induced (- - -); wake generator: B737
Using parameter identification methods [5], the differences between measured local flow and the motion
induced flow can be minimized by tuning the parameters of an analytical wake model [1], from which the
corresponding local wake flow angles are computed and added to the reconstructed ones. Figure 6 presents the result of the encounter example of Figure 4 after optimization convergence is achieved, and
shows a high quality model fit to the measured data.
The analytical wake model used in the evaluation procedure applies the Burnham-Hallock velocity distribution [3]. The model parameters are
(1) vortex strength (circulation), core radius was set fixed to 4% wing span
(2-3) lateral position of left and right vortex in the wake system
(4-5) vertical position of left and right vortex in the wake system
(6-7) wake orientation in the geodetic reference frame.
In addition to the model parameters, the distance behind the corresponding wake generator was determined for each Falcon encounter, using GPS data in the approach speed tests and ATC radar data for
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AoA [deg]

AoS [deg]

the cruise tests [8]. The wake age was determined considering the horizontal wind. Gathering all information, wake evolution plots were generated.

time [s]

time [s]

Figure 6: Falcon angle of attack (AoA) and sideslip (AoS) during a lateral wake encounter at approach
_______
speed: noseboom measured (
), and sum of reconstructed motion induced and wake model
AoA/AoS (- - -); wake generator: ATTAS

Results
Figure 7 shows the ATTAS circulation (from tests at approach speed) as a function of wake age determined from the Falcon encounter measurements (flight 1 green, flight 2 red circles). The computed initial
circulation according to Kutta-Joukowsky [10] is shown (blue diamond), as well as the worst case wake
decay (only diffusion) from the DLR P2P model [6], [7].
A detailed discussion of the
results is available in [10]. The
measurements of all 60 encounters at approach speed were
sufficiently close to both vortex
cores to apply the evaluation
procedure of Figure 3. Generally, the identified wake decay
results compare well to theory,
Figure 7. The results have some
scatter: the standard deviation
with respect to a linear regression curve is about 15% of the
averaged identified circulation.
The scatter of the flight 1 results
is somewhat smaller than that of
flight 2, and maybe an outcome
Figure 7: ATTAS circulation determined from Falcon wake
of a lower turbulence level. The
encounter measurements
flight 1 results show a 1-phase
decay, and the determined circulation is a little below the theoretic diffusion decay. The wake decay in
flight 2 seems to be somewhat faster, and indications of a 2-phase decay can be interpreted.
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Also, the cruise flight evaluation results behind 12 different airliners are presented and discussed in detail in [10]. Selected results are shown in Figures 8-10 and compared to theory: circulation decay, lateral
vortex separation, and wake descent of six airliners in cruise (B737-700 (2), MD-82, A319, B737-300,
and A320). The results are determined from the Falcon encounter flight tests in March 2012.

Figure 8: Identified circulation decay in cruise for B737-700 (2), MD-82, A319, B737-300, and A320
compared to theory; nomenclature behind ‘o encounter’ indicate: number of plotted / evaluable / flown
encounters.
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Figure 9: Identified wake decent in cruise for B737-700 (2), MD-82, A319, B737-300, and A320
In contrast to the approach tests behind ATTAS, in cruise only a limited number of encounters could be
evaluated. Several reasons are relevant for this. Due to the higher airspeed, not all vortices could be hit
with sufficient accuracy. The flight path should be close to both vortex cores, with a minimum distance of
not more than 15 rc (vortex core radius) [10]. After some pilot familiarization, about two-thirds of the
cruise encounters were flown with that accuracy needed for evaluation. Secondly, wake deformation
must not be too strong to apply the evaluation procedure.
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Figure 10: Identified lateral vortex spacing in cruise for B737-700 (2), MD-82, A319, B737-300, and
A320 compared to theory
Wake deformation increases for wakes growing older due to Crow instability and atmospheric influences. The wake model used here assumes a straight vortex line without wake deformation. The typical,
but sufficient measurement time interval is 1-3 seconds within the wake. For this duration, the assumption of an approximately straight wake may be acceptable in many cases, but only for a limited degree of
deformation. Finally, the wake velocity distribution in the y-/z-plane should be such as to be properly
described by the applied analytical wake model; in the present evaluation the Burnham-Hallock velocity
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distribution [3] is used. So, the method may not be applicable to measurements of very old wake vortices.
Overall, the determined circulation also in the cruise evaluation is in good accordance to theory (Figure
8). Due to ATC restrictions and/or contrail visibility, not the full range of wake ages of interest could be
covered behind all airliners. A certain amount of scatter is seen in the results. A good result is the determined wake evolution for the B737-700 flying at FL 350: 20 evaluable encounters (from 32 flown) give
a clear impression of the wake evolution between 9 nm and 17 nm. At 17 nm the wake strength is reduced to about a fourth of the initial circulation. The circulation results for the other B737-700 flying at FL
370 show more scatter: some encounters have 75% wake strength decay at 10 nm behind the generator, others only 40% at 13 nm. The wakes of an A319 at FL 370 as well as that of an A320 at FL 360
seem to have relatively rapid decay within a distance of 10-12 nm.
The large scatter of circulation at given wake ages is not necessarily only due to measurement uncertainties but can also be attributed to the evolving Crow instability of the vortex pair with subsequent linking. In such flow states the circulation of the vortex evaluated in flight direction will vary between zero
(where linking occured) and still very high values (where the vortex is still much unperturbed) as LES
have revealed [11, 12].
Wake descent plots (Figure 9) give a clear impression of descent characteristics. Left and right vortices
differ in altitude up to 50 ft. A clear result is seen for A320, MD-82, and B737-300. Maximum descent of
about 500 ft is observed for A320, B737-300, and the second B737-700. All values are well within the
1000 ft reduced vertical separation distance typically applied by ATC.
Lateral vortex spacing (Figure 10) is near to elliptical theory of S/4 wing span for A319, A320, and MD82. The results of the Boeing types B737-700 and B737-300 show a moderate inboard loading: lateral
spacing seems to be somewhat smaller than in theory. More details and the influence of the evaluation
method and the specifics of the Falcon measurement equipment on these results are discussed in [10].
As a general result, a Wake Characterization Sheet is proposed. Figure 11 shows an example, derived
from 20 single encounters within an 11 minute measurement period behind a Boeing B737-700 aircraft
cruising at FL 350 with a weight of 48 t and an airspeed (TAS) of 429 kt. Wind speed was about 31 kt.
The presented example shows clear results with relatively small scatter. The Wake Characterization
Sheet summarizes the evaluations from real wake encounter flight tests and could be a valuable basis
for discussions about the wake evolution of a distinct airliner type. To generalize the results, circulation
and wake descent may be linearly extrapolated according to the relation of the actual mass during the
flight test measurements to the maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) of the aircraft type under consideration.

Resumee and Outlook
A flight campaign was conducted with the DLR Falcon 20 test aircraft in 2010/2011 to gather wake encounter flight test data: (a) 60 encounters at approach speed behind the VFW-614 ATTAS aircraft, and
(b) 202 encounters behind 12 different airliners in cruise. Maximum airliner weight was 62 t. The test
data were evaluated applying a DLR developed evaluation method, determining wake characterizing
parameters such as wake strength (circulation), wake descent, and lateral vortex spacing for each single
encounter. Wake evolution was derived showing all encounter results of one aircraft type as a function
of wake age, or distance behind the aircraft. Despite several constraints (e.g limitations of the flow
measurement equipment, flight path inaccuracy relative to the vortex cores), all encounters flown at
approach speed and about two-thirds of the encounters at cruising speed could be evaluated.
An outcome of the presented evaluation is the proposal of a “Wake Characterization Sheet”. In this
sheet, all relevant information derived from the encounter flight test data is gathered to show the wake
evolution of a distinct aircraft type. This may be a basis for wake severity discussions of (new) aircraft.
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Figure 11: Proposal for a Wake Characterization Sheet [photo source: Boeing]
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During some encounters behind MEDIUM category airliners in cruise, the limit loads of the relatively
small test aircraft Falcon 20 (MTOW = 13 t) were nearly reached. So, it was decided for safety reasons
not to gather encounter data behind heavier airliner types. To apply the test technique for airliners in the
HEAVY category, a larger test aircraft (e.g. A320) should be used.
The gathered flight test data will also be used to validate flight mechanic wake encounter models (or
aerodynamic interaction models) for a swept wing aircraft configuration (Falcon). For this, the reconstructed wake characteristics from the present evaluation will be used.
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6.6 On the Influence of Vortex Curvature on Wake Encounter Hazard
Dennis Vechtel
Institute of Flight Systems
This report summarises the achievements of research on the influence of vortex curvature on wake encounter hazard. The investigations described in this report were performed in the framework of the DLR
Project “Wetter & Fliegen”. Various simulations were carried out to quantify the differences between
encounters with idealised straight vortices and realistically shaped curved vortices and to find metrics for
a hazard assessment based on more realistic wake encounters. For these investigations offline simulations were performed with and without dynamic aircraft simulations as well as piloted simulator studies
and in-flight simulations with the DLR research aircraft ATTAS. The investigation described here indeed
outlines considerable results but unfortunately cannot give final quantitative values concerning hazard
assessment. To finally quantify the influence of vortex curvature on encounter hazard further research
will be undertaken.

Introduction
Present wake vortex related separation distances have proven over the last decades to sufficiently prevent from hazardous wake encounters. But in a world with daily increasing air traffic it might be necessary in the future to revise these separation distances as they limit airspace and airport capacities [1]
without affecting the safety of flight operation. For this reason it is evident to understand the hazard
posed by wake vortices.
Vortex Deformation and Atmospheric Conditions
For research and simulation purposes wake vortices are often assumed to consist of two straight, parallel, and infinite counter rotating vortices. In reality wake vortices can only be regarded as straight shortly
after their generation. During the vortex decay the so-called Crow-instability leads to a sinusoidal deformation of the vortices with increasing amplitude. Eventually both vortices link at intervals and form ring
structures. An image of the possible deformation during the vortex decay is shown in Figure 1. In this
picture the vortices pass through the following stages: 1) nearly straight and parallel, 2) onset of Crowinstability, 3) sinusoidal deformation and 4) first linking and ring formation.

4

3

2

1

Figure 1. Deformation of wake vortices during decay [photo: DLR]
After the linking which can already be observed in Figure 1, ring vortices form out. These vortex rings
are firstly formed out in the flight direction of the vortex generator with timely increasing lateral spread.
After the formation of vortex rings the circulation decreases significantly in flight direction whereas the
circulation in those areas of the vortex rings perpendicular to the flight direction show only a slowly decreasing circulation. This can be seen in Figure 2 as a result of large-eddy-simulations (LES). A real
photography of vortex rings is also shown in Figure 2. Here one can clearly observe the similar shape of
the vortex rings in comparison the numerical results. Especially in the stage of vortex ring formation it is
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clearly obvious that the assumption of wake vortices being straight is not sufficient. At the latest after the
onset of the Crow-instability the vortex shape alters significantly during the further decay.

Figure 2. Vortex rings in numerical simulations [2] and in reality [photo: DLR]
The vortex bending has indeed an influence on the encounter characteristics as the deformation of the
vortex line also results in a deformation of the whole flow field of the wake. Thus it can be expected that
vortex curvature also influences the encounter hazard. On the one hand one can suppose that a strong
vortex deformation decreases the impact of an encountering aircraft due to the much shorter duration of
induced forces and moments acting on the encountering aircraft. On the other hand the encounter characteristics are more inhomogeneous in comparison to straight vortices which might lead to higher demands on the pilots of the encountering aircraft.
The vortex decay and deformation is strongly influenced by the atmospheric conditions. Especially the
atmospheric turbulence and temperature stratification influence the vortex decay [2]. The energy of atmospheric turbulence is able to increase the vortex decay. The stronger the atmospheric turbulence the
faster the vortex circulation decreases. The eddy-dissipation-rate is one important measure for the energy dissipation and thus for the vortex decay and deformation. The temperature stratification of the atmosphere affects all vertical motion of the air. In general it can be differentiated between stable, neutral
an unstable stratification. In the project “Weather & Flying” only atmospheric conditions with neutral and
stable temperature stratification were analysed. Unstable stratification produces turbulence and is to
some degree already represented in the cases considered. A measure for the temperature stratification
is the square of the Brunt-Väisälä-frequency N². Stable temperature stratification leads to a massive
disruption of the vortex structure during the decay so that the vortices are being strongly deformed.
Large-Eddy Simulations (LES)
The investigations in the area of vortex curvature were based on flow-fields of deformed wake vortices
of different vortex ages derived from large-eddy-simulations. LES are able to represent the shape and
flow-field of wake vortices very realistically like shown on Figure 3 for three different vortex ages. The
large-eddy-simulations were performed at the DLR Institut für Physik der Atmosphäre [3].
108 s

120 s

136 s

Figure 3. Velocity fields (magnitude of 5 m/s) from simulated vortices at tage = 108 s, 120 s and 136 s
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The LES were conducted with the numerical code LESTUF which is a 2 order space and time finite
differences code using a staggered grid with a modified Smagorinsky closure scheme. In advance to the
actual large-eddy-simulations simulation runs are performed to adjust the ambient turbulence. When the
actual vortex simulation is started the turbulence field is fully developed with a constant dissipation rate
-5/3
and a spectral inertia range following the k -distribution after Kolmogorov. The curved vortices were
initialised with a Lamb-Oseen vortex model [7] which comprises the following equation for the tangential
velocity
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Results of the LES like they were applied in the presented analyses were 4-D flow fields for different
vortex ages covering the whole decay process. For nine different atmospheric conditions the three velocity components [u,v,w] are given as a function of the spatial position [x,y,z] and the vortex age. The
dependence on the atmospheric conditions is hereby represented by the normalised eddy-dissipationrate H as a measure of the atmospheric turbulence and the normalised Brunt-Väisälä-frequency N* as
a measure of the temperature stratification. Thus the outputs of the LES are:

>u, v , w @flowfield

f x, y , z, t age , H , N

.

(2)

The generator aircraft in these LES was a heavy aircraft in landing configuration with a wing span of
60.3 m and a gross weight of 190 t. Due to numerical reasons the flow field matrices have a length of
400 m in flight direction with periodic boundaries in all three dimensions. This length is sufficient for the
large-eddy-simulations as it covers one wavelength of the Crow-instability. The Crow-instability represents one of the dominant mechanisms for vortex decay. However, this length is not sufficient for wake
encounter flight simulations. Therefore, for the simulation studies the flow field of one vortex age was
connected in series so that in flight direction of the generator aircraft an infinitely long flow field was
formed with the repeated shape of the oscillating LES vortices.

Offline Simulations
Besides the simulator campaign and the real flight tests described below, various offline studies were
accomplished. These analyses should form a basic understanding of the influence of vortex curvature
on the encounter hazard. This chapter will give a brief introduction to the outcome of the performed offline studies exemplarily by a Roll Control Ratio (RCR) analysis. RCR is the ratio of the rolling moment
induced by the wake vortices and the maximum rolling control power (maximum rolling moment due to
maximum deflection of all roll control motivators) [11].
This analysis was performed without any dynamic aircraft simulation and purely on the basis of the wake
vortex induced forces and moments which theoretically act on an encountering aircraft moving along a
pre-defined flight trajectory without responding to the flow field variations it is exposed to. Thus the results of this analysis cannot directly serve as metrics concerning aircraft response or encounter hazard.
Nevertheless these simulations outline some interesting results especially regarding vortex rings. For
the analysis on RCR level an aerodynamic interaction model using the strip method [4] for a medium
aircraft was used with vortex flow fields derived from LES for three different vortex ages of tage = 108 s
(prior to linking), tage = 120 s (at Linking) und tage = 136 s (vortex rings) like depicted in Figure 3. The
regarded encounter scenario was a vertical encounter with a 3° different flight path angle and the same
azimuth between vortex and encountering aircraft (s. Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Analysed encounter scenario; coloured contours indicate RCR levels.
As for encounters with the curved LES-vortices the RCR distribution not only depends on the lateral
distance from the vortex cores (like for straight vortices) but also on the x-position of the encounter, simulations were performed with a variation of the lateral y-position of the encounter in 2 m steps and a
variation of the longitudinal x-position in 10 m steps. For reasons of comparison the same encounters
have also been simulated with straight vortices (with a comparable circulation) applying a tangential
velocity distribution after Burnham-Hallock [12]. In these simulations only the y-position of the encounter
has been varied as the straight vortices are invariant in x-direction.
Wavy Vortices (tage = 108 s)
With a true airspeed of the generator aircraft of 72 m/s (typical approach speed) this vortex age represents a separation distance between generator and follower aircraft of approximately 4.2 nm. With a
required separation distance of 5 nm for medium behind heavy aircraft this scenario is very unlikely under IFR but possible during approaches under VFR. Figure 5 depicts the maximum RCR that occurred
during the encounters with straight and curved vortices. As mentioned above the maximum RCR differs
with the x-position of the encounter. Thus the figure shows the highest and the lowest maximum RCR
values for encounters with curved vortices.
3
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Figure 5. Maximum radial RCR-distribution at tage = 108 s;
at y=0 is the centerline of the wake generating aircraft.
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In addition Figure 5 shows the nominal RCR values from the hazard area calculation using straight vortices [13]. One can clearly observe that the nominal RCR values from the hazard area calculation match
the RCR values from the encounter simulations with straight vortices quite well. Differences between
these values only occur as for the hazard area calculation an aerodynamic interaction model was used
which only takes the wings into account (contrary to the AIM used in the aircraft simulation which also
takes into account the horizontal and vertical stabilisers as well as the fuselage).
For the curved vortices the lateral region where the maximum RCR value occurs during the encounter is
much wider and shifted towards greater y-values in comparison to the straight vortices. The absolute
value of the maximum RCR is in the same range for straight and curved vortices. Over the whole outer
area the RCR values of the curved vortices are slightly above those of the straight vortices.
Linking Vortices (tage = 120 s)
With a true airspeed of the generator aircraft of 72 m/s this vortex age represents a separation distance
between generator and follower aircraft of 4.7 nm. So this scenario again is not allowed for medium behind heavy IFR separations but with today’s air traffic density it is not impossible to happen. Under VFR
this scenario is indeed not unlikely. Also for this vortex age the maximum RCR values which occurred
during the encounters with the LES vortex (Figure 6) show a shift towards greater y-positions compared
to the encounters with straight vortices. But the difference is larger compared to the vortices before linking. The absolute maximum is also in the same region for straight and curved vortices but with an RCR
of about 1.6 to 1.9 smaller for curved vortices. Also over the whole outer region the RCR values of
curved vortices are above those of straight vortices.
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Figure 6. Maximum radial RCR-distribution at tage = 120 s

Vortex Rings (tage = 136 s)
With a true airspeed of the generator aircraft of 72 m/s this vortex age represents a separation distance
of approximately 5.3 nm. So this scenario is indeed realistic for medium behind heavy aircraft even for
IFR operations. Here the maximum RCR values of encounters with curved vortices (Figure 7) are again
shifted further towards greater y-positions but with a furthermore decreased absolute maximum.
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Figure 7. Maximum radial RCR-distribution at tage = 136 s
Conclusions from the RCR Analysis
The RCR analysis showed that for a medium aircraft encountering the wake of a heavy aircraft vortex
rings cannot be neglected regarding the respective hazard. The induced forces and moments are still
considerable in the stage of vortex rings. Indeed the analysis of the roll control ratio does not directly
allow conclusions concerning the aircraft response and the resulting hazard due to the wake impact. But
the results show that even vortex rings may still contain a considerable hazard. Also the lateral distribution of RCR is different at any vortex age with increasing spread during the vortex decay. Thus the wider
lateral spread of matured and deformed vortices must be considered for hazard assessment.

A330-Simulator Campaign at ZFB
A comprehensive simulator campaign was conducted in the convertible A330/A340-simulator of the
Zentrum für Flugsimulation Berlin (ZFB, see Figure 8). The chosen aircraft for simulation was the A330
for this campaign. One great advantage of the simulator is the ability to implement external simulation
modules or data into the simulator due to a separate scientific simulation host computer independently
from the very training simulation. A detailed description of the campaign and the results are given in [5]
and [6].
In the campaign so-called time-fixed encounters were simulated with both straight and curved vortices.
“Time-fixed” means that pre-recorded force and moment histories were applied to the simulation in contrast to so-called space-fixed encounters where the vortex induced forces and moments are calculated
online depending on the actual position of the encountering aircraft. Applying the “time-fixed” method is
especially useful for piloted simulations as the impact of the vortex on the encountering aircraft is accurately repeatable. For the calculation of force and moment time histories different vortex flow-fields were
used generated by a heavy aircraft with a mass of m = 190 t. The straight vortices where calculated with
a radial velocity distribution after Burnham-Hallock whereas those encounters with curved vortices were
based on the LES-flow-fields. The vortex age of the LES derived vortices was 108 s which represents a
separation distance of approximately 4.2 nm for typical approach speeds. So the analysed aircraft pairing corresponds to the ICAO wake vortex separation for heavy behind heavy aircraft which is 4 nm. The
calculation of induced forces and moments was performed with an aerodynamic interaction model based
on the strip method [4].
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Figure 8. Cockpit and external view of the A330/A340-simulator of the ZFB
The simulator tests were accomplished with 5 airline pilots and 1 test pilot. The pilot’s task was to perform an ILS-approach under VFR until touchdown. To get a full idea of the influence of vortex curvature
on the flight dynamics the approaches were performed with both, manual control and with autopilot engaged. The playback of the vortex force and moment data was initialised depending on a specific but
differing playback height to avoid pilot adaptation to the investigated scenarios. After each approach the
pilots had to rate the encounter by means of the following encounter rating scale (Figure 9).
The campaign showed that the A330 flight control system is well able to compensate the vortex induced
forces and moments. Under manual control the A330 normal law compensated light and moderate disturbances that well that no impact on the aircraft was noticeable. Also the autopilot was well able to
handle the wake impact. The pilots stated unanimously that the curved vortices feel a lot more realistic
than the straight.

Figure 9. Wake vortex encounter rating scale [14]
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The difference between encounters with curved and straight vortices are outlined exemplarily on Figure
10. One can observe that even though the induced rolling moments have similar amplitudes, the bank
angle in case of manual control is significantly larger than with autopilot engaged. In this specific case
the encounter characteristics resulted in a go-around under manual control.
The analysis of the different encounters showed that on average the pilot ratings and aircraft reaction
respectively was in the same magnitude for straight and curved vortices. Nevertheless the evolution of
induced forces and moments during the encounter is significantly different as can be seen in Figure 10.
This could be the reason why under manual control the encounters were rated slightly worse with curved
vortices. With autopilot engaged no significant differences could be noticed between curved and straight
vortices.
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Figure 10: Comparison of curved (lower diagram) and straight vortices (upper diagram) under manual
control
Regarding the encounter acceptance of the pilots as a function of the maximum RCR peak value one
can observe differences between straight and curved vortices (s. Figure 11). The figure includes encounters under manual control and with autopilot engaged as well which explains the huge amount of
accepted encounters with relatively high maximum RCR values.
The figure clearly outlines that with straight vortices all encounters below an RCR value of 0.58 were
accepted. Contrary to this the acceptance threshold for curved vortices is at an RCR value of about
0.35. Although, without a sound statistical relevance this might give some indication that the aircraft
response with curved and straight vortices is in the same magnitude but that the characteristics of encounters with curved vortices seem to decrease the acceptance threshold.
Even if the small amount of participating pilots is not a reliable base for statistics concerning the pilot’s
behaviour the characteristics of encounters with curved vortices seem to increase the risk of pilot-
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induced-oscillations (PIO). Indeed the worse rating under manual control with curved vortices seems to
be directly related to PIO. The PIO are clearly triggered by the wake vortices and give an indication of a
possible potential of hazardous interaction between the pilot and the normal law of the flight control system. One possible solution could be to take the pilot out of the loop in case of a wake encounter. This is
what Airbus recommends to pilots not to command any control inputs in case of a wake encounter. During the simulator campaign an inverse correlation between the pilot’s experience and his PIO tendency
was observed. Also an inverse correlation between the pilot’s experience in terms of flight hours and
their average ratings was observed. This correlation implies that it could be helpful to include wake encounters into the airline pilot training. A training effect was observed during the simulator campaign.
After many wake encounters the pilots ability to handle the encounter seemed to improve in the simulator.
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Figure 11. Encounter acceptance with straight and curved vortices;
green/red colours mark acceptable/non-acceptable encounters.

Flight Test with ATTAS
Besides the simulator campaign, also various flight tests were performed with the VFW614 ATTAS (s.
Figure 12) for hazard assessment of deformed vortices. In these flight tests the ATTAS in-flightsimulation capability was used. This means that no real vortices were encountered but that the wake
encounters were simulated in-flight. Due to cost restrictions only a limited number of flight tests could be
conducted. But this kind of test executed in the real environment of flying represents the most realistic
way to analyse wake vortex encounters and the related hazard (besides flight tests with real wake vortices). Thus, the flight tests can be used to verify results gained in simulator test or offline simulations. To
the author’s knowledge these flight tests are the worldwide first flight tests of realistically shaped and
deformed vortices derived from LES.
In-Flight Simulation of Wake Vortices with ATTAS
The aim of in-flight simulation is to match the behaviour of a model-based virtual aircraft and a specific
host aircraft to provide nearly unconstrained motion and visual cues for the pilot under real flight conditions [8]. Due to additional control surfaces – like the direct lift control flaps - ATTAS is able to directly
control five of six degrees of freedom. The in-flight-simulation is based on an aircraft simulation running
on-board the ATTAS which is initialised and trimmed with the current aircraft state when the simulation
is switched on. Downstream of this aircraft simulation is an inverted simulation model of the ATTAS host
aircraft which calculates the necessary control surface deflections to make the real VFW-614 ATTAS
follow the motion of the simulated aircraft. The simulated aircraft can be arbitrary (but within the envelope of dynamics of the host aircraft) but in case of the flight tests described here the simulated aircraft
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was also the VFW614 itself. Once the in-flight-simulation is started the experimental pilot does no longer
control directly the real aircraft but his control inputs are fed into the simulated aircraft. Via the model
following controller based on the inverted model the real ATTAS host aircraft is forced to follow the simulated aircraft. The safety pilot at the right seat is able all the time to stop the in-flight-simulation by a
safety button or by commanding inputs to the conventional flight control system. A more detailed description of the ATTAS in-flight-simulation can be found in [9] and [10].

Figure 12. The DLR research aircraft ATTAS
This way it is possible to let the real aircraft encounter a simulated wake. Without any wake vortices the
experimental pilot controls the real aircraft via the simulated aircraft and the model following controller.
Similar to the simulator campaign in the A330 simulator (see above) the encounters were time-fixed.
During the encounter the real ATTAS follows the motion of the simulated ATTAS if no control inputs
were commanded by the experimental pilot. Thus the experimental pilot has to counteract the simulated
wake impact on the aircraft like during a real encounter. A schematic description of the wake encounter
in-flight-simulation with ATTAS is depicted in Figure 13. The analysis of the recorded data shows a good
conformity of the motion of the simulated and the real aircraft. It can be stated that the real ATTAS represented the encounter simulation very realistically which was also confirmed by the test pilots.

Figure 13. Schematic description of the ATTAS in-flight-simulation of wake vortices
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Accomplishment
All wake encounters simulated with ATTAS were performed at final approach. The pilot’s task was to
perform an ILS-approach under VMC with the aim to land the aircraft. Landing was not intended during
the tests but instead each approach was finished after the wake encounter with a go-around a few hundred feet above ground.
Depending on the pre-defined but differing playback height the vortex induced forces and moments were
played back time-fixed after reaching this height. The induced forces and moments of each encounter
were recorded prior to the flight tests. The playback height varied between 650 ft and 1050 ft above
ground depending on the vortex strength. The flight tests comprised simulated encounters of vortices of
two different ages. Those vortex ages correspond to deformed vortices prior to linking and vortex rings.
In the flight tests solely those encounters with LES generated vortices have been simulated.
During and after the encounter the pilots should stabilise the aircraft and pursue the ILS-approach. The
go-around was initiated after the encounter either if the pilot was sure that he could safely continue the
landing or if he was not able to stabilise the approach due to the impact of the wake vortices. After each
go-around the pilots had to rate the encounter by means of the encounter rating scale as depicted in
Figure 9.
All in all 31 encounters were simulated in-flight during six flights with three different experimental pilots.
Results
As mentioned above the results from flight tests cannot serve as a base for statistics due to the small
amount of conducted encounters. Nevertheless, the flight test results reveal additional findings and in
general support the results from offline simulations and simulator test.
Figure 14 depicts the results from flight tests in terms of roll control ratio RCR, actual encounter height
and pilot rating. The figure shows those encounters with wavy vortices (squares) and those with vortex
rings (circles) as well. The colour coding depicts the pilot rating. Green marks mean that the average
rating is below a value of 2. The experience made during the flight tests showed that those encounters
are doubtless harmless. Those encounter still acceptable but with an average rating greater than 2 are
marked yellow. Those encounters are indeed still accepted by the pilots but result in an increased pilot
workload and noticeable flight state deviations. Those encounters with one or more issues rated with 4
are unacceptable by definition. In the figure below they are marked in red (“Single Rating = 4”).
One can clearly observe hat the boundary between green and yellow marked encounters is in a similar
UDQJHIRUZDY\ YRUWLFHVDQGYRUWH[ULQJV 5&5§« 2Q WKHRWKHUVLGH WKH ERXndary between
yellow and red marked encounters – which is the actual acceptance threshold – is widely different for
wavy vortices and vortex rings. The lowest unaccepted encounter (in terms of RCR) with wavy vortices
is at an RCR of approximately 0.5 whereas encounters with vortex rings have all been accepted below
an RCR value of about 1.
The qualitative impression experienced during the flight tests is that the impact of vortex rings acts on all
axis whereas the wavy vortices impact is dominated by rolling motion. The data recorded during the
flight tests support this impression quantitatively. Apparently pilots rated roll dominant encounters worse
in the flight tests than those encounters with impact on each axis.
Pilot-induced-oscillations (PIO) as they occurred in the study in the A330 simulator have not been observed in the flight tests with ATTAS. This fact might indicate that PIO result on the interference between
a controller-augmented flight control system and the pilot. With a conventional flight control system like
in the VFW614 the risk of PIO during a wake encounter might not be an issue.
It is planned to conduct more inflight simulated encounters with ATTAS for a more comprehensive hazard analysis in the future.
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Figure 14. Encounter ratings of the ATTAS flight tests

Conclusions
In the frame of the DLR Project “Wetter & Fliegen” the DLR Institute of Flight Systems investigated on
the influence of wake vortex curvature on the encounter hazard. Various offline simulations, simulator
studies and flight tests were performed for hazard assessment regarding vortex deformation.
At the present state of investigation no final statement can be drawn concerning the overall hazard of
deformed vortices. Nevertheless many remarkable results have been achieved during the project, which
show some considerable facts.
The investigations showed that modern controller-augmented flight control systems are well able to cope
with the wake impact up to a certain level no matter whether the vortices are straight or deformed. Under
manual control pilots seem to tend to trigger pilot-induced-oscillations during and after the encounter as
a consequence of interference between controller-augmented flight control system and pilot’s control
input. With a conventional flight control system like on the VFW614 these PIO tendency could not be
observed. This tendency seems to decrease with increasing pilot’s experience. Also some kind of training effect was observed in simulator and flight tests where pilots encountered wake vortices one after
another. This tendency supports the suggestion that it could be useful to include wake vortex training
into airline pilot training.
The hazard ratings of curved and straight vortices were at the same magnitude for encounters of comparable strength. But their encounter characteristics were totally different. The much higher frequencies
of flow field variation during encounters with curved vortices seem to increase the pilot workload although the duration of the wake impact is mostly shorter. Both effects seem to counterbalance each other. After the ring formation of the vortices the pilot’s acceptance threshold seems to increase towards
greater roll control ratios. Encounters with vortex rings are often less roll dominated than encounters
with wavy vortices although in some cases also vortex rings still have a considerable roll impact. Apparently, pilots rate roll dominant encounters worse than those with lesser roll impact but more considerable
impact in all other axis.
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7. Concluding Remarks and Future Activities
The DLR project “Weather & Flying” (“Wetter & Fliegen”) 2008 – 2011 achieved many valuable results.
Deeper insights were gained into wake vortex physics, the consequences for encountering aircraft and
separation prediction, as well as weather monitoring and forecasting. Know-how was increased about
operational concepts for air traffic control and flight systems, as well as technological and economical
assessments. Prototype systems have been matured towards different levels of technology readiness
and have been tested and evaluated with human-in-the-loop simulations and in field campaigns in real
environment.
Many of the activities show promising progress and will be continued e.g. in the follow-on DLR activity
“Weather Optimised Air Traffic” (“Wetteroptimierter Luftverkehr” - WOLV) starting 2012. The main goals
comprise improving local weather forecasting by combining nowcasting and forecasting techniques,
providing tailored weather information and possible effects on air traffic management, and improving and
extending wake vortex simulation and prediction tools for air traffic management and aircraft applications.
For the wake vortex topic the activities will be embedded in the context of SESAR, partnering with industry, authorities, airports, universities, research organisations and Eurocontrol, for example to build industry-driven wake vortex advisory systems. Our reseach will also be linked to activities at NASA and FAA
in the USA, for example in the urgent search of new aircraft separation criteria, in the development of
multi-model techniques to obtain ensemble predictions of wake vortex transport and decay, and in the
computation and assessment of wake encounter probabilities and severities over the airspaces of USA,
the Atlantic ocean and Europe.
The WxFUSION system will further be developed aiming at a smart combination of data from observation networks, nowcasting tools, and numerical forecast models in order to detect, track, nowcast and
forecast hazardous weather phenomena as thunderstorms and wintry weather for aviation purposes as
precisely and as consistent as possible. In a campaign at Munich airport in summer 2012 the system will
be demonstrated and validated at the ground and in the air in close cooperation with the decision makers. The aim is to bring the system to an international standard that makes it possible to apply the system European wide as a MET tool serving aviation needs in a Single European Sky.
In conclusion it can be stated that the conducted activities contributed significantly to the progress in
research and development on meteorological and atmospheric phenomena with regard to aviation. A
substantial basis is provided and will be extended subsequently for improving operations and systems in
order to increase capacity, punctuality and reach safety goals for air traffic.
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Glossary
AIM
AMAN
AMDAR
AOC
ATC/ATM
ATRA
ATTAS
BL
Cb-TRAM
CCD
CFD
COSMO
COSMO DE
COSMO EU
COSMOFRA
COSMOMUC
D2P
DFS
DLH
DLH-HCC
DWD
DWL
ESA
FAA
FI
FMG
FMS
FPI
GPWS
HMI
ICAO
IFALPA
IFR
ILS
IMC
IRLIS
ITWS
LES
LESTUF
LIDAR
LINET
LLWAS
LOS
MET
MTOW
MUC
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aerodynamic interaction model
arrival manager of aircraft on an airport
aircraft meteorological data relay
airline operating centre
air traffic control / management
advanced technology research aircraft
advanced technologies testing aircraft system
backscatter lidar
cumulonimbus tracking and monitoring based on satellite data
charge-coupled device
computational fluid dynamics
consortium for small-scale modelling
weather forecast model for Germany of DWD
weather forecast model for Europe of DWD
limited area version of COSMO DE for Frankfurt airport area
limited area version of COSMO DE for München airport area
deterministic two-phase wake vortex model
Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH
Deutsche Lufthansa
Deutsche Lufthansa Hub Control Center
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Doppler wind lidar
European Space Agency
Federal Aviation Administration of the USA
fringe-imaging
Flughafen München Gesellschaft
flight management system
Fabry-Pérot-interferometer
ground proximity warning system
human machine interface
International Civil Aviation Organisation
International Federation of Air Line Pilots' Associations
instrumented flight rules
instrumented landing system
instrumented meteorological conditions
integrated ride and loads improvement system
integrated terminal weather system and components
large-eddy simulation
CFD code for LES of turbulence
light detection and ranging
lightning detection system, lightning network by nowcast GmbH
low-level wind shear alert system
line-of-sight
meteorological data and information for the aviation community
maximum take-off weight
airport of Munich
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NASA
ND
NDI
NLR
NOWVIV
ONERA
P2P
PFD
PIV
RADAR
Rad-TRAM
RANS
RASS
RCR
SHA
SHAPe
SODAR
SYNOP
TCAS
TLE
TMA
UTC
VFR
VMC
WakeScene
WEAA
WIMS
WV
WSVBS
WxFUSION
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the USA
navigation display
Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium of the Netherlands
nowcasting wake vortex impact variables
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aérospatiale of France
probabilistic 2-phase model
primary flight display
particle image velocimetry
radio-wave detection and ranging
Radar tracking and monitoring of convective cells (Cb’s) with weather radar
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
radio acoustic sounding system
roll control ratio
simplified hazard area
simplified hazard area prediction model
sound detection and ranging
meteorological surface synoptic observations
traffic alert and collision avoidance system
time-lagged ensemble
terminal manoeuvring area of an airport
universal time coordinated (Greenwich time)
visual flight rules
visual meteorological conditions
wake vortex scenarios simulation package
wake encounter Avoidance and advisory system
weather information management system
wake vortex
Wirbelschleppen-Vorhersage- und Beobachtungssystem des DLR, wake vortex advisory
weather forecast user-oriented system including object nowcasting
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All Condition Operations and Innovative Cockpit Infrastructure, Large-scale integrating project in the 7th EU-FP, co-funded by the European Commission from
2009 to 2013

ATC-Wake

Project on Integrated Air Traffic Control Wake Vortex Safety and Capacity System, co-funded by the European Commission under Project Number IST-200134729 from 2002 to 2005

AWIATOR

Aircraft Wing With Advanced Technology Operation, co-funded by the European
Commission under Project Number G4RD-CT-2002-00836 from 2002 to 2006

CREDOS

Crosswind - Reduced Separations for Departure Operations, co-funded by the
European Commission under Project Number AST5-CT-2006-030837 from
2006 to 2009

C-Wake

Project on Wake Vortex Characterisation and Control, co-funded by the European Commission under Project Number GRD1-1999-10332 from 2000 to 2002
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DELICAT

Demonstration of Lidar based Clear Air Turbulence Detection, Collaborative
th
Project in the 7 EU-FP, co-funded by the European Commission from 2009 to
2012

FAR-Wake

Fundamental Research on Aircraft Wake Phenomena, co-funded by the European Commission under Project Number AST4-CT-2005-012238 from 2005 to
2008

FIDELIO

Fibre Laser Development for Next Generation LIDAR Onboard Detection System

Greenwake

Demonstration of Lidar based Wake-Vortex Detection System incorporating an
Atmospheric Hazard Map, co-funded by the European Commission from 2008 to
2011

I-Wake

Project on Instrumentation Systems for on-board Wake--Vortex and other Hazards Detection Warning and Avoidance, co-funded by the European Commission under Project Number GRD1-2001-40176 from 2002 to 2005

FLYSAFE

Airborne Integrated System for Safety Improvements, Flight Hazard Protection
th
and All Weather Operations, Integrated Project in the 6 EU-FP, co-funded by
the European Commission under Project Number AIP4-CT-2005-516167 from
2005 to 2009

JTI Clean Sky

Joint Technology Initiative for Aeronautics and Air Transport

JU SESAR

Joint Undertaking for Single European Sky ATM Research

MFLAME

Project on Multi-Function Future Laser Atmospheric Measurement Equipment,
co-funded by the European Commission under Contract Number BRPR-CT96182 from 1996 to 2000

NextGen

Next Generation Air Transportation System in the USA

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research

S-Wake

Project on Assessment of Wake--Vortex Safety, co-funded by the European
Commission under Project Number GRD1-1999-10695 from 2000 to 2002

WakeNet

Thematic Network on Aircraft Wake Vortices, funded by the European Commission under Contract Number BRRT-CT98-5050 from 1998 to 2002

WakeNet2-Europe

Thematic Network on Aircraft Wake Vortices II, funded by the European Commission from 2003 to 2005

WakeNet3-Europe

European Coordination Action for Aircraft Wake Turbulence, funded by the European Commission from 2008 to 2011

WAVENC

Project on Wake-Vortex Evolution and Encounter, co-funded by the European
Commission under Contract Number BRP
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